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Abstract 

Children with persisting speech difficulties: Exploring speech production and intelligibility 

across different contexts 

Background and purpose 

Children with persisting speech difficulties (PSD) may present with severe and ongoing 

impairments in segmental and prosodic output which can result in poor intelligibility. The 

purpose of this study was to examine the speech processing skills and intelligibility of four 

children with PSD, carrying out detailed phonetic and phonological analysis, and 

investigation of their speech output and intelligibility in single words (SW) and multi-word 

utterances (MWU). 

Method 

Participants were aged 6;5 to 7;3 at the start of the study. Their speech processing was 

examined through: 

• Psycholinguistic assessment of input and output processing skills (Joy Stackhouse & 

Wells, 1997) 

• Perceptual transcription and analysis of the production of SW, imitated sentences 

and conversational speech (CS) at two points in time (T1 and T2). Speech output 

data were considered in the context of phonological process analysis (PPA) and 

then through further analysis of segmental and prosodic aspects of MWU. 

Intelligibility was measured through 66 unfamiliar adult listeners orthographically 

transcribing edited samples from each child of 10 SW, 5 imitated sentences and 5 samples 

of CS from T1 and T2. 

Results 

Psycholinguistic tasks revealed that the children had pervasive and complex speech 

processing difficulties. PPA based on traditional SW sampling failed to capture important 

aspects of children's speech; analysis of MWU revealed phonetic and prosodic features 

essential to describing and understanding children's development of "real talk"(Howard, 

2007, p. 20). Intelligibility outcomes revealed listeners' recognition was better for MWU in 

three of the children; intelligibility was better for all children at T2. 

Implications 

Children with PSD benefit from thorough investigation of Input and output speech 

processing skills; assessment of MWU is essential in capturing segmental and prosodic 

aspects of speech output to explain poor intelligibility and plan Intervention. 
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Chapter One: Introduction & literature review 

Chapter One 

Introduction and literature review 

1.1 Introduction 

Speech sound difficulties occur in around 15% of three-year-olds (Bowen, 2009) and the 

majority of these children will have fully intelligible speech, with or without intervention, 

by the time they go to school. However, there is a small group of children who present 

with severe and persisting difficulties which are slow to respond to intervention (Pascoe, 

Stackhouse, & Wells, 2006); these impact to such a degree that their speech is frequently 

unintelligible. The purpose of this study is to investigate the severe and persisting speech 

difficulties of four individual children and the effect of their atypical speech output on their 

intelligibility, as judged by a group of adult listeners. The investigation of each child was 

carried out at two points in time so that changes In speech processing skills and 

intelligibility could be measured. The study explored the children's speech production and 

intelligibility in different types of speech output; single words, imitated sentences and 

conversational speech. 

The thesis is organised into eight chapters. In Chapters One and Two there is a review of 

the literature related to PSO and intelligibility, and the research questions to be 

investigated in the study. Chapter Three describes the methods used for the investigation. 

Chapters Four, Five, Six and Seven are individual case studies; each chapter describes the 

findings and also has a discussion related to that individual child. Chapter Eight presents a 

discussion of the overall themes which emerged from the case studies and then the 

limitations, and theoretical and clinical Implications of the study. 

A review was carried out to explore the literature relevant to the study of persisting speech 

difficulties and intelligibility In children, and to derive the research questions which would 

be examined in the course of the study. The areas of review described in this chapter are 

the definition and description of speech difficulties (also referred to as speech sound 

disorders, SSO), with a particular focus on those that are severe and persisting (persisting 

speech difficulties or PSO) and theoretical and clinical approaches to speech difficulties. In 

Chapter Two the review continues with a focus on speech production in the different 
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contexts of single words and multi-word utterances, variability in speech production and 

intelligibility. 

1.2 Speech difficulties: definition and description 

Speech difficulties can be defined as: 

"any combination of difficulties with perception, articulation/motor production, and/or 
phonological representation of speech segments (consonants and vowels), phonotactics 
(syllable and word shapes), and prosody (lexical and grammatical tones, rhythm, stress and 
intonation) which may impact on speech intelligibility and acceptability" (McLeod et ai, 
2012, p.1) 

There are many descriptive terms for speech difficulties, for example, "speech sound 

disorder" (Bowen, 2009; Williams, McLeod, & McCauley, 2010); "developmental 

phonological disorders" (Rvachew & Brosseau-Lapre, 2012); "speech difficulties" 

(Stackhouse & Wells, 1997). These descriptions may reflect the theoretical perspectives of 

the writers, but also something of the cultural perspectives of the researchers and 

clinicians at a given time, so, for example, the terms "dyslalia" and "defective articulation" 

(Morley, 1972) have fallen out of use. Of the terms in current use, speech sound disorder 

(SSD) appears to be in the ascendancy in international literature. SSD may be transient or 

persisting and may vary in severity, sometimes needing intervention but sometimes 

resolving in early childhood. One group who may have ongoing and significant difficulties 

have been described as having "persisting speech difficulties" (PSD) (Pascoe et aI., 2006). 

1.3 Persisting speech difficulties (PSD): definition and description 

Speech difficulties will resolve in the majority of children through developmental progress 

or intervention but there is a group who do not respond readily to intervention, defined by 

Wood and Scobble (2003) as having "Intractable speech disorders" (p. 1), by Shriberg, 

(1997a) as having "residual errors" (p. 106) and, as already mentioned, by Pascoe, 

Stackhouse and Wells (2006) as having "persisting speech difficulties" (PSD) (p. 2). The 

term perSisting speech disorder is used in some of the literature; in this thesis the term 

persisting speech difficulties (PSD) will be used. Pascoe et al. (2006) make the case for the 

term PSD applying to children aged five and over, which is when children In the UK are 

required to manage the educational and social demands of formal schooling, in line with 

the critical age hypothesis espoused by Bishop and Adams (1990). This hypothesis 

proposes that children over the age of 5;6 years who have poor intelligibility are at much 

greater risk of poor educational outcomes. This issue about intelligibility is an important 
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one because although speech sound production varies considerably in what may be 

considered the typical population of children and adults, after the age of 4;0 years speech 

is generally intelligible (Coplan & Gleason, 1988). Variability in the articulation of segments 

such as lsi and Irl (so called common clinical distortions, CCD, Shriberg, 1993) occur so 

frequently (7.9% of eight-year-olds, Wren, Roulstone, & Miller, 2012) that it is questionable 

whether "distortions" is the right term. They will usually not affect listeners' understanding 

of what is said, although observations from clinical practice suggest that such variability 

may impact on whether or not speech is judged to be acceptable. For children with PSD 

the concerns are about persisting difficulties in intelligibility and acceptability; intelligibility 

is defined as the listener's ability to recognise what the speaker has said and acceptability 

as the listener's subjective opinion of the quality of the speaker's speech production skills 

(Dagenais, Brown, & Moore, 2006). 

1.3.1 The prevalence of speech difficulties in children 

The estimates of the overall prevalence rates for speech difficulties described in the 

literature vary considerably (Law, Boyle, Harris, Harkness, & Nye, 2000). For example, Law 

et al. (2000) give a median figure of 5.95% for children aged up to sixteen. Broomfield and 

Dodd (2004) reported speech problems in 6.4% of children referred for assessment in a 

community health setting, although this population may be a different group to those 

identified through a broader screening process, since for these children a concern had been 

raised leading to referral. Bowen (2009) quotes that the Waisman phonology project 

estimates that 15% of three-year-olds have speech sound difficulties. Jessup, Ward, Cahill 

and Keating (2008), in a Tasmanian screening study, estimated 8.7% of children aged 5;4 to 

6;10 had an isolated speech delay but Shriberg et al. (1998) estimated just 3.8% of six-year 

olds had speech-only difficulties. 

1.3.2 The prevalence of persisting speech difficulties 

Historically there have been a small number of large scale population studies that have 

explored the occurrence of speech difficulties at different ages, and in particular discuss 

prevalence in school-age children who may be considered to have PSD. In 1973 Peckham 

reported on the speech skills of children who were part of The National Child Development 

Study which was a longitudinal study of all children born in Great Britain during one week 

in March 1958. Based on teacher and GP estimates of intelligibility, and a brief speech 

assessment, in the group of over 1500 seven-year olds, 10-13% of children had some 
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degree of speech difficulty. By the age of eleven this was reported to have dropped to 

around 4%. The study lacks detail and, as the author says, the children were not a 

homogenous group; the attempt to capture data on this scale was, however, brave and 

ambitious. Morley (1972), reported on a study of 944 children carried out in Newcastle in 

the 1950s suggesting that 11% of three-year olds were unintelligible but this had dropped 

to 1% by the age of six (p. 514). Shriberg et aI., (1998), as previously mentioned, reported 

the prevalence of speech delay in six-year olds to be 3.8%, again based on a population of 

nearly 1500 children. The variability in the percentages reported in these studies 

undoubtedly reflects differences in how the data were collected, analysed and interpreted. 

A more recent large scale study is the ALSPAC (Avon Longitudinal Study of Parents and 

Children, Wren et aI., 2012) following the development of over 14,000 children born in 

1991 and 1992 in an area of south-west England; 7,390 children attended for speech 

assessment at the age of eight with the express purpose of examining the occurrence of 

PSD. This study considered PSD to apply to children aged eight years or over, where 

children who have typical speech might be expected to be using the full range of speech 

sounds. The findings were that 991 children (13.41%) had speech errors, 582 (7.87%) of 

the total had difficulties with lsi and/or Irl (Common Clinical Distortions or CCD). The 

remaining 404 children were classified either as having PSD or non-PSD on the basis of PCC 

for the late-81 (Shriberg, Austin, Lewis, McSweeny, & Wilson, 1997) and PCC-A, which does 

not count CCD as errors, with a cut off of 1.2 standard deviations above or below the mean; 

i.e. to meet the criteria for diagnosis of PSD children scored below -1.2 SO. Children who 

had speech errors but who scored above -1.2 S.D. were classified as non-PSD. These 

criteria resulted in 263 (3.55%) children being in the PSD group and 141 (1.9%) in the non

PSD group. 

1.3.3 Risk /actors lor persisting speech d/fflcultles 

For the majority of children who have speech difficulties there is no known cause (Bowen, 

2009), although clearly there are groups who have difficulty associated with physical, 

sensory or neurological conditions such as cleft palate, hearing impairment or cerebral 

palsy. Shriberg and colleagues (2010) have worked for several years to refine a 

1 Late-8 consonants are: / S, 8, s, z, a, 1, r, 3/; in typical speech they are established 

later than other sounds, (Shriberg et al., 1997) 
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classification of speech difficulties, to describe categories of 550, to link them to causal 

genetic and environmental factors, and to the processing systems affected. For example, 

speech delay-genetic, presenting in 56% of the speech delayed population, is caused by 

polygenic/environmental factors which affect the development of cognitive-linguistic 

processes. Shriberg et al. (2010) also identified a group who had 550 associated with otitis 

media with effusion, suggesting a link between a history of ear infections and ongoing 

speech difficulties. The clinical usefulness of the approach of Shriberg and colleagues has 

been questioned by Bowen (2009); also by Fox, Dodd and Howard (2002), not least because 

in their study of German children who had speech difficulties, they were not able to classify 

the children according to the categories suggested. 

In this study, Fox et al. (2002) explored risk factors in a group of 65 children who had had 

speech difficulties compared with a control group who had typical speech. They cautiously 

concluded that a history of pre- or perinatal problems (such as prematurity), a positive 

family history of speech delay and prolonged use of a bottle might be linked with speech 

difficulties but, unlike Shriberg's group, they found no clear association with early hearing 

problems. They did not find that gender was a risk factor but this was unlike the majority 

of other studies (for example, Morley, 1972; Peckham, 1973; Wren et aI., 2012) which 

report significantly higher rates of SSD in boys than girls (approximately twice as many) 

although the Wren et al. (2012) study found that this gender difference applied to the PSD 

and non-PSD groups but not to children with articulatory differences. The Wren et al. 

(2012) study also suggested that there was a significant difference in IQ between the 

children with PSD and non-PSD (mean 97.6 and 97.0 respectively) and the children with 

typical speech and CCD (mean 104.3 and 105.9 respectively), however, the large standard 

deviation scores for these groups suggested considerable overlap between them. 

If it is the case that the evidence for causal factors is unclear, it is interesting to consider 

whether hypotheses conceming children's speech processing skills might indicate risk 

factors for PSD. The ALSPAC study (Wren et al., 2012) as already described suggested a 

combination of cognitive-linguistic and oro-motor deficits might underlie PSD. This 

suggestion of multiple deficits underlying PSD is supported by Pascoe et at. (2006) who took 

a psycholinguistic approach and described a speech processing model which has levels of 

input, stored representations and output. On the basis of their findings in detailed case 

studies which examined children's speech processing skills, these authors suggest that 
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children with PSD tlare thought to have multiple, and often severe, levels of breakdown 

throughout the system" (p. 10). The speech they produce is the obvious manifestation of 

impairments in input and representational skills, as well as in aspects of output planning 

and motor execution. Bowen (2009) lists tired flags for speech impairment" (p. 57) which 

include atypical or delayed canonical babbling; replacement of adult targets with glottal 

stops; initial consonant deletion; a limited number of consonants and/or vowels; backing; 

vowel errors; persistent final consonant deletion. It may be that these features in speech 

output together with risks identified such as family history of speech and language 

difficulties or early disruptions in hearing can alert clinicians to the possibility of PSD, 

especially in children who have poor intelligibility. 

The ALSPAC study (Wren et aI., 2012) made comparisons between PSD and non-PSD groups 

to examine whether there were features which distinguished between them. They 

concluded that the two groups were very similar on all measures (maternal education; 10; 

number of boys vs. girls; non-word repetition) apart from diadochokinesis (DDK) tasks, 

where the non-PSD group scores were more similar to typical controls and the PSD and CCD 

groups were similar. On non-word repetition and 10, the PSD and non-PSD groups were 

similar and the CCD group was like the typical group. This led the authors to hypothesise 

that the PSD and non-PSD groups might have some cognitive-linguistic deficits with weak 

phonological memory or processing capacity limitations and that the PSO and CCO groups 

had oro-motor difficulties. The PSD group, who had more severe speech difficulties, as 

measured by PPC-A and PCC-Iate 8, might have both cognitive-linguistic and oro-motor 

deficits meaning that they had more complex and persisting speech problems. (It is also 

possible, even likely, that the PSD and non-PSD groups represent the same type of children 

differing only in severity, related to oro-motor skills). The authors caution that the scale of 

the study means that some of the detail available with more finely graded identification of 

speech difficulties was lost, and that small scale studies would be important to complement 

their findings. 

Preston and Edwards (2009) carried out a study with a group of 13 adolescents (aged 10-14 

years) who had residual speech sound errors (RE) comparing them to age-matched 

controls, on rapid naming tests and diadochokinetic (DDK) rates. The speech delayed 

children (the RE group) were chosen because they had ongoing difficulties in production of 

rhotics but were also reported to have other segmental difficulties; these Included 
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difficulties in the production of alveolar and post-alveolar fricatives and affricates, and final 

consonant devoicing. The children were all referred by clinicians and, with the exception of 

one child, had been receiving speech therapy for between three and eleven years and had 

Percentage Consonant Correct scores (PCe) between 76% and 96%. The authors make the 

point that the group was likely to be skewed towards the more severe end of difficulty. 

(They also report that all the RE group had family members who had speech, language or 

literacy difficulties, suggesting strong genetic factors in this group). They found that the RE 

group were less accurate but not slower than controls on the DDK task, but were both less 

accurate and slower in the rapid naming task with multisyllable words but not single 

syllable letter names. The findings are explained in terms of multiple processing 

difficulties; DDK accuracy tapping into motor planning skills, and rapid naming of 

multisyllable words tapping into stored phonological representations and motor planning 

skills. They conclude that "it is unlikely that either a pure linguistic or pure motoric 

description will adequately characterize this population" (p. 315). This same group had 

been involved in a previously reported study (Preston & Edwards, 2007) which showed that 

the RE group had significantly weaker phonological processing skills than the control group 

(in spite of variability in test scores), supporting the supposition that they had difficulties 

throughout their speech processing systems. 

One particular group of children at risk of PSD are those who have childhood apraxia of 

speech (CAS), referred to variously in the literature as CAS, developmental verbal dyspraxia 

(DVD) or developmental apraxia of speech (DAS) (Bernthal & Bankson, 2004). (See Ozanne, 

2005 for a review of issues surrounding CAS). In this thesis the term CAS will be used 

unless reporting the work of other authors in which case their preferred term will be the 

descriptor. The diagnosis of CAS is not in itself a risk factor, but the processing difficulties 

underlying its clinical presentation mean that speech difficulties are likely to be persistent 

and resistant to intervention (Maassen, 2008). The American Speech-language-Hearing 

Association (ASHA) position statement on CAS (ASHA, 2007), states that "The core 

impairment in planning and/or programming spatiotemporal parameters of movement 

sequences results in errors in speech sound production and prosody." (p. 1). Although 

some authors have suggested that children who have CAS do not have phonological 

awareness difficulties (for example, Broomfield & Dodd, 2004), the findings of individual 

case studies do not support this view (for example, Stackhouse & Snowllng, 1992). 

Moriarty and Gillon (2006) in a study of three children aged 6-7 years, who met stringent 
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CAS diagnostic criteria, demonstrated that they had severe difficulties in a range of 

phonological awareness tasks and at the level of phonological representations. Other 

studies have reported a broad range of speech and language processing difficulties in 

children diagnosed with CAS. One such study, which also employed stringent CAS 

diagnostic criteria, was by Lewis, Freebairn, Hansen, Iyengar and Taylor (2004). They 

compared a group of ten children who had CAS with a group of fifteen children who had 

speech sound difficulties (S) and a group of fourteen who had speech and language (SL) 

difficulties, assessed at the ages of four and eight. At eight years of age the CAS group 

showed more deficits than either the S or SL groups in speech, receptive and expressive 

language skills, reading and spelling and performance IQ. The authors report that the 

group differences emerged over time and suggest that a diagnosis of CAS may be made 

most appropriately after the age of six years when these differences are more clearly 

defined. Although there were individual variations, there was evidence of broad-based 

cognitive, linguistic and motoric limitations in the CAS group. The children's speech had 

improved, particularly in single words, and they were "mostly intelligible" (p. 131) but 

showed difficulties in multisyllabic words and non-word repetition. They also comment 

that the speech of children in the CAS group showed qualitative differences to that of the 

other two groups, with "more unusual error patterns in conversational speech" (p. 131). 

1.3.4 Summary: PSD 

A small number of children (probably somewhere between 1% and 4%) show persisting 

difficulties with speech which are not confined to common articulatory differences with 

lsi and Irl but are qualitatively different, affecting segmental, structural and prosodic 

aspects of word production, and which may impact on intelligibility. Different authors have 

differed in specifying the age at which PSD may be used to characterise children's speech, 

but given the associated risk for poor literacy outcomes, Bishop and Adams's (1990) critical 

age of 5;6 years may not be too early. This may particularly apply to children who have 

received at least two years of intervention by this stage, when clinical observation suggests 

that most children's difficulties have been successfully treated. Children who have CAS 

may be a particular subgroup of PSD, although that is not specified in the literature, 

possibly because widespread use of the term PSD is relatively recent. The homogeneity of 

the two groups is not clear but studies suggest that children have difficulties in cognitive, 

linguistic and motoric processing skills whichever group is described. All studies describe 
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different presentation and variability in individual children (for example, Lewis et aI., 2004) 

suggesting that the description and explanation of PSD must include detailed single case 

studies in order to capture essential information about this particular group of children. 

For the purposes of both research and clinical practice it is important to consider how 

children's speech difficulties have been described and what theoretical approaches 

underpin the conceptual frameworks used to analyse and explain those descriptions. 

1.4 Theoretical and clinical approaches to the description of speech difficulties 

There is currently an abundance of theoretical approaches to the description of speech 

difficulties, for example, nonlinear phonology (Bernhardt & Stoel-Gammon, 1994); 

articulatory phonology (Browman & Goldstein, 1987); the psycholinguistic framework 

(Stackhouse & Wells, 1997); cognitive phonology (Ba", 2003; Bybee, 2001). However, the 

influence of these approaches on clinical practice is variable and, observation suggests, 

dependent on the interest or expertise of individual practitioners. The approach that 

continues to dominate current practice is phonological process analysis, somewhat 

divorced from underlying theory (Grunwe", 1997) but used descriptively and analytica"y in 

varying degrees to conceptualise children's speech difficulties and to plan intervention. 

The next sections provide first an overview of phonological process analysis and then brief 

descriptions of other current approaches: nonlinear phonology; gestural (articulatory) 

phonology; the psycholinguistic approach; usage-based (cognitive) phonology. 

1..4.1. Phonological process analysis 

The 1980s brought a change to the assessment and description of children's speech in 

clinical practice with the application of phonological approaches to what had previously 

been conceptualised as difficulties with articulation (Fey, 1985); Edwards (1997) suggests 

that it was the publication of Phonological Disability in Children (Ingram, 1976) that brought 

linguistics to the attention of speech and language therapists in terms of the 

conceptualisation of speech difficulties. As Baker (2006) writes "phonology opened the 

door to a new way of thinking about children with unintelligible speech" (p. 157). Although 

there were a variety of theoretical models dating back to the 1960s and earlier, for 

example, generative phonology, Chomsky & Halle (1968) and distinctive feature analysis 

(McReynolds & Huston, 1971; Menyuk, 1968), it has been natural phonology which has had 

most clinical influence. This approach is rooted in the work of Stampe (1979) and 
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expressed through the phonological processes approach to analysis, impacting on how 

clinicians assess and describe children's speech (Skahan, Watson, & Lof, 2007), certainly in 

English speaking countries of the world and often elsewhere (McLeod & Goldstein, 2012). 

This continues to be the case in spite of what Baker (2006) calls "an upsurge of theoretical 

applications to unintelligible speech" (p. 158) in recent years and phonological process 

analysis is the descriptive framework most commonly used in clinical practice. 

Natural phonology is based on the principle that children are born with innate phonological 

processing skills which are universal and related to the articulatory and perceptual 

phonetic features of speech sounds (Grunwell, 1987; Hewlett, 1990; Miccio & Scarpino, 

2008). Some sounds, it is argued, are easier to say than others (more natural) and so the 

child applies phonological processes (which are cognitive-linguistic rules) to difficult sounds 

or groups of sounds that make them easier to produce. Typically a process will affect a 

particular distinctive feature of voice, place, or manner, so, for example, in English 

fricatives are "more difficult" to say than plosives, so the child applies a stopping process to 

lsi, /f/ and /S/ so that SUN is realised as [tAn] and FISH as [pIt]. Over time, as 

children's cognitive skills mature, they suppress these phonological processes and new 

sound classes emerge, with increasing ability to use a wider range of sounds and more 

complex word structures, thus increasing intelligibility (or more accurately, 

contrastiveness). (See Grunwell, 1987; Edwards, 1997; Baker, 2006 for further discussion). 

Children who have speech difficulties do not suppress phonological processes In the way 

that typically developing children do, and so continue to produce Immature or "frozen" 

(Hewlett, 1985, p. 163) speech patterns. 

The phonological/linguistic approach created a shift away from seeing speech difficulties as 

rooted in the child's inability to articulate speech sounds that mirror the adult model, and 

intervention focusing on each speech sound in turn (Grunwell, 1990), to analysing speech 

in terms of presenting patterns (phonological processes, see for example, Edwards, 1997) 

and targeting sound classes in treatment (Elbert, 1997; Williams, 2005). It also introduced 

the concept of systematic analysis of speech patterns (Stoel-Gammon, Stone-Goldman, & 

Glaspey, 2002). This crucially brought into focus the impact of the child's speech difficulties 

on successful or unsuccessful attempts to communicate meaning effectively, because when 

speech patterns mean that contrast is lost (for example, a child may say [do] for DOOR, CORE, 

FOUR, SURE, TORE, CHORE and JAW) the intended word may also be unclear (Grunwell, 1990). 
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Grunwell (1997), in a chapter dedicated to natural phonology, describing its use by 

clinicians, suggests that the application of the phonological process approach is somewhat 

removed from the underlying theory, and that it is used "primarily as a descriptive device" 

(p.47). The reason for this may lie in immediacy and accessibility for clinicians because the 

processes are: 

"more transparent and are thus more easily understood (than other approaches). 
Additionally they involve less formalism and require less academic preparation" (Edwards, 
1997, p. 6) 

The appeal for practitioners is easy to understand; the time available for assessment, 

description and treatment planning is limited (Bleile, 2002) and demand is high (Khan, 

2002). Process analysis offers the means by which patterns can be identified and 

intervention targets set. It also offers a familiar developmental perspective; speech 

processes, by natural definition, result in simpler patterns like those seen in younger 

children (Grunwell, 1990; 1997), and an easy way to describe speech to colleagues (giving 

rise to such comments as "we are running a fronting group"). Almost any clinical 

perspective in common use can be slotted into a phonological process framework so 

whether the clinician adopts a developmentally incremental approach or targets based on 

maximum intelligibility (Hodson & Paden, 1991) or stimulability (Powell & Miccio, 1996), 

the starting point can be a list of processes identified in the child's speech. 

Phonological processes can be sorted into two categories; those that affect word structure, 

for example, syllable deletion; cluster reduction; final consonant deletion; and those that 

affect segmental realisation, for example, velar fronting; stopping; gliding of liquids (Stoel

Gammon et aI., 2002). There is also the occasional use of the terms such as "idiosyncratic 

patterns", by Hodson and Paden (1981) for example and "unusual/idiosyncratic processes" 

by Grunwell (1982). Stoel-Gammon et al. (2002) also describe a third category, that of 

consonant assimilation, where an anticipatory process means that a syllable-initial within

word (SIWI) consonant is harmonised with the syllable-final word-final (SFWF) consonant in 

the same word so, for example, DUCK is realised as [gAk]. Grunwell (1987) describes 

consonant harmony (or assimilation) as a structural process where the place, voice or 

manner of one segment affects the realisation of another in close proximity. Certain types 

of contexts, and/or phonetic relationship (for example, the articulatory proximity of velar 

and alveolar places of articulation), seem more vulnerable to the effects of harmonisation. 

Ingram (1989) also uses the term assimilation to describe these processes, avoiding the 
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term 'consonant harmony' and giving examples of vowel-to-vowel assimilation. Grunwell 

argues that assimilation is a structural process on the grounds that it is a simplification 

process which is predictable by structure i.e. the position of a particular segment in a word. 

However, there is another view, taken in this thesis, which suggests that instances of 

consonant harmony can be categorised as word level assimilatory errors (Bates & Watson, 

2012), neither necessarily predictable nor affecting word structure in the way that 

consonant reduction, for example, does. These viewpoints illustrate that there are 

different perspectives on how to categorise phonological processes and that views on the 

nature and definition of processes have developed and changed over time. It is also the 

case that various proponents of the approach do not agree on how many processes there 

are that might fit into these broader categories, for example, Grunwell (1997) writes that 

Shriberg and Kwiatkowski (1980) describe 8 processes whereas Ingram (1981) describes 27, 

and there is therefore inevitably some variation in terminology. This leads to a suggestion 

that "in some accounts at least, the processes described push at the boundaries of 

naturalness" (Howard, 2012, personal communication). This variation in terminology may 

not be important within a given community of professionals, so for example, UK speech 

and language therapists may use Grunwell's terms and US speech-language pathologists 

may refer to Hodson. However, there is at least the potential for confusion in data sharing, 

although, as Edwards (1997) remarks all the approaches "share the goal of discovering the 

phonological processes underlying children's sound errors" (p. 6). There is also a view that 

approaches generally only list processes which are based on the patterns seen In typical 

speech development and so may not accommodate processes seen in disordered speech 

(Grunwell, 1995). Indeed, theories of natural phonology were founded upon observations 

of the emergence of typical speech, not those of clinical populations (Miccio & Scarpino, 

2008), and so might limit the way that clinicians describe and conceptuallse speech 

difficulties. 

This concern was highlighted by Grunwell (1990), who cautioned that the approach may be 

somewhat reductlonlst (see also lof, 2002) because it sets out in a predetermined way the 

patterns that might occur, does not easily accommodate "unusual and disordered data" (p. 

11) and does not assess the impact of the speech difficulties on the child's overall 

communication skills. Grunwell (1995) makes this point more generally by commenting 

that the approach does not describe the consequences of processes, only that they are 

present. This is not least because, as already noted, processes are based on patterns 
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observed in typical speech development (Miccio & Powell, 2010). Harris and Cottam (1985) 

remark that clinicians draw on "practical experience to extrapolate phonological 

generalisations ... without having to couch them in formal notation" (p. 62). This may 

certainly relate to clinical expediency but perhaps also increases the danger of 

reductionism. The most popular assessment in the UK (Joffe & Pring, 2008) is the South 

Tyneside Assessment of Phonology (Armstrong & Ainley, 1988) a single word naming test. 

It is quick and easy to administer, and may be useful for pattern recognition in children who 

present with speech delay, but its ease of use may feed into this reductionist approach. 

Butcher (1989) suggested that the adoption of a phonological process approach in 

assessing children's speech has led to its indiscriminate use and an assumption that all 

children who have speech difficulties have a language disorder, because difficulties are 

ascribed to a cognitive-linguistic level. Furthermore, as he describes, phonology 

assessment (and therefore description) generally focuses on production of consonants, 

ignoring vowels and suprasegmental features. He suggests that this is because this better 

suits phonological process analysis, and also that vowels and prosodic information are 

more difficult for clinicians to transcribe or describe. This point about the difficulties in the 

perceptual analysis of vowels is explored in detail by Howard and Heselwood (2013) who 

nevertheless advocate the importance of this perceptual analysis because it "engages us 

more fully with the data" (p. 72) which means that the significance of details and patterns 

can be assessed. Butcher (1989) also makes the point that focusing only on consonant data 

means that information essential to explaining problems in intelligibility will not be 

captured. This is because children may present with developmentally ~elayed or 

disordered vowel patterns (Reynolds, 2013) or that there may be interactions between 

consonants and vowels, "context-conditioned error patterns" (Bates, Watson, & Scobbie, 

2013, p. 288) which are not evident through consonant analysis alone. 

The reductionism of the approach is further seen in goal setting for intervention, not only 

because of a potentially narrow data set from assessment but because the processes are at 

a cognitive-linguistic level and therefore the intervention will also be focused at that level, 

which in its truest form means confronting children with their errors through minimal pairs, 

creating "cognitive dissonance" (Howell & Dean, 1983). In his original work, Stampe (1979) 

suggested that children's representations of words were the same as those of adults and 

that their production patterns reflected articulatory rather than perceptual constraints. 

This view was supported by Hewlett (1990) who reported that research indicates that 
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perception in typically developing two-year olds is established for the majority of targets in 

the adult system. However, he also reported that research suggests that this may not be 

true for all children with speech difficulties. This was supported through findings of later 

studies; Rvachew, Rafaat and Martin (1999) and Lof (1996) examined phoneme perception 

and stimulability in children who had speech difficulties, and showed dissociation between 

input and output. Furthermore, there seemed to be both child-specific and phoneme

specific differences with some children able to perceive sounds they could not say, and say 

sounds they could not perceive in discrimination tasks. For example, Lof (1996) described 

how in his study five children who had used [f] for / e / were able to copy / e / but none 

were able to perceive it. Findings such as these disprove the suggestion that children's 

perception skills are necessarily the same as those of mature speakers. This view is 

supported by Munson, Edwards and Beckman (2005) who reviewed the literature 

concerning differences in adults and children in skills related to phonological knowledge, 

including speech perception. They report that typically developing children do not have 

the same proficiency as adults, and that children with atypical speech sound development 

are less proficient than their typically developing peers. Rvachew and Brosseau-Lapre 

(2012) also describe how speech perception skills develop during childhood, and 

furthermore suggest that there is an association between these skills and vocabulary size. 

McGregor and Schwartz (1992), presenting a single case study of a four-year old who had 

speech difficulties, suggested that models of speech production need to accommodate for 

individual children having different input and output representations for different 

phonemes. For this reason, intervention typically includes aspects of both perception and 

production (Stoel-Gammon et aI., 2002) which reflects both the dissociation between the 

original theory (proposing intact perceptual skills) and current practice, but also the 

successful sharing of later findings indicting that children's input skills may need 

consideration. However, interestingly, Edwards (2012) states that intervention: 

'generally focuses almost exclusively on the production of correct sounds (although ear 
training may be involved) without considering other levels of phonological processing' (p. 4) 

This would seem to contradict the views of authors such as Stoel-Gammon et al (2002) and 

Rvachew and colleagues (Rvachew & Grawburg, 2006; Rvachew, Nowak, & Cloutier, 2004) 

but the matter of different processing levels is another source of discussion in the 

literature, as is the application of the concept of phonological processes to all children who 

have speech difficulties. 
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Stoel-Gammon et al. (2002) mention that phonological processes may not be suitable for 

describing the speech of every child, in particular: "children with errors on single phonemes 

or for those who produce distortions" (p. 5). This would suggest that analysis and 

description of a different kind would apply to children who have articulatory difficulties 

(CCO) or motor speech disorders such as dysarthria. This leads to another important issue 

which applies to other phonological approaches, not only natural phonology. Stampe 

(1979) rooted phonological process theory in "mental operations" which although resulting 

from and in articulatory constraints, were nevertheless cognitive-linguistic (i.e. language 

based) and inherently divorced from the phonetic/articulatory output level. This would 

Imply, as already discussed, that speech difficulties are by nature linguistic. Grunwell 

(1987) stresses the need to distinguish between (linguistic) phonological disorders ("an 

abnormal or inadequate or disorganised system of sound patterns evidenced by deviations 

in spoken language" p. 272) and phonetic disorders ("usually associated with some organic 

deficiency", p. 272, such as cleft palate). She states that these may co-occur (in children 

who have a cleft palate, for example) but emphasises the importance of differential 

diagnosis. However, phonetic and phonological levels of processing may not be as clearly 

distinct as Grunwell (and others) suggest, and may in fact develop in an interdependent 

way (Bernhardt & Sternberger, 1998; Bernhardt, Sternberger, & Charest, 2010; Hewlett, 

1990). Grunwell herself later says that there are interactions between levels of 

phonological organisation and knowledge, phonetic organisation and planning and 

articulatory execution (Grunwell, 1990), although she also wrote that most children with 

speech difficulties do not have any problems with the production of individl,lal speech 

sounds (Grunwell, 1985a). This is supported by evidence that some children use speech 

sounds in one context but not another apparently similar one; an example given by Dodd, 

Holm, Crosbie and Hua (2005) is a child saying [kwEek] for CRACK but [WEek] for QUACK (p. 42). 

However, Hewlett (1985) expresses the view that both in typical and atypical speech 

development, phonological processes are a product of children's immature motor skills. He 

proposes that an intact phonological processing system (as described by Stampe, 1979) 

responds to articulatory limitations by establishing patterns that children can produce. This 

view of interactions between phonological and articulatory levels is shared by Fey (1992) 

who says that children who are not able to produce speech sounds in a typical way 

"necessarily develop a phonology that differs in important ways from the adult phonology" 

(p. 228). Williams (2002) reflects that some phonological processes appear to be causally 
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related to phonetic factors, citing assimilation as one such process. In children who have 

severe or persisting speech difficulties it can be hypothesised that interactions between 

phonetic or articulatory constraints might interact with the representational or 

phonological level and this might also impact on the development of acoustic-perceptual 

skills (Bernhardt et aI., 2010). Scobbie (1998), using data collected during a study using 

electro palatography (EPG) showing evidence of covert speech contrasts describes the 

phonetic and phonological systems as working in "tandem" (p. 12) for speech 

development. 

Discussions about the interaction between phonological and phonetic levels of processing 

are enhanced by evidence from studies of children's speech development in languages 

other than English. Much of the published material available explores data from 

monolingual, English speaking children, however, there is a growing body of work based on 

examination of typical and atypical speech in other languages (McLeod & Goldstein, 2012). 

Ingram (1997) described a study carried out by Bortolini, Ingram and Dykstra (1993) 

comparing a group of typical and phonologically impaired Italian speaking children. They 

found that lvi, a segment that emerges relatively late in English but early in Italian, was 

also acquired early by the speech impaired group. Ingram (2008) reported that other 

studies in Greek, Swedish and Turkish show similar patterns, with the phonetic inventories 

of children with speech difficulties reflecting those of their linguistic peers who had typical 

speech development. This was also the conclusion of Bortolini and Leonard (1991), who in 

a study also of Italian children reported that although the children shared some patterns 

found "universally" (p. 8) in disordered speech, the children's phonetic inventories and 

processes reflected that they were Italian speakers and influenced by their language 

environment. These observations are compatible with the usage-based approach to 

phonology, where the frequency of the speech input directly shapes the child's storage and 

the output patterns of uttera!"'ces (Bybee, 2001; Tomasello, 2001). So and Dodd (1994) 

drew similar conclusions in a study of Cantonese-speaking children with speech difficulties; 

this was also seen in a study of Spanish-speaking children carried out by Yavas and 

Lamprecht (1988). These studies suggest that children's speech difficulties are 

"influenced by both the phonetic characteristics of the phonemes being acquired as well as 
the types of sounds in the ambient language that might serve as plausible substitutes" 
(Bartolini & Leonard, 1991, p. 1) 
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and therefore that "difficulties in speech acquisition have a phonological component" 

(Ingram, 2008, p. 638). This highlighting of the interaction of phonetic frequency with the 

phonological system draws into question the notion of "difficult sounds"; perhaps in 

intervention an approach which includes focused listening and familiarisation (Rees, 2001) 

with targets in different word contexts might be a useful strategy, drawing on the 

importance of the frequency of input in speech development. Ingram (1997) does not take 

the view that speech difficulties involve only a cognitive-linguistic level (for example, 

discussing the impact of late maturation of laryngeal control on children's realisation of 

voicing distinctions) but that the child's processing system responds as best it can to 

accommodate both phonological and phonetic demands and constraints. There is a 

theoretically stronger view that the child's phonological system develops as a system of 

abstractions based on the phonetic and motor behaviours of infancy (Vihman & Velleman, 

2000). The individual perceptual and motoric skills of the child shape the phonology; 

phonological processes are thus an outward manifestation of children's underlying 

processing strengths or difficulties. 

1.4.2 Nonlinear phonology 

Discussions about the relationship between phonology and phonetics, and speech 

perception skills stem from the recognition that the production of speech is the result of 

interactions of different levels of processing. Nonlinear phonology, developed in the 1990s 

(Bernhardt, 1992a & 1992b; Bernhardt & Stoel-Gammon, 1994) presents a hierarchical 

framework for assessment and intervention which allows the analysis of children's speech 

patterns in terms of whole words, prosodic and syllabic levels and segmental feature-based 

descriptions. Target setting may be based on, for example, ensuring that the child uses all 

basic word and syllable shapes or expanding the segmental Inventory by introducing a new 

distinctive feature, for example, [+consonantal]/[+sonorant] (liquids). The approach has 

been used to present elegant descriptions of children's speech difficulties (see, for 

example, Bernhardt, Stemburger & Major, 2006) but it has not had any major impact on 

clinical practice in the UK, possibly because its perceived or actual presentation is complex 

(unlike familiar phonological process analysis). 

1.4.3 Gestural phonology 

Gestural phonology (Kent, 1992a) (also called articulatory phonology (Browman & 

Goldstein, 1992) has been used as a descriptive framework for SSD in research studies but 
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appears to have had even less impact on clinical practice than nonlinear phonology. 

Hodson and Jardine (2009) wrote an accessible paper describing how gestural phonology 

could be used for analysis and treatment planning. The study was based on Jarrod, a child 

with unintelligible speech who was the focus of a special issue of Advances in Speech

Language Pathology (Holm & Crosbie, 2006). Hodson and Jardine describe how the 

principles of gestural phonology explain speech difficulties in terms of problems in the 

shaping of the vocal tract (degrees of constriction and tongue shape for example) and in 

movement types (the degree of force needed and the timing of movements). In analysing 

Jarrod's data the authors suggest that his intelligibility difficulties can be explained through 

difficulties in managing the degree of force needed for fricative production, and in timing of 

movements between gestures resulting in "undershooting" (p. 131) of target sounds. 

Although the arguments are compelling, their treatment recommendations lack specificity 

in relation to gestural phonology. Bahr (2005), in a study examining articulatory gestures in 

children with CAS, phonological disorder and typical speech, recommends that speech 

assessment includes a consideration of the complexity of required articulatory gestures for 

syllable and word production. She found that her gesture-based assessment did not 

definitively aid differential diagnosis but that children with CAS seemed to have more 

difficulty than children with phonological disorder in gestural coordination. Consequently 

she suggests that, for example, clinicians might not target nasal segments in the early 

stages of treatment because such gestural combinations (i.e. raising the velum plus 

constriction of the oral cavity) are more difficult. This seems to conflict with clinical 

experience and published case studies where even children who have the most severe 

levels of impairment are usually successful in the production of nasal segments (see for 

example, case studies by Pascoe, Stackhouse & Wells, 2006; Grunwell, 198sb). Therefore, 

while it may be useful for clinicians to have an appreciation of the concept of gestural 

phonology in relation to speech development, and for this to be considered in the 

explanation of children's speech difficulties, the application of this approach to 

intervention in clinical practice is currently not sufficiently defined for it to be widely 

adopted. This view is compatible with that of lieshout and Goldstein (2008) who state that 

"Gestural accounts of speech production ... will need to demonstrate that their models 
provide an economical and efficient way to explain known phenomena in normal and 
disordered speech .... " (p. 475) 

A core concept from the perspective of gestural phonology is that speech output emerges 

from pre-linguistic babble which is shaped (and constrained) by the movements of the 
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infant's immature motor system, "deriving speech from non speech" (MacNeilage & Davis, 

2000, p. 285). Speech development and the maturation and refinement of motor skills are 

inextricably linked. In adults, speech is realised through "synchronised articulatory 

gestures, or functional groupings of gestures" (Bates, Watson, & Scobbie, 2013, p. 290); in 

multi-word utterances the resulting overlapping of movements leads to coarticulation 

(Browman & Goldstein, 1986). Coarticulation is therefore "a natural consequence of the 

interactions between gestures in speech" (Hodson & Jardine, 2009, p. 123). In the phases 

of the development of an adult system, children present with immature output as a 

consequence of immature motor systems. As motor sequences become more 

sophisticated, phonetic variability in output may reflect immature control of the timing of 

gestures (Kent, 1992). The gestural phonology account does not seek to disregard other 

dimensions involved in speech output, for example, acoustic and linguistic factors. 

However, if the development of mature speech is dependent on the "refinement, 

differentiation and coordination of gestures" (Kent, 1992, p. 262), difficulties in subsystems 

supporting these processes could underlie the speech presentation of children who have 

PSD. 

1.4.4 Psychollngulstlc approach 

The psychollnguistic approach (Baker, Croot, McLeod, & Paul, 2001; Pascoe, Stackhouse, & 

Wells, 2005; Stackhouse, Pascoe, & Gardner, 2006; Stackhouse & Wells, 1993) sets out a 

framework for exploring, describing and explaining children's speech difficulties; it also 

allows for an assessment of skills integral to the links between speech sound production 

and literacy development (Stackhouse & Wells, 1997). Although the approach might 

appear to have its origins in "box-and-arrow" models (see Baker et ai, 2001), its application 

in clinical use with children has been largely through the work of Stackhouse and Wells 

(1997) which is demonstrably rooted in focused observation and practice. As Howard 

(2010) describes: 

"the focus of assessment shifts radically from the traditional focus on speech production, to 
investigate the child's strengths and weaknesses across the whole range of processes which 
contribute to speech perception, storage and production" (p. 349) 

This approach is underpinned by the concept of levels of processing, and that children may 

have difficulties in, for example, discrimination of speech sounds or imitation of non words, 

but essentially, it also encourages clinicians to think of a whole speech processing system 

and the relationships between different aspects of it. This "whole system" approach allows 
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comparison between children in terms of profiles of processing strengths and difficulties 

but moreover recognises the heterogeneity of children and the value of individual profiles 

in intervention. This enables the clinician to move beyond broad diagnostic categorisation 

(which may have a place and a purpose) to understanding the processing difficulties that a 

particular child may have which lead to problems in speech production. Importantly, it also 

encourages consideration of the child's speech perception and discrimination skills, i.e. 

input processing as well as the presenting, and more immediately obvious, difficulties in 

speech output. It is compatible with phonological, phonetic or perceptual explanations and 

supports principled decision-making about intervention. 

The model proposed by Stackhouse and Wells (1997) (see appendix 1.1) addresses the 

levels of processing for the perception and recognition of speech, the storage of lexical 

items and the processes involved in speech output. This will be summarised in detail since 

it forms the basis of part of this current study (for full description see Stackhouse and 

Wells, 1997). The peripheral levels of input involve hearing the speech signal and then 

recognising it as speech (as opposed to other types of sound). The next process is that of 

phonological recognition, which is assumed to be attuned to the child's own language or 

languages; if the speech is recognised it can then be matched to stored lexical 

representations. If the input is novel material in the form of new words or non-words, and 

therefore not recognised, the child accesses phonetic discrimination skills. This is described 

as an off-line process i.e. it does not employ the automatic processing available for familiar 

material. Phonetic discrimination involves parsing or segmenting the Input and then 

Identifying the constituent segments or syllables. This involves recognition of language 

specific elements at a sub-lexical level. At this stage the child (or adult, who might employ 

this route If dealing with novel material) has possibly accessed sufficient information to be 

able to repeat what has been heard, as in a non-word repetition task for example. 

Phonetic discrimination may also be employed in the processing of familiar words spoken 

in an unfamiliar accent where the child's phonological representation of the heard words is 

not sufficient for recognition. 

At a representational level, lexical items are established and stored; the essential 

components of lexical storage are described as a phonological representation, a semantic 

representation and a motor programme; other constituent parts will include grammatical 

representations and later, orthographic representations. The phonological representation 
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contains "enough information to identify the word uniquely" (Stackhouse & Wells, 1997, p. 

158) but is likely to be underspecified to allow the flexibility needed for identification of 

variable forms of individual words. For example, the same word may vary according to 

speaker, accent and phonetic context but must still be identified as that one word. The 

semantic representation consists of multiple features and associations concerning the 

meaning of the word. The motor programme (or program) contains "a series of gestural 

targets for the articulators" (Stackhouse & Wells, 1997, p. 162), a blueprint for how to 

produce the word, descriptions compatible with those used in gestural phonology (Kent, 

1992; Browman & Goldstein, 1992) as previously outlined in section 1.4.3. It is suggested 

that in naming activities or conversational speech the semantic representation drives 

access to the motor programme and that the phonological representation, essential for 

word recognition, is not activated. 

Speech output is derived from the motor programme for known words; the production of 

novel words requires activation of the motor programming level, another off-line 

component of the system, most commonly assessed through non-word repetition tasks 

(Stackhouse & Wells, 1997, p. 163). The construction of new motor programmes is 

described as the process of selection of component segments and syllables (possibly onsets 

and rimes) which are then assembled and mapped as a new motor programme. 

Established and novel motor programmes are realised through motor planning processes. 

The motor planning level, sometimes referred to as phonological assembly (Dodd, 1995), is 

where the retrieved gestures required for the output of the intended utterance are 

assembled In sequential order. The overall prosodic shape is put In place and the-phonetic 

contexts of units (words or high frequency utterances) are accommodated. It is at this level 

that the phenomenon of "slip of the tongue" has its source, where segments are 

exchanged or replaced, for example, the target CAR PARK realised as PAR CARK. The 

peripheral level of speech output is motor execution which involves the movements of the 

physical structures of the vocal tract. 

Assessment of the peripheral aspects of speech output may be through activities such as 

non-speech oro-motor tasks. The motor execution level is assessed through 

diadochokinesis (DDK) tasks. These tasks involve the production of repeated sequences of 

segments (Stackhouse & Wells, 1997) e.g. [p] or syllables e.g. [pa pa paJ, Cpa ta kaJ 

which are assessed for consistency, speed and accuracy. Deficits in performance are 
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attributed to motor execution difficulties although if children are able to articulate target 

segments it is feasible that there are also impairments at the level of motor planning. 

The psycholinguistic approach offers the potential to explain the SSD of children within a 

framework which provides both breadth and depth, complementing the rich descriptive 

linguistic data which may be collected in the course of investigating children's speech. The 

breadth of the approach is in the encompassing of both input and output processing; the 

depth is in the different levels from peripheral acoustic and phonetic processing to 

underlying cognitive-linguistic representations. Interactions between different levels of 

processing can be accommodated. The focus is shifted away from constrained diagnostic 

categories (which may have some value and purpose, but may equally direct intervention 

towards approaches unhelpful for some children) towards individual profiles of processing 

strengths and difficulties. Together with a detailed description of the child's error patterns 

at a linguistic level, these may prove more sensitive to describing and meeting the 

treatment needs of children who have PSD. 

1.4.5 Usage-based approach 

The usage-based approach to speech development (Bybee, 2001, 2010), sometimes 

referred to as the cognitive approach (Ball, 2003; Sosa & Bybee, 2008) conceptualises the 

language system as the product of interactions between the child and the environment. 

Language use shapes both the form and content of speech sound systems; form follows 

function. The child establishes lexical representations which are strengthened through 

repeated use. This strengthening takes the form of increasingly detailed acoustic 

information based on multiple exemplars of individual words and phrases which enables 

children to extrapolate categorical phonetic information (Rvachew & Brosseau-Lapre, 

2012). Frequency of input plays an essential part in language learning (Ellis, 2002), allowing 

the child to recognise patterns and make associations between Items. It is also proposed 

that every exemplar is stored, . and the number of exemplars and how recently they were 

heard plays a role in their strength (Pierrehumbert, 2003). 

Exemplars may be at the level of single words but high-frequency. multi-word utterances 

may also be stored as units (Bybee, 2002). These "Iexical chunks" (Ellis, 2002, p. 155) may 

be subject to phonetic reduction with the drive towards more neutral or understated 

articulatory gestures (Bybee 2006). This also facilitates the smooth and fluent realisation of 
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multi-word utterances with coarticulation and between-word speech processes (Bybee, 

2001). Thus, the usage-based approach is compatible with that of gestural phonology 

(Newton, 2012). In adults it may be the case that much of their language output IIconsists 

of piecing together the ready-made units appropriate for a particular situation" (Nattinger, 

1980, p. 341). Furthermore, this process of exemplar development continues into adult 

life, supporting lexical expansion beyond the traditionally described developmental 

timeframe (Ferguson & Farwell, 1975; Rvachew & Brosseau-Lapre, 2012). 

The application of a usage-based approach to phonology for children who have speech 

difficulties was outlined by Ball (2003). He suggested that deficits could be described in 

terms of poorly defined lexical networks or limited lexical storage. He also suggested that 

there may be "incorrect storage due to perceptual breakdown or due to articulatory 

difficulty (or a combination of the two)" (p. 66). Whilst this may be the case, this 

description might apply to many theoretical approaches, so does not perhaps provide any 

advantages over other explanatory frameworks. However, in the context of what 

Pierrehumbert (2003) describes as "the terrible complexity of phonetic patterns" (p. 117), 

going on to say that "the problem of phonological acquisition is far worse than generally 

supposed" (ibid), the impact of having difficulties as described by Ball (2003) begins to have 

more weight. If indeed the process of speech development depends on children's ability to 

establish exemplars, and from those create pattern-based networks, any disturbances to 

the speech processing system will create vulnerabilities. The more severe the limitations, 

whether in input or output skills, the more severe their impact is likely to be. Sosa and 

Bybee (2008) suggest that the clinical application of the approach makes analysis of the 

individual patterns shown by children an essential element of assessment and intervention. 

The focus is on the links between the child's phonology and lexical development, and the 

role of frequency, and by implication, meaning. 

Chapter One has focused on-the review of the definition and description of speech 

difficulties (also referred to as speech sound disorders, SSD), with a particular focus on 

those that are severe and perSisting (persisting speech disorders or PSD) and theoretical 

and clinical approaches to speech difficulties. The literature review continues in Chapter 

Two. 
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Chapter Two 

Literature review 

2.1 Introduction 

Chapter Two continues the literature review with a focus on speech production in the 

different contexts of single words and multi-word utterances, variability in speech 

production and intelligibility. At the end of this chapter are the research questions for the 

study which emerged from the literature review. 

First, a note on terminology: "connected speech" is used inconsistently in the literature. In 

this thesis the term "multi-word utterance" (MWU) or "multi-word speech" is used to refer 

to any speech output which is longer than one word, unless a particular author uses the 

term "connected speech". However, in reference to between-word speech processes, the 

term "connected speech processes" (CSP) is used. The term "conversational speech" (CS) 

refers to speech samples collected in conversations between the author and study children, 

unless, again, when referring to the term when used by a particular author. 

2.2 Speech production In different contexts 

In this section consideration will be given to some of the factors that influence speech 

production in different types of output (i.e. single words and multi-word utterances). The 

focus will be on the role of frequency and reduction In typical speech; the production of 

typical and atypical multi-word utterances and how different types of speech output are 

assessed. 

2.2.1 The role of frequency and reduction In speech production 

It is evident that mature adult speakers, and children as learners of speech, produce words 

in combination with other words from a very early stage of development. This process of 

speaking in "words and phrases" is described in this extract: 

"In learning to talk, children must gain knowledge of the phonological forms of words and 
phrases of their native language and must learn the articulatory and phonatory movements 
needed to produce words and phrases in an adult-like manner" (Stoel-Gammon & Sosa, 
2007, p. 238) 

This process of language learning in order to produce "words and phrases in an adult-like 

manner" Involves children paying attention to the features of the language that they hear, 

for example, phonological, prosodiC, syntactic and pragmatic information, which enables 
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them to establish stored linguistic representations for both understanding and production 

(Ellis, 2002). These representations are established at word and phrase level (Bybee, 2002) 

and are incrementally strengthened by the effects of frequency (Bybee, 2001) allowing the 

abstraction of knowledge and patterns, and the construction of a network of associations. 

These are built on individual experience (Bybee, 2002), driven by lexical development 

(Stoel-Gammon & Sosa, 2007) and shaped by shared cultural and social expectations within 

a linguistic community (Wray & Perkins, 2000). Frequency effects on the production of 

speech gradually support the establishment of formulaic "chunks" of language which can 

be understood and produced more fluently than novel utterances (Bybee, 2001). Indeed, 

young children may learn some chunks as a whole and only later disentangle the individual 

words (Stemberger, 1988). 

"Smooth talkers use many formulas in their speech, such as recurrent sequences of verbal 
behaviour, whether conventional or idiosyncratic, which are sequentially and hierarchically 
organized" (Ellis, 2002, p. 156) 

(For a broader description of the development and purposes of formulaic language see, for 

example, Wray and Perkins, 2000). 

These high frequency formulaic utterances are greatly susceptible to "reduction" (Shockey, 

2003, p. 2), or "massive reduction" (Johnson, 2004, p. 1) where the word is realised in a 

way that involves significant differences in segments (and syllables) in comparison to the 

citation form (that is, the production of the single word in formal speech). These 

reductions, resulting from cutbacks ("undershoots" Shockey, 2003, P. 12) in vocal tract 

movement (Lindblom, 1990), are established and stored as "single neuromotor units" 

(Bybee, 2002, p. 17) which facilitates the automatic production of frequently used 

utterances. Johnson (2004) suggests that word form storage is based on exemplars which 

have "both auditory and articulatory representations" (p. 50), accommodating the range of 

possible variants of each individual token with sufficient phonetic information both for 

recognition and production. This approach is compatible both with single word and 

utterance level language. 

Descriptions of reduction might seem to suggest that children first learn words in their 

citation forms and then as word combinations develop, over time learn how to combine 

words together into integrated chunks. However, this is not what the authors of these 

descriptions are implying. Young children produce high frequency multi-word utterances 

that are formulaic or stereotypical in nature (Howard, Wells, & Local, 2008) which appear 
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to be recognised and produced as single units. It may be that these are only analysed at 

word level much later, possibly as children acquire the skill of segmenting phonemes within 

words. Indeed, there is some debate about what constitutes a word since some high

frequency combinations, for example, "don't know"; "going to", might be construed as 

single entities (Bybee, 2001). 

One further but important point is that reduction is not random but bound by (at least) two 

factors related to intelligibility. The first is interactional (Lindblom, 1990; 1996) where the 

speaker "makes a running estimate of the listener's needs ... on a moment to moment basis" 

(1996, p. 1687); Lindblom suggests that speakers adjust the amount of articulatory effort 

needed in a given situation along a hyper-/hypo-speech continuum (the H & H theory). The 

second factor is phonetic in that there appear to be key elements in the segmental and/or 

syllabic structure of a word which must be retained for recognition, what Heselwood, Bray 

and Crookston (1995) describe as "an acceptable limit" (p. 127). Johnson (2004), in 

analysing reduction in adult speech, gives the example of variants of the word "until" from 

the citation form /Ant 11/ to the massively reduced Ital and makes the point that all 

productions retain the segment It/; this suggests that the "t-ness" of "until" is non

negotiable. Both interactional and phonetic factors have implications for young children 

who are learning to talk, who will acquire these skills over time, and learn which variants 

can or must occur in which contexts but at a recognisable rate (i.e. being intelligible by the 

age of four, Coplan and Gleason, 1988) and for children who have speech difficulties, who . 

may not. The interaction between speech sound difficulties and speech reduction may lead 

to children not realising essential segments which allow for listener recognition of speech 

output thus reducing intelligibility (Speake, Howard, & Vance, 2011). 

2.2.2 The production of multi-word utterances 

In order to produce "words and phrases in an adult-like manner" (Stoel-Gammon & Sosa, 

2007), children must learn how individual words are produced in different linguistic 

contexts; multi-word utterances are more than sequences of single words. The 

phonological and phonetic demands are qualitatively different (Howard et aI., 2008). This 

is described by Cruttenden (2001): 

"If the word is admitted as an abstract linguistic unit, it is important to note the differences 
which may exist between its concrete realisation when said (often artificially) in isolation, 
and those when, in connected speech, it is subject to the pressures of its sound 
environment" (p. 278) 
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Utterances are bound together within a prosodic framework of lexical and supra-lexical 

features (Stackhouse, Vance, Pascoe, & Wells, 2007); at a single word level (lexical) this is 

mainly through stress patterns and in multi-word utterances (supra-lexical) it is particularly 

through intonation, which both delineates groups of words and is used to signal meaning 

within linguistic and pragmatic frameworks. Within and between utterances, changes at 

word boundaries ensure smoothness and cohesion, meaning that production of the same 

target may be different in single words and multi-word utterances, accommodating to the 

phonetic requirements of nearby speech sounds. Farnetani and Recasens (2010) describe 

the production of connected speech in terms of coarticulation where "the movements of 

different articulators ... overlap in time and interact with each other" (p. 316). 

Coarticulation at word boundaries results in changes which are referred to as connected 

speech or between-word processes (Newton & Wells, 2002; Newton, 2012) or word 

juncture (Howard et aI., 2008; Pascoe et aI., 2006). 

Word juncture is described as open or close (after Sprigg, 1957) and broadly serves two 

purposes; firstly, to keep words apart and distinct (open juncture) or for emphasis, marked, 

for example, by pauses or glottal stops (Wells, 1994). Open juncture may also result when 

typically occurring close juncture processes such as elision or assimilation (see below) are 

not used (Newton, 2012). Secondly, word juncture functions to "glue the utterance 

together into a cohesive entity" (close juncture), (Stackhouse & Wells, 1997, p. 226), close 

juncture involves different types of phonetic (and phonological) adjustments. These may 

result in the occurrence of connected speech processes which are essentially 

simplifications which accommodate to the articulatory features of particular segments 

which are in close proximity to each other. In English these are: 

1) Elision: segments are omitted as in FIRS! PART realised as Ifas I patl 

2) Assimilation: word-final segments anticipate the same place of articulation as the 

initial consonant of the following word (typically bilabial or velar), for example, BAT 

ANQ BALL realised as [I breI m, I b~lJ 

3) Liaison: word-final vowels are linked to the following word-initial vowels by a glide 

or liquid, for example: FA.B....QUT (non-rhotic) realised as [faJ I aut ]; BLO~UT 

realised as [blauw I aut]; SElQUT realised [siJ I aut] 
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4) Coalescence: a word-final segment combines with initial segment of the following 

word to form a segment which has features of both, for example, MISS YOU realised 

as [I mrSu]; NEED YOU realised as [I nillsu] 

A particular form of elision is recognised in a process labelled "schwa absorption" (Shockey, 

2003, p. 22), the schwa vowel may be elided with a neighbouring consonant taking on the 

property of the syllable, operating both within and across word boundaries. Shockey 

(2003) gives the example of "and they" being realised in a highly reduced form as [n. Ei] 

(p. 23) and also describes how schwa may be subject to assimilation with another vowel, 

for example, 'to have' realised as [th Illv]. Some segments are more liable to change than 

others so, for example, again, Shockey (2003) describes a continuum of vulnerability with 

Itl, 1'6/, and lal as "incredibly vulnerable" and If I, Iml, lSI, ltil and Illsl being 

"practically invulnerable" (p. 15). This must be important when considering the 

intelligibility of children who have speech difficulties, since, with exception of Iml, those 

segments deemed "practically invulnerable" are frequently problematic for those children. 

There is very little literature exploring word juncture in either typical or clinical child 

populations (Newton & Wells, 2002); it seems likely that there is a developmental 

progression towards adult-like multi-word utterances and that this may be protracted or 

possibly different in children with speech difficulties, as in the development of single 

words, but this has not been unequivocally established. Newton and Wells (1999) in a 

study of typical children aged 3.6 to 7 years-old found that their participants used similar 

types and proportions of between-word processes as adults do with 75 to 80% of possible 

instances of assimilation, elision and liaison being realised in this way. This raised 

questions about whether close juncture occurred from the beginning of phrase 

development (i.e. it simply happened) or if it became established during the first two years 

of connected utterance use (and under the age of 3;6). 

Stemberger (1988) reported a longitudinal study of his daughter's early speech (up to the 

age of 3) focusing on emerging multi-word utterances; he described resyllabification of 

word-final consonants occurring before a vowel, for example, "get up" realised as [da . 

tAp] (p. 42), vowel deletion, assimilation or deletion of vulnerable segments and 

consonant harmony or reduplication. Significantly, he commented that these processes 

were not found in adult English (although do occur in other languages) and implied their 
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transitory and changing nature. Given the variability and amount of change documented in 

other aspects of speech development in very young children (So sa & Stoel-Gammon, 2006) 

these findings are perhaps unsurprising. 

Developmental changes were explored by Thompson and Howard (2007) who reported on 

the speech of three 2-year-olds and three 3-year-olds. They found that open juncture was 

more common in the younger children, although elision was already present by 2;0 and 

that other forms of juncture emerged over time. There was a significant change from a 

preference for open juncture in 2-year-olds (although there were individual differences in 

the balance between the open and close types) to close juncture in the older group where 

three-quarters of possible occurrences were realised with adult-type processes. The 2-year 

olds also used assimilation but this was subject to variation, with bilabial articulatory 

patterns most likely to be realised in that way. They concluded that word juncture 

behaviour emerges over time but that there were differences between individual children. 

They also describe how the 2-year-old child with the greatest percentage of open juncture 

made frequent use of glottal stops at word boundaries. Interestingly, they also comment 

on the occurrence of non-adult assimilation and resyllabification in the 2-year-olds as 

described by Stem berger (1988) but this was not found in the data for 3-year-olds. 

Newton and Wells, (2002), carried out a study of a typical child, CW, between the ages of 

2;4 and 3;4 to examine whether CSP were evident at an earlier stage. CW had a different 

word boundary pattern to that reported by Thompson and Howard in that he showed a 

preference for close juncture, including assimilation, elision and liaison from the age of 2;4. 

However, they also found that at the beginning of the study CW produced non-adult forms 

such as glottal stops at word boundaries and for a time between 2;7 and 2;9 he used more 

open juncture than previously, although close juncture was more common. After the age 

of 2;10 his patterns were like those of older children and adults. The authors make the 

point that open juncture may be phonetically demanding; in word boundary positions 

where, for example, elision may be used to achieve close juncture, the segmental sequence 

involved in an open juncture realisation will require (at least) three consecutively realised 

consonants. Both studies report early use of IJI and Iwl liaison (from the two-word stage) 

but Irl was later. Newton and Wells (2002) suggest that IJI and Iwl liaison result from 

phonetic factors (i.e. the articulatory output of moving from one vowel shape to another) 

and Irl liaison reflects phonological learning. These possibly different causal relationships 
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lead the authors to caution against the use of the term connected speech processes 

because this implies a phonological rather than phonetic basis for word juncture 

behaviours. A useful distinction can be made between phonetics, the production or 

articulation of speech sounds (Stackhouse & Wells 1997), and phonology, the linguistic 

organisation and use of speech sounds to "convey meaning" (ibid, p.5) which has helped to 

shape the conceptualisation and understanding of the nature of different types of speech 

difficulties. However, the research literature also suggests that making this distinction is 

not without its difficulties (Hewlett, 1985; Grunwell, 1987), and acknowledging the 

phonetic underpinning of emergent phonological organisation provides a valuable 

perspective on speech development (Sosa & Bybee, 2008; Vihman and Velleman, 2000). 

The discussion about whether word juncture behaviours are phonetically or phonologically 

driven is a topic of debate. All languages have word boundary accommodations in multi

word utterances although the nature of these changes is different in different languages 

(Howard et aI., 2008). For example, assimilation processes may be regressive as in English, 

where word onset affects the production of the coda of the previous word, or the opposite 

where the final segment of the first word changes the onset of the next. This might suggest 

that the phonetic drive for simplification is moderated and manifested through language

specific phonologically specified processes. Farnetani and Recasens (2010) carried out a 

review of the current evidence concerning the roles of phonetics and phonology in 

coarticulation with a particular focus on connected speech processes. They acknowledge 

the complexities of the mechanisms of speech output, and the theoretical and empirical 

explanations for these processes. They express the view that a gestural approach to 

speech output may be best placed to provide an account of what is seen in connected 

speech, although also state that no model to date can explain all aspects of speech output, 

particularly when comparing features in different languages. 

Thus far, the focus has been on speech in typically developing children which leads to 

exploration of studies of word juncture in children who have difficulties with speech 

production. 

2.2.3 Multi-word speech production In children who have speech difficulties 

Studies of word juncture behaviours, limited in number in children with typically 

developing speech, are even fewer in relation to children with speech difficulties; the few 
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that are published show some interesting results. Wells (1994) presented a single case 

study of a child called Zoe (aged 5;11). Zoe's speech was characterised by slow and 

disjointed utterances with word boundaries (and sometimes within-word syllable 

boundaries in turn-end words) produced with open juncture. This pattern is very different 

to that reported in children with typical speech. Although the reasons for this are not 

certain, the author suggests that it could be a reflection of motor difficulties, with Zoe using 

a slower speech rate as a strategy to aid intelligibility or could even be the result of the 

application of speech therapy intervention techniques. Howard (2007) explored connected 

speech production in six young people (aged 9;5 to 16;3); four had speech difficulties 

associated with cleft palate, one had dysarthria related to Worster-Drought Syndrome and 

the last had no identified organic condition. The study used both instrumental 

(electropalatographic, EPG) and perceptual speech analysis to examine multi-word outputs. 

Although the participants all demonstrated some typical close juncture at word boundaries, 

there was significant variability within and between speakers and atypical features were 

noted in both segmental and prosodic aspects of speech. The author describes both 

hyperelision and hyperarticulation effects, and in this study and that of Wells, the data 

suggest that the children are struggling to manage the demands of the multi-word 

utterance level of output. As Wells (1994) describes: 

"There is a developmental tension between the demands of paradigmatic accuracy, i.e. the 
need to signal lexical meaning in an intelligible way, and the demands of syntagmatic 
fluency, i.e. the need to realize phrases and sentences as cohesive wholes" (p. 2) 

Klein and Lui-Shea (2009) investigated what they referred to as "between word 

simplification patterns" (p. 17) in four boys (age 4;0 to 5;5) who had speech sound 

disorders, focusing on assimilation and elision occurring at word boundaries. They found 

that, although subject to individual variation, the most frequently occurring pattern was 

that of final consonant deletion, either in single segments between vowels or as part of 

adjacent consonant sequences. They comment that although this is seen in the speech of 

adults and more so in typical speech development, these children deleted a much wider 

range of speech sounds with greater frequency (and, it is suggested, persisting beyond the 

usual time span expected for the development of adult-like speech patterns). 

Newton (2012) explored the between-word processes of three 11 to 12-year-old children 

who had speech difficulties, taking an approach theoretically underpinned by usage-based 

phonology. Newton used both perceptual and electropalatographic (EPG) assessment and 
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reported that although all three children produced some adult-like word boundary 

behaviours, their output also showed evidence of atypical patterns. These included glottal 

stop replacement of SFWF consonant clusters (also reported by Newton and Wells, 2002, 

as occurring in the speech of a typically developing 2-year-old), described by Newton as the 

result of extreme lenition. It is explained in the context of "effort minimisation" (p. 724); 

the children's response to the complex phonetic environments of word boundaries was to 

reduce the gestural/articulatory demands and replace the adult targets with "the most 

minimal type of closure available to the speaker" (p. 723). Newton suggests that this 

simplification of output is the same as happens in the connected speech of typical speakers 

but in an atypically extreme form, or "hyperlenition" (p. 724). In another recent study 

exploring connected speech output, Howard (2013) reports her findings on the speech of 

two children (JO and SB) who had PSD in association with a history of cleft palate. Both 

children had difficulties with word juncture but presented with very different patterns; JO 

showed a preference for adult-like close juncture and S8 for less typical open juncture. The 

perceptual impact of these different behaviours was that JO who used more adult juncture 

was less intelligible; his close juncture was associated with greater segmental and 

structural omission (hyperelision). By contrast, SB was more intelligible but his speech was 

perceptually unusual. Importantly, both of these studies highlight the differences in multi

word speech behaviours shown by individual children, suggesting that children respond 

differently to the challenges which may be inherent in multi-word speech production. This 

is also the case at a single word level, but the complexities of multi-word utterances may 

lead to an even greater range of possible individual solutions. 

Although the evidence base about word juncture in children who have speech difficulties is 

not extensive, these studies indicate that they find the management of the demands of 

word boundaries challenging; given problems in managing other complex phonetic and 

phonological sequences, this is not particularly surprising. However, given the evidence 

from adult speech, and the emerging picture of word juncture in typical development, what 

is perhaps surprising is that assessments for children who have speech difficulties continue 

to focus largely (and sometimes only) on single word production (Howard, 2007) which 

may be "misleading and ultimately unhelpful" (Howard, 2004b, p. 416). It is interesting to 

consider the different types of utterances are used in assessment, and how this is reported 

in the literature. 
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2.2.4 Speech sampling types used In assessment 

As already noted, the stimuli used most often in assessment of children who have speech 

difficulties are single words (Howard, 2007; Morrison & Shriberg, 1992; Pascoe et aL, 2006; 

Skahan et aL, 2007) involving picture naming (often of high frequency, easily-pictured 

nouns) and yet the production of speech sounds, and intelligibility may be different in 

different types of utterance (Barnes, Roberts, Long, Martin et aL, 2009; Howard et aL, 

2008). This may mean that difficulties in intelligibility are unrecognised or underestimated 

(Faircloth & Faircloth, 1970; Morrison & Shriberg, 1992). Multi-word utterances also 

enable assessment of prosodic aspects of speech and observations of interaction between 

different levels of the child's linguistic functioning (Bernhardt & Holdgrafer, 2001; Rvachew 

& Brosseau-Lapre, 2012). 

It is widely accepted that "conversational speech is the most ecologically valid context (i.e. 

it is what speakers most often do)" (Flipsen, Hammer, & Yost, 2005, p. 308). However, the 

analysis of conversational speech is not necessarily quick or easy, and because the 

segmental (and lexical) content is not controlled as in a single word assessment, some 

aspects of the child's speech patterns may be 'missed (particularly relevant when 

completing a phonological process analysis, less so when analysing "real talk" Howard 

(2007, p. 20). In terms of repeated measures, a SW test allows a straightforward 

comparison of speech production over time (Bernhardt & Holdgrafer, 2001). Where 

children have intelligibility difficulties, the assessor may find description and analysis of 

speech problematic, because the targets are not known (Kwiatkowski & Shriberg, 1992). 

There are ways of possibly reducing the impact of this by using more defined tasks such as 

picture description, or sentence repetition and these are reported in the literature, 

although, where multi-word utterances are assessed, conversational speech is the most 

common method of sampling (Morrison & Shriberg, 1992). 

From the child's perspective, conversational speech may not present such overt difficulties 

as a naming test in that he or she has "control over topic and content" (Morrison & 

Shriberg, 1992, p. 262) and, to a degree, the articulatory demands through choice of lexical 

items, thus avoiding particular segmental difficulties (Masterson, Bernhardt, & Hofheinz, 

2005; Wolk & Meisler, 1998). The sound patterns of single word tests are designed (with 

greater or lesser success) to sample, for example, consonant clusters and multisyllabic 

words which may occur in much lower numbers in the child's own speech. Morrison and 
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Shriberg (1992) compared pee in words elicited in a single word articulation test with 

words used in the conversational speech of 61 children (age range 3-6 years) who had 

speech delays. They found that the test words included a much greater number of two and 

three-syllable words with "considerably more difficult structural contexts" (p. 263). In 

terms of segmental content, the vowels lei/, lrel and hi occurred with significantly 

more frequency in testing whereas laII (because ofthe frequency ofthe lexical item 'I') 

was more frequent in conversational speech. They also found that there was a higher rate 

of occurrence of simplification processes in conversational speech. Somewhat different 

findings were described in the study by Masterson et al. (2005) who compared the 

production patterns of 20 children with phonological impairments in SW and 

conversational speech. Importantly they used single words which were partially tailored to 

individual children, depending on their responses to an initial screening set; this was 

designed to increase the sensitivity of the SW assessment. The study found that SW 

sampling resulted in the production of more eveve words, and more velars, affricates and 

liquids than conversational speech. Interestingly they do not allude to connected speech 

processes but describe difficulties in transcribing word-final stops particularly in eve words 

in conversation; this was dealt with by not counting word-final deletions, glottal stops or 

voicing differences as errors. Although not described as such, this may have resulted in an 

accommodation to any word juncture processes shown by the children because SFWF 

alveolar and velar plosives are commonly affected by between-word assimilation or elision. 

Once this was done, SW and conversational speech pee "accuracy", initially significantly 

better in SW, was then more similar in both types of sample across the group a~ a whole. 

However, the data suggested that there were some (relatively small) differences in 

sampling for individual children (some favouring SW and some conversational speech). 

This finding is different to that of Wolk and Meisler (1998) who report that in their study of 

13 boys aged 4;2 to 5;11 years, the pee in single word naming was significantly poorer than 

that in conversational speech (although they too report some individual differences). They 

suggest that this is because the single words used were more complex both structurally and 

segmentally than words produced by the children in conversational speech. 

The issues of how speech production in SW might be different to that in multi-word 

utterances, although occasionally mentioned in the assessment sampling literature (for 

example; "traditional articulation tests have not adequately taken into account the 

Influence of phonetic context" Wolk & Meisler, 1998, p. 292) seem to be almost entirely 
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ignored. It seems surprising that in even quite recently developed assessments the authors 

do not at least mention these differences to aid assessors in their evaluation and to add 

potentially useful information to the analysis. For example, in a study of the speech of 684 

English speaking, typically developing children, Dodd et al. (2005) examined the production 

of a set of 14 lexical items, comparing the realisation of each word in SW and MWU (using a 

humorous picture description task). Production errors were identified and classified into 

age-appropriate, delayed and unusual patterns; these were found to be different with 

more errors in MWU. They examined the speech of children from the ages of 36 to 83 

months and found that these differences resolved over time and by 77 months all the 

children's words were 97-100% the same. This task was taken from the DEAP assessment 

(Dodd, Hua, Crosbie, Holm, & Ozanne, 2002) where one of the calculations is the 

percentage of SW vs. connected speech agreement; this can then be converted into a 

standard score. All the items were high-frequency nouns (for example, frog; snake; 

toothbrush); no mention is made of any connected speech processes that might 

legitimately occur and how these might be scored. This raises an issue relating to wider 

interpretation of these noun data at least, with an inherent implication that words should 

be produced in exactly the same way regardless of phonetic context. This is clearly not the 

case. Bernhardt and Holdgrafer (2001) make this point in a paper outlining the issues of 

sampling techniques for the analysis of children's speech saying that: 

''The mere context of the phrase (with its coarticulation, rate and stress timing) may 
increase the likelihood of segment deletion, substitution, or assimilation in any word" (p. 
23) 

They suggest that SW, conversational speech and sentence imitation may all be used in 

order to sample enough reliable data, and the use of selective supplementary data is 

necessary to explore particular patterns and for children who show variability in 

production. 

Sentence imitation as a sampling method has been examined in the literature. For 

example, Johnson, Weston and Bain (2004) explored the PCC scores in sentence imitation 

and single words in a group of 21 children with speech difficulties aged 4;0 to 6;11. In a 

rigorously designed study they controlled sentences for age-appropriate vocabulary, syntax 

and speech sound distribution (this latter aspect is reminiscent of the sentence imitation 

used in the speech assessment of children who have cleft palate described by Sell, Harding, 

& Grunwell (1994)). They reported that in the group as a whole there were no significant 
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differences between the sampling types. However, 12 of the individual participants had 

scores that were better on one or other of the sampling types and a small number of 

children showed quite different responses to the materials either in terms of their speech 

more closely matching the adult model (which may be positive indicator) or in finding the 

imitation task too difficult. One of their conclusions is that assessment should be sensitive 

to the needs of individual children and, as suggested by Bernhardt and Holdgrafer (2001), a 

variety of sampling types will best present a complete profile of the child's speech. 

Rvachew and Brosseau-Lapre (2012) review the literature concerning sampling methods 

and also highlight the different responses of individual children in imitative tasks; they 

suggest that children who have had intervention may particularly produce speech in 

imitation that is better than spontaneous output; for this reason they recommend using 

"spontaneous conversation to elicit the speech sample" (p. 140). 

Masterson et al. (2005) make the important pOint that differences between sampling types 

may be significant statistically but not necessarily clinically, in that the targets chosen for 

intervention for the group in their study were the same for the majority of children 

whether based on single words or conversational speech. This clinical versus statistical 

significance may not present difficulties if it is the case that children's speech difficulties 

can be entirely described, explained and remediated through use, for example, of a 

phonological process framework. However, as suggested for example by Howard (2004b, 

2007), this may not be the case for children who have severe and persisting speech 

difficulties where atypical segmental and prosodic patterns which are not evident in single 

words may be identified in multi-word utterances. Intelligibility is not simply or only about 

the severity of segmental differences as measured through PCC (although there is clearly a 

relationship between them). Using a range of sampling types will enable an analysis that 

identifies all the factors that are important in understanding and explaining the 

intelligibility of an individual child. 

A commonly occurring theme throughout the literature is the variable performance both 

between individual children and also that within the speech production of Individuals. This 

may be related to sampling type but there are a multitude of other factors that may 

influence how consistently children's speech is produced. 
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2.3 Variability In speech 

Variability in speech production is a feature of typical development in young children which 

lessens over time (Holm, Crosbie & Dodd, 2007; McLeod & Hewett, 2008); "a source of 

noise that is reduced by maturational influences" (Forrest, Elbert & Dinnsen, 2000, p. 520). 

However, phonetic variability is also a feature of adult speech, influenced by linguistic, 

pragmatic and articulatory context and subject to the conventions of the language being 

spoken (Shockey, 2003). Variability might be expected in typical speech when comparing 

the same words produced in different linguistic and phonetic environments (Holm et aI., 

2007) but Miller (1992), when discussing a clinical population of adults with dyspraxia, 

suggests that variability is best considered in the context of token to token comparison in 

the same context, for example, repeated productions of a single word. This view is shared 

by Holm et al (2007), who differentiate between "normal variability" and "atypical 

inconsistency" (po 468), stating that repeatedly different realisations with different types of 

error is symptomatic of SSD. 

Variability may be positive; Bernhardt and Sternberger (1998) comment that "in times of 

change ... variability can arise" (po 257); this variability typically results in productions that 

more closely match adult targets. This could be therefore be termed progressive 

variability. Segmental analysis of what the child is producing is therefore clinically 

important since variation between the adult target and one other segment may be an 

indication of positive change (Grunwell, 1992) (a "behavioural indication of reorganization" 

Tyler & Lewis, 2005, p. 246) but the variable use of two or more phones which do not 

include the adult target may not be positive (Grunwell, 1987). 

Progressive variability may be manifested in different ways; for example, a target segment 

may be lexically influenced so that /k/ may be realised as [k] in CAR but [t] CAT segments 

may be affected by their position in a word so that /k/ is realised as a velar plosive word

finally but an alveolar ploslve in word-initial position. These kinds of variability may be 

predictable, so from a listener perspective (once the realisation is known) are perhaps 

unlikely to affect intelligibility. However, token to token variability, when children have 

different productions of the same word, may present listeners with more difficulty in 

understanding what has been said. 
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As already described, the term "inconsistency" is also used, with the term "inconsistent 

phonological disorder" (lPD) introduced as a diagnostic category (Dodd & Bradford, 2000; 

Dodd, 1995). Variability has also been examined in relation to childhood apraxia of speech 

(CAS), also called developmental verbal dyspraxia (DVD), with changes to repeated 

productions of the same word and increasing errors in longer utterances being possible 

diagnostic markers (Davis, Jacks, & Marquardt, 2005; Davis, Jakielski & Marquardt, 1998). 

There is some discussion in the literature about the sources of variability. Forrest et al. 

(2000) suggest that it is associated with underspecification of phonological representations; 

increases in linguistic loading may increase variability (Tyler, Williams, & Lewis, 2006), with 

an effect of complexity in terms of word structure (and interactions with lexical, semantic 

and syntactic processing). This raises some interesting issues about whether variability in 

the speech of children who have speech difficulties is any different to that seen in children 

who have typical speech development. In a usage-based approach to speech development 

(Bybee, 2001), the ability to manage variability in perception and production in single 

words and multi-word utterances must be hallmarks of the emergent system so that 

children learn to manage complexity as necessary. Given that, over time, the speech 

difficulties of the majority of children resolve through intervention and/or maturation it 

may be that the variability seen in SSD mirrors the protracted development of the speech 

processing system as a whole. 

There are two main schools of thought about whether variability (inconsistency) is 

diagnostically significant, with accompanying implications for intervention. One approach 

is that espoused by Dodd and colleagues (Dodd & Bradford, 2000; Dodd, 1995; Dodd, Holm, 

Crosbie, & Mcintosh, 2006, Bradford & Dodd, 1996) also described by Forrest and 

colleagues (Forrest et aI., 2000). Their view is that this group of children with IPD, who 

present with multiple speech inconsistencies, do not respond to intervention in the same 

way as children who have consistent errors. For example, Forrest et al report on a study of 

10 children aged 3;4 to 4;6, half of whom had Inconsistent speech, matched with the other 

half who did not. They reported a much better rate of progress for the consistent group; 

however, as they acknowledge, the percentile scores of the inconsistent group was 

significantly lower than the other group at the start of the study. Dodd and colleagues 

describe the inconsistent group as having difficulties with phonological assembly (for a 

description of this see, for example, Stackhouse & Wells, 1997) and assess for this using a 
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criterion of 40% variability on a set of 25 words; this can be assessed using the DEAP (Dodd 

et aI., 2002). The focus of treatment is on establishing consistent (not necessarily accurate) 

production of SO high frequency words for each child which then provides a more stable 

platform for further intervention. 

A different approach is that taken by Tyler and colleagues (Tyler & Lewis, 2005; Tyler et aI., 

2006; Tyler, Lewis, & Welch, 2003) in their study of 40 children with speech difficulties, 

they separated the 10 most and 10 least consistent of the group and carried out the same 

kind of intervention with both groups. They found that both sets of children responded 

equally well to intervention with a steady pace of change in terms of PCC. However, the 

children who showed most variability also had significantly lower PCC at the start of the 

study (38.6%, S.D. 6.8 vs. 73.9%, S.D. 11.13). Not only did all the children's PCC improve, 

the number of variable productions showed a corresponding decrease throughout and 

after treatment. Furthermore, the authors quote a study by Iserman (2001) which suggests 

that individual phonemes differ in terms of their vulnerability to variable production. 

Those segments which have the highest and lowest individual PCC scores (and are most 

stable) are least subject to variability; later developing sounds more likely to be 

inconsistently realised. They also report that It, k, g, f, v, s, z, jl are subject to 

high levels of inconsistency in children who have speech disorders. Given the 

developmentally early use of It I and I jl it does seem possible that variable realisations of 

these segments may be the result of different factors (perhaps to do with vulnerability to 

typical reduction in multi-word utterances). 

The reconciliation of these approaches may lie in the views of Rvachew and Brosseau

Lapre' (2012) who suggest that the diagnosis of "Inconsistent Deviant Phonological 

Disorder" may well have validity for individual children at a given point in time but that 

there is no evidence as yet that this represents a stable diagnostic subgroup over time. It 

may be that as Rvachew, Chiang and Evans (2007) report, severity and age are the 

Important factors, with a decrease in unusual and structural errors as children get older. 

Variability may be a product of the relative maturity of the child's speech processing 

system. 
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2.4 Intelligibility 

Intelligibility has been defined as "that aspect of oral speech-language output that allows a 

listener to understand what a speaker is saying" (Carney, 1986, p. 47) and "the product of a 

series of interactive processes" (De Bodt, Hernandez-Diaz Huici, & Van De Heyning, 2002, p. 

284). Thus by definition intelligibility is an outcome of a communicative interchange 

between a speaker and listener or listeners although the term "comprehensibility" is 

probably more accurately used to describe the understanding of speech in interaction 

(Yorkston, Strand, & Kennedy, 1996). In learning to talk children must learn how to 

manage the verbal and non-verbal processes needed to effect successful communication; 

one aspect of this is how to produce speech with sufficient segmental and prosodic 

accuracy to be intelligible. Most children will accomplish this by the age of four (Coplan & 

Gleason, 1988; Chin, Tsai, & Gao, 2003) but children who have difficulty with the 

production of speech sounds may not achieve this (Gordon-Brannan & Hodson, 2000; 

Weston & Shriberg, 1992) and for some children who have persisting speech difficulties 

(PSD), problems in being understood will also persist (Pascoe et aL, 2006). 

In spite of intelligibility being the "sine qua non of spoken language" (Kent, 1992b, p. 9), 

there is no universally agreed way of measuring it, and reliability and validity are difficult to 

establish (Pascoe et aL, 2006). Furthermore, although measures may provide an indication 

of the severity of the impact of speech difficulties, they do not provide any explanation of 

why or how intelligibility is compromised in individual cases (Weismer, Kent, Hodge, & 

Martin, 1988; Metz & Schiavetti, 1994). Clinically this is important because understanding 

what makes the speech of an individual more or less intelligible should guide decision 

making in intervention (Hodson & Paden, 1991; Dodd & Bradford, 2000). It is also essential 

in research terms in developing models that can explain both typical and atypical speech. 

Intelligibility in children who have developmental speech difficulties (and indeed in children 

who have typical speech) has received relatively little attention in published literature 

(Hustad, 2012); searches reveal that the majority of paediatric studies have been done with 

the deaf population (for example, Monsen, 1983; Chin et aL, 2003; Peng, Spencer & 

Tomblin, 2004). There are also a number of studies of intelligibility In children who have 

cleft palate (see Whitehill, 2002, for a review). This Is perhaps unsurprlslng given that 

these groups are both clearly identifiable through diagnosis of an organic condition and 

have a long history of multidisciplinary and particularly medical involvement. With national 
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programmes for cochlear implants and regionally organised, hospital-based services for 

cleft palate, the drive for positive outcomes to support and justify investment has 

understandably and rightly meant that intelligibility has been a focus for these groups. This 

has not been the case for other developmental speech and language difficulties which are 

typically identified later, do not fit a defined diagnostic category and do not usually involve 

medical practitioners. However, even given the robust approach taken to intelligibility 

measurement in deafness and cleft palate, evidence of work giving detailed phonetic 

analysis that might explain why children are unintelligible, is still limited (Pascoe et aI., 

2006; Whitehill, 2002). 

2.4.1 The measurement a/Intelligibility 

Intelligibility is measured in several ways (although as suggested by Gordon-Brannan and 

Hodson (2000) most clinicians rely on "impressionistic estimates", p. 142). Measurements 

are made through the following techniques: 

• Listener responses to speech (single words or multi-word utterances); typically 

listeners are asked to write down what the speaker has said (open-set method) 

(Gotzke, Hodge, & Daniels, 2003; Hustad, 2006a, 2008; Khwaileh & Flipsen, 2010) 

or are given a choice of possible words, controlled for segmental content so that 

target realisations and minimally paired choices based on "substitution errors" are 

available (closed-set method) (for example, Chin, Finnegan, & Chung, 2001) 

• Rating on a numeric scale (for example, Van Lierde, De Bodt, Van Borsel, Wuyts, & 

Van Cauwenberge, 2002) 

• Indirectly, through the correlation of intelligibility with severity (for example, 

Percentage Consonants Correct (PCe) Shriberg, Austin, Lewis, McSweeny, & Wilson, 

1997a) 

Use of both open-set and dosed-set stimuli is reported In the clinical literature; studies 

with adults who have dysarthria have found that the scores in open-set testing are lower 

than those using the closed set method (Yorkston & Beukelman, 1978, 1980) but that the 

individual ranking for intelligibility is the same. Kent, Welsmer, Kent and Rosenbek (1989) 

suggest that these differences are not a concern and this may well be the case as long as 

the same method is employed for retesting individuals. This was the recommendation of 

Vigouroux and Miller (2006) who found in a study of people who had dysarthria related to 
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Parkinson's disease, that the relationship between ranking results of open-set and closed

set task was not consistent. They suggested that closed-set tasks might provide a more 

sensitive measure for speakers with severe impairments but that for mild to moderately 

impaired speakers the open-set method might be more sensitive and more closely related 

to rating of connected speech intelligibility. 

There are published (but not norm-referenced) intelligibility assessments but they are not 

commonly used in the UK. For example, the Children's Speech Intelligibility Measure 

(CSIM; Wilcox & Morris, 1999) and The Beginner's Intelligibility Test (BIT; Osberger, 

Robbins, Todd, & Riley, 1994). Both involve recording children repeating either single 

words (CSIM) or sentences (BIT) which are then played to two unfamiliar listeners who are 

asked to write down what the child has said. The targets in these word identification tasks 

are known so an intelligibility percentage score can be calculated and also repeated as a 

measure of progress. 

Hodge and Daniels (2007) developed this approach, with a software based intelligibility 

measure (Test of Children's Speech Plus, TOCS+) which involves listeners in trying to 

understand children's imitated single words (in both open and closed sets) and sentences, 

using a computer to record the child's speech and listeners' responses. Initially the authors 

compared children who had cleft palate with a typically developing group (Hodge & Gotzke, 

2007) but later presented data on children with SSD compared with a typical group (Hodge 

& Gotzke, 2008). These examples also included a 100 word sample of spontaneous speech. 

The software produces an intelligibility measure derived from the percentage of matches 

between the responses and targets. This assessment allows for phonetic analysis at a 

single word level In the closed set task by presenting listeners with the option of choosing 

between minimally paired words (for example, "cape/tape") or orthographically recording 

their own response; they can also record whether the response was "clear" or "distorted". 

The responses of up to three listeners can be compared to give a word-by-word analysis of 

the child's speech, and output patterns can be identified. However, caution in the use of 

minimal pairs is advised by Weismer (2008), who suggests that there are biases inherent to 

choices based on lexical frequency and the fact that "test items and their foils do not allow 

equal opportunities for errors in either direction" (p. 572). 

Gordon-Brannan and Hodson (2000) linked intelligibility measurement with phonological 

process analysis in a study using 48 typical and speech delayed children aged 4;0 to 5;6. 
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The children were divided by the researchers into four groups of 12, based on the 

intelligibility of their spontaneous speech. Samples of imitated single words and sentences, 

and spontaneous speech were recorded; four adult listeners carried out four activities: 

identifying single words in a closed set task; orthographic transcription of imitated 

sentences; orthographic transcription of spontaneous speech; rating the intelligibility of the 

spontaneous speech on a 7-point Likert scale ranging from 1 (in effect, unintelligible) to 7 

(intelligible). Using the same samples, the authors transcribed "phonological deviations" 

reported to be based on patterns identified in the Assessment of Phonological Processes 

Revised (APP-R, Hodson, 1986) but not described in the paper. The study demonstrated 

significant correlations between the measures and also suggests that the children's 

intelligibility was closely related to their phonological output skills. However, the authors 

emphasise the wide range of individual variations and that intelligibility may be affected by 

many factors including contextual and prosodic aspects of communication. 

Rating scales are designed for listeners to judge children's intelligibility and assign a 

numerical score to this judgement. These scales may be direct magnitude estimation, 

where the listener estimates the percentage of the utterance understood, or interval scales 

where the listener assigns a number corresponding to intelligibility, for example, 1 for 

completely intelligible and 7 for completely unintelligible. Van Lierde et al. (2002), for 

example, used a rating scale for the speech of children who had cleft palate comparing the 

effects of cleft type on intelligibility and resonance; the scale had 4 points (intelligibility 

that was normal; slightly impaired; moderately impaired; severely impaired). Interval 

rating scales would seem to have an advantage of being quick and easy to administer and 

score (Ertmer, 2010; Pascoe et aI., 2006) but their reliability and validity have been 

criticised (Samar & Metz, 1991) because listeners tend to assign different values at either 

end of the scale (Whitehill, 2002) and there is not necessarily good interrater reliability at 

mid points (Samar & Metz, 1988). This is particularly important in measures over time for 

the same child who might see different clinicians or in comparing the severity of different 

children. With poor interrater reliability and validity, asking even two or three listeners to 

judge a child's intelligibility could not be guaranteed to result in robust outcomes. Given 

that word identification measures reveal that the intelligibility of individual children varies 

between listeners (Speake, Stackhouse, & Pascoe, 2012) it is essential that opinions are 

sought from more than one source; if rating scales are the preferred option in particular 
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circumstances (due to ease of administration) the literature raises questions about how 

this might be done in a reliable and valid way. 

This question has been addressed by McLeod, Harrison, & McCormack, (2012) in the 

development of the Intelligibility in Context Scale (ICS). The authors report a trial of the ICS 

with parents of 120 children (aged 4-5 years), 109 with speech delay and 11 with typical 

speech development. The ICS is a measure which requires parents to rate their child's 

intelligibility with a range of seven familiar and unfamiliar people using a 5 point Likert 

scale (the child is understood: never; rarely; sometimes; usually; always). The ICS ratings 

were compared with an assessment of severity for each child, based on PCC and PVC 

calculated from the DEAP (Dodd et aI., 2002) and found to be moderately correlated. 

Ratings distinguished between the group who had speech delay and those who did not; 

children who had speech delay were most likely to be intelligible to parents, immediate 

family, friends and teachers and less likely to be intelligible to unfamiliar people. The 

authors concluded that the ICS was a reliable, valid and sensitive measure of "functional 

intelligibility" (p. 654) but suggested that further research with a larger population was 

needed. The immediate advantage of the ICS is that it presents the experience of seven 

different listeners through a single exercise, and thereby captures the child's intelligibility 

potential across a range of communicative contexts. It would have been helpful to know 

what instructions were given to parents in terms of how to complete the rating scales 

because there may be a difference in parents' estimates of intelligibility and, for example, 

the teachers' actual experience. An aim of any future development of the ICS might be to 

find out if this is the case. 

The judgement of intelligibility by different types of listeners has been explored in the 

literature. Familiarity with the speaker is an advantage so, for example, mothers 

understand more speech than fathers (Flipsen, 1995). Experience of speech difficulties also 

seems to be an advantage; In a study of the intelligibility an adult who had severe hearing 

impairment, James (1995) found that fourth year speech and language therapy students 

understood more speech than their first year counterparts. She concluded that this was 

because they had greater experience in listening to disordered speech. Bridges (1991) 

found that speech and language therapists understood more than inexperienced listeners 

when judging the intelligibility of an alaryngeal speaker. However, these assumptions 

about experience (as opposed to familiarity) may not hold true. In another study of 
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listeners understanding the speech of a deaf child, Klimacka, Patterson and Patterson 

(2001) found that one of their inexperienced listeners understood more than three of the 

experienced listeners. This variability in individual responses (underpinned, presumably, by 

individual factors such as attention and perception) was highlighted by Ellis and Beltyukova 

(2008) in a study designed to train listeners in judging the intelligibility of children with 

hearing impairment; after an initial test, the listeners received (in different written and 

auditory forms) familiarisation training and/or feedback on their judgements leading to a 

final post-training test measuring their understanding of single words. All the listeners 

improved in their judgements although overall intelligibility scores remained low and there 

was considerable variability in the responses. This variability has been found in other 

studies; for example, McHenry (2011), examined the conversational intelligibility of three 

adults who had dysarthria as judged by 228 unfamiliar adults. The participants had mean 

percentage scores of 64%, 60% and 62% respectively but the range of listener responses for 

each speaker was very wide (13%-99%, 17%-100% and 4%-89%). The majority of studies 

have used adult listeners but Speake et aL (2012) recruited a group of volunteer peers to 

assess the intelligibility of two 10-year-old children with PSO using a write-down task for 

single words, imitated sentences and conversational speech; outcomes for child listeners 

showed similar ranges of intelligibility as studies using adult listeners. Ertmer (2011) points 

out that by the age of nine children are able to understand how to use a rating scale and 

manage age appropriate write-down tasks. 

Intelligibility may also be measured indirectly through its relationship with severity, so, for 

example, if a child has a low score for PCC, intelligibility will also be compromised; it has 

been suggested that where PCC is less than 60%, the speaker is assessed as essentially 

unintelligible (Gordon-Brannan, 1994). There is also an issue when children's speech is very 

difficult to understand because calculation of PCC may not be possible when the target is 

not known (Pascoe et aL, 2006). However, although it Is broadly the case that low 

segmental accuracy will negatively impact on intelligibility, as seen with the comparison 

between performance on the OEAP tasks and the ICS (McLeod et aL, 2012) this correlation 

may only be moderate. A study by Barnes et aL (2009) looked at intelligibility In boys who 

had Fragile X syndrome (FXS) and Down syndrome (OS) to explore speech accuracy and 

intelligibility and reached conclusions demonstrating a disconnection between these two 

measures. The boys with FXS had higher scores of segmental accuracy as measured by 

Percentage Consonants Correct (PCC) and Proportion of Whole-Word Proximity than those 
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with OS, and had fewer phonological processes but their intelligibility outcomes were 

similar. The authors suggest that prosodic factors (such as disruptions to fluency, speech 

rate and stress patterns) in connected utterances might explain this. Ertmer (2010) 

examined this relationship between articulation and intelligibility in a study involving forty

four children (age range 2;10-15;5) who had hearing impairment. The children's 

percentage scores on the Goldman-Fristoe Test of Articulation-Second Edition were 

compared with percentage intelligibility scores obtained from imitated or read sentences 

orthographically transcribed by three listeners. The results indicated that there was a 

relationship between the intelligibility and word articulation scores which was "significant 

but not especially strong" (p. 1081). Interestingly, even when scores for single word 

accuracy were relatively high this did not result in correspondingly high levels of 

intelligibility in connected speech. 

These findings raise questions about what has been found when measuring intelligibility 

using different types of speech, particularly single words and utterance level data. 

2.4.2 Measurement o/intelllglbility using different sampling methods 

There seems, at best, a moderate correlation between segmental accuracy in single words 

and intelligibility in multi-word utterances. However, this does not immediately indicate 

whether intelligibility in single words and multi-word speech shows any clinically significant 

differences. If, for example, intelligibility in single words was very similar to that obtained 

in multi-word speech, it might only be necessary to sample single words which would have 

advantages in terms of speed of data collection and subsequent analysis. The studies to 

date suggest that it is unlikely that this is the case (particularly for every child), but it is, 

nevertheless, worth exploring. 

There are studies that have used both single word and utterance level stimuli to measure 

intelligibility but the findings have been contradictory. In a study of five children who had 

PSO, Pascoe, Stackhouse and Wells (2006) found that two of the five children had single 

word intelligibility scores that were significantly below those of their spontaneous speech 

but three of the children showed no significant differences. It was not the case that these 

measures simply related to overall severity since one child who had less intelligible single 

words, and one whose scores on single words and spontaneous speech were similar, could 

be both categorised as having very severely impaired speech, as measured by pee based on 
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a single word naming test. Both the single words and spontaneous speech inte"igibility 

measures were carried out using an open-set task; Vigouroux and Miller (2006) suggested 

in their study of adults with Parkinson's disease, that this approach may be more sensitive 

to mild to moderate levels of impairment. Given the emerging picture of variability in 

findings, it may the case that sensitivity is linked to individual speech patterns in a more 

fine-grained way than just overall severity. 

Faircloth and Faircloth (1970) reported a single case study of an eleven year old child who 

had severe speech difficulties, comparing production in single words and connected 

speech, and found a different pattern to that suggested by Pascoe et al. (2006). They 

reported that the inte"igibility of single words was judged to be better than connected 

speech (although it is unclear how this judgement was made); they suggest this was 

because the child's realisation of sy"able structure was better in single words and that 

word shape was even more essential in inte"igibility than segmental accuracy (a view 

supported by Klein & Flint, 2006). In a study of intelligibility in two ten-year-old children 

who had severe speech difficulties including vowel production, Speake et al. found that a 

group of 19 peer group listeners understood both children's spontaneous speech better 

than their single words. After a programme targeting vowel production, this situation 

reversed so that single words were slightly more inte"igible than multi-word speech. The 

authors do not comment directly on this but given that vowel production improved 

significantly in both children, it seems probable that improved vowel accuracy had a 

greater effect on the (largely) eve single words than on the uncontrolled segmental (and 

lexical and prosodic) components of spontaneous speech. 

ehin et al. (2001) carried out a study of twenty children (aged 4;8-7;8) who had cochlear 

implants. The children were recorded saying single words, which were presented to 

listeners in a closed-set minimal pair task, and imitated sentences from The Beginner's 

Intelligibility Test (Osbergel' et aI., 1994), presented in an open-set format. They found that 

inte"igibility in the two types of utterance was significantly correlated (or, put another way, 

not significantly different as with three of Pascoe et al.'s children, 2006). They also make 

the point that inte"igibility at sentence level is helped by "syntactic, semantic and 

pragmatic support" (p. 200) which might help to explain why some children's inte"igibility 

at single word level is poorer than at sentence level. Gordon-Brannan and Hodson (2000) 

also found a high degree of correlation between intelligibility In single words and 
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spontaneous speech (as well as imitated sentences, listener ratings and severity) although 

the variability in what listeners understood was much greater for children who had severe 

difficulties than for those at the milder end. Interestingly, there was a mean difference in 

intelligibility of about 10% between connected speech and single words (favouring 

connected speech) across all levels of severity, although this was not reported as 

significant. 

These studies suggest that although multi-word speech may often be more intelligible than 

single words, this is by no means a universal finding. Individual children will present with 

different profiles of intelligibility across different types of speech samples and this presents 

a compelling case for assessment of both single words and multi-word speech data for each 

child. Furthermore, children's profiles may change over time so that measuring 

intelligibility at different points during intervention may be important for children who 

have severe and persisting difficulties. 

If it is the case that children present with individual profiles of intelligibility, it is also 

relevant to explore studies to find out what it is that makes speech more or less intelligible. 

2.4.3 Factors that make speech more or less Intelligible 

Intelligibility is not only a linguistic phenomenon; it is affected by factors such as the 

environment where the speaker and listener are talking (for example, the level of 

background noise) or by interpersonal factors such as the relationship between the people 

or level of interest in or attention to the topic. It is also influenced by, for example, 

whether the listener can see the speaker as well as hear him because visual Information 

has been shown to boost intelligibility (Hunter, Pring, & Martin, 1991). At a linguistic level 

the intelligibility of a child's speech may be affected by a variety of "pragmatic, contextual 

and linguistic variables" (Weston & Shriberg, 1992, p. 1316). The variability of these factors 

is magnified in conversational speech where holding a conversation may be viewed as "a 

series of events" (Flipsen, 2006, p. 303) with the potential for variation in the speaker's 

output throughout. This variation may take the form of differences in intensity or rate, the 

content and complexity of the utterance or in segmental and prosodic patterns. These 

factors affect all speakers but for children who have speech difficulties understanding the 

interaction between what happens in typical variation, and what happens as a result of 
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their speech differences is essential in order to explain their "moment to moment 

unintelligibility" (Weston & Shriberg, 1992 p. 1316). 

In adult studies, carried out with people who had dysarthria, articulatory factors seem to 

be the biggest contributor to poor intelligibility (for example, De Bodt et aI., 2002), 

although prosodic factors also have impact. However, this is perhaps unsurprising given 

the nature of the acquired speech difficulties associated with neurological conditions 

(Weston & Shriberg, 1992) and intelligibility in children might be influenced by a wider 

range of linguistic factors. However, Weston and Shriberg (1992) also make the point that 

difficulties in speech output must be a major factor because children who have typical 

speech production are usually intelligible. 

Speech output patterns were examined by Hodson and Paden (1981) who considered the 

phonological processes of sixty children (age range 3;0-8;0) who had unintelligible speech 

in comparison to sixty typical four year olds. They found that the speech patterns of typical 

children aged four were characterised by (in order of frequency): devoicing of word-final 

obstruents; If/-I e I. Iv/-I'tJI substitutions; liquid gliding; interdental/dental tongue 

position i.e. lisps; depalatalisation of I I. 3. 1j'. It/; assimilations. By contrast, the 

unintelligible group were characterised by (in order of frequency): cluster reduction; 

stridency deletion; stopping of fricatives; gliding of liquids; assimilation; velar fronting or 

omission; backing; final consonant deletion; syllable reduction; prevocalic voicing; glottal 

stops. The authors also found that the majority of the group had a small number of 

atypical or idiosyncratic patterns; they also commented on the individual var~ations within 

and between the patterns that children had, and that children showed preferences for 

particular patterns. They concluded that four of the most common processes (cluster 

reduction; stridency deletion; stopping; assimilation) had a significantly negative impact on 

intelligibility (gliding of liquids, the only one found in both groups, did not) and also that 

uncommon processes such as backing were important in the intelligibility of individual 

children. 

The frequency of occurrence of particular speech patterns was explored by Yavas and 

Lamprecht (1988) in a study examining the speech output and corresponding intelligibility 

of four Brazilian children aged 7 to 9 years who had speech difficulties. They found that 

cluster reduction, final liquid deletion (important in Portuguese) and obstruent devoicing 

were the most common processes. They also found that the number of processes that the 
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children had related to their intelligibility, in that the two most unintelligible children (as 

judged by twenty listeners in a write-down task) had the greatest number of phonological 

processes. However, once the four children were divided into the two most and two least 

intelligible, the correlation with quantification was no longer straightforward. The child 

judged most intelligible had more phonological processes than the second most intelligible; 

the two least intelligible had very similar numbers of speech processes but 5 of 20 listeners 

judged one to be more intelligible than the other. Further analysis explored possible 

reasons for this. In the two least intelligible children processes affecting structure (syllable 

and sound deletion) and assimilation had greater impact than substitution processes (see 

also Barnes et aI., 2009), and the least intelligible child showed more variability in 

realisation of adult targets. In the two most intelligible children variability was again 

highlighted, with the suggestion that it is more difficult for listeners to establish what 

patterns a child is using (and thereby understand the speech) when there is low 

consistency in the speech produced. In a later study, Weston and Shriberg (1992) also 

reported that cluster reduction affected listeners' understanding of children's speech; in 

addition they suggested that multisyllabic words presented difficulties (these two factors 

were also identified by Monsen, 1983) and that nouns were generally more intelligible than 

verbs, pronouns or modifiers (although Hustad (2006b), in a study with adults who had 

dysarthria, found that function words were more accurately transcribed than content 

words). However, Weston and Shriberg (1992) caution that "the data were noisy" (p. 1328) 

and that the interactions of factors such as utterance fluency and length, and children's 

syntactic and lexical skills, together with their speech output difficulties may need to be 

understood to better explain their intelligibility. 

In an attempt to isolate the impact of different phonological processes, Klein and Flint 

(2006) carried out a study where an adult with typical speech read sentences to listeners; 

the content was manipulated to reproduce three common phonological processes (final 

consonant deletion (FeD); stopping of fricatives and affricates (SFA); velar fronting (VF). 

They concluded that in utterances where the frequency of occurrence was like that of 

typical speech, FeD had the greatest impact on intelligibility followed by SFA and then VF. 

If the stimuli were artificially manipulated to equalise the numbers of occurrences these 

differences were no longer apparent suggesting that these processes affect intelligibility 

incrementally, depending on the frequency of possible occurrences. Of course, a process 

such as FeD may affect a much wider number of segments and by association, words, than 
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for example, VF and, as the authors suggest, there maya difference in processes that affect 

manner rather than place of articulation. They also make the point that beyond a certain 

point of severity, it may not matter, or even be possible to describe, which processes have 

more impact because the overall output is so degraded; they describe this as Ita ceiling 

effect for unintelligibility" (p. 195). Conversely, it may be that segmental accuracy per se is 

not the issue but that segmental accuracy is an indicator of the child's overall speech 

production skills (Carney, 1986); it may be, for most children at least, that emergence of 

segmental proficiency is accompanied by an emergence of suprasegmental and linguistic 

proficiency and these things together impact positively on intelligibility. 

In summary, intelligibility is affected by a variety of factors both non-linguistic and 

linguistic. In terms of children's speech output, the literature suggests that there is an 

association between severity as measured through PCC and the occurrence/frequency of 

simplifying processes, and that patterns affecting word structure (for example, reduction of 

consonant clusters or final consonant deletion) have a particularly negative effect on 

intelligibility. It seems to be the case that not all processes are of equal importance and 

that variability in production Impacts on the experience of listeners. (There are also 

significant variables in listener perception, as yet poorly understood). However, there is 

also a strong suggestion that although the accuracy of segments in relation to adult targets 

is an essential element of being understood, this may not adequately explain the 

intelligibility of individual children. Interactions between segmental patterns and other 

linguistic elements must be important but, as yet, there is no cohesive framework to 

explain these either clinically or empirically. 

2.5 Research questions 

Themes identified through the review of the literature were used to formulate six research 

questions. These questions were designed to be explored through a study of the speech 

processing skills, output patterns and intelligibility of four children who had severe and 

persisting speech difficulties. 

1 What will the detailed perceptual phonetic investigation of the speech of children with 

PSD speech reveal in terms of a traditional phonological process analysis (PPA)? What 

features are not captured through a traditional PPA? 
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2 What does comparison of the patterns in the children's speech data reveal across three 

speech elicitation conditions (1: single word production; 2: connected speech in sentence 

imitation; 3: connected speech in spontaneous conversation) 

3 Does the children's speech output show phonetic variability within individual speech 

elicitation conditions? 

4 Does the psycholinguistic speech processing profile provide explanations of the children's 

speech output patterns? 

5 Does the intelligibility of the children's speech vary across different speech elicitation 

conditions? 

6 Are any changes in the children's speech output evident between two points in time and 

do any changes impact on the intelligibility of his or her speech? 

These research questions were explored in the investigation of four individual case studies 

described in Chapters Four, Five, Six and Seven. The methods used for these case studies 

are described in the next chapter, Chapter Three. 
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Chapter Three 

Methods 

3.1 Introduction 

The purpose of this chapter is to describe the participants in the study, the materials used 

and procedures for analysis of the children's speech processing skills, speech output and 

intelligibility. 

3.2 Design outline 

The study was designed to carry out a detailed analysis of the speech processing skills and 

speech output of four children who had persisting speech difficulties (PSD) at two points in 

time, T1 and T2. The analysis included detailed impressionistic transcription and 

examination of phonetic, phonological and prosodic patterns in single words, imitated 

sentences and conversational speech. Edited samples of different types of utterances from 

T1 and T2 were played to groups of adult listeners (66 individuals) who were asked to write 

down what they thought the children had said. The intelligibility outcomes were examined 

and compared, and results considered in the context of the speech analysis. 

A single case design was selected as there are few detailed descriptions of the 

characteristics of children with PSD and those that are published reveal that these children 

are not a homogenous group (see Pascoe, Stackhouse & Wells, 2006, for examples of 

detailed Individual intervention studies of a small number of children with PSD). This 

homogeneity can be Illustrated through an examination of published research studies 

based on the Intelligibility measurement of groups of children with speech difficulties. 

These reports typically reveal a wide range of outcomes (see, for example, Peng et ai, 2004; 

Gordon-Brannan & Hodson, 2000; Ertmer, 2010) but offer little exploration of this 

variability. Single case studies were essential in order to carry out the analysis of speech 

processing and Intelligibility In the detail needed to investigate the research questions; 

"their unique undlvidual characteristics" (Perkins & Howard, 1995, p. 22). Although it 

would not be possible to generalise findings from this type of study (Pring, 2004) to the 

wider population of children with PSD, utilising a single case design "offers the practitioner 

a detailed and in-depth analysis ... at the level of the individual" (Vance & Clegg, 2012). 
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The resources available (in terms of time available for data collection and analysis) allowed 

for the inclusion of four children in the study, and for detailed measurements at two points 

in time. The purpose of having two points of measurement was to allow the investigation 

of any change in the children's speech, speech processing skills and intelligibility between 

time one (Tl) and time two (T2), allowing for an exploration of the relationships between 

these factors in each child. 

3.3 Participant criteria 

There were two sets of participants: four children who had PSD, and 66 adult listeners. The 

inclusion and exclusion criteria for each group are described in the next 2 sections. 

3.3.2 Children with PSD 

In order to participate in the study, the children had a diagnosis of persisting speech 

difficulties. The criteria used for participant inclusion were that their primary difficulty was 

in speech development; that they were over the age of 5;6 (Bishop & Adams, 1990; Pascoe 

et aI., 2006); they had received speech and language therapy for at least two years, on the 

basis of this showing that they were slow to respond to intervention (Wood & Scobbie, 

2003), and that there were on-going concerns about their intelligibility as evidenced by 

their referral to the study by their speech and language therapists. The children's receptive 

language skills should be within the range typical for their age to exclude more wide

ranging linguistic or cognitive concerns. In order to reduce possible sources of prosodic 

differences the children should be monolingual English speakers and not be diagnosed with 

hearing impairment or autism spectrum disorder. 

All four children met these criteria for the clinical presentation of PSD; they had age

appropriate receptive language skills; their age range at Tl was between 6;5 (Tallulah) and 

7;5 (Harry); all had been referred for speech and language therapy between the ages of 2;0 

(Tallulah) to 3;1 (Harry and lily) and had received a variety of intervention since that time. 

In spite of this intervention they continued to have difficulties with speech sounds and 

intelligibility, the range and extent of which was confirmed during the assessment at n. 
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3.3.2 Adult listeners 

The adult listeners were recruited from groups of health professionals who worked in the 

field of paediatric healthcare. There were no inclusion or exclusion criteria for the adult 

listeners. There was no requirement to be a monolingual English speaker. 

3.4 Research ethics 

The study was submitted to the local NHS research committee and approved. It was also 

approved by the local Primary Care Trust (later the NHS Community Services Trust) 

Research and Development Committee, in accordance with the Department of Health 

Research Governance Framework and in compliance with Standards for Better Health (see 

appendices 3.1; 3.2). 

3.5 Informed consent 

All participants were recruited following appropriate and approved procedures. Consent 

included permission for audio and video recording of children. Consent for children to 

participate was given by parents in all cases. Although information and consent forms had 

been designed for use with children, none of them were judged to be sufficiently mature at 

T1 to give informed consent. 

All adult participants were given information sheets and consent forms which were 

completed and signed. 

3.6 Confidentiality 

All data (including audio and video material) were treated according to appropriate and 

approved procedures to protect all aspects of confidentiality as agreed through the 

research ethics process. 

3.7 Participant recruitment and Information 

Participants were recruited though the process identified and agreed through the research 

ethics process. 

3.7.1 Children with PSD 

The children who had PSD were recruited through the speech and language therapists who 

worked for the NHS Community Services Trust. The inclusion criteria for the study were 

discussed with speech and language therapy team who were given information sheets and 
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consent forms. They were asked to approach families who had children who might be 

suitable and ask if they would consider participating. Those families who expressed an 

interest were offered an initial session with their own therapist and the author so that the 

suitability of children could be assessed. Through a 12-month period nine children were 

considered and four selected. Children who were not selected were those judged to be 

progressing well and/or not presenting with major intelligibility problems or, in one case, 

judged to have specific language impairment which significantly affected receptive 

language. Information gained at these sessions was discussed with the local therapist and 

parents, and advice given regarding intervention targets in the format of a standard second 

opinion visit. The four children who were judged suitable for the study were transferred to 

the author once the process of informed consent was completed. 

The four children who participated were assigned pseudonyms to preserve confidentiality 

(see table 3.1). 

Table 3.1: Participant Information, children 

Name Age at T1 (years; Age at T2 (years; Time between T1 
(pseudonym) months) months) andT2 
Hamish 6;7 7;7 12 months 
Harry 7;5 8;5 12 months 
Lily 7;2 8;11 19 months 
Tallulah 6;4 7;3 11 months 

3.7.2 Adult listeners 

The adult listeners were recruited from health professionals; speech and language 

therapists, physiotherapists, occupational therapists and community paediatriclans who 

might have contact with children who have speech disorders in the course of their working 

day. Recruitment was initiated by discussion with local service managers; the process of 

informed consent was completed as described. Sixty-six adult participants were recruited 

to the study. 

The 66 adult listeners, referred to as L1, L2 (listener 1, listener 2) etc. were made up of 

health professionals as follows: 

• 12 occupational therapists 

• 9 physiotherapists and 1 physiotherapy assistant 
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• 29 speech and language therapists and 7 speech and language therapy assistants 

• 8 community paediatricians 

3.8. Local accent 

The children participating in the study were all born and live in East Anglia where the local 

accent is a variant of Southern Standard English. However, accents in the area vary 

between lithe broadest local accent up to Near-RP and RP" (Wells, 1986, p. 336) and each 

child had a slightly different variation. In line with the description by Wells (1986), they all 

had a long [0] in words like BATH [bo e ] and were non-rhotic. Vocalisation of SFWF III to 

[u] as in BELL [bEU] was typical. Lily's accent was more like a london accent with for 

example, I e I realised as [f] and SFWF lui as [n] in ING verb endings. Harry might also 

realise lui as [n], reflecting a typical feature of many speakers in his local rural 

community. Both Tallulah and Hamish were Near-RP but in line with their peer group all 

the children were liable to realise within-word and SFWF It I as glottal stops. 

3.9 Materials 

Materials are described as used for the speech sampling and psycholinguistic assessment of 

the children and for the intelligibility task. 

3.9.1 Children with PSD 

Details of all the assessments used throughout the study are given; the tasks used with 

individual children varied slightly as did tasks completed at T1 and T2; these variations are 

described in each case chapter. Materials included both standardised and non

standardised published assessments; data from these assessments were used for speech 

sampling. 

The children's speech processing systems were assessed using activities from the 

Compendium of Auditory and Speech Tasks (Stackhouse et aI., 2007). The authors provide 

mean age scores for children aged 3-7 years across a range of psycholinguistlc tasks which 

can be norm-referenced through calculation of z-scores based on the child's raw score and 

mean and standard deviation for the relevant age group. Tasks are used to examine 

speech perception and discrimination skills; indirectly, phonological representations and 

motor programmes; speech output skills. Details of the individual tasks and stimuli are 

given In appendices 3.3 to 3.20. The activities were based on the published stimuli in order 
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to examine the children's performance against the norms. However, it is acknowledged 

that using stimuli based on children's own output patterns might be more sensitive in the 

investigation of individual psycholinguistic processing strengths and difficulties (see section 

8.8 for further discussion). 

Phonological awareness skills were assessed using the Test of Phonological Awareness 

Hatcher (1994) which does not provide norms other than an expectation that children will 

be able to manage the tasks by the age of approximately 7;0 years. This assessment was 

chosen because it was used by the clinicians in the author's speech and language therapy 

service; other normed tests were not available. Tasks involve a mix of input and output 

skills: syllable blending (e.g. "what word am I saying: 'win-dow'?"); phoneme blending (e.g. 

"what word am I saying: 's-t-e-p'?"; rhyme (e.g. "Which word does not rhyme: bun, hug, 

mug?"; phoneme segmentation (e.g. "how many sounds in 'pet'?"; phoneme deletion (e.g. 

"what word do you have if you take 'g' away from 'gone'?"); phoneme transposition (e.g. 

"what word do you make if you reverse the sounds in 'ten'?". 

The children's speech output skills were also assessed using the Diagnostic Evaluation of 

Articulation and Phonology (DEAP) (Dodd, Hua, Crosbie, Holm, & Ozanne, 2002). This test 

allows for diagnostic testing of output: single words; stimulability at single sound and 

CV!VC level and oro-motor skills. For this study the diagnostic screen was not used to 

select which subtest was used because the aim was to collect a large number of single 

words, and also to allow for repetition of items that occurred in more than one subtest for 

example, PIG, SNAKE and ZEBRA. The subtests of the DEAP used were The Articulation 

Assessment, The Phonology Assessment and The Inconsistency Assessment. The 

Articulation Assessment involves naming 30 pictures, mainly with a consonant-vowel

consonant (CVC) word shape. It targets the majority of English vowels and consonants in 

onset and coda positions. It also includes a speech sound stimulability task which allows 

the examiner to probe for segments not realised in the naming task through elicitation in 

CV and VC syllables, or as single sounds. The Phonology Assessment involves naming 50 

pictures targeting all English consonants in onset and coda positions, and the majority of 

vowels. The task allows opportunities for multiple realisations of word shapes (e.g. word

initial consonant clusters) and segments (e.g. velar plosives and affricates) which might be 

subject to common error patterns such as cluster reduction, fronting of velar plosives or 

deaffrication. It is suggested that 5 or more occurrences (or 2 examples of weak syllable 
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deletion) allows for reliable identification of what is termed an error pattern. The 

Inconsistency Assessment consists of 25 pictures which are named on three separate 

occasions during the same session. The three realisations of each of the 25 items are 

compared. If 40% or more of the individual words are produced differently the child may 

be diagnosed with inconsistent phonological disorder. 

Oro-motor skills were assessed using the DEAP tasks but not scored against the norms 

given because there were concerns about reliability in this study. The test involves isolated 

movements (tongue protrusion to outside the upper lip, side to side movements, lip 

pursing and spreading) and sequenced movements (blow and then elevate tongue tip; kiss 

and then cough; yawn and then lick the side of mouth). 

Diadochokinesis was assessed informally through repetition of the sequence /p/, /t/, /k/ up 

to 10 times. This was not carried out following any published procedure. The original 

intention was to use the procedure described in the DEAP but this proved too difficult for 

these children and use of this procedure would result in them being unable to achieve any 

accurate sequences. Use of a modified procedure allowed more detailed evaluation of the 

children's skills by noting the number of repetitions of the individual sounds and the 

sequence that was required for each child to achieve production of the sequence. The 

children were given a model, first of repeated productions of the single segments e.g. [p], 

[p], [p] and then in a sequence. They were then given practise trials until at least one 

approximation was produced (apart from Hamish who was unable to realise the velar 

ploslve; he was encouraged to make an attempt since previous intervention. was reported 

to have elicited the target). There was no request to repeat the sequence rapidly, although 

the model was of rapid production. Given the repeated modelling and trials, and attempts 

to facilitate production, scoring of the task against the norms given in the DEAP was 

considered to be unreliable. The task was audio and video recorded, and administered 

after the oro-motor activities. 

Speech sampling data were taken from three contexts: 

1. Single word production from the DEAP Phonology, Articulation and Inconsistency 

subtests and The Picture Naming Test (Stackhouse et al., 2007): these gave 109 

(Lily), 110 (Harry) and 112 (Tallulah and Hamish) single words varying between 1 

and 4 syllables in length (see individual case chapters for details); 
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2. Imitated sentences from the Connected Speech Processes (CSP) Repetition Task 

(Stackhouse et aI., 2007); this gave 42 sentences designed to assess children's word 

juncture behaviours (see individual case chapters for details); 

3. Conversational speech: samples of spontaneous speech in conversation were used 

for segmental and prosodic analysis (see individual case chapters for details). 

3.9.2 Intelligibility task 

1. Audio and video recording speech data 

Audio data were recorded using an Edirol R-44 digital recorder with an SE Electronics SE2A 

external microphone. Video data were recorded on a Sony digital video camera, DCR

SR35E. The analysis of the audio data was supported through use of Acoustica 4.1 and 

PRAAT (Boersma & Weenink, 2013) software. 

2. L~tenerresponses 

A response sheet for the listeners was designed (see appendix 3.21). It provided a front 

sheet asking for name, professional group, age band (under 21, 21-30, 31-40, 41-50, 51-60, 

over 60), experience of working with children who have speech difficulties (the descriptive 

terms used were "little", "some" and "lots") and first language spoken. The front sheet 

also provided a place to record the practise items. This was followed by a page for each 

word list, headed by a list number with 25 spaces for responses on each page. 

Randomisation for the presentation of intelligibility data samples was carried out using a 

website that was sign posted by a Google search; www.psychicscience.org 

The sound files were played though a standard Dell laptop using an Altec lansing XT1 two

piece USB powered portable audio system. 

3.10 Procedures for data collection and analysis 

3.10.1 Speech processing data collection 

Children's speech data were collected at T1 and T2 using the assessment materials 

described. 

The data for T1 were collected during the initial assessment sessions. The assessment 

process took place during 3 sessions of approximately 1 hour each. Sessions took place one 
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to one in a quiet room usually in the child's school; Tallulah and Harry were both seen in 

the clinic with their mothers for their first appointment, but thereafter at school. Data for 

T2 were collected at school with the exception of Tallulah who was seen at home. 

All the children were familiar with the process of assessment because they had all been 

tested on previous occasions using a variety of speech, language and literacy tasks. 

All the assessment sessions were simultaneously audio and video recorded. The recordings 

were transferred to a computer for the purposes of analysis. 

3.10.2 Speech processing data analysis 

Data from the assessments were analysed in the context of the children's input and output 

speech processing skills and summarised on a Speech Processing Profile and then mapped 

to the suggested areas of difficulty on the Speech Processing Model (Stackhouse & Wells, 

1997). Where age norms were available, the children's performance on both input and 

output tasks were compared with typical peers and z-scores calculated. 

The data from the audio and video files were analysed by orthographic and phonetic 

transcription of single words, imitated sentences and examples of conversational speech 

(see individual case chapters for details) using symbols from the IPA (IPA, 1999), extlPA 

(Duckworth, Allen, Hardcastle, & Ball, 1990) and VoQS (Ball, Esling & Dickson, 1995). Very 

occasionally data from conversational speech not included in the appendices were used for 

further illustration; this is indicated in the text in the case study chapters. Approximately 

10% of the data were independently transcribed by the authors PhD supervisor, and a final 

transcription was agreed between the two transcribers, aided by the consensus approach 

suggested by Shriberg, Kwiatkowski and Hoffman (1984) and by recourse to acoustic 

analysis using PRAAT (Boersma & Weenink, 2013). Consideration of the methodological 

and theoretical flaws of reliability measures using point-to-point symbol agreement 

(Cucchiarini, 1996; Howard & Heselwood, 2011; Heselwood, in press) led to a decision not 

to use this approach for these complex data. This was felt to be particularly important as 

some of the detailed transcriptions contained many diacritics and although it is well-known 

that the more detail in the transcription the less listener agreement there is likely to be 

(Shriberg et ai, 1984), it is also the case that different diacritics and symbols may 

sometimes imply the same or very similar auditory percept (Cucchiarini, 1996; Howard, 
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2013). The level of detail in the transcription varied and this was decided by the purpose of 

each example, and patterns of interest that required further analysis. 

Following transcription, further analyses were carried out: 

(1) Compilation of a phonetic inventory from the single word (SW) and multi-word 

speech (MW) samples 

(2) A PCC (percentage consonants correct), PVC (percentage vowels correct) and PPC 

(percentage phonemes correct) analysis of the single words 

(3) A phonological process analysis of word production in SW and MWU 

(4) An examination of word juncture and connected speech behaviours in the multi

word data 

The approach to calculation of PCC was different to that espoused by Shriberg and 

Kwiatkowski (1982) who worked from conversational data. Pascoe, Stackhouse and Wells 

(2006) present the view that PCC analysis of MWU samples where intelligibility is 

compromised "may not be practical [because] target words are not known" (p. 94). This is 

the rationale followed in the analysis of multi-word utterances in this study. 

3.10.3 Intelligibility task data collection 

Ten single words, five Imitated sentences and five samples of conversational speech from 

each child were edited for use in the intelligibility task. Each child had their own set of 

stimulus items; the same set of single words and imitated sentences were used at T1 and 

T2. Conversational speech samples were obviously different at the two points in time (see 

individual case chapters for details). The rationale for using both single words and multi

word utterances was that the literature review had indicated that intelligibility of individual 

children cannot be assumed to be the same in all sample types. The two different types of 

multi-word samples were used because imitated sentences could provide a direct 

comparison using the same data between T1 and T2 but conversational speech has been 

described as having more ecological validity (Kent et al., 1994; Local & Walker, 2005). Each 

child had a different selection of words to reduce possible effects of learning by the 

listeners (Pascoe et aI., 2006). 

The ten single words for each child were selected at random from 56 items in the DEAP 

assessment (49 from the phonology test plus seven from the articulation test, numbered 1-

56); the imitated sentences were from the 42 items in the Connected Speech Processes 
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(CSP) Repetition Task (Stackhouse et aI., 2007). Randomisation was carried out in 

alphabetical order (i.e. Hamish first and Tallulah last); if an item selected had already been 

allocated, the next unallocated number was selected. 

The conversational speech samples were collected in the same way at T1 and T2. They 

were taken during the first assessment session for each time pOint; each session started 

with informal conversation and the samples were edited from these interactions after 

approximately five minutes of talking. This time allowed for the children to settle into the 

situation, particularly where they were less familiar with the author during the sessions at 

T1; then the next five intelligible utterances were used. In order for listener responses to 

be scored using the same method as the single words and imitated sentences, the stimuli 

had to be recognised by the author. Unlike the single words and imitated sentences, where 

the targets were known, there was therefore an inherent bias in the conversational 

samples, which had the unavoidable status of being intelligible at least to a listener who 

was very familiar with the child's speech since these were selected on the basis of a level of 

intelligibility already being identified. This is a major weakness in the study design (see 

section 8.7 for discussion about this issue). 

The conversational samples were selected on the basis that each was a complete utterance 

following the guidance of Shriberg and Kwiatkowski (1982) (citing Davis, 1937; Templin, 

1957). 

"An utterance is defined as " .... the child 'comes' to a complete stop, either by letting the 
voice fall, giving interrogatory or exclamatory inflection, or indicating clearly that he [does] 
not intend to complete the sentence" (p. 267) 

Samples were judged to be complete utterances which were intelligible to the author, but 

were not controlled for content or length. Utterance length was between 3 words (Lily: 

"we maked decorations") and 13 words (Harry: "Well they basically had a spare one that 

they brought from their boat"). The mean length of utterance across all samples was 6.62 

words. 

The single word, imitated sentences and conversational speech samples for the 

intelligibility task consisted of 200 items (the individual stimuli are referenced in each 

child's case chapter and can be found in appendices 4.10,5.10,6.10 and 7.10): 

• A set of ten single words for each child T1 and T2 (100 items) 
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• As set of five imitated sentences for each child T1 and T2 (50 items) 

• Five samples of conversational speech from each child T1 and T2 (50 items) 

• An additional 40 items were included from a child (Alice) without a speech difficulty 

to provide listeners with some examples of typical speech. Alice's data for the 

intelligibility task was collected in the same way as that of the other children. At 

T1 she was 7;5 (pee 97.32%) and at T2, 23 months later, she was 9;5 (pee 99.66%). 

From a perceptual perspective there were no developmental speech processes 

identifiable in her speech output. 

These 200 items were numbered and then randomly ordered into eight lists of 25 items. In 

each session the order of play of the eight lists was further randomised by asking one of the 

listeners to say the numbers 1-8 in random order which then determined the order of play. 

This was to reduce the impact any fatigue effects which might occur if, for example, list 8 

was always the last list to be heard. 

The task was introduced with three practise items, one single word, an example of a child 

rote counting up to 10 and one example of conversational speech. The playback was 

paused after each item and the listeners given feedback on what had been said. This was 

to familiarise the listeners with the task. 

Each item was introduced by its allocated number and heard twice in close succession. 

There was a 4 second gap after each single word and a 12 second gap after each multi

word utterance. Item repetition and time between different utterance types was finalised 

after piloting the intelligibility task with another group of 10 speech and language 

therapists. In the pilot task items were heard only once and the gaps between single words 

and multi-word utterances were 3 seconds and 10 seconds respectively. Discussion with 

this group resulted in changes as described; no other changes were introduced. 

The intelligibility task was carried out with groups of listeners in quiet rooms in their 

workplace, with the permission of their service manager as part of their regular team 

meetings. There were five groups, one each for occupational therapists (order of play list: 

7,3,1,2,8,6,5,4), physiotherapists (order of play list: 2,5,4,3,1,7,8,6) and paediatrlclans 

(order of play list: 6,3,8,7,1,2,5,4), and two for speech and language therapists (order of 

play list: group one 6,5,2,1,8,3,4,7 and group two 8,4,3,5,1,6,2,7). 
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The task used an open-set method where listeners were required to identify single words 

or multi-word utterances and record them orthographically (Hodge & Gotzke, 2007; 

Hustad, 2012; Kent, Miolo, & Bloedel, 1994). 

The listeners were given the following instructions: 

• You will hear some children talking. Sometimes it's single words and sometimes 

longer utterances. You will hear each production twice and then have time to 

write this down with more time after longer utterances than single words. 

• I would like you to listen carefully and write down what you think the child said. 

Write down what you think he or she meant, for example, if you hear 'tat' and 

think the child meant 'cat' write 'cat'; if you hear 'I payed in the no' and you think 

the child meant 'I played in the snow', that's what you write. 

• Some utterances will be easily understandable but others are really not and 

sometimes you might not understand what has been said at all. This is not a test of 

you as an individual and different listeners will hear things slightly differently; this 

is quite normal. Please write X if you don't know the word, including in a longer 

utterance where you can write the words you do understand but put an X if you 

don't. For example, you might write 'the boy is eating X'. Please put a word or an 

X for everything you hear. 

• You might hear some grammatical errors, for example, 'he eated the mouses, 

please write what you hear. You may also hear some words or utterances more 

than once; this is the way that the samples are designed. 

• Finally please try not to copy other people: you might be correct in your perception 

or he or she might be, but it's not a competition I You might also find it helpful to 

treat each item individually and then move onl 

The listeners were asked if they had any questions and then the task was carried out. All 

groups were offered the opportunity for a break at mid-point but all chose to continue with 

the task. There was always a very short break between lists as the next list was opened on 

the computer. The task took approximately an hour to complete. The longest list was list 8 

(8 minutes 3 seconds) and the shortest were list 1 and list 5 (each 6 minutes 3 seconds), 

mean time taken 6 minutes 8 seconds. 
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3.10.4 Intelligibility task analysis 

The listener responses for the different types of speech samples were scored as follows: 

• Single words: 1 for each whole word correctly recorded plus 1 for each plural 

morpheme (for example, for Harry LEG would score 1 point but the target LEGS 

would score 2). 

• Imitated sentences: 1 for each whole word correctly recorded plus 1 for each plural 

or tense morpheme (for example, for Lily, JOHN COLLECT STAMP would score 3 but the 

target JOHN COLLECTS STAMPS would score 5). Determiners A and THE were excluded 

from scoring because it was too difficult to reliably judge the intended target. 

• Conversational speech: scored in the same way as imitated sentences. 

The approach to scoring verb tenses and plurals is a variation on one taken in other studies. 

For example, Khwaileh and Flipsen (2010), in a study examining single word and sentence 

intelligibility in 17 children who had cochlear implants, give the example of scoring the 

target sentence SHE IS COOKING DINNER. The sentence orthographically transcribed an exact 

match would score 4 but if the listener wrote "she is cook dinner" it would score only 3. 

The rationale in the current study is that as the verb or, in the case of plurals the noun, was 

essential in understanding the whole utterance; this should be credited even if the 

response was not exact. Hustad (2006a) suggests that it may not matter what paradigm is 

used as long as examiners are consistent in how samples are scored; consistency is 

particularly important in test-retest studies to ensure that changes in· intelligibility 

outcomes are not the result of changes to scoring methods. 

Following the scoring of responses all items were entered on a spreadsheet and the data 

analysed as follows: 

• Single words, number and percentage correct T1 and T2 

• Imitated sentences, number and percentage of words in each utterance correct as 

per scoring criteria T1 and T2 

• Conversational speech, percentage of words in each utterance correct as per 

scoring criteria T1 and T2 (percentage only scores were used because T1 and T2 
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utterances were different so that number correct did not provided a direct 

comparison between the 2 points in time) 

Tl and T2 results were analysed using the nonparametric Wilcoxon matched-pairs signed

ranks test. 

The methods were used to investigate the research questions and the next four chapters 

describe the exploration and findings of the individual case studies. The case studies are 

presented in order of highest to lowest Percentage Consonants Correct (PCe) for each child 

at Tl. The first case study in Chapter Four is Tallulah who was 6;5 at the time of the first 

assessment. 
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Chapter Four 

Case Study: Tallulah 

4.1 Background 

At the beginning of the study Tallulah was 6;5; she was referred for speech and language 

therapy assessment when she was 2;0 because although she understood simple 

instructions she used fewer than 50 words. She was reported by her mother to "babble in 

her own language". Tallulah was the youngest of 3 children (a fourth child was 

subsequently born) and her older brother had difficulties with speech, language and 

literacy. She was late to walk (22 months) because, by parental report, she had "low 

muscle tone"; otherwise her developmental history was unremarkable. At the initial 

speech and language therapy assessment (2;2) she was reported to have age appropriate 

attention, play and interaction skills and was attempting 2 word combinations. Her speech 

was difficult to understand and a note in her file records there was "evidence of a lot of 

nasality". After a period of advice and review appointments, she started regular 

intervention at 3;5, which continued until the start of this study .. There were no concerns 

about her hearing; subsequent assessment showed all scores in both receptive and 

expressive language to be within the average range (see appendix 4.1). It is also relevant to 

note that Tallulah was seen by the lead for the regional cleft team in her local area in the 

year before the study to investigate her perceptually intrusive nasality; there was no 

evidence of velopharyngeal dysfunction. 

4.2 Initial observations T1 (eA 6;5) 

The initial Impression of Tallulah was that she was loquacious and keen to engage socially. 

The most striking feature of her speech was the nasal turbulence that accompanied her 

realisation of fricative targets, particularly /s/ and /z/, although it also became obvious 

that her realisation of other consonants sounded immature. She had noticeable difficulties 

in the production of multisyllable words with a reduction in the accurate production of 

adult targets which was even more evident than in single syllable words. The intelligibility 

of her speech was variable. Although there were long stretches of conversation that were 

intelligible, in spite of atypical segmental realisations, there were instances of utterances, 

usually a few words or short phrases that were not understandable. Tallulah had recently 
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lost both upper and lower central incisors, and her secondary teeth were at various stages 

of eruption; this occasionally resulted in interdental articulation of apical segments. She 

often had noticeable tension in her lips and jaw posture, giving a perceptual impression 

that her vowels also had a tense quality. 

4.3 Initial assessment T1 

Tallulah's input processing skills and speech output skills in single words and multi-word 

utterances were assessed following the approach described in Chapter Three, Methods 

(see appendix 4.2 for her speech processing profile and 4.3 for the mapping of this profile 

to the speech processing model). 

4.4 Input processing skills Tl 

The investigation of Tallulah's input processing skills included assessment tasks from 

Stackhouse, Vance, Pascoe and Wells (2007) and other non-standardised activities. 

• Discrimination between same/different SFWF single features and s-cluster 

sequences, in real words and non-words, for example, lo!llo~ vo!lvo,£ loWlog; 

voWvoa, (Stackhouse et aI., 2007). Tallulah's overall number of responses correct 

was 33/36 which was equal to the mean score for a child of her age. 

• Discrimination of segmental differences between pairs of complex non-words, for 

example, /spaub/ vs. /spaud/; /tfASp/ vs. /tfApS/, (Stackhouse et aI., 2007). 

Tallulah's performance when judging whether 2 non-words were the same was 

typical for her age, 100%, (14/14) z=0.73, (mean 93.22%, S.D. 9.26%); her 

performance when judging difference was 65% (17/26) z=-0.38, (mean 72.28%, S.D. 

18.83%), again within the range expected for her age. Four errors were in pairs of 

non-words where the place of articulation was different U I bag 1 i/ vs. / I badl if; 

/sti/ vs. /ski/; / I trI3a/ vs. / I trI3a/; / I kIrIVm/ vs. / I kIrIvIm/), two in 

voicing (lpe I t/ vs. /be I t/; / I bresko I ts/ vs. / I presko I ts/) and one each for 

metathesis (I I rreliskauts/ vs. / Ilreriskauts/), cluster sequence (ltfASp/ vs. 

/tfApS/) and manner of articulation (I I kASl ,/ vs. / I kAsn, I). 

• Auditory lexical discrimination (ALD) without pictures (Stackhouse et al., 2007). 

Tallulah was asked to judge whether the multisyllabic items that she heard were 

real words or non-words, for example, "caterpillar", and / I hust Ipl ,/. She scored 
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100% (10/10), z=0.95, for real word judgement, (mean 95%, S.D. 5.22%); 90% 

(9/10), z=-0.2, (mean 91.67%, S.D. 8.35%) for type A non-words (perseveration 

effects); 90% (9/10), z=-0.25, (92.5%, S.D. 9.65%) for type B non-words(metathesis 

effects}; all scores were as expected for her age. 

Tallulah's phonological awareness skills were assessed using the assessment from the 

Sound Linkage Training Programme (Hatcher, 1994). Her overall score was 24/36; the test 

does not give details of norms but is presented as suitable for children at the early stages of 

literacy development. The activities all require verbal responses. Tallulah was able to 

listen to words segmented into syllables, for example win-dow, and say the word (6/6). 

She could also listen to segmented phonemes (for example, r-ai-n) and blend them into 

words (5/6). Her scores on these tasks indicated that phonological representations for 

these tested words were accurate. When given a choice of three words Tallulah could 

identify which two rhymed from auditory presentation alone (6/6), although she remarked 

"I'm not good at rhymes". She was able to segment words into separate phonemes at eve 
level but not when words contained consonant clusters (3/6). She was not able to 

complete a phoneme deletion task, (for example "take's' away from 'stop"') (2/6) or carry 

out a phoneme transposition task ("net" is reversed to become "ten") (2/6) with any 

reliability. Subsequent comparison of the Hatcher tasks with the phonological ages and 

stages used in the Sutherland Phonological Awareness Test-Revised (Neilson, 2003) 

suggested that Tallulah's phonological awareness skills were at an appropriate level for her 

age. 

A number of other informal phonological awareness activities were completed. Tallulah 

was able to silently sort pictures of eve words by onset and coda. This suggested that she 

had some awareness of the internal structure of phonological representations and that 

these were accurate enough to allow for speech sound identification and segmentation 

without hearing an adult mOdel. 

Tallulah's performance on these assessments indicated that her input processing skills 

(speech discrimination and ALD) were appropriate for her age; this would suggest that the 

source of her speech output difficulties was not a difficulty in establishing or storing 

phonological representations. However, taking a developmental perspective (Stackhouse 

& Wells, 1997), it is possible that she had such difficulties at an earlier stage and that her 

speech processing profile at T1 reflected that these difficulties had resolved. 
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4.S Speech output skills T1 

Tallulah's speech output skills were assessed using a range of single word tests; the Picture 

Naming Task (Stackhouse et aL, 2007), the Non-Word Repetition Task (Stackhouse et aL, 

2007) and subtests of the DEAP (Dodd et aL, 2002). The single word (SW) analysis was 

based on 112 items collected during these tasks (appendix 4.4). The multi-word data are 

from the analysis ofTl conversational speech (CS) samples 1-7 (appendices 4.5 to 4.10) and 

selected imitated sentences from the Connected Speech Processes (CSP) Repetition Task 

(Stackhouse et aL, 2007) (appendix 4.11); there are occasional examples from other 

conversational speech, which are indicated in the text. 

The Picture Naming Task (Stackhouse et aL, 2007) allowed comparison of Tallulah's whole 

word production with the expected score for a child of her age (see table 4.1); scoring is 

based on the number of whole words that match the adult target. Her overall score across 

all word lengths was 28/60 (46.66%), z=-s.s3, compared with the mean score for a six-year

old of 51.35/60 (85.58%), indicating a severe level of difficulty in comparison with a 

typically developing peer group. Her scores for 1 syllable (9/20, z=-7.14), 2 syllable (8/20, 

z=-s.80) and 3/4 syllable words (11/32, z=-3.29) showed difficulties across all word lengths. 

Although z-scores suggest some differences in the production of words of different lengths 

in terms of severity in comparison with the typical group, exploration of the errors does not 

indicate any obvious reason for this; it rather appears to be a chance effect of the lexical 

items used in the test. It does however indicate the need for further assessment and for 

word length to be considered as part of the analysis, particularly because initial 

observations had suggested that Tallulah had difficulties in the production of multisyllabic 

words. 

Table 4.1 Tallulah: Scores for Picture Naming Task & Non-Word Repetition Task T1 

Picture Naming Task (real words) Non-word Repetition Task 
Word Norms age 6 Tallulah's score Norms age 6 Tallulah's score 
structure years (mean, S.D.) (z-score) years (S.D.) (z-score) 
1 syllable 18.35 (1.31) 9 (-7.13) 16.7 (1.22) 17 (0.24) 
(N=20) 
2 syllable 17.50 (1.50) 8 (-6.33) 16.05 (1.23) 12 (-3.29) 
(N=20) 
3 & 4 syllable 15.50 (3.07) 11 (-1.46) 15.00 (2.7) 16 (0.37) 
(N=20) 
Total (N=60) 51.35 (4.22) 28 (-5.53) 47.75 (4.22) 45 (-0.65) 
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The Non-Word Repetition Task (Stackhouse et aI., 2007) was also completed two months 

later when Tallulah was 6;7; (see table 4.1). Analysis of these results shows that Tallulah's 

overall number correct was in the range expected for her age, z=-0.65, as were her scores 

for one syllable (z=0.24) and multisyllable non-words (z=0.37). However, the number of 

words correct for two syllable words (z=-3.29) indicated a significant level of difficulty. 

Unlike real word naming it was possible to relate this difficulty to a particular factor which 

was the frequency of / s/ cluster targets in the two syllable non-words (in real words 

segmental difficulties were more diffuse). This accounted for 5 errors in the sample; had 

those not occurred her scores would have been in the normal range. 

Comparison of Tallulah's scores showed that her whole word production was significantly 

better in non-word repetition than in single word naming. Stackhouse and Wells, (1997) 

suggest that this profile occurs when children fail to update stored motor programmes as 

their articulatory proficiency develops over time. They give the example of a child learning 

the word CAR at a point in time when the velar plosive is fronted, [ta]. The child 

subsequently learns to say [k] and later learned words are produced accurately but CAR 

continues to be realised in its originally stored form. Tallulah's imitation of non-words 

which are, in effect, like novel lexical items, indicated that she did have the necessary 

output skills to produce adult targets more accurately but that she had not yet employed 

these skills in updating existing motor programmes. In this respect she is like the child OF 

described Bryan and Howard (1992), although it was not at all certain that the description 

of "frozen" as applied to OF's speech patterns was appropriate for Tallulah, because unlike 

OF, she was variable in the accuracy of her output. However, as non-word repetition is less 

accurate than naming in the normative sample, Tallulah's processing of non-words may not 

be psycholinguistically stronger than her processing of real words; it may be that her non

word skills are more in line with those of typically developing children and her real word 

processing skills more different than those of typically developing children. 

Non-standardised output-based phonological awareness tasks (Hatcher, 1994) showed that 

Tallulah could accurately segment words into syllables by tapping or clapping, generate 

rhymes based on common CVC words and segment CVC words into phonemes, indicating 

that she was able to manipulate segments and simple words without adult help. She was 

able to blend C-V-C elements to produce whole CVC words, and if the consonants within 
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the word were typically realised in her own speech, she produced these words accurately 

(otherwise they matched those predicted from her segmental patterns). 

4.6 Oro-motor assessment and diadochokinesis (OOK) T1 

Tallulah's oro-motor skills were assessed using items from the DEAP (Dodd et aI., 2002). 

Tallulah's non-speech movements in isolation (for example, tongue elevation) and in 

sequences (for example, tongue elevation then blowing) were accurate and performed at 

an appropriate rate according to the description in the test manual. There was no evidence 

of oro-motor difficulties. 

Tallulah's DDK skills were assessed for rate and accuracy in a non-standardised way through 

repetition of single segments [PJ, [tJ, [kJ. She was asked to do this 10 times after 

being given an adult model and three practise attempts (see Methods, Chapter Three). 

Tallulah was able to produce the sequence of [PJ, [tJ, [k] maintaining articulatory 

accuracy for 3 trials but not for more repeats. Beyond 3 trials her productions became 

more hesitant, she had frequent pauses and made errors in the order of sounds produced; 

her attempts at repair were often unsuccessful. Tallulah's inaccurate and inconsistent 

performance was suggestive of difficulties with motor planning (Stackhouse et aI., 2007) 

since she was able to produce the sequence but not maintain accurate output for repeated 

and rapid attempts. 

4.7 Phonetic Inventory T1 

Tallulah's phonetic inventory, based on single word and utterance level analysis, is listed in 

table 4 2. 

Tallulah's vowel inventory included all vowels expected for her accent of English (see 

Chapter Three, Methods). In this analysis the realisation of It I as a glottal stop in SFWW 

and SFWF positions and the vocalisation of SFWF 11/ to [uJ (Grunwell, 1987) are judged as 

typical for Tallulah's accent of English. 
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Table 4.2 Tallulah: Phonetic inventory (consonants) in SW and MWU T1 

• 81- LabIo- Dental Alveolar Post- Palatal Velar Velo- Glottal 
labial dental alveolar pharyn 

geal 
P p b t d k 9 ? 
E t' k' 
N .. tr (J+ (J'" Of + 

IJ mm n n n 
if s+ l so. to. 

F ~ f v (J 3 s z f 3 r; x fT) h 
A tf<t 
f 
A w u 1 l j 

P 
.p = plosive; E = ejective; N = nasal; F = fricative; Af = affrrcate; Ap =- approximant 

4.8 Stimulablllty T1 

Stimulability was assessed using the DEAP items (Dodd et aI., 2002). Tallulah's phonetic 

inventory included all English consonants and vowels. When asked to copy speech sounds 

in isolation and in CV syllables (part of the DEAP (Dodd et aI., 2002) articulation 

assessment) she had difficulty in imitating the voiceless dental fricative / e / in a CV 

syllable. 

4.9 PCC11 

Tallulah's PCC was 70.82% and her PVC was 95.41% giving a PPC of 83.11%. Scores were 

derived from 112 single words. This PCC score puts her speech into the Shriberg and 

Kwiatkowski (1982) category of mild to moderate difficulties for consonant production (65-

89%). 

4.10 Phonological process analysis 11 

A phonological process analysis was completed using data primarily from single words and 

conversational speech, supplemented by data from imitated sentences. There was 

evidence of both structural and systemic phonological processes In all contexts, as well as 

word level assimilatory errors (see table 4.3). 
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Table 4.3 Tallulah: Phonological processes (consonants) T1 

Target Tallulah's Target Tallulah's realisation 
(SW) realisation ( conversational 

speech, CS) 
Structural processes 
Cluster SPIDER [I p• aIda] I'M SCARED OF (CS 3) [ {pp m, Ikh s_ad 

reduction or a_v,:pp}] 
simplification 
Weak syllable COMPUTER [I pjut_a] UM-AMAZE WITH [a-_m alme_IZ''', WIV 

deletion DINOSAURS-HE KNOWS 
Idal-n:d,u-_n,- (.) 

EVERY SINGLE DINOSAUR 
(CS 6) Ihi I nauz'" svi 

I S"'109U 
Idal-na-da-] 

Initial fYJAMAS [a Iltlo-maz,] OH SO-IS IT RECORDING [au_ I e"'au (.) tlZ 
consonant MY VOICE? (CS 4) It a I kh ::>dl-o mal 

deletion (in I v::>_ Isj 

weak 
syllables) 
Systemic processes 
Final BIRQ [ba: d.J I DON'T KNOW WHICH [a I Idau-nt nau 

obstruent ONES THAT'S CALLEQ"(CS I WAf WA -nz"', I diets'" 
devoicing 

6) 
I k· ::>t' ] 

Stopping N/A N/A 1, DINO~AUR (CS {y .. ldaI-o.t_h ::>Y,J 
6) 

[q,au_ (.) Is"'auJ 
2, SO-SO (CS4) 

Velar fronting S&OOTER [I fr) duta-] I LIKE BRATZ (CS 4) [I a I Ila.lt 

I bWletfr) ] 

Gliding RABBIT [IWleblt' ] I WANT TO BE IN [al l wu- na IbiJ 
RECEPTION AGAIN (CS 2) I-n 

wa I fr) (s"'spfr) t· a-_m 

a I 9S- -1'\J 
Word level errors 
Consonant ~AU~A§E [I fufl(tf] THEY HAQ A !fICE [I del hle- -0. a 

harmony APARTME!fT (CS 4) InaI~ 

ilph o_?na-_nt] 

Structural processes impacted on the realisation of consonant clusters and weak syllables. 

Systemic processes included occasional examples of stopping and velar fronting, and 

complete devoicing of word-final voiced obstruents was frequent as was gliding of Ir/. 

/ e I was realised as [f] and [3] as [v], not predicted by her family's accent but 

common In her peer group. Although Tallulah's speech sound inventory included all English 

phones, the presence of atypical nasal realisation patterns was pervasive; this is examined 

In section 4.11.1. 
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4.10.1 Structural processes T1 

There was evidence of structural processes in Tallulah's speech both in SW and multi-word 

utterances, these processes showed considerable variability between accurate realisation 

of adult targets and her immature or atypical forms. This could be regarded as a positive 

indicator for change (Tyler & Lewis, 2005). 

4.10.1.1 SIWI and SIWW clusters in single words 

There were 31 SIWI and SIWW consonant clusters in the SW sample and 25.8% (8/31) 

matched the adult target. Fourteen of the clusters were Ir I clusters, 1 was a Iwl cluster, 

5 were III clusters, and 11 lsi clusters (/swl and Is1/ were included in this group). 

• Irl and Iwl clusters: the single plosive plus Iwl cluster in ruLEEN was accurately 

realised. Of the 14 Ir/ clusters 28.57% (4/14) matched the adult target and 

42.85% (6/14) were realised as [w] which Grunwell (1987) regards as typical until 

the age of 4;0-5;0 "and even later in some immature speakers" (p. 225). There was 

one example, fB.AM realised as [p ~~wre-n] where the realisation might be 

described as an affricate followed by [w]. Mcleod and Arciuli (2009) report that in 

typical development /r/ clusters are between 70% (/8 J/) and 100% (/tJ/) 

correct by age 5-6 years. Variability in Tallulah's realisation can be Illustrated, for 

example, by the cluster /bJ/. This was produced accurately in 50% (3/6) of 

occurrences (BRIDGE [bJ I tf. ]; UMBRELLA [A -m I bJ E la]) but with a glide 50% (3/6) of 

the time (MEAD [bWEd.]). 

• The remaining 21.42% (3/14) of these approximant clusters showed a pattern of 

labial harmony; these were: 

1) TRACTOR realised as [I P ~ ~W/l!?t· a]; 

2) QiOCODILE realised as [I ~W'Okxaga wj ; 

• /1/ clusters: 60% (3/5) realisations matched the adult target; fLATE [pleIt' J; 

BUTTERfJ.Y [I bA .. th aflad; FLOWER [I flauwa]. The cluster in §J.OVE was 
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realised with epenthesis ega I Lw.] and Ik1/ in VACUUM CLEANER was realised as a 

voiceless velar fricative [I v!lltkjOm xlna]. 

• None of the lsi clusters were realised in the same way as adult targets and 

Tallulah's production was variable. McLeod and Arciuli (2009) report that in 

typically developing children two-element /s/ clusters are between 95% (lsk/; 

Is1/) and 100% (lst/, Ism/, Isw/) correct by age 5-6 years. Three-element lsi 

clusters are between 85% (lspJ/) and 92% (lskJ/) correct. There was no 

predictable pattern in Tallulah's realisations but they could be loosely grouped: 

1) Cluster realised with 2 segments with nasalisation of lsi plus the appropriate 

second element, 18.18% (2/11); SCHOOl [s·~kuu] ; ~ONGE [m.pA -n4f:] ; 

2) Cluster realised with 1 segment, 18.18% (2/11); SNAKE [n:e I k]; SPIDER 

[Ip· aIda]; 

3) Cluster realised with 2 segments affected by other phonological processes; 

velopharyngeal fricative plus velar fronting 27.27% (3/11) as in SCOOTER 

[I fr) duta-J; coalescence plus turbulence as in ~ING [£'WI -uJ; interdental 

realisation of lsi as in ~IPPERS [I OlIpa-(C_-)J; 

4) Three-element lsi clusters realised with 2 or 3 segments, plus or minus 

velopharyngeal fricative and labial harmony, 27.27% (3/11); mASH [blll!ttfJ; 

STRAWBERRY [Ifr) VW;)vwi] ; SQUARE [p~fwEa]; 

5) A cluster in multisyllabic word affected by ICD on the weak syllable, 9.09% 

(1/11); SPAGHETII realised as [I -fr) I gEti]. The realisation possibly retains 

some features of the omitted alveolar fricative target through the presence of 

the nasopharyngeal fricative. 

4.10.1.2 SIWI and SIWW clusters in multi-word utterances 

There were 36 occurrences of SIWI and SIWW clusters in the conversational speech 

samples of which 16.66% (6/36) matched the adult model, for example, Ipll in the 

utterance IT WAS A fbAY-IS-JULIET AND ROMEO (CS 1) [I I I wa-fr) a I pIe I I -fr) (. ) 

Iftulij:EI am Iwau:m:iauJ; Ik1/ in the utterance THERE'S A BOY IN MY gASS (CS 6) 
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[15e-z"'. a Ib::>_-I I-n malik- lu_s:J. Production of other clusters followed the same 

patterns as those seen in single words (see table 4.4. 

Comparison between atypical realisations of consonant clusters and their target forms in 

SW and MWU showed that qualitatively they were the same in that the patterns identified 

occurred across all contexts. There were no apparent influences of word shapes or 

segmental contexts on cluster realisations. However, quantitatively clusters appeared to 

be more likely to be accurate in SW (25.8%) than in conversational speech (16.55 %) with 

those in sentence imitation more like those in SW with 30% (6/20) accuracy (four /1/ and 

two / J/clusters). The error types in the imitated sentences were qualitatively similar to 

those in SW, for example, THE TOY ELEPHANT WAS BROKEN realised as [5a I th ::>1 I Elafa-n? 

wa-z": Ibwauka-nJ with /r/ realised as [wJ. Targets with SIWI /s/ clusters were 

realised with velopharyngeal fricatives or alveolar fricatives accompanied by nasal 

turbulence. There was also evidence of variability, for example, /kl/ was realised in 3 

different ways: CLEAN [xlInJ and L~In]; gAlRE [kleaJ and [xleaJ. 

Table 4.4 Tallulah: SIWI & SIWW cluster realisation In conversational speech T1 

TarBet Matches Examples of Error types Examples of 
cluster to adult typical atypical/Immature 
type (% tarBet production production 
sample) 

/r/ 13.33% WORK FOR THE Gliding (46.66%, 7/15) AND THE WiATZ WHO 

{41.66%, (2/15) TRIPLETS (CS 4) ARE REALLY KIND (CS 4) 

15/36) 
[IW3_? f::> da [~-nd. 5a Ibw~t~ 
ItJI_bla-_?~ J huw u Iwili 

Ikh uI-_nQ,] 

Labial IN MY Q.RAMA (CS 1) 

harmony/assimilation [II-m~ maI-

(26.66%,4/15) Ibwa-_m~J 

Reduction to single PRETENDING (CS 1) 

segment (13.33%, [I bE-nt~·e-nI -oJ 

2/15) 
/w/ 100% ONE OF THE BRATZ N/A N/A 
{2.77%, (1/1) QIlITS (CS 4) 

1/36) 
[l wA- n av da 

Ibw~t~ 
I kWI: ?tsJ 

/1/ 100% AND ~LAWS AND N/A N/A 
(8.33%, (3/3) THAT (CS 6) [~-n 

3/36) I kb-l. a-n 

I ()~?J 

/s/ 0% N/A Nasal realisation of 1st THAT'S WHY I'M ~RED 
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(47.22%, (0/17) segment followed by (CS 3) [I 3!e?c~ a r-m 
17/36) target 2nd segment I fi) had.J 

(70.58%, 12/17) 
Reduction to single I'M SCARED OF THEM-

segment (23.52%, UM SPIDERS (CS 3) 

4/17) 
[a-~ m. I jgE ~ ad, a 

I d.t\ -m a-m 

I ba rdafi) J 

Target realised with STEGOSAURUS 

cluster reduction and [I kh EcbjJ 

velar harmony (5.88%, 
1/17) 

The labial harmony and/or coalescence of Ir I clusters evident in the SW sample also 

occurred in MWU. Although it was not a high frequency pattern during this current 

assessment, Tallulah's previous records suggest that in the year before the study it had 

been a common occurrence. Examples from conversational speech at T1 include; .QBAWING 

A PICTURE (CS 1) [Ibowr-n a Iph r?lI'aJ; TYRANNOSAURUS REX (CS 6) [Iph ar-nlfi) oJas": 

I wEks"J. In these CS examples the cluster is reduced to a single bilabial plosive whereas in 

single words the onsets comprise two segments, which may also be atypically realised as in 

QiOCODILE realised as [I ~Wl)kxaga r JJ . This again may be indicative of the impact of more 

complex phonetic environment of multi-word utterances compared with single words. 

4.10.1.3 SFWW and SFWF consonant clusters in SW and MWU 

The most frequently occurring SFWW and SFWF consonant clusters were Ind/ in AtiQ, Inti 

in DON'T and Itsl as a part of a verb form (THAn; QUITS) or plural (TRIPLEn). These final 

clusters were variable in realisation but the range of variability was dependent on the 

elements of the target cluster. Plosive clusters had fewer variations and those that 

occurred appeared to be within a range acceptable in typical speech. For example, Inti 

was realised as [n?J and occasionally en]; Ind/, most usually in the word AtiQ, was realised 

variously as [n], [nd. J, [ndJ and rarely [nt' J. Clusters with fricative elements were 

subject to far greater variation which was related to the realisation of the alveolar fricatives 

I sl and Iz/. For example, Itsl in THAT'S IT [3!e?fi) I I?J; ONE OF THE BRAn QUln [I WA -n av 

da I bW!etfi) I kwr: ItsJ; THAn WHY I'M SCARED [I 3!e?c~ aI-m lfi) kEad. J. However, this 

variability was not different to that seen in singleton fricative segments and unlike other 

clusters did not appear linked to the more complex demands of producing consonant 

sequences. 
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4.10.1.4 Weak syllable deletion (WSD) and initial consonant deletion (leD) in weak syllables 

Weak syllables were vulnerable to deletion in word onset contexts, as in the SW COMPUTER 

realised as [I pjut~aJ and within-words as in conversational speech where DlNQSAUR was 

realised as [I da I -ns+:)]. In the SW sample only 1 of 7 SIWI weak syllables were 

completely deleted but a further 3 were subject to initial consonant deletion which did not 

occur in any other context. Weak syllables within words were not deleted in SW, and there 

were examples of accurate realisations of weak syllables in the onset position as in TOMATO, 

[th a I mathau..J. 

The WSD process was subject to variability so that DINOSAUR, for example, was realised in 

MWU both with and without within-word syllable deletion. In SW fYJAMAS was realised 

with initial consonant deletion [a I Ita -maz.J and on another occasion with complete 

initial syllable deletion as [I Ita -maz.J. In conversational speech the SIWI /r / in 

RECORDINGWasdeleted,ISITSTILLRECORDINGMYVOICE [au_ 18'"<3u (.) tIZ It alkh :)dI-O 

ma I Iv:) _ I s·J whereas in the word RECEPTION in the utterance I WANT TO BE IN RECEPTION 

AGAIN (a word with the same number of syllables and stress pattern and at a similar 

position in the utterance) the SIWI /r / was realised as a glide [a I I wu-na I hiJ I-n 

wa I fi'] < SEPfi'] t- a - _m a I gs - _n1. In the imitated sentences there are 6 different 

multisyllabic words which might be subject to WSD: ELEPHANT (3 occurrences); YESTERDAY (1 

occurrence); COMPETITION (1 occurrence); AEROPLANE (1 occurrence); TELEVISION (1 

occurrence); BANANA (3 occurrences). Tallulah realised all syllables in the targets on all 

occasions. There was no evident pattern which predicted whether or not a syllable would 

be deleted, partially deleted or typically realised in any of the elicitation conditions, 

although weak syllable deletion within words only occurred in conversational speech 

suggesting that the phonetic complexity of the environment of multi-word utterances 

might be a factor in some instances. 

4.10.2 Systemic processes TJ. 

Systemic processes affected Tallulah's realisation of particular segments and her 

phonological contrasts. However, there was a significant degree of variability and 

comparison with Information from her previous records suggested that typical realisations 

were becoming more frequent. There was evidence of final obstruent devoicing, stopping 

of fricatives and gliding. 
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4.10.2.1 Final obstruent devoicing 

Complete devoicing of final obstruents might be expected to resolve in typically developing 

children around the age of 3;0 (Grunwell, 1987), however, this was evident for Tallulah in 

both SW and MWU. (Partial devoicing ahead of a pause is typical in adult speech). There 

were 14 instances of this in the SW sample with Id/, lvi, Izl and l<tl being devoiced, 

for example, BREAQ [bWBt]; FI::,tE [fa_ rf']; PYJAMA~ [a I <ta-mazO]; BRIDGE [bJItf,J. The 

same segments were devoiced in MWU; these were usually at the end of an utterance as 

might be predicted by occurrences in typical speech, for example, SFWF Iv I in AND DADDY 

LONG LEGS I'M SCARED Of realised as [I tre-: nd. (.) I d~red~ i 110-0 11BgfrJ (.) {pp m. 

I kh B_ad a_v.: p)]. The exception to this occurring in utterance final position, also 

seen in this example, was devoicing of SFWF I dl in ANQ which was a habitual production, 

although this example was also before a pause. 

4.10.2.2 Stopping 

Stopping of fricatives was relatively infrequent in the data but occasionally Tallulah realised 

I sl as [tJ, as in the SW example DINO~AUR {V .. I da I -n,t ~ h ;) V J and the conversational 

speech example of ~O (.) so [d,au_ (.) I s"'auJ. The DINOSAUR example was very breathy 

as she spoke in a voice characterising a dinosaur; the ~o example was a part of a narrative 

(CS 4) used for "and the next thing that happened" and she was very focused on her story. 

Tallulah was a child who particularly enjoyed drama and sometimes, not unreasonably, her 

attention was more directed towards her interest in being entertaining than towards her 

speech output patterns. At Tl, a pOint where her speech patterns were changing, these 

examples of stopping might occur when motor programmes which were established early 

in her speech development were activated as default patterns. To express this in 

phonological process terms, suppression of stopping still required some level of attention. 

In usage-based terms, the activation of more newly established, mature patterns was not. 

yet automatic. 

In sentence imitation there were three examples of stopping, so again this represented a 

low frequency occurrence in the data, two were in SFWF positions and were plural 

morphemes; the third was SIWI (see table 4.5). 

Table 4.5 Tallulah: Examples of stopping from Imitated sentences T1 

I Target (NS 3) I MARY'S SHOE~ ARE CLEAN (plural "s" ) 
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Tallulah's [I msaJi ( ) I Iud a I xlIn] 

realisation 
Target (NS 26) SHE PICKED ~OME FLOWERS (SIWI) 
Tallulah's [I r~i (.) Iph Ik' (.) d"A-m I pIre (.) wafrj ] 

realisation 
Target (NS 30) WE FOUND PRESENT~ UNDER THE TREE (plural "s" ) 
Tallulah's [w,i I fau-m'~ I pw,s- (d) a-nt IA-nd.a Ita ItfJi]* 

realisation 
*this example is assumed to be stopping rather than cluster reduction because in all other 

examples of Itsl Tallulah realised the cluster with two elements, the second one being a 

fricative 

At the age of 5;5 (12 months before Tl) it had been noted in Tallulah's record that she 

frequently stopped fricatives, so it was likely that the stopping encountered in the current 

data was a residual process. In data recorded in earlier assessments (when Tallulah was 3 

to 4 years old) the most usual pattern appeared to be nasal release of all fricatives, 

although the transcription does not make clear whether these are velopharyngeal fricatives 

or oral fricatives accompanied by nasal turbulence. 

4.10.2.3 Velar fronting 

Fronting of velar plosives was another process that occurred infrequently in the sample, 

although from Tallulah's case notes it appeared to have previously been a major process in 

her speech; the examples encountered in this study were therefore likely to be residual 

difficulties. In SW the only example of velar fronting was with the cluster I ski SIWI in 

SCOOTER realised as [I frj duta-]. In MWU it occurred with SFWF Ikl in I LIKE BRATZ 

realised as [I a~ I IIa~ I t I bwre?frj ]. SFWF velar plosives were vulnerable to variability 

in production and in SW the realisations included matching the target, for example, SNAKE 

[n:e'Ik]; glottal stops, SHARK [fa?]; frication PIG [ph I :x], and affrication BOOK 

[bu_k~x]. 

4.10.2.4 Gliding 

Tallulah's realisation of the approximant Irl was also variable, especially in SW. Although 

gliding was common in SIWI positions, for example, RING [WI -0], ROOF [w.,uf':], she also 

used labiodental and post-alveolar variants, as in RAIN [ue I - : n] and ROUNDABOUT 

[I Jau-ndabau?]. This variation mirrors that found in clusters, as previously described in 

section 4.10.1.1. In MWU she almost always used [w], for example, AND THE BRATZ WHO ARE 

BEAllY KIND [re-nd. 3a I bwretfrj huw a I wil i I khaI - _n<lJ. In the imitated sentences 
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she used [JJ on several occasions, for example, THE BED CAR WENT AWAY realised as [3a 

I J 69 ~ kh u I WI -nt ~ a ~ I we I : ] but it was equally likely to be realised in an immature 

form. 

4.10.3 Word level assimilatory errors 

Tallulah's speech showed occasional evidence of consonant harmony both in SW and multi

word utterances. It was not a major feature of her speech patterns but its presence at all 

was indicative of the persisting nature of her speech difficulties. 

4.10.3.1 Consonant harmony 

Consonant harmony has been described as a structural process which normally resolves by 

3;0 (Ingram, 1979; Grunwell, 1987) but it has also been categorised as assimilation 

(Grunwell, 1987). It occurs in both typical and atypical speech development and involves 

two or more segments in a word or across an utterance being realised with the same place 

of articulation (Dinnsen, Gierut, Morrisette, Green, & Farris-Trimble, 2011). The 

harmonisation of place is a form of structural simplification and particular places of 

articulation are more vulnerable to consonant harmony than others, notably alveolar to 

velar placement (Stoel-Gammon & Dunn, 1985). However, it may therefore be more 

appropriate to describe such occurrences in terms of word level errors (Bates & Watson, 

2012) and this is the approach taken in this thesis (see also section 7.10). For Tallulah in 

SW the example of SAUSAGE, realised as [I SoS I qf] , was the only clear instance of the 

process with the SIWI and SIWW target lsi realised as [f]; this was interesting because it 

suggested that the anticipation of articulatory gesture and airstream for the SFWF segment 

letl was able to override the nasalisation pattern which might have been predicted for the 

first two consonants. Another example was the realisation of STRAWBERRY [I fr] vw:wwi] 

where the 3-element lsi cluster began with a velopharyngeal fricative [fr]] followed by a 

labial sequence [vw] which was repeated at the start of the second syllable as a realisation 

of the target cluster IbJ I. 

In MWU there were several instances of anticipatory harmony as in the example given in 

table 4.3, THEY HAQ A NICE APARTMENT realised as [ I de I hIB- -1\ a I na I s· 

i I ph u_?na- _n?], where the realisation of the SFWF target Idl in HAQ appears to have 

been influenced by the SIWI Inl in NICE. This harmony might also have influenced the 
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production of SIWW target Iml in APARTMENT, although this might be a second anticipatory 

gesture for the final nasal cluster. An alternative explanation, rather than taking a 

sequential approach, would be that long domain nasal harmony influenced production 

across the whole utterance. 

4.10.4 Summary of phonological process analysis 

The most frequent and potentially most significant phonological process found in Tallulah's 

speech across all contexts, and one which might impact on intelligibility, was cluster 

reduction and simplification (Hodson & Paden, 1981; Weston & Shriberg, 1992; Yavas & 

Lamprecht, 1988). Other processes occurred less frequently and although there was 

evidence of variability, the variation was usually between simplifying processes and adult 

forms. However, this analysis so far has not captured all the data which might be 

important in providing a full description of Tallulah's speech patterns. 

4.11 Features not captured through phonological process analysis T1 

The phonological process analysis revealed a wealth of information which contributed to 

the description and explanation of Tallulah's speech patterns and intelligibility. However, 

in the course of the assessment it became apparent that there were other features which 

could not be accounted for through a traditional phonological process analysis. These 

features were examined through further analysis of Tallulah's speech patterns. This 

included exploration of her nasal realisations of fricatives and of word juncture behaviours 

in multi-word utterances. In addition, production of multisyllabic words and variability 

were considered with a view to understanding factors which might impact on the 

intelligibility of her speech. 

4.11.1 Nasal realisations 

Atypical nasal realisations were the most striking perceptual feature of Tallulah's speech; . 

these principally affected production of the alveolar fricatives lsi and I zl but occasionally 

also If I, lvi, If I, I () I, 131 and the voiceless affricate Itfl (see table 4.6). The form 

of nasal release was variable with three different patterns identified. Firstly she used a 

velopharyngeal fricative [fr] J; secondly, oral alveolar or dental fricatives accompanied by 

nasal turbulence, for example, [s'; thirdly (but infrequently), alveolar or dental fricatives 

accompanied by nasal emission, for example, [s1. In multi-word utterances there were 

also occasional examples of long domain hypernasal resonance. These types of nasal 
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realisations are the result of different articulatory gestures which are explored in the 

discussion (4.26.1.2). 

Table 4.6 Tallulah: realisation of fricatives and affricates 11 

Target fricative Target Tallulah's Target Tallulah's 
or affricate (SW) realisation (conversational realisation 

speech CS) 

Alveolar lsi & SEESAW [I (t"'rn "::>-J A LITTLE BIT tco~ I [a 111/u Ibl~1 

Izl LEG~ HAVE IT IN ~CHOOL 
kh as7al I hrev, 

ONCE 
I I I -n 1ft] kuu 

[lEd' ft]: J IWA- _n B"'J 

DADDY LONG LEG~ 
[Id"red"i 11'0-0 

11EQ,ft] J 

Post-alveolar TELEVI~ION [th da I vlera-nJ 

If I & 131 
labiodental If I BIRTHDAY [I bAtderJ 

& Ivl; dental 

B I & 1'61 
Affricate Itf I & WATCH [w'O-/ft] J 

Iltl 

Tallulah had had palatal investigations which confirmed that she did not have a cleft palate 

or velopharyngeal dysfunction. Six months before this study started an assessment had 

shown that that all of her fricatives and affricates were susceptible to being produced with 

nasal turbulence (although alveolar and post-alveolar targets were also likely to be realised 

as stops). By T1 nasal turbulence primarily affected only alveolar fricatives, and stopping 

had reduced in frequency as discussed in section 4.10.2.2. These changes suggested that 

her speech patterns were positively changing in that fewer targets were affected by nasal 

turbulence (or stopping). 

There is some weak evidence at T1 that context might have influenced how segments were 

produced in terms of turbulence. In 5FWF positions and sometimes 51 WI positions Tallulah 

used the velopharyngeal fricative [ft] J as in LlGHTHOUg realised as [11a r thau-ft) ]; ~OCK 

as [fiJ'O-k' ]; ~COOTER as [1ft) duta-]. A more strongly evidenced effect was her 

production of the voiceless alveolar segment lsi immediately before a bilabial nasal or 

plosive where it was realised as a voiceless bilabial nasal with turbulence, for example, 

~PONGE realised as [m .PA -n<tf:]; HO~PITAL as [I hu-m .p. r tau]; DU~TBIN as [I d'J\III.1l r -n]. 

There were similar examples for both of these patterns in multi-word utterances: SHE PICKED 
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SOME FLOWER~ [I [u i (.) I ph 1 k' (.) d~A -m I pire. wafi']] (SFWF); I DON'T HAVE 

SANDWICHE~ [I ?al jau-n? I hre-v I s-remWl<t\a-fi']] (SFWF); BECAUSE IT'S NICE AND ~PICY, [a-_m 

b 1 I kh an-. 1 ?s" ~ I d,a 1 s .. re-m I IIi. pa 1 s-iJ, (voiceless bilabial nasal with turbulence before 

the SIWI voiceless bilabial plosive in SPICY). 

As already mentioned, variability was frequent even within a single utterance. This is 

illustrated by the following example, IT'S A TYRANNOSAURUS REX realised as 

[1 -?d,re- (. ) I ph al -n I fi'] 'Jlas": I wBks"J. The voiceless SFWF target lsi in IT'S was 

realised (probably) as a glottal stop plus voiced alveolar plosive [d]; the SIWW /5/ in SAUR 

/s'J/as a velopharyngeal fricative; the SFWF coda to RUS as a strongly articulated lsi with a 

longer than usual duration; the SFWF lsi in REX as voiceless alveolar fricative, i.e. 

successfully matched in terms of place of articulation, voicing and manner of artiCulation 

with oral friction created at the alveolar ridge, but that there was (due to lack of 

appropriate velopharyngeal closure) simultaneous audible escape of air through the nasal 

cavity. 

Although almost all alveolar fricatives were realised as velopharyngeal fricatives or with 

nasal turbulence, both in SW and multi-word utterances there were examples of accurate 

oral realisation of the adult targets and these appeared to be the result of the particular 

phonetic or situational context in which they occurred, although again this was subject to 

va ria bility. 

1) SIWI and SFWF lsi in the utterance (CS1) I MEAN (.) ~I~ realised as [a_ -m a ImIn 

(.) I S'1 ts~; this was said with extra articulatory force and was to correct the 

previous statement that she made: 

J: were there lots of children there? 

Tallulah: about four 

J: about four? 

Tallulah: Um-I mean (.) six 

The extra articulatory (muscular) force, created the acoustic and auditory 

impression of emphasis, through an increase in amplitude (possibly aided by the 

pause creating open juncture before the word); this meant that the targets were 
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realised with an oral airstream and the final / s/ was made with a whistled 

articulation. 

2) Utterance final / s/ was realised with an oral airstream in NS 16 GOOD GIRLS ARE NICE 

[gug' 'gwcra 'nars] and in NS 23 JOHN PLAYED TENNIS ['30-n (.) 'plerd (.) 

th E - 'n r t: ts'J (in this example Tallulah realised the target SFWF segment as an 

affricate; these were generally produced with an oral airstream). Other than the 

utterance final position, there is no immediate explanation for the first example 

but the second utterance, as with example 1 given above, was produced at a slow 

rate, with extra articulatory force and with open juncture between word 

boundaries giving the impression of a deliberate style of delivery. This may have 

given more planning time for Tallulah to produce the target with an oral airstream 

and again, the phonetic context results in a SFWF affricate. 

3) In CS 4 there was a short section within an utterance where fricatives were realised 

with an oral airstream: 

T And they actually told (Bodeen) and it was so funn:t 
because now they don't work for them (laughing) 
[Ie-n 3er ' tles"l i 'taud~ ba' dIn Ie-n ' r t waz. 'sau 'fA-ni ba'kh at 
'nau di 'dau-nt 'W3t f~ da-m] 

This appeared to be influenced by the fact that Tallulah was laughing as she was talking, 

again affecting airflow. The quality of her voice production was "not departing widely from 

[her] usual speaking voice quality" (Esling, 2007, p. 19). However, it may be the case that 

"rapid fluctuations in the control of airflow through the larynx" (ibid, p. 15) impacted on 

the air pressure in her vocal tract making an oral airstream more likely. This may have 

resulted in a tension between Tallulah's habitually used nasal realisation and her less 

favoured but more accurate oral production of the fricative segments, resolved in favour of . 

the adult target. 

One final point about atypical nasal realisations is that there were occasions where 

hypernasal resonance affected a whole utterance. For example (CS 2), 'cos YOU HAVE TO 

WORK realised as [{Y- 'kh av ju 'hlei'" th u ' W3 _ : k' Y-}]. This did not happen 

frequently, and her vowel resonance was not typically affected by hypernasality. However, 

it was interesting in the context of Tallulah's nasal realisations of consonant segments, in 
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that it supported the view that motor planning difficulties impacted on the coordination of 

velopharyngeal movements. 

4.1.1..2 Multisyllabic words 

Initial observations had suggested that Tallulah had some difficulties in the production of 

multisyllabic words, although her scores on single word naming and non-word repetition 

tests had not reflected this with z-scores of -1.46 and 0.37 respectively. Throughout the 

assessment it became evident that she did indeed have difficulty with longer words, 

occasionally in naming tasks, but more particularly in the context of multi-word speech. 

Further analysis suggested that this was possibly a reflection of a wider difficulty in 

managing the production of complex segmental sequences. The evidence for this comes 

firstly from some examples of multisyllable words in SW and conversational contexts, and 

then from an example of a breakdown at utterance level. 

The first example was in the production of the SW CROCODILE in a naming task; Tallulah said: 

[a Ikwntagar- a IpwnJ a I~nk' (breath) a l~wnk~xagaIU~. The repeated 

attempts appeared to stem from her trying to repair the velar/alveolar placements of the 

two SIWW plosives but in the process she "Iost" the relatively mature SIWI cluster /kw/ 

which was then realised with the pattern of labial harmony. Although the SIWW /k/ was 

retrieved, the second alveolar plosive was not. Unusually, she produced nasal turbulence 

in the SFWF position in a word that did not have a target fricative, although her missed 

attempts at production did. 

In multi-word speech there were frequent examples of difficulties in the production of 

multisyllabic words: 

1) RECEPTION in I WANT TO BE IN RECEPTION AGAIN (CS 2) realised as [ar I wu-na I biJ 

r -n wa I fr) (s·spfr) t- a- _ffi a I gs--tV. This example Illustrates the cumulative· 

impact of several co-occurring processes: velopharyngeal replacement for SIWW 

alveolar fricative in the second syllable; velopharyngeal replacement and possibly 

stopping for SIWW post-alveolar fricative in the third syllable; possibly anticipatory 

consonant harmony between SFWW bilabial plosive at the end of the third syllable 

impacting on placement of the SFWF nasal. 
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2) PRETEND (CS 1) (most probable target) with an attempted repair WE GOT SOME 

(PRETENDING-PRETEND) CALENDARS REALISED AS [wi I go? t~"'a-m I bE-nt~"E-nI -U (.) 

I b"'E-n (.) I th E- .. n I th re1a-nda-:fr]]. This example possibly relates to a 

morphological error where Tallulah used the progressive verb tense ending 'ing', 

then tried to repair this. The SIWI cluster on the first production was reduced to a 

single voiced bilabial plosive replacing the target /pl/, a pattern which did not 

occur in the SW data. The same cluster in the second production was realised as a 

voiced bilabial plosive with nasal turbulence. There was open juncture between 

the first and second syllables, realised as an audible pause, and then assimilation of 

place of articulation between the SFWF alveolar nasal in her realisation of PRETEND 

and SIWI velar plosive target of CALENDARS. 

3) ACTUALLY and ACCIDENTALLY (CS 4): from a listener perspective these two words 

realised in close proximity to each other appeared to lose distinction due to the 

atypical and insufficiently differentiated production. SHE (?ACTUALLY/ACCIDENTALLY) 

GONE AND SHE (?ACTUALLY /ACCIDENTLY) (?TOOK) FORGOT HER HIGH HEELED SHOES [?re-n s"'i 

I res"'ad,! i I go-n re-n I sOli I res' i (gE -n (n)i) (th u?) f"o I go? h3 - I ha I I hiud 

The semantic context suggested that the first token was probably 

ACTUALLY and the second ACCIDENTALLY. She had used both words with greater clarity 

and definition earlier in the same conversation: ACTUALLY in AND THEY ACTUALLY WORK 

FORA MAGAZINE realised as [Ire-_nd del I?re?cli_ Iwa~_k fo_ ?a Imregaz"':rn] 

and ACCIDENTALLY in WHO ACCIDENTALLY WORK FOR THE TRIPLETS' [hu_ I ?re_?caQ,E- _0,?1 i 

This would suggest that motor planning 

difficulties underpinned her less intelligible productions with long domain 

harmonisation impacting across the utterance. 

4) STEGOSAURUS (CS 6) realised as [I kh ECkoj.]; Tallulah had just heard an adult· 

label ("I think it's called a stegosaurus'1 and then used the word in her reply. In 

psycholinguistic terms, having heard the word once and assuming that STEGOSAURUS 

was a word unfamiliar to her, Tallulah was required to extract sufficient 

information to establish a motor programme and repeat what she had heard. 

Although her input processing skills were adequate, evidence throughout the 

assessment suggested that her motor planning skills were not. She produced the 
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word on an oral airstream but it was reduced from four to two syllables. The SIWI 

consonant cluster was replaced by a voiceless velar plosive and the presence of 

palatal fricatives in SFWW and SFWF positions was reflective of alveolar fricatives 

in the adult target. 

Further evidence for the difficulties in these examples being related to phonetic complexity 

is shown in an example of the breakdown of an utterance that occurred in the sentence 

imitation task where the target was SOME SMOKE BLEW OUT OF THE CHIMNEY (see table 4.7). 

This example did not contain multisyllabic words but was nevertheless phonetically 

complex in terms of the fricative and cluster content. 

Tallulah started to repeat the target but quickly asked for repetition after an initial attempt. 

Her request for repetition was in a form showing hyperelision. Her second attempt showed 

three productions of SMOKE, the middle one of which sounded perceptually more like SNAKE. 

She then produced a CV syllable that was interpreted as CAN'T and then a louder, fluent 

utterance BLOWED OUT OF THE CHIMNEY. 

This utterance was phonetically complex in terms of the segmental content and it also had 

an irregular past tense verb which, as seen by Tallulah's eventual output, she realised as a 

regular past tense. In this task where repetition did not allow Tallulah to select content on 

the basis of preferred lexical, grammatical or phonetic patterns, she was forced into 

attempting an utterance that exposed her linguistic vulnerability. 

Table 4.7 Tallulah: Example of break down at utterance level (NS 28) 11 

J: SOME SMOKE BLEW OUT OF THE CHIMNEY 

target 
Tallulah SOME. (?)SOME 

[jlA -rnA.. n+ (breath) g'" I\.~ -m:] 

Tallulah CAN YOU PLEASE SAY IT AGAIN? 

[xa-~n~plC Ii:f'el a (a~)ld"8-n] 

J: SOME SMOKE BLEW OUT OF THE CHIMNEY 

target 
Tallulah SOME SMOKE (?SNAKE)-SMOKE- ?CAN'T BLOWED OUT OF THE CHIMNEY 

[fi.J ~ dl\.~ -m Irl.mau? I rr. ne 1 ? : k' In".nauk' (.) xu - (.) Iblaud au? 

a-n." da 'lfl -mni] 

This vulnerability was evident in her conversational speech, as seen in the four previous 

data samples. It appeared that multisyllabic words were liable to present difficulties to 
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Tallulah because they were segmentally complex, and it was this phonetic complexity 

rather than the individual words themselves that made them vulnerable to atypical or 

imprecise production. In spite of her non-word repetition being better than real word 

imitation it may be that she did have some difficulties with motor programming which 

interfered with the establishment of new motor programmes. 

4.22.3 Variability 

Variability has been mentioned as characteristic of Tallulah's speech and examples have 

been given. Tallulah did not meet criteria for Inconsistent Speech Disorder (Dodd, 1995) on 

the DEAP assessment (Dodd et aI., 2002). Indeed, her naming of those SW items showed 

little variety in production. Bernhardt and Stemberger (1998) comment that "in times of 

change ... variability can arise" (p. 257); this variability typically results in productions that 

more closely match adult targets. This could therefore be termed progressive variability. 

This was often the case for Tallulah and with recent progress reported it appeared that her 

speech patterns were maturing. However, there were examples of variability that 

appeared to relate to motor planning difficulties, frequently involving the realisation of 

multisyllabic words and consonant clusters, i.e. in saying words that had more complex 

sound sequences. These attempts did not always result in more accurate realisations. It 

appeared that her variability was both of progressive and non-progressive types and 

required an analysis of individual instances and contexts to explain the patterns that 

occurred. 

4.12 Speech behaviours in multi-word utterances T1 

Tallulah's speech production in multi-word utterances was examined through carrying out 

an assessment of the characteristics of her speech at word boundaries and how this 

compared to the multi-word speech of other children of the same age. The purpose of this 

was to investigate an aspect of speech output not captured through a traditional PPA .. 

Tallulah's use of assimilation, elision and liaison, and close versus open juncture was 

examined both in sentence repetition and in conversational speech. 

4.22.2 Word Juncture In sentence Imitation T2 

The Connected Speech Processes (CSP) Repetition task (Stackhouse et aI., 2007) was 

completed to examine word juncture behaviours in imitated utterances (see table 4.8). 
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In the assessment task Tallulah showed emerging assimilation and elision; her utterances 

containing elision and assimilation sites for / d/ showed greater frequency of use than 

average for a child of her age. However, she showed very little evidence of any type of 

liaison across word boundaries, using open juncture in these contexts between vowels, as 

can be seen in the examples given. The reduced use of liaison in these utterances may be 

related to Tallulah's speed of utterance in imitation. The perception was that she tended 

to repeat the sentences quite deliberately with marked use of open juncture although the 

production rate of individual words did not give the subjective auditory impression of being 

particularly slower than her conversational speech. This perceptual effect was not 

measured instrumentally but studies by Walker, Archibald, Cherniak and Fish (1992), and 

Walker and Archibald (2006) suggest that the speech rate of typical children is slower in 

imitation tasks than in spontaneous utterances so her output rate may be a reflection what 

is seen in children without speech difficulties. There was no obvious reason why this had 

particular impact on liaison rather than assimilation and elision. It could be that she found 

consonant-to-consonant word boundaries in some way easier to articulate than vowel-to

vowel boundaries. 
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Table 4.8 Tallulah: Scores on Connected Speech Processes (CSP) Repetition task T1 

Score Tallulah's Example (both typical CSP and atypical open 
expected at score juncture are illustrated) 
age 6 

Assimilation 
t# 91.57% 50%, (2/4) YOU EAT PUDDING WITH A SPOON [ja Ilip~ PUdI-U 

WIV a Im.pUn (.) fr] (.) fr]] 
n# 77.48% 50% (2/4) JOH!ifLAYEDTENNIS [1 30- n (.) IpleId (.) 

I th s-nr I :ts'J 
d# 38.1% 100% (4/4) GOOD GIRLS ARE NICE [gug l~g6U<r' a InaIs ] 

#I 74.16% 50% (1/2) MARY'S SHOES ARE CLEAN [lmsaJi (.) IIud a 
I xlIn] 

Elision 
Ct#C 84.54% 50% (2/4) SHE WRAPPEQIHE PARCEL [s·i Iwrep~ ba-

I ph as"tO] 

Cd#C 59.83% 70% (7/10) HE SNEEZE.Q.YERV LOUDLY [hi In .'hid fals - Ivswi 
Ilaud. (.) Ii] 

Liaison 
j-liaison 88.44% 25% (1/4) THEY ARGUED ALL DAY [3i IlagjOd ;) de rJ 
w-liaison 93.47% 0% (0/2) THE YELLO~EROPLANE CRASHED [j s _: a - i_ (.) 

a Ilslau (.) jalau (.) IsualpleI-n 
I kwrec-: t· I ] 

r-liaison 88.36% 0% (0/4) I WORE A JUMPER [a I Iw;) a IIlsA-mpa] 

Articles 
Indefinite No norms 0% (0/2) SAM ATE M:l ORANGE VERY SLOWLY [I O'Te-m IS_I a 

given olwI_-n~. fswi Ilau:. Iii] 
Definite No norms 0% (0/2) SHE GAVE THE ORANGE TO SAM [ft IgeIV. 3a 

given lowanQf tfa I O· re-m] 

4.12.2 Word Juncture In spontaneous, conversational speech 

The word juncture pattern in conversational speech was different to that in the imitation 

task in that liaison was the most evident process, although there were very few word 

boundary contexts where assimilation or elision could have occurred. Examples of liaison 

include / j/ -liaison in IT WAS ACTUALLY...,A BIG -SP-MONEY SPIDER [I I waz·. I re- I I j iJ a

IbI-Ifr] b,a- IIIlA-ni Im.paIda] and /r/-liaison(realisedastheglide[w])inwEHADTO 

COLOUBlN [wi Ihsk~ th a- Ikh Alaw I-n]. 

In the few sites where elision and assimilation could potentially occur there were 

occasional instances of both. For example, word final consonant elision at a word 

boundary can be seen in the utterance I SAW IT LASI.JiIGHT realised as [a I I dow I Illa-fr] 
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~, '" ')] nar r . Nasal turbulence was the main feature of this word boundary, spreading from 

the SFWF velopharyngeal segment to the SIWI alveolar nasal, with the word final It! in LAST 

elided. An example of assimilation was heard in conversation in A LION CALLED ALEX AND A 

HIPPO CALLED GLORIA realised as [a Ilara-n Ibd IreIrfr] re-n a Ihrpau Ibg~ 

1 gbJija]. The SFWF /d/ in CALLED was assimilated to a velar place of articulation before 

the SIWI velar / g/ in GLORIA. This contrasts with realisation of the previous / d/ in CALLED 

before the vowel in ALEX, and indeed the unassimilated SFWF alveolar nasal in LION next to 

the SIWI velar plosive in CALLED. 

Overall Tallulah's speech at word boundaries showed more open than close juncture. This 

was particularly so between vowels in sentence imitation and so may be reflective of task 

effects, but was also evident to a lesser extent and with a different pattern in conversation. 

There were occasional instances of hyperelision, as seen in table 4.7 CAN YOU PLEASE SAY IT 

AGAIN realised as [xa--n~ pIC l<rer a (a -) Id"s-n]. but this was not characteristic of 

her conversational speech. 

4.13 Prosodic characteristics 

The prosodic organistion of Tallulah's speech was considered across all types of sampling 

conditions. The difficulties identified at the level of motor planning might be expected to 

have impact on the prosodic aspects of her speech output. Disturbances in prosody have 

been reported in children with CAS which is characterised by motor planning and 

programming deficits (Velleman, 2011) and although Tallulah had not been diagnosed with 

CAS, impaired motor planning might result in atypical prosody like that described in 

children who do have CAS. These descriptions include flat or monotone intonation (Davis 

et ai, 1998) and inconsistent use of pauses and transitions between consonants and vowels 

(Peter & Stoel-Gammon, 2008) but primarily focus on impaired realisation of stress at a 

lexical and phase level (Gildersleeve-Neumann, Hammer & McCauley, 2008). In fact, 

observations of Tallulah's speech output did not reveal any such disturbances. She 

produced typical-sounding stress-timed speech with appropriate syllables made prominent 

by a combination of phonetic devices (Kohler, 2009), at times alternating with individual 

stretches of syllable-timed speech, similar to that of a child described by Howard (2004b). 

In terms of intonation her use of tonic placement and tonicity was unremarkable. Although 

not formally assessed, there were no observations of instances of unusual prosodic form or 

function (Wells & Peppe, 2001). 
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4.14 Summary of findings T1 

Tallulah's input processing skills and speech output skills at T1 were summarised as follows: 

(see also her speech processing profile, appendix 4.2, and 4.3 for the mapping of this 

profile to the speech processing model). 

• Input processing skills were in the typical range for her age 

• The single real word naming task indicated severe difficulties with the production 

of words across all word lengths 

• The non-word repetition task showed accuracy of production that was in the 

typical range for her age. Although the number of words correct for two syllable 

words indicated a level of difficulty this was specifically related to her realisation of 

I sl clusters 

• There was no evidence of oro-motor difficulties 

• Tallulah's performance on the DDK task suggested" that she had difficulties with 

motor planning 

• Her phonetic inventory included all English consonant phones, a nasopharyngeal 

fricative and oral segments with nasal turbulence or audible nasal emission 

• Her vowel inventory included all appropriate English vowels 

• PCC was 70.82% and PVC was 95.41% (PPC of 83.11%) corresponding with a mild to 

moderate level of difficulty 

• The most frequently occurring phonological process was cluster reduction and 

simplification 

• Comparison of the three types of sampling conditions shows that the main 

difference between them in terms of segmental output was in the frequency of 

mature consonant cluster realisation, with those in her single words being more 

accurate than those in her conversational speech 

• Nasal realisations of consonant segments lsi and Izl were a pervasive feature of 

Tallulah's speech 
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• Tallulah's production of multisyllabic words was noticeably impaired 

• Her speech output revealed two sources of variability. One source of variability 

was related to positive change (i.e. variation between the adult target and 

Tallulah's realisations); the other appeared to be the result of attempts to modify 

output breakdown and did not necessarily result in more accurate speech 

• Examination of word juncture suggested that the connected speech processes of 

assimilation and elision were emerging in the sentence imitation task but Tallulah 

used very little liaison; this was the opposite of data from conversational speech. 

Open juncture was more common than close juncture. She produced stretches of 

syllable-timed speech as well as more typical stress-timed utterances 

• It appeared that Tallulah had difficulties with updating motor programmes and 

motor planning, and an awareness of possible interactions between phonological 

and phonetic learning early in her speech development are essential considerations 

in the explanation of the presentation of her speech' 

The impact of these difficulties on Tallulah's intelligibility as experienced by the listeners 

who participated in the study was explored. 

4.15lntelllslblllty Tl 

Tallulah's intelligibility was measured through listener responses to an orthographic write

down task for single words, imitated sentences and conversationaJ speech (as described in 

the Chapter Three, Methods); results are presented in table 4.9. Stimuli from Tallulah's 

speech output that were presented for intelligibility rating and results for individual items 

are given in full in appendix 4.12 and in tables 4.14, 4.15 and 4.16. 
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Table 4.9 Tallulah: Intelligibility outcomes T1 

Data type Mean % S.D. % Minimum % Maximum % 
(No.) (No.) (No.) score 

(No.) score 

Single words (max no. = 54.82 12.95 27.27 (3) 81.82 (9) 
11) (6.03) (1.42) 
Imitated sentences (max 80.30 10.34 50 (11) 100 (22) 
no. = 22) (17.67) (2.27) 
Conversational speech 66.71 13.30 33.33 91.67 
(max = 1OO%) 

Analysis of the results using the Wilcoxon Signed Ranks Test demonstrated that the 

listeners' identification of Tallulah's single words was poorer than that of multi-word 

utterances. There were significant differences between SW and imitated sentences (Z=-

6.850, p<.OOOl) and SW and conversational speech (Z=-5.494, p<.OOOl). There was also a 

significant difference between imitated sentences and conversational speech (Z=-5.756, 

p<.OOOl), in favour of imitated sentences. 

All types of utterance show a wide range of listener responses, as evidenced by the 

minimum and maximum scores and the large standard deviations (see Table 4.9). In terms 

of the individual stimuli items, in SW FROG was least intelligible with only 2/66 listeners 

identifying it correctly; GIRAFFE was most intelligible with 65/66 correct responses. The least 

well identified imitated sentence was WE SAW (A) TENT BY (THE) RIVER with 50.30% of words 

identified correctly. The best identified were MY UNCLE IS (A) FARMER, 98.86% of words 

correctly identified, and I LIVE NEAR (A) BIG WOOD where 98.79% of words were correctly 

identified. In conversational speech WE USED SCISSORS LAST NIGHT was least intelligible, with 

46.97% of words identified, compared to the longest utterance WELL ONE WAS IN MY DRAMA 

AND HE'S CALLED TOM where 81.96% of words were recognised. These intelligibility results are 

discussed in section 4.26.5. 

4.16 Intervention T1 to T2 

Between T1 and T2 (age 6;5 to 7;3 years) Tallulah received weekly speech and language 

therapy intervention during school terms, initially in school, but subsequently at home 

after school so that her mother could attend sessions and carry out follow-up activities. 

The order and focus of intervention activities was as follows: 
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• Awareness and discrimination of segments realised with oral and nasal airstream 

(single sounds, ev and ve syllables, eve words) 

• Sorting eve words by initial consonant (contrast oral/nasal; plosive/fricative) 

• Production of plural lsi and Iz/; a preceding alveolar plosive facilitated an oral 

airstream, for example, "hats", "beds" 

• Production of lsi clusters in single words and multi-word utterances 

• Production of high frequency syntactic structures requiring lsi and /zl such as 

"it's a ... ", "there's a ... "; "because it's ... " 

• Production of multisyllabic words which Tallulah used frequently, for example, 

yesterday, afternoon, reception 

• A narrative approach to intervention to support the generalisation of skills 

At the end of this period of intervention Tallulah's speech was reassessed. 

4.17 Assessment T2 (CA 7;3) 

Twelve months after the first assessment at T1 Tallulah's input processing skills and speech 

output skills in single words and multi-word utterances were reassessed (see appendix 4.13 

for her updated speech processing profile and 4.14 for the mapping of this profile to the 

speech processing model). The aim of this reassessment was to collect sufficient data to 

describe any significant changes in Tallulah's skills and also to examine her intelligibility at 

T2 as judged by the listeners (see Chapter Three, Methods). 

4.18 Input processing skills T2 

The investigati0r:' of Tallulah's input processing skills included assessment tasks from 

Stackhouse, Vance, Pascoe and Wells (2007) and other non-standardised activities. Only 

one auditory discrimination task was repeated at T2, the same/different judgement of 

complex non-words (Stackhouse et aL, 2007). At T1 Tallulah's score had been 77.5% 

overall, compared with a mean of 82.5% for 5-6-year-olds, z=-0.37. At T2 her overall score 

was 85%, compared with a typical score of 90.66%, again within the normal range, z=-0.75. 
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Tallulah's phonological awareness skills were reassessed using the assessment from the 

Sound Linkage Programme (Hatcher, 1994). At Tl her score was 66.66% (24/36); at T2 it 

was 72.22% (26/36), indicating few changes over the year (although no norms are given in 

the test). She was not consistently able to segment words into phonemes beyond CVC 

level, delete phonemes to create new words when required to segment a consonant 

cluster (for example, "take's' away from 'stop"') or carry out a phoneme transposition task 

("net" is reversed to become "ten"). Whereas at Tl she had responded quickly during 

these tasks, at T2 she required more repetition of the stimuli and at one point in the 

reassessment process remarked "I'm not good with words". 

4.19 Speech output skills T2 

Tallulah's speech production was re-assessed using a range of single word tests as at Tl; 

the Picture Naming Task (Stackhouse et aI., 2007) and subtests of the DEAP (Dodd et aI., 

2002) giving 100 items collected from these tasks for single word (SW) analysis compared 

with 112 at Tl (the DEAP Inconsistency Assessment was not repeated) (appendix 4.3). The 

non-word repetition task was not repeated. The multi-word data are from the analysis of 

T2 conversational speech (CS) (appendices 4.15 to 4.18) and selected imitated sentences 

from the Connected Speech Processes (CSP) Repetition Task (Stackhouse et aI., 2007) 

(appendix 4.11); there are occasional examples from other conversational speech, which 

are indicated in the text. 

Tallulah's performance on the Picture Naming Task (Stackhouse et aI., 2007) was scored 

and compared to that expected in the speech of typical 7-year-olds; scores were also 

compared with Tl (see table 4.10). Tallulah's overall score was 49/60 (81.66%), z=-1.32, 

compared with 28/60 (46.66%), z =-5.53 at Tl. This score is in the range expected for her 

age. 

Table 4.10 Tallulah: Scores Picture Naming Task T1 compared with 12 

Word structure Tallulah's score T1 (z- Tallulah's score T2 (z- Norms age 7 years 
score) score) (mean, S.D.) 

1 syllable (N=20) 9 (-7.13) 19 (0.833) 18.8 (1.20) 
2 syllable (N=20) 8 (-6.33) 14 (-3.47) 18.45 (1.28) 
3 & 4 syllable 11 (-1.46) 16 (-0.40) 16.95 (2.33) 
(N=20) 
Total (N=60) 28 (-5.53) 49 (-1.32) 54.2 (3.93) 
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Although Tallulah's overall score at T2 was typical for her age, results indicated that 

production of 2 syllable words (14/20, z=-3.47) was still showing a significant level of 

difficulty in comparison to a peer group. Examination of the words produced showed that 

5 of the 6 had minor immaturities or phonetic variations: SANDWICH realised as 

[I slIl-mbJ Iqf]; FEATHER [I fEva]; TRACTOR [I tSJlIlkara]; PARROT [I ph IIlUAt' ]; SEESAW 

[I sIS::> ~]. The exception to this was the realisation of DUSTBIN where the coda cluster in 

DUST was realised as a bilabial nasal with turbulence, preceding the bilabial plosive onset of 

BIN; [I dAm.'b I -n]. This appeared to be a residual error in that this pattern of nasal 

turbulence immediately before a bilabial plosive had been a feature of Tallulah's speech at 

Tl. 

The overall percentage correct in the production of consonants and vowels in Tallulah's 

speech had changed by T2. At T2 her PCC was 91.47% (70.82% at Tl) and PVC was 99.43% 

(95.41% at Tl), giving a PPC of 95.55% (83.11% at Tl). These scores indicated a mild 

severity rating (Shriberg & Kwiatkowski, 1982). There was no evidence that any delayed or 

unusual patterns were still consistently used, rather that her speech production showed 

remnants of the difficulties previously identified. 

4.20 Oro-motor assessment and diadochokinesis (OOK) T2 

It had previously been established that Tallulah did not have oro-motor difficulties. 

However, she continued to show difficulties in the production of a [p], [t], [k] 

sequence. Variations included [p] [k] [t]; [p] [t] [t] and spontaneously "pat-a-cake". This 

suggested that Tallulah continued to have underlying motor planning difficulties. 

4.21 Phonological process analysis T2 

A phonological process analysis was again completed using data primarily from single 

words and conversational speech, supplemented by data from imitated sentences. 

4.21.1 Structural processes T2 

All structural processes had resolved apart from occasional examples of SIWI cluster 

reduction. These occurred both in SW and multi-word utterances. For example: 

1) Q3,OCODllE (SW) realised as [I kh ukh adau]; Tl realisation: [I ~wukxagaIU' 

2) FROG (SW) realised as [fug] then on another occasion where the same stimulus 

was used as [fw:ugJ; Tl realisation: [f,wug-'] 
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These types of simplification where the cluster was reduced to a single element also 

occurred in conversational speech, for example, FRUIT and STRAWBERRY in the utterance IT'S A 

FRUIT-UM- STRAWBERRY realised as [I? I tz a I fut' ••• a-m I stl::JbiJ. 

Ta"ulah's monitoring of these realisations appeared limited in that she rarely self corrected 

(although see example 2 below for one of those occasions when she did). For example, 

(C54 T2) AND WE STAYED THERE FOR BURGER KING was realised as' [ I ?re-n wi I se I d" 3E: f::J 

I b3 T gOa ~ x I -n] • There was no attempt to repair the reduced onset cluster realisation in 

STAYED. 

Querying Ta"ulah's production resulted in repair attempts but these were not always 

immediately successful. In conversational speech there was some variability in cluster 

production demonstrated by different versions of the same lexical target (Example 1) or 

from what appeared to be difficulties in planning or phonological assembly of complex 

targets across word boundaries (Example 2). 

Example 1: Target: ~IDER: realised in three different forms 

Tallulah ~IDER 

[! spaIda] 

J And what's this? 
Tallulah SPIDER WEB WHAT ~IDERS MAKE OF (?SILK) 

['faIda 'wEb worn ..... m.paIdaz 'meIk' DV 'sniJ 

J Can you say that again? 
Tallulah UH-WHAT SPIDERS MAKE OF (nSILK) 

[(v) WD? 'spaIdaz 'm~Ik DVE ('njI_E)] 

Tallulah's realisation of SPIDER as a 5W matched the adult target; in her next production she 

was producing a linguistically complex multi-word utterance and first produced [f] which 

had not been common for I spl although there were other infrequent examples of 

coalescence at n. She realised the next target lsi as a bilabial nasal with turbulence. This 

segmental sequence when lsi and Izl were followed by a bilabial plosive was particularly 

vulnerable to nasalisation (as has already been noted). Her final realisation of the target 

was accurate; this was possibly aided by the request for repetition, although this request 

was actually focused on the final word in the utterance rather than "spider". 

The next example was from the sentence Imitation task and relates the SFWF clusters in 

the targets COLLECTS and STAMPS. 
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Example 2: JOHN COLLECTS STAMPS (NS 12) 

Tallulah JOHN COLLECTS STAMPS 

[I~D-O kh allsps Istreps (. ) I stre-mps~ 

J Do that again 
Tallulah JOHN COLLECTS STAMPS 

[I~D-O kh allsp (.) d'a ~ (.) Istre-:ps] 

J Is that a tricky word-collects- John collects stamps 
Tallulah JOHN COLLECTS STAMPS 

[I~D-O kh allsks Istre-mps] 

J Well done 

Tallulah's realisations of COLLECTS and STAMPS appear to be affected by assimilatory and 

simplification processes. Her first attempt showed apparent perseveration between the 

two SFWF clusters, although she then self-corrected. Her second attempt resulted in two 

separated segments being produced as the. SFWF cluster in COLLECTS and omission of the 

bilabial nasal in STAMPS (although nasalisation of the vowel was realised). Her final attempt, 

after an adult model, resulted in an acceptable production. 

4.21.2 Systemic processes T2 

Systemic processes. had also largely resolved by T2; there were still occurrences of fully 

devoiced final obstruents, for example, BIRQ realised as [bat]; LEG~ realised as [lsgs]. 

Gliding of Irl was common but variable, for example, THREE real;sed as [fwi] but RABBIT 

as [IJreblt' J. 

The phonological process analysis indicated that Tallulah's speech difficulties were 

resolving, as had also been indicated by the results of her Picture Naming Test and PCC 

results. The next part of the analysis was designed to consider other aspects of Tallulah's 

speech output that had not been captured through the phonological process analysis. 

4.22 Features not captured through phonological process analysis T2 

As at Tl, the phonological process analysis revealed a wealth of information which 

contributed to the description and explanation of Tallulah's speech patterns and 

intelligibility. However, a wider analysis was necessary in order to examine the other 

features such as the atypical nasal realisations which could not be accounted for through a 

traditional phonological process analysis approach. In addition the production of 

multisyllabic words, variability, and word juncture behaviours in multi-word utterances 

were explored. 
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4.22.1 Nasal realisations T2 

By T2 the frequency of use of velopharyngeal fricatives and the occurrence of nasal 

turbulence or audible nasal emission had reduced considerably. In the SW data there were 

only two examples; DUSTBIN realised as [ I dAm.'1:> I -n] and HOSPITAL realised as 

[ I ho-rn .p. I tau]. This pattern where the target "alveolar fricative followed by bilabial 

plosive" was particularly vulnerable to nasal turbulence was mentioned at Tl, and at T2 

was still found in conversational speech (CS 4 T2) where Tallulah was talking about HOSPITAL 

as [I hom .p. I tuJ. This occurred also in connected speech across word boundaries, for 

example, in THAT OTHER ONE WHAT'~ BIG WHO SQUEEZE YOU [I are? AV I WA -n worn." I bIg hu 

I skwi3 I ju], SFWF / s/ was realised as a voiceless bilabial nasal with turbulence before 

the bilabial plosive [b] (see table 4.11). 

Table 4.11 Tallulah: Examples of nasal turbulence In multi-word speech T2 

NS 33 THE TOY ELEPHANT WA~ BROKEN 

[303 It:)} l?slafan?worn."lbJauka-nJ 

CS2 THAT OTHER ONE WHAT'~ BIG WHO SQUEEZE YOU. 

[13re? AV ~ IwA- n worn." IbIg hu I skwi3 

IjuJ 

There were occasional other instances of nasal realisations; for example, in naming SCHOOL 

(SW) she said BORING SCHOOL realised as [b;)WIO 0.'1< v uu] but the most persistent examples 

were in the phonetic context already described. 

4.22.2 Multisyllabic words T2 

Tallulah's production of multisyllabic words was still, at times, atypical. This appeared to 

be influenced by segmental complexity and possibly lexical familiarity. Some examples are 

given below: 

1) NS 19: target HE JUDGED THE COMPETITION [hi I dAQi 3e Itfobe I kIfe-nJ. In this 

imitated utterance, the SIWI voiceless velar plosive has been realised as a voiceless 

post-alveolar affricate, suggesting the long domain harmony from the influence of 

the SIWI voiced post-alveolar affricate in the word JUDGED. The bilabial SFWW nasal 

and SIWW voiceless plosive have been replaced by a single bilabial voiced plosive 

which assimilated features of both adult targets (i.e. voice plus plosive). The 
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voiceless alveolar plosive has been backed to a velar placement and the final 

syllable matched the adult model. 

2) SW target AVOCADO: (NB: This item was produced as a response to a request to 

name a picture of a strawberry). In this example the first consonant, a SIWW 

voiced labiodental fricative, was realised as a voiced bilabial plosive; the second 

consonant, a SIWW voiceless velar plosive, was fronted; the third consonant, a 

SIWW voiced alveolar plosive, was realised as a voiceless alveolar plosive. Her 

immediately following repair attempt resulted in an accurate realisation of velar 

plosive but not the other consonants. 

Tallulah ORANGE 

[I ?mJI-nct] 

J No 
Tallulah AVOCADO-AVOCADO IT'S A FRUIT 

[?rebu I th athau" (.) reba I kh ath au (.) I ?Itz a I fut' ] 

J Avocado- no- this is something else 

Tallulah UM-STRAWBERRY 

[a-m I stJ::>bi] 

3) Tallulah's spontaneous production of BOA CONSTRICTOR (CS 1 T2) was imprecise with 

reduction in the number of syllables and a corresponding loss of segmental 

information which might present difficulty to a listener. 

Tallulah A BOA CONSTRICTOR-ONE CAME TO OUR SCHOOL 

[a I bu-st- J I -kt- a I WA-n Ikh el-m th a a IskuuJ 

J Listen to that - boa constrictor 
Tallulah BOA CONSTRICTOR 

[I ba-un I ku-n.'- JIkdA] 

Her initial realisation suggested that the motor programme for this low frequency . 

item was not fully specified and the adult model improved this with her imitated 

production showing more precision and phonetic detail. 

As in the phonological processes, the examples of nasal realisations and difficulties with 

multisyllabic words were greatly reduced at T2. However, her ongoing variability, 

especially with lower frequency vocabulary, was suggestive of motor programming 

problems interfering with the establishment of accurate motor programmes. 
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4.22.3 Variability T2 

Although at T2 there was still evidence of segmental variability (as seen in some of the 

previous examples) this had decreased considerably and it was no longer a major feature of 

Tallulah's speech. However, in complex linguistic environments (again as seen in previous 

examples) Tallulah's skills were still fragile and at times this negatively affected the 

acceptability and intelligibility of her word production. 

4.23 Word juncture in multi-word utterances T2 

As at Tl, Tallulah's use of assimilation, elision and liaison, and close versus open juncture 

was examined in sentence repetition and in conversational speech. This was first explored 

using the Newton Sentences Connected Speech Processes (CSP) task (Stackhouse et aI., 

2007), (see table 4.12). Results were compared to those of other 7-year-olds and to 

Tallulah's scores at Tl. 

Table 4.12 Tallulah: Scores on the Connected Speech Processes (CSP) Repetition Task T1 and T2 

Tallulah's score T1 Tallulah's score T2 Score expected at age 7 
Assimilation 
t# 75%, (3/4) 50% (2/4) 92.40% 
n# 50% (2/4) 50% (2/4) . 80.43% 

d# 100% (4/4) 100% (4/4) 43.18% 

#J 50% (1/2) 100%(2/2) 83.83% 
Elision 
Ct#C 50% (2/4) 25% (1/4) 86.94% 
Cd#C 70% (7/10) 30% (3/10) 72.63% 
Liaison 
j-liaison 25% (1/4) 50% (2/4) 91.49% 
w-liaison 0% (0/2) 50% (1/2) 95.35% 
r-liaison 0% (0/4) 25% (1/4) 86.15% 
Articles 
Indefinite 0% (0/2) 0% (0/2) No norms given 
Definite 0% (0/2) 0% (0/2) No norms given 
Tallulah's use of assimilation was essentially unchanged but it is difficult to draw 

conclusions about her use of elision in these examples which appeared to be less well 

developed than at Tl. More positively, different forms of liaison, of which there had been 

little evidence at Tl, were now being used in this sentence repetition task, thus more 

closely matching patterns seen already in conversational speech. However, as at Tl, 

Tallulah's word boundaries were still often realised with open juncture and this was 

perhaps reflective of the perception that she took a sometimes careful approach to the 

imitation task as described in section 4.12.1. There were a few instances where she 
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repeated the stimulus items either in response to an adult request or to self-correct. Her 

repeated realisation usually showed some differences at word boundaries. Two examples 

are given below: 

1) Target: elision THEY ROBBED THE BANK YESTERDAY. Tallulah's first production was: 

[d_a - I wud,(.) da I blll-U'? I jEn ."'th ade yJ. When asked to repeat the sentence 

to repair the nasal turbulence in YE~TERDAY, her second production was: [de r 

Iwub.d. (.) ~a I bill-uk (.) I jEsth aderl. In the first example, there was a pause 

between ROBBED and THE, and elision of the voiced bilabial plosive in ROBBED. In the 

second example, close juncture was used between the pronoun and verb (THEY 

ROBBED) and determiner and noun (THE BANK) but other word boundaries were 

delineated by pauses (although this may have facilitated the realisation of the 

SFWF velar plosive in BANK). This may have allowed more planning time for Tallulah 

to plan the production of YESTERDAY (and indeed ROBBED) which were arguably more 

complex segmental sequences. 

2) Target: assimilation THE BROWN BEAR EATS FISH. Tallulah's realisation: 

[I bJou-m bJ Ee (.) m.- I bJou-n (.) ~a I bJau-n (.) I bEa (.) lit' (. ) 

I VE_fJ 

In her first production Tallulah used appropriate assimilation at the word boundary 

between BROWN and BEAR, but she also perseverated on the initial consonant 

cluster of BROWN, producing it again for the onset of BEAR. She recognised the error 

and attempted a repair (producing a short burst of nasal turbulence as she did so). 

She used close juncture between the determiner and adjective (THE BROWN) but 

open juncture through the rest of the utterance so that the assimilation was then 

not produced. 

In conversational speech there was some evidence of close juncture with assimilation and 

liaison processes occurring. For example: ONE OF THOSE BIG ONES WHAT SQUEEZE YOU realised as 

[ I WA -n a ~auz. I b r 9 I WA -nz. wn'? I skwi3 juJ, showed anticipatory post-alveolar 

assimilation. In the utterance I HAVE (TO) DO IT BY NAILS Tallulah used both [jJ and [wJ 

liaison appropriately in intervocalic contexts: [I '?a II a_z I Q,uw r'? ba_ r I ne IUZJ. 

Unlike sentence imitation where the pattern of open juncture was pervasive, Tallulah's 

conversational speech was more typical in that close juncture forms predominated. 
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However, opportunities for assimilation and elision at word boundaries were limited by 

lexis and grammar, with for example, very few instances of regular past tense endings. 

In Tallulah's conversational speech there were examples of appropriate phonetic reduction 

in multi-word utterances. For example (CS 1 12) CAN I TELL YOU SOMETHING was realised as 

[I kh aI Its ja I SA -mfl -0] with CAN and I reduced to a single form. However, on 

occasion, this hyperelision impacted on intelligibility. For example, (CS 4 12) I WAS A TINY 

LlTILE BABY IN MUMMY'S (?TUMMY BUTION) realised as [a wa? a I th a rni 1 I a I be I bi I-n 

ImA-miz. (Ith aUla-n?)]. The final words in the utterance were unclear but from 

segmental and contextual cues were interpreted as TUMMY BUTION. 

4.24 Summary of findings T2 

Assessment at T2 demonstrated evidence of changes in Tallulah's speech production. This 

was shown through PCC with a score of 91.47%, compared with 70.82% at Tl, and in single 

word naming where the overall score was in the range typical for her age. However, her 

speech output was still affected by minor phonetic differences and infrequent but 

persistent structural phonological processes, in particular cluster reduction. Atypical 

patterns of nasal' airflow and turbulence were much reduced in frequency but still 

occurred, particularly in phonetically vulnerable contexts. 

Tallulah continued to have difficulties with motor planning, as evidenced by the DDK task. 

Complex sound sequences were still vulnerable to breakdown, as seen at times in 

multisyllable words and instances of hyperelision in multi-word utterances. This was also 

reflected in use of open juncture in the sentence imitation task. However, overall she 

could be classified by this point as having a mild level of difficulty and she was producing 

stretches of conversation which sounded entirely typical for a child of her age. 

This leads to th.e exploration of the impact of these changes on Tallulah's intelligibility as 

experienced by the listeners who participated in the study. 

4.25 Intelligibility T2 

Tallulah's intelligibility at 12 was measured in the same way as at Tl (see Chapter Three, 

Methods). The same 10 SW and 5 imitated sentences recorded at Tl were recorded again 

at 12 and edited for the intelligibility task; the conversational speech samples from 12 were 

obviously different. Results for Tl and T2 were compared (see table 4.13). 
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Analysis of results using the Wilcoxon Signed Ranks Test (see table 4.13) demonstrated that 

the listeners' recognition of Tallulah's single words had improved significantly (Z=-4.494, 

p=<.OOOl). Results for conversational speech also showed significant improvement (Z=-

7.056, p=<OOOl). Conversely, intelligibility of imitated sentences had slightly worsened and 

this difference was significant (Z=-3.350, p=<.OOl). The significant difference between SW 

and imitated sentences demonstrated at Tl had reduced (Z=-2.343, p<.019). The 

difference between conversational speech and imitated sentences had changed 

significantly favour of conversational speech (Z=-6.993, p<.OOOl). The difference between 

SW and conversational speech remained significant (Z=-6.979, p<.OOOl) with 

conversational speech being the best identified type of utterances. 

The range of listener responses remained very wide for all types of stimuli, for example, 

one listener (L9) recognised only 2/11 SW and one (L55) understood all 11 words. Overall, 

conversational speech was the most intelligible type of utterance and although one listener 

(L63) only identified 54.55%, 12/66 listeners correctly identified all of the utterances. 

Table 4.13 Tallulah: Intelligibility outcomes T1 compared with T2 

Data type T1 . TlS.D. TlMin Tl Max T2 T2S.D. T2Min T2Max 
Mean % % score score Mean % % score score 
(No.) (No.) % (No.) % (No.) (No.) (No.) % (No.) % (No.) 

Single words 54.82 12.95 27.27 81.82 66.25 18.54 18.18 100 
(max no. = (6.03) (1.42) (3) (9) (7.29) (2.04) (2) (11) 
11) 
Imitated 80.30 10.34 50.00 100 74.79 14.35 36.36 95.45 
sentences (17.67) (2.27) (11) (22) (16.45) (3.30) (8) (21) 
(max no. = 
22) 

Conver- 66.71 13.30 33.33 91.67 92.70 8.12 54.55 100 
sat ion (max 
= 100%) 
Responses to individual items also varied. In SW (see table 4.14) THUMB was least well 

recognised (7/66) and SOCK was most intelligible (57/66). These items were both different 

to those least and best recognised at Tl. 

Table 4.14 Tallulah: Analysis of Individual single words from Intelligibility task T1 and T2 

Word Adult target Tallulah's Number Tallulah's Number 
realisation T1 of words realisation T2 of words 

identified identified 
by by 
individual individual 
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listeners listeners 
Tl T2 

BISCUITS IlbIskltsl [ I b I e~fr] k- I?fr] J 98/132* [Ib h Isk- I tsJ 110/132* 
BREAD IbJsdl [bwsd.J 11/66 [bJsdo] 46/66 
DUCK IdAkl [dA~k' J 57/66 [dAk' J 31/66 
FROG IfJogl [f,wog~J 2/66 [fogJ 49/66 
GIRAFFE l«ba I Jafl [«ba I DafJ 65/66 [«ba -I JafJ 51/66 
MONKEY I I IlIA -uki/ [ I IlIA -ukiJ 60/66 [ I IlIA -ukiJ 42/66 
QUEEN Ikwlnl [kwia-nJ 19/66 [kwlnJ 39/66 
SOCK Isokl [fi,)o-k' J 14/66 [sokJ 57/66 
THUMB Ie A-ml [fA-mJ 21/66 [fA-mJ 7/66 
ZEBRA IlzsbJal [I dsbwaJ 51/66 [I zsbJaJ 49/66 
*Score for BISCUITS calculated as 1 for the lexical item and 1 for the plural morpheme 

In sentence imitation (see table 4.15) JOHN PLAYED TENNIS was least intelligible (42.05%), a 

change from Tl, and MY UNCLE IS (A) FARMER (100%) was most intelligible as it had been at Tl. 

To measure how well MWU were recognised the total number of words in each utterance 

was multiplied by the number of listeners and the percentage of correctly identified words 

was calculated (see table 4.15 and 4.16). 

Table 4.15 Tallulah: Analysis of Individual Imitated sentences from Intelllllblllty task T1 and T2 

Target Tallulah's Percentage of Tallulah's Percentage of 
sentence realisation T1 words realisation T2 words 

recognised by recognised by 
individual individual 
listeners T1 listeners T2 

I LIVE NEAR (A) [aI Illv ns 98.79% [aI-lllv.nsa 76.06% 
BIGWOOD (.) Ins: a Iblg· (.) 

Iblg Iwud.J Iwud.J 
JOHN PLAYED [1 30- n (.) 95.45% [ Ilto-nn 42.05% 
TENNIS I pleld (.) Ipleld 

I th s-m? :tsj I th s-msJ 
MY UNCLE IS (A) [maI- 98.86% [mal - 100% 
FARMER -ItA-Uk ~az. a -ltA-Okl. IZ. 

I fa-maJ eI I fa-rna] 
THIS SHAPE IS (A) [<hf I felp Iir 60.98% [(hf I felp IZ. 87.88% 
SQUARE a- I ewsa] a Iskwsa] 
WE SAW (A) TENT [wi I t"'::>_ W a 50.30% [wi I s::>_ tSI 65.45% 
BY (THE) RIVER Ith s-n,t- a Ith s-nt baI 

baI 5a {f da- IJIVII!-] 
IwIva : A] 
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In conversational speech (see table 4.16) at T2 the least well-recognised utterance was ONE 

OF THOSE CAME TO OUR SCHOOL (84.85%) with A VERY NICE FISH being the best (100%). 

Table 4.16 Tallulah: Analysis of conversational speech samples from intelligibility task T1 and T2 

Target sentence T1 Tallulah's realisation Percentage of words 
or Identified by 
T2 individual listeners 

BUT IT DIDN'T FALL OVER T1 [ba tit Idl-am If~t auva] 61.87% 
I (EH) WAS DRAWING (A) T1 [ltreE~I: wa-m.- Ib~WI-n a 72.54% 
PICTURE IN (UM) BOBBY'S Iph Ittfa II-:na~_ (.) _E-m 
HOUSE 

(.) I boblfi) I hau-fi) ] 

MAYBE IT'S JUST (A) PAPER T1 [lm"Ebit " I d~~"as~"t a 53.33% z. 

I ph e I I ph B _ : ] 

WE USED SCISSORS LAST NIGHT T1 [I wi ju I s·~ I -z·~at" i"a-s"~ 46.97% 
It~nalt:h ] 

WELL ONE WAS IN MY DRAMA T1 [IWEU_ IWA-nwaz"1 I-m~ mal 
~ 

81.96% 
AND HE'S CALLED TOM Ibwa-_mre_ re-n IhlfT) 

I kh ~:t' Ith 0- :m] . -
(A) VERY NICE FISH T2 [a IVEUi I nals 1ft_I:] 100% 
ON MY BODY I HAVE FIVE LEGS T2 [I to-n mal Ibodi I tal hrev 97.92% 

(. .. ) Ifalv Ih:gz.J 

ONE OF THOSE CAMETO OUR T2 [l wA- n a I()auz Ikh el-m 84.85% 
SCHOOL th aW a I sku_uJ 

THAT'S ONE OF THOSE BIG T2 [arets (.) I wA- n a ()auz. 94.39% 
ONES WHAT SQUEEZE YOU Iblg I wA- nz . WOt I skwi3 

ju] 

THAT'S SIGN LANGUAGE T2 [I ()rets I sal-C lre-uwlllfJ 88.26% 

Following the detailed study of Tallulah's speech output and intelligibility, the research 

questions were considered in relationship to the findings. The discussion is focused mainly 

on findings from T1 unless otherwise indicated, apart from section 4.26.6. 

4.26 Discussion 

The aim of this chapter has been to give a detailed description and analysis of Tallulah's 

speech, and to consider the impact of her speech production difficulties on her intelligibility 

as judged by a group of adult listeners. At T1 at the age of 6;5 years Tallulah's PCC was 

70.82% and on the Picture Naming Task (Stackhouseet aI., 2007) she produced only 28/60 

whole words (46.66%) with no errors (z-score of -5.53), so on both of these quantitative 

measures her speech was less accurate than that expected of a typical six-year-old. These 

findings corresponded with a significant level of difficulty. Tallulah could therefore 
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legitimately be included in that group of children described as having "persisting speech 

difficulties" (Pascoe et aI., 2006). 

4.26.1 What will the detailed perceptual phonetic analysis of Tallulah's speech at word 

level reveal In terms of a traditional phonological process analysis (PPA)? What features 

are not captured through a traditional PPA? 

4.26.1.1 Phonological process analysis 

The examination of Tallulah's speech first focused on a phonological process analysis in line 

with the most common approach taken in clinical settings (Skahan et aI., 2007), although 

this current analysis included information from both SW and MWU, thus drawing on wider 

samples of data than those derived from the naming tests routinely used in clinical 

practice. 

4.26.1.1.1 Structural analysis 

Cluster reduction was the most pervasive process in terms of frequency of occurrence and 

potential for impact on intelligibility because of changes to word structure (Weston & 

Shriberg, 1992; Yavas & Lamprecht, 1988). Tallulah's' realisation of consonant clusters was 

poor with only 25.8% of word-initial and within-word productions in single words matching 

the adult target. SIWI and SIWW clusters in conversational speech were realised with a 

much lower rate of accuracy (15.38%) suggesting that she had difficulty in using mature 

patterns in the complex phonetic and phonological environment of multi-word utterances. 

Tallulah had atypical realisation of oral fricatives in / s/ clusters (nasal realisations are 

discussed in section 4.26.1.2), but another slightly unusual feature of her consonant 

clusters was her production of some /r/ clusters. This involved a labial realisation of the 

adult targets and was a pattern which affected 4/14 targets in the SW sample and also 

occurred in MWU. These instances did not typically involve a simple reduction to one . 

element, although they could as in the realisation of [tJ] in TYRANNOSAURUS REX (CS 6) as 

[ I ph a I -n I fr) ~J as": I wEks"J. More usually targets were produced in a variety of ways 

with bilabial realisation of alveolar and velar targets, and production of non-English bilabial 

fricatives. For example, CROCODILE realised as [I ~wukxaga nrJ; PRAM as [p ~~wlIl-n]. This 

second example is interesting because /pr/ might have been an achievable target for her, 

given that she used both [bJ] in [bJA!:] and [pI] in [pleIn]. instead of which the 
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transition from the first element [p] to the immature [w] included the production of a 

bilabial fricative. This output pattern may have been perceived as a segmental immaturity 

but an alternative view would be that it was a phonetic by-product of an imprecise 

articulatory gesture. If this interpretation is accepted, it is supportive of the argument that 

her atypical output was related to motor planning difficulties. It may be the case more 

generally that labial realisation potentially simplifies the motor planning demands of the 

complex segmental sequences in consonant clusters. Lip rounding for /r/ is a visually and 

perceptually salient feature and bilabial sounds appear early in development and require 

less differentiated motor patterns than other sounds (Moore, 2004). Tallulah had 

immature motor skills (as her DDK performance indicated) so by reducing the degree of 

lingual involvement (as required for velar plosive segments in CROCODILE for example) labial 

realisation of /r/ clusters would be an optimal solution to manage articulatory constraints. 

4.26.1.1.2 Systemic analysis 

Systemic phonological processes such as velar fronting arguably had less impact than 

structural ones because they occurred less frequently (Klein & Flint, 2006) or because the 

difference was phonologica"y less salient, such as gliding of /r/ to [w]. Evidence from 

Ta"ulah's clinical notes showed that her speech patterns were maturing. However, at T1 

she was 6;5 and had been accessing intervention for three years; Shriberg (1997) states 

that 75% of children with speech delay have achieved normal output by the age of six. 

Although Ta"ulah's systemic processes were not unusual in the population of children with 

speech difficulties (Bowen, 2009), they nevertheless represented a significant difference in 

comparison with a group of typical peers. 

4.26.1.2 Features not captured through phonological process analysis 

Other than identifying the persisting nature of the difficulties, based on the available 

literature (Bowen, 2009; Grunwell, 1987; Williams et aI., 2010) phonological process' 

analysis did not reveal any patterns In Tallulah's speech that were particularly remarkable 

or unexpected in that the structural and systemic processes shown by Ta"ulah and 

described in the previous section are commonly reported in children who have speech 

difficulties. However, Tallulah's nasal realisation of alveolar fricatives was both an unusual 

and pervasive feature. A traditional phonological process analysis would lead to this 

pattern being categorised as atypical, however, it does not conform to the core concept of 

naturalness in the approach. It could therefore be argued that the phonological process 
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approach could not adequately accommodate this major element of Tallulah's speech 

output. 

4.26.1.2.1 Nasal realisations 

From the first observation session with Tallulah a striking feature of her speech was the 

nasal realisation of alveolar fricatives. Later analysis showed that the most common 

segmental pattern was the velopharyngeal fricative. However, other realisations were 

observed, namely oral alveolar or dental fricatives accompanied by nasal turbulence and 

occasionally alveolar or dental fricatives accompanied by nasal emission. There were 

occasional examples of long domain hypernasal resonance in multi-word utterances. 

These types of nasal realisations are the result of different articulatory gestures. The 

velopharyngeal fricative replaces alveolar or post-alveolar targets and results from stricture 

between the velum and the pharyngeal wall, with air being forced into or through the nasal 

cavity creating turbulence. Nasal turbulence has been described as a "snorting" sound, 

(Henningsson, Kuehn, Sell, Sweeney, Trost·Cardemone & Whitehill, 2008, p. 7), although 

this terminology is becoming obsolete (Howard & Lohmander, 2011). Nasal turbulence 

may also accompany a target realised with appropriate oral placement and manner, 

typically high-pressure consonants (plosives, fricatives and affricates). Nasal emission is 

defined as "an audible escape of air through the nasal passage"(Henningsson et aL, 2008, 

p. 7) which also accompanies a target produced with appropriate oral placement. 

Hypernasal resonance is the result of incomplete velopharyngeal closure (Wyatt, Sell, 

Russell, Harding, Harland & Albery, 1996) which is perceived primarily on vowel segments. 

In children who have typical speech development, the oral-nasal contrast emerges early 

and without difficulty (Speake & Howard, 2012). Atypical nasal airflow and resonance are 

particularly associated with cleft palate and velopharyngeal dysfunction (Henningsson et 

aL, 2008; Howard, 1993; Sell, Harding, & Grunwell, 1994). These atypical patterns have' 

also been reported in speech associated with other difficulties with an organic origin, for 

example, hearing impairment/deafness (Stevens, Nickerson, Boothroyd, & Rollins, 1976), 

post-adenoidectomy (Andreasson, Leeper, & MacCrae, 1991) and dysarthria (Dagenais et 

aL, 2006). There was no evidence to suggest that there was any organic cause for Tallulah's 

nasal realisations. 
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There are also accounts in the literature of children who have atypical nasality patterns 

which do not have an organic basis but are associated with CAS, although these accounts 

are quite few in number. Stackhouse and Snowling (1992) describe "Caroline", aged 11;9 

who had "fluctuating nasal quality indicating vocal tract incoordination" (p. 38). Davis, 

Jakielski and Marquardt (1998) report on "51" aged 5;9 who had "difficulty in controlling 

velopharyngeal closure in connected speech, as evidenced by mild hypernasality" (p. 41). 

Given the pervasive effects of motor planning difficulties that may occur in CAS, difficulty in 

coordination of velopharyngeal movement is not unexpected. 

Atypical nasal patterns may also occur in children who have phonological disorders, where 

nasal realisation of segments is associated with velopharyngeal mislearning (Trost

Cardamone, 1989). Ball, Manuel and Muller (2004) describe "Thomas" aged 3;10 who had 

significant hypernasal resonance on most but not all words. They report that he produced 

the majority of segments with velar placement, (with atypical contact between the tongue 

back and velum) and a lowered velum. However, he realised a small number of high 

frequency words in a typical way and the authors characterise his speech system as 

demonstrating phonological mislearning at an early stage of speech development. 

This concept of phonological mislearning (and the use of an active nasal fricative to signal 

distinctions between segments) was explored by Harding and Grunwell (1998) who, in 

describing children with cleft palate, report that some: 

"apparently respond to a subconscious awareness of their limited phonetic and 

phonological repertoire by actively employing non-native sounds from their phonetic 

repertoire in order to maximise their range of meaningful conUasts" (p. 330) 

They report that this pattern may occur in children who do not have cleft palate and that 

Trost-Cardamone (1990) refers to it as "phoneme specific nasality" (p. 334). However, this 

does not seem to be a mainstream issue as three recently published books focussing on 

intervention for speech sound disorders (Bowen, 2009; Rvachew & Brosseau-Lapre, 2012;' 

Williams et aI., 2010) make almost no reference to any type of abnormal nasal resonance 

or airflow patterns. 

Notes in Tallulah's case history indicated that this feature of atypical nasality had emerged 

early in her speech development, having been noted at her initial assessment at age 2;2. 

Emergence at this time could feasibly be attributed to difficulties with motor planning if at 

the stage where Tallulah needed to use frication contrastively, she was not able to produce 
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oral fricatives. Her solution was to use nasal turbulence "in order to maximise (her) range 

of meaningful contrasts" (Harding & Grunwell, 1998, p. 330). This mislearned phonetic and 

phonological pattern suggests an active search for solutions to output limitations similar to 

that described in relation to Tallulah's realisation of consonant clusters. 

The perceptual impact of Tallulah's nasal turbulence was striking, and besides any effect on 

intelligibility, the turbulence impacted on the acceptability of her speech. Whitehill, 

Gotzke, and Hodge (2011) describe acceptability in terms of an outcome parameter 

"closely associated but not synonymous with intelligibility" (p. 294). They give a definition 

from Witzel (1995) stating that acceptability is lithe subjective impression of the 

pleasingness of speech" (p. 147). Acceptability has relevance to social interaction and self

esteem and is an essential consideration in intervention. In the literature relevant to 

children's speech acceptability has been particularly explored in relation to cleft palate 

(Henningsson et aI., 2008), but is not mentioned in recent text books on speech sound 

disorders in children (Bowen, 2009; Rvachew & Brosseau-Lapre, 2012; Williams et aI., 

2010). This is a concept that could usefully be examined in a broader way for children with 

a range of speech difficulties; for example, pervasive glottal stops affect intelligibility but 

arguably might also affect the "pleasingness" of speech, as might prosodic disruptions. For 

children with cleft palate speech acceptability is considered in target setting and decisions 

about whether intervention is offered. This is not obviously common practice with children 

who have speech difficulties which are not associated with cleft palate. 

4.26.2 What does comparison 0/ the patterns In Tallulah's speech data reveal across three 

speech elicitation conditions (1.: single word production; 2: connected speech In sentence 

Imitation; 3: connected speech In spontaneous conversation) 

Comparison of the three types of sampling conditions shows that the main difference in 

Tallulah's segmental output was in the frequency of mature consonant cluster realisation, . 

with those in single words being more accurate than those in conversational speech. This 

would suggest that Tallulah's ability to manage the production of consonant sequences was 

affected by the complex phonetic environment of multi-word utterances. However, the 

accuracy of those in imitated sentences was more like SW than conversational speech. This 

might strengthen the suggestion that processing load was a factor in the production of 

complex sound sequences in conversation, since repetition of heard sentences does not 

require the same lexical and syntactic resources as spontaneous speech. Another factor, 
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perhaps more important, may have been her greater use of open juncture in the repetition 

task, allowing more planning time for word production. It was also noted that weak 

syllable deletion within words only occurred in conversational speech suggesting that the 

phonetic complexity of the environment of multi-word utterances might again be a factor. 

Another difference between single words and multi-word utterances was in the production 

of multi-syllabic words. In SW naming Tallulah's realisations showed differences to the 

adult target which were generally predictable through the segmental analysis, but in 

conversational speech productions words of 3 or more syllables showed greater variability 

in both structural and segmental aspects. For example, STEGOSAURUS (CS 6) realised as 

[ I kh sckoJ]. Typically developing children make occasional errors in polysyllabic words 

(defined as 3 or more syllables) up to the age of 11 years (James, van Doorn, & McLeod, 

2008). Children who have speech difficulties make more errors (ibid) as did Tallulah; they 

are also reported to make different errors, for example, metathesis which rarely occurs in 

the production of typical children (ibid), although Tallulah did not show instances of this. 

Her realisations of longer words showed persisting phonological processes and phonetic 

variation occurring with greater frequency in MWU. These observations support the view 

that speech assessment must include description and analysis of multisyllabic words in 

conversation. 

The inclusion of the different types of sampling conditions therefore, revealed phonetic, 

phonological and prosodic information which was not evident from the SW data alone. 

Another such set of observations related to word juncture in MWU. In conversational 

speech at T1 Tallulah's word juncture showed examples of typical liaison but there were 

few clear examples of assimilation or elision at word boundaries because the opportunities 

for this were limited by lexical and grammatical factors. For example, she rarely used verbs 

requiring regular past tense morphemes which would have been realised in some phonetic 

contexts with elision in typical adult speech. In those few that occurred she usually used 

open juncture. For example in HE'S CALLED TOM the boundary between CALLED and TOM would 

typically be realised with elision of the past tense morpheme but Tallulah realised it not 

only with open juncture but with an ejective plosive in the SFWF position in CALLED [I hlfi) 

I kh o:t' I t.h 0-_ :mJ. She did sometimes use close juncture and immediately before 

this last example she had used assimilation of a SFWF alveolar nasal to a bilabial nasal in 

the utterance IN MY DRAMA realised as [I l-m - ma I - I bwa - _mmJ. However, open juncture 
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was frequent and at times she alternated between stress-timed and syllable-timed speech, 

with open juncture predominating in stretches of syllable timed utterances. 

Tallulah's use of open juncture was even more marked in the sentence imitation task 

where, contrary to conversational speech, there was very little evidence of liaison and her 

pauses were perceptibly longer, as in JOHN (pause) PLAYED (pause) TENNIS realised as [I 3'O-n 

(.) Ipleld (.) Ith E-nrt:ts',:J and JANE MADE SOME (pause) soup (said twice) realised as 

[ I ct\e I -n I me I d I B'A -.m (.) fupfiJ I S)Up' t' J. This could be explained as a task 

effect, as Tallulah was repeating words and structures which she might not use in her own 

output, but also because she was a child who had had several years of speech and language 

therapy. It is interesting to reflect on what effect this might have in such assessment tasks 

and children's perspectives on why they might be asked to repeat in this way. If Tallulah's 

(accurate) view was that this was to test her speech output she might respond by 

attempting "best speech" (Klinto, Salameh, Svensson, & Lohmander, 2011) with open 

juncture concomitant with having time and space in which to do this. Thus her response to 

the task appears to reflect her awareness of the need to focus on her speech output, where 

focus can be described as "attention, motivation and effort" (Kwiatkowski & Shriberg, 

1998, p. 28) in order to effect positive change. 

4.26.3 Does Tallulah's speech output show phonetic variability within different speech 

elicitation conditions? 

Throughout the analysis it was noted that there was considerable phonetic variability in 

Tallulah's speech. Sometimes this was progressive (Tyler & Lewis, 2005), with production 

varying between immature productions and the mature adult form. Sometimes, however, 

it appeared to be related to complexity, not only of the phonetic environment but also of 

the broader linguistic demands of MWU, as described by Tyler, Williams and Lewis (2006). 

Variability may be the result of intervention (Grunwell & Harding, 1996; Howard, 2004) or· 

of maturing development (McLeod & Hewett, 2008) and for Tallulah both of these 

elements may hold true. A further factor to consider is the variability resulting from the 

transcription of Tallulah's speech. Although approximately ten percent of the sample was 

transcribed through consensus listening (see Chapter Three, Methods) the perceptual 

analysis particularly of her nasally realised segments, and often those in multi-word 

utterances, was sometimes challenging especially in terms of place of articulation. This is 

not to suggest that Tallulah's speech was not variable but that the transcription is "an 
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abstraction" of speech data (Cucchiarini, 1996, p. 132) and "should never be considered the 

truth" (Muller, Damico, & Guendouzi, 2006, p. 11). This emphasises the need for sufficient 

data collection across different sampling types to allow the transcriber to look for 

significant patterns rather than singular speech events. For Tallulah variability was also 

evident with segments other than those that were nasally released but the same approach 

of needing several examples from different data sources held true. 

The differences in speech output relating to speech sampling condition were primarily in 

the realisation of consonant clusters and multisyllabic words as described in section 4.26.2. 

However, the variability could not be described as systematic. 

4.26.4 Does the psychollngulstlc speech processing profile provide explanations 0/ 

Tallulah's speech output patterns? 

Tallulah's speech processing profile showed that input processing skills, assessed with a 

variety of tasks, were in the typical range for her age. By contrast, output skills were 

significantly impaired. As described in section 3.9.1., the stimuli used in the input activities 

were published items used for norm-referencing and were not based on Tallulah's own 

output errors; individually designed stimuli may have been more sensitive to processing 

difficulties. The production of accurate motor programmes, assumed to be "based on the 

child's stored representation" (Stackhouse & Wells, 1997, p. 82) was a clear area of 

difficulty. The profile does not offer an immediate explanation of the source of Tallulah's 

impaired speech output, other than her poor performance on the DDK task which indicated 

that she had difficulties with motor planning skills. However, Tallulah's non-word 

repetition was significantly better than her naming of matched real words. This suggested 

that motor programmes had not been updated but that her ability to produce more mature 

articulatory gestures was improving. It is possible that she had had difficulties with motor 

programming, impacting on the establishment and updating of motor programmes but her. 

non-word repetition skills at T1 suggested that these were also resolving. 

Given that the processing profile potentially offers an explanatory framework for specific 

aspects of speech output by supporting a summary of strengths and difficulties, the 

realisation of consonant clusters and multi-syllabic words were further considered. 

One possible source of the vulnerability in the production of both of these aspects of 

output, consonant clusters (section 4.26.1.1.1) and multisyllabic words (section 4.26.2), 
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was whether Tallulah's underlying phonological representations were weak or 

underspecified (James, 2009; Stackhouse & Wells, 1997). However, the profile of Tallulah's 

input processing skills at T1 suggested that this was not the case; Evidence of the relative 

strength of her underlying phonological representations may come from her production of 

unstressed syllables in a word initial position such as GUITAR [II I th a_I] and PYJAMAS 

[a I eta -maz.J where the SIWI consonant was replaced with a glottal stop or deleted but 

the presence of the syllable was realised by an appropriate vowel. James et al. (2008) 

suggest that this indicates that the child has an awareness of the underlying phonological 

representation of the target word. For Tallulah therefore it appears that her realisations 

were more likely to reflect motor difficulties than input deficits as already discussed. 

However, it was interesting to see at T2 that although speech output had improved, 

Tallulah's phonological awareness skills (as assessed using Hatcher, 1994) did not show any 

real change, suggesting ongoing difficulties in tasks requiring segmentation and blending of 

words. Stackhouse (1992) discusses the "unfolding and changing nature" (p. 30) of speech 

difficulties. Tallulah's PSD could not unequivocally be attributed only to motor planning 

difficulties; it was more likely that she had multiple deficits, as suggested by other studies 

examining the processing skills of children with PSD (Pascoe et aI., 2006; Wren et aI., 2012). 

The framework does not offer any historical perspective on Tallulah's processing and it is 

not possible to tell if she had had input processing problems at an earlier stage in the 

development of her speech before the study began. 

4.26.5 Does the Intelligibility 0/ Tallulah's speech vary across different speech elicitation 

conditions? 

The quantitative scores for measures of Tallulah's speech output implied that her 

intelligibility would be compromised and this was strengthened by the phonological 

process analysis because of the negative impact of structural processes such as cluster 

reduction on word shapes (Faircloth & Faircloth, 1970). The most pervasive segmental 

difference in Tallulah's speech was the realisation of fricatives, primarily the alveolar 

segments /s/ and /z/, with nasal turbulence. Although it might not be unreasonable to 

assume that the impact on intelligibility would be similar to that of other segments that 

occur with similar frequency in words (Klein & Flint, 2006), the difference was a phonetic 

variation rather than one which reduced contrastlveness, such as, for example, stopping. 

In this respect nasal realisation of alveolar fricatives is similar to a lateral realisation of 
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these targets. No information has been found in the literature about the possible impact 

on intelligibility of this type of frequently occurring but clearly delineated phonetic 

variance. 

The intelligibility of Tallulah's speech, as measured through the perceptions of 66 adult 

listeners, showed that single words were least intelligible (mean, 54.82%), followed by 

conversational speech (mean 66.71%) and that imitated sentences were the most 

intelligible type of utterance (mean 80.30%). The differences between the sample types 

were significant. The difference between single words and conversational speech, in 

favour of the latter, mirrors the findings of other studies. For example, Speake et aL(2012) 

in a study of two ten-year-olds with PSD found that peer listeners identified MWU better 

than single words; Gordon-Brannan and Hodson (2000) found of a difference of about 10% 

in favour of conversational speech in study of intelligibility in pre-school children. 

However, in a study of five children with PSD, (Pascoe et aL, 2006) only two of the children 

had this pattern. For Tallulah it is clear that structural and segmental errors had a 

significant impact on single word recognition; the mean score of 54.82% shows that only 

just over half of her single words were identified. However, the contextual and prosodic 

support available in conversational speech enabled listeners to perceive words more 

accurately and the success rate increased to two-thirds of her utterances being recognised 

(mean 66.71%). 

It Is interesting to note that Tallulah's imitated sentences were significantly more 

intelligible than either of the other two types of sample. Given the increased tendency to 

use open juncture in this task, it appears that listeners benefitted from the contextual 

support of a complete utterance together with Tallulah's "best speech" (Klinto et aL, 2011). 

This allowed, for example, that consonant cluster realisation in the imitated sentences was 

similar to that in single words rather than conversational speech but the more accurate 

realisations benefitted from the contextual semantic and syntactic support of MWU. 

One final important point is that although there were significant differences between the 

mean scores of the sample types, the range between the minimum and maximum words 

recognised was very wide for all types of words. The listeners' perceptions varied 

enormously; a few identified almost everything Tallulah said and a few recognised very 

little. A range of listener experience is commonly found in intelligibility studies with factors 

such as experience of disordered speech, familiarity of the speaker and variants such as 
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age, sex and accent being suggested as influencing listeners' word recognition skills 

(Pennington & Miller, 2007). No such details were examined in relation to this current 

study. 

4.26.6 Are any changes In Tallulah's speech output evident between two points In time 

and do any changes Impact on the Intelligibility of her speech? 

The improvement in Tallulah's speech output between Tl and T2, a time span of 10 

months, was demonstrated in the pee measure of 91.47% at T2 (compared with 70.82% at 

Tl) and score on the Picture Naming Test of whole word correct of 49/60 (z = -1.32) 

compared with 28/60 (z = -5.53) at Tl. In single words her speech showed residual atypical 

patterns with minor immaturities and occasional nasal realisation of targets. This pattern 

was repeated in multi-word utterances where, for example, cluster reductions, as well as 

nasally realised segments, were still evident, although much less frequent than at Tl. For 

example, THE TOY ELEPHANT WALBROKEN realised as [5a I tOI I ?Elafan? wnm" 

I bJauka-n]. 

At Tl, Tallulah's repetition of non-words matched to the real words elicited in the Picture 

Naming Test was overall in the range typical for a child of her age. The implication was that 

she was therefore managing the production of novel material more effectively than already 

known words. This might have reflected lack of lexical updating (Stackhouse & Wells, 1997) 

where the motor programmes of already known words were not changed to reflect the 

capacity to use more mature speech output skills. Tl assessment may have captured a 

point in her development towards this happening because by T2 real word naming was in 

the typical range. Tallulah's ability to produce novel material at Tl, together with a pattern 

of variability that included the production of mature forms, could be interpreted as positive 

prognostic indicators. She had also been stimulable for all English phones, another 

important factor in prognosis (Glaspey & Stoel-Gammon, 2007; Powell & Miccio, 1996) .. 

Although in complex linguistic environments, Tallulah's emergent skills at T2 were 

vulnerable and utterances occasionally broke down, the frequency of variability which had 

been so evident at Tl, had reduced. 

Interestingly Tallulah still had difficulties with motor planning as evidenced by her 

performance on the DDK task which was essentially unchanged at T2. This suggests that 

she was learning to manage the phonetic and phonological demands of familiar words and 
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phrases in spite of these ongoing motor deficits. DDK tasks, dissociated from meaning, do 

not draw upon established lexical representations. Therefore, if speech "emerges from the 

child's experience with the use of language across multiple levels of representation in many 

contexts" (Rvachew & Brosseau-Lapre, 2012, p. 284), in the absence of any gross 

neurological or structural abnormalities, DDK tasks are potentially no more indicative of 

actual speech performance than other oro-motor skills. However, poor performance on 

DDK tasks may be an important risk factor for persisting difficulties (Wren et aI., 2012) and 

also a reflection of a highly impaired speech processing system (Pascoe et aI., 2006). 

Word juncture behaviours were similar at both points in time in the sentence imitation task 

and consideration of these data leads to a cautious conclusion that Tallulah's tendency to 

use open juncture was a response to the tasks and her awareness of being tested rather 

than necessarily a difficulty in managing word boundaries per se. By T2 her use of open 

juncture in conversational speech had decreased and with the improvements in her 

segmental system, at times short stretches of her speech output sounded perceptually 

entirely typical. 

Changes in speech output resulted in significant improvements in intelligibility as judged by 

the listeners. This was evident across all types of sampling conditions and the relationships 

between them had changed so that words in conversational speech were now better 

recognised than those in imitated sentences; single words remained the least well 

identified data. The listeners' understanding of imitated sentences was actually worse at 

T2 (mean 74.79%) and the range between minimum and maximum scores remained very 

wide. It is interesting with a PCC of over 90% that the minimum scores across all sampling 

types were still so low (one listener recognised only 2 of the single words, another only just 

over 50% of the conversational speech). In a study of two children who had PSD, focussing 

on intervention for vowel difficulties, Speake et al. (2012) found that even when the 

children's vowel difficulties resolved, intelligibility, as judged by a group of peer listeners, 

showed a wide range of outcomes. It was suggested that there may be subtle qualitative 

difficulties remaining which impacted on the experience of the listeners and this may be 

the case for Tallulah. It may also be the case that some listeners are able to employ more 

effective strategies in dealing with speech that is difficult to understand but it is not at all 

clear what these may be. 
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4.27 Summary and conclusions 

A comprehensive phonological process analysis (PPA) of Tallulah's speech at Tl identified 

that the main process used was cluster reduction; this was more evident in MWU than in 

SW. Further analysis beyond the scope of a typical PPA showed significant segmental 

difficulties in the form of atypical nasal realisations of alveolar fricatives; these were 

pervasive in all types of elicitation conditions. Analysis of MWU revealed segmental and 

prosodic features which were not evident from a traditional single word naming test, 

including more frequent use of open juncture than might be predicted from the literature. 

In addition, Tallulah's speech was highly variable and not all variability was between her 

atypical patterns and a more mature adult target which would be indicative of progress, 

although this did occur. 

Psycholinguistic assessment demonstrated that Tallulah's speech processing skills were 

stronger in input tasks than in output activities, and her speech was more accurate in non

word repetition than in picture naming. However, Tallulah's performance on a DDK task 

indicated that she had difficulties in motor planning. One explanatory interpretation of the 

psycholinguistic profile is that difficulties in motor planning had affected the development 

of Tallulah's motor programmes. However, as she had matured and speech processing 

skills had further developed Tallulah was better able to realise mature speech patterns, as 

demonstrated by her non-word repetition at this point in time. These more mature speech 

patterns were also seen with the examples of progressive variability. However, at Tl she 

had not updated existing motor programmes, as demonstrated by her real word naming. 

Tallulah's severe and persisting speech difficulties affected the intelligibility of her speech 

in all types of utterance although listeners were better able to recognise words in MWU 

than as single items. Listener identification of all types of utterance showed a wide range 

of outcomes. 

By T2, Tallulah's speech output and her intelligibility had both significantly improved 

although she continued to show residual difficulties reflecting those identified at Tl. 

The next case study in Chapter Five is Harry, who was 7;5 at the time of the first 

assessment. 
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Chapter Five. Case study: Harry 

At the beginning of the study Harry was 7;5; he was first referred for speech and language 

therapy when he was 3;1 because according to the health visitor he had "poor speech 

development" and it gradually became evident that he had severe difficulties with speech 

output. There was no family history of delays in speech, language or literacy development 

apart from a note in the file that a cousin had speech and language therapy; no other 

details were recorded. No concerns had been reported about Harry's hearing. From 4;1 

until 5;3 he attended an Early Years' education facility where he had small group specialist 

teaching and intensive speech and language therapy. Intervention continued on a less 

intensive basis when he started mainstream school; at the age of 5;5 the speech and 

language therapist commented that Harry's "connected speech is mainly unintelligible 

unless in context". He was reported by his class teacher at 7;5 to have severely delayed 

literacy skills. 

S.2lnltlal observations T1 (C.A. 7jS) 

The first impression of Harry was that he was talkative, usually speaking in a loud voice. His 

voice quality was slightly hoarse and there was tension around his mouth and jaw, resulting 

at times in a "tense voice quality"(Laver, 1980, p. 146-156). He expressed his opinions and 

engaged in conversation enthusiastically but was less keen to demonstrate recent therapy 

activities, although did so with a little encouragement. A recent language assessment had 

indicated age appropriate language skills in both receptive and expressive tests (see 

appendix 5.1). He was able hold a conversation with ease, in spite of his many atypical 

segmental realisations and, particularly in extended talk, his sometimes poor intelligibility. 

He used contextual and prosodic information well and would repeat or rephrase something 

if asked what he had said, but he was not observed to change the way a particular word 

was said to improve clarity without a prompt. . Harry's speech production at this 

preliminary examination was characterised by cluster reduction, atypical voicing, difficulty 

with multisyllabic words and stretches of conversation that were difficult to understand. 

2 Material from this chapter appeared in Speake et al., 2011 
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Harry expressed clear views about his speech difficulties; he said that he was "fed-up" 

when people did not understand him ("it's boring") and that this happened "Iots of times 

every day, a thousand times a day". 

5.3 Initial assessment T1 

Harry's input processing skills and speech output skills in single words and multi-word 

utterances were assessed following the approach described in Chapter Three, Methods 

(see appendix 5.2 for his speech processing profile and 5.3 for the mapping of this profile to 

the speech processing model). 

5.4 Input processing skills T1 

The investigation of Harry's input processing skills included assessment tasks from 

Stackhouse, Vance, Pascoe and Wells (2007) and other non-standardised activities. 

• Discrimination between same/different SFWF single features and s-cluster 

sequences in real words and non-words for example, lot/lo~ vat/va'£, loWlog; 

voWvoa, (Stackhouse et aI., 2007). Harry's overall number correct was 33/36 

compared with a mean score of 35.25/36 (S.D. 0.79) for a typical 7-year-old. His z

score was -2.84, indicating a significant level of difficulty. However, there was a 

difference between real words 18/18, z=0.46, in the typical range for his age and a 

score of 15/18, z=-5.2 for non-words, which was considerably below the range 

expected for a child of his age. 

• Discrimination of segmental differences between pairs of complex non-words (for 

example, /spaub/ vs. /spaud/; /tfASp/ vs. /tfApS/, (Stackhouse et aI., 2007). 

Harry's overall score was 67.5% compared with a score of 90.66% (S.D. 7.5%) for a 

typical 7-year-old. His z score was -3.08 indicating a significant level of difficulty. 

His ability to judge that a pair of non-words was the same resulted in a z score of -

2.38; his ability to judge that a pair of words was different was at a similar level, z=-

2.74. The majority of errors occurred with stimuli reflecting differences in place of 

articulation with 5 errors in 11 items, for example, /'baglil vs. /'badlil, and 

metathesis with 3 errors in 6 items, for example, /' b I kat/ vs. /' b I tak/. With 

cluster sequences 3/4 were correct, /tfApS/ vs. /tfASp/ was the error, and 1/2 

vowel judgements were correct with /kr I b/ and /krsb/ being judged the same. 
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• Auditory lexical decision (ALD) with pictures (Stackhouse et aL, 2007), recognising 

production errors in 1, 2 and 3/4 syllable words. Harry's scores were typical for his 

age with an overall score of 113/120 compared with a mean for typically 

developing children of 114.7, (S.D. 3.17), z=-0.S3. His score for 1 syllable words was 

38/40, z=-0.12, for 2 syllable words 39/40, z=0.17, and for 3/4 syllable words 36/40, 

z=-1.08. Errors with 3/4 syllable words included acceptance of [I waundabaut] for 

ROUNDABOUT; [Iprerasut] for PARACHUTE; [lbAtafaI] for BUTTERFLY. These 

mispronunciations are all productions which Harry used in his own speech. Three 

of the four errors related to place of articulation and one to cluster reduction. 

• Auditory lexical discrimination (ALD) without pictures (Stackhouse et aL, 2007). 

Harry was asked to judge whether the multisyllabic items that he heard were real 

words or non-words, for example, I I sf I lantl vs. elephant. Seven-year-olds are 

expected to be 98-100% correct and test scores generally reach ceiling at age 6 

years. Harry scored 93.33% (28/30). He made no errors in judging real words; he 

made one perseveration error (judging I I hOSPlpl,l as a real word) and one error 

in detecting metathesis (judging / I sf I lantl to be real word). 

• Auditory lexical decision, judging words in sentences, for example: mouse/mouth, 

"point to the boy's mouse was full of food" (Stackhouse et aL, 2007). No norms are 

available for Harry's age group; typically developing S-year-olds are expected to 

score almost at ceiling. The overall percentage correct for Harry's responses was 

84.72%; he was largely successful with eve words apart from the minimal pair 

MOUSE/MOUTH, where he made 8 errors in 36 items. In his own speech he used lsi 

or Izl for If I and Ivl as in [falz.] for 'five' and it may be that fricatives in this 

SFWF position presented him with difficulties in both perception and production. 

For words that contained word initial consonant clusters (CLOWN/CROWN and 

GRASS/GLASS), when asked to complete a preliminary identification at single word 

level, Harry made no errors but at sentence level he made 8 errors in 36 items for 

CLOWN/CROWN and 21 errors in 36 items for .GRASS/GLASS. As with SFWF fricatives, 

these errors appeared to indicate a link between Harry's speech perception and 

production skills, because cluster reduction was also evident in his speech. 
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Harry's phonological awareness skills were assessed using the assessment from the Sound 

linkage Training Programme (Hatcher, 1994) (note, these tasks typically tapped both input 

and output skills). These activities assess phonological processing skills associated with the 

representation and manipulation of sounds in words. Harry scored 18/36; the test does 

not give details of norms but is presented as suitable for children at the early stages of 

literacy development. Harry was able to listen to a word segmented into syllables (for 

example, "win-dow") and say what the word was (6/6). He could also listen to segmented 

phonemes (for example, r-ai-n) and blend them into words (5/6). His scores on these tasks 

indicated that phonological representations for these tested words were accurate. Given a 

choice of three words Harry could verbally identify which two rhymed with some success 

(4/6 items correct) but he was not confident in the task. He was able to segment words 

into separate phonemes at eve level but not when words contained consonant clusters 

(2/6 correct). He was not able to complete a phoneme deletion task, (for example "take's' 

away from 'stoplll) (0/6) or carry out a phoneme transposition task ("net" is reversed to 

become "ten") (1/6) with any reliability. Harry's responses to these phonological 

awareness activities suggested that he had some awareness of the internal structure of 

phonological representations but was reliant on adult modelling and support to manipulate 

phonological information beyond a basic level. This need for adult support in the form of 

repetition and a slow rate of stimuli presentation to introduce the activity was evident in 

another non-standardised task to assess identification of onset and coda segments. Harry 

was independently able to silently sort pictures of eve words by onset but not coda, which 

again highlighted a difficulty with identification of word-final speech sounds. 

Harry's performance on these assessments indicated that his ability to recognise 

mispronunciations by an adult even with multi-syllabic words was typical for a child of his 

age, and he was able to recognise similarities and differences in pairs of real words. 

However, beyond a eve level he found it difficult to manipulate phonemes in segmentation 

and blending tasks, and even with eve words was not able to reliably identify coda 

segments. At sentence level he showed difficulties in discrimination of real words where 

the difference was between fricatives in SFWF position and with SIWI velar plus 

approximant consonant clusters. These two patterns reflected difficulties in Harry's output 

in that both were patterns that he did not realise consistently in his own speech. 
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Phonological awareness skills were at an early stage of development with Harry's ability to 

manipulate sounds within words at a level below onset and rhyme still limited. His input 

difficulties with complex non-words might have implications for lexical development 

because his impaired ability to discriminate speech sounds in novel words would impact on 

the development of accurate phonological representations and associated motor 

programmes. This could also have implications for the updating of already established 

motor programmes in that lexical development and phonological development are closely 

linked (Stoel-Gammon, 2011). 

5.5 Speech output skills Tl 

Harry's speech output skills were assessed using a range of single word tests; the Picture 

Naming Task (Stackhouse et aI., 2007) and the Non-Word Repetition Task (Stackhouse et 

aI., 2007). He also completed subtests of the DEAP (Dodd et aI., 2002). The single word 

(SW) analysis was based on 110 items collected during these tasks (appendix 5.4). The 

multi-word data are from the analysis of T1 conversational speech (CS) samples 1-7 

(appendices 5.5 to 5.10) and selected imitated sentences from the Connected Speech 

Processes (CSP) Repetition Task (Stackhouse et aI., 2007), (appendix 5.11 and table 5.20); 

there are occasional examples from other conversational speech, which are indicated in the 

text. 

The Picture Naming Task (Stackhouse et aI., 2007) allowed comparison of Harry's whole 

word production with the expected score for a child of his age (see table 5.1); scoring is 

based on the number of whole words that match the adult target. His overall score across 

all word lengths was 21/60 (35.00%), z=-8.44, compared with the mean score for 7-year

olds of 54.2/60 (90.33%), S.D. 3.93. Harry's score indicated a severe level of difficulty in 

comparison with a typically developing peer group. His scores for 1 syllable (9/20, z=-8.16), 

2 syllable (8/20, z=-8.16), and for 3/4 syllable words (4/20, z=-5.55) indicated a severe level 

of difficulty across all word lengths. 

Harry completed the Non-Word Repetition Task (Stackhouse et al., 2007), (see table 5.1). 

His score across all word lengths was 25/60 (41.66%), z=-5.11, compared with an expected 

mean score of 48.85/60 (81.41%), S.D. 4.66 for typical 7-year-olds, indicating a severe level 

of difficulty. Harry scored equally poorly across all word lengths as shown by scores for 1 

(z=-3.75), 2 (z=-4.71) and 3/4 (z=-3.34) syllable words respectively. 
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Table 5.1 Harry: Scores Picture Naming Task and Non-Word Repetition Task T1 

Picture Naming Task (real words) Non-word Repetition Task 
Word structure Norms age 7 Harry's score Norms age 7 Harry's score 

years (mean, (z-score) years (mean, (z-score) 
S.D.) S.D.} 

1 syllable (N=20) 18.8 (1.20) 9 (-8.16) 16.05 (1.88) 9 (-3.75) 
2 syllable (N=20) 18.45 (1.28) 8 (-8.16) 16.95 (1.90) 8 (-4.71) 
3 & 4 syllable 16.95 (2.33) 4 (-5.55) 15.80 (2.33) 8 (-3.34) 
words (N=20) 
Total (N=60) 54.2 (3.93) 21 (-8.44) 48.85 (4.66) 25 (-5.11) 

Scores on both real word naming and on non-word repetition indicated severe levels of 

difficulty when compared with the scores achieved by typical children. Item-by-item 

analysis revealed segmental realisations that were closely matched across the two different 

types of stimuli. For example, BRUSH realised as [bWAS] and the non-word /bJ IS/realised 

as [bWIS]; AEROPLANE realised as [ldapeIn] and /IDJaplaun/ realised as [Inlapaun]. 

There were differences, for example, FISHING was realised as [I f IS InJ and 1 I fnS I 01 as 

[ I fns I oJ, with the SFWF nasal velar matching the adult target. However, these 

differences were not always in favour of non-word accuracy, so for example, SNAKE was 

realised accurately but the matched non-word /snaIk/ was realised as [snaIt], with 

fronting of the SFWF velar plosive. 

The similarity between the realisations of items in the naming task and non-word repetition 

tasks suggested that similar motor and perceptual constraints a_ffected Harry's output of 

both previously known and novel words. Differences between output levels, for example, 

identified difficulties with word production in naming tasks and better performance with 

real word and non-word repetition might be indicative of specific processing problems with 

motor programmes (Stackhouse & Wells, 1997). However, Harry showed no such 

differential in levels of output and his scores were interpreted as symptomatic of diffuse . 

deficits across his speech processing system. 

Non-published output-based phonological awareness tasks showed that Harry could 

accurately segment words into syllables by tapping or clapping but was not able to segment 

eve words reliably into separate phonemes. He was reliant on adult scaffolding to 

manipulate segments in simple words, requiring repetition of stimuli and slow rates of 

presentation. He benefitted from having physical apparatus such a blocks or counters to 
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support his performance on phonological tasks. He was able to blend C-V-C elements to 

produce whole CVC words but not able to do this at CCVC level because he had difficulty 

with consonant cluster production. For example, when asked to blend /s-t-s-p/ he 

produced [ssp]. His ability to generate rhymes based on common CVC words was limited 

to a few high frequency examples such as "words that rhyme with cat", where he was able 

to think of bat, mat and hat but was unable to generate any rhymes for "man" or "hot". 

This was assumed to be linked to Harry having learned through repeated exposure to, for 

example, "at" rhymes in classroom activities, something which he himself commented on. 

His reliance on adult support in phonological awareness tasks was partly due to processing 

load; he was unable to manipulate segments within a word and still reliably recall the task 

he had been asked to do. He was also poor at sounding out words, and therefore almost 

certainly in using sub-vocal rehearsal, which affected both segmentation and blending 

skills. 

5.6 Oro-motor assessment and diadochokinesis (OOK) T1 

Harry's oro-motor skills were assessed using items from the DEAP (Dodd et aL, 2002). 

Harry's non-speech movements in isolation (for example, tongue elevation; lip spreading; 

lip rounding) and in sequences (for example, a cough followed by a kiss gesture) were 

accurate for movements that did not involve his tongue. He was not able to elevate his 

tongue to verbal command or in copying an adult model; lateral movements i.e. moving the 

tongue from one corner of the mouth and back again several times lacked precision in that 

he moved the tongue body and did not place his tongue tip exactly in the corners of his 

mouth. His movements were also rather slow and deliberate. Harry's performance 

suggested that he had oro-motor difficulties. Williams and Stackhouse (2000) found that 

70% of typical 5-year-olds were unable to elevate their tongue tip in an oro-motor task, and 

it may be that Harry's difficulties were a reflection of an immature motor system. 

Harry's DDK skills were assessed for rate and accuracy in a non-standardised way through 

repetition of single segments [PJ, [tJ, [k] (see Methods, Chapter Three). He was asked 

to do this 10 times after being given an adult model and three practise attempts. Harry 

was able to produce all three segments in isolation and repeat them, for example, [PJ, 

[PJ, [PJ. However, he was unable to produce the sequence [PJ, [tJ, [kJ with 

articulatory ease in that his attempts lacked fluency, with frequent pauses and hesitations 
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between segments. He did not manage to produce any accurate sequences. For example: 

trial 1 [p, k, t]; 2 [p, t, t]; 3 [p, k, k]; 4 [p, k, k]; 5 [p, k, tJ. 

Harry's inaccurate and inconsistent performance on DDK sequences was suggestive of 

difficulties with motor planning. However, his lack of speed and poor precision might also 

indicate that he had some degree of motor execution difficulties, although within the 

limitations of this task (and possibly more generally) it may be difficult to isolate the 

relative impact of difficulties with motor planning and execution. 

5.7 Phonetic Inventory T1 

Harry's phonetic inventory for consonants, based on single word and utterance level 

analysis, is listed in table 5.2. 

Table 5.2 Harry: Phonetic inventory (consonants) in SWand MWU T1 

Bilabial Labiodental Dental Alveolar Palatal Velar Glottal 
Ploslve p b t d k 9 ? 
EJectlve p' t' k' 
Nasal m n 0 
Fricative f v () s-z h 
Approximant w 1 j 

Harry's vowel inventory included all vowels expected in his accent of English (see Chapter 

Three, Methods). In this analysis the realisation of It I as a glottal stop in SFWW and SFWF 

positions and the vocalisation of SFWF /1/ to [u] (Grunwell, 1987) were judged as typical 

for Harry's accent of English. 

5.8 Stimulablllty Tl 

Harry was not stimulable for any of the phones not in his inventory, even with maximal 

modelling i.e. attending to auditory and visual information and given appropriate cues such 

as "round your lips" to facilitate the production of / f /. 

5.9 PCCTl 

Harry's SW PCC was 62.11% and his PVC was 95.83%, giving a PPC of 78.97%. Scores were 

derived from 110 single words. This PCC puts Harry's speech Into the Shriberg & 

Kwiatkowski, (1982) category of moderate to severe difficulties for consonant production 

(range: 50-64%). 
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5.10 Phonological process analysis Tl 

A phonological process analysis was completed using data primarily from single words and 

conversational speech, supplemented by data from imitated sentences where appropriate. 

There was evidence both in SW and MWU of structural and systemic processes (see table 

5.3). The main structural process in evidence was cluster reduction. Systemic processes 

included velar fronting, deaffrication, gliding and voicing; Harry also atypically realised 

SIWW and SFWF labiodental fricatives as alveolar fricatives. There was some evidence of 

variability in his speech. 

Table 5.3 Harry: Phonological processes (consonants) T1 

Target Harry's Target Harry's 

(SW) realisation (conversational realisation 

speech CS) 

Structural processes 

Cluster reduction GLOVES: ega I lApS] IT SLOWLY STARTS TO [II Isauwi 

epenthesis [lgalapeI-n] MELT (CS 1) I sats th a 

AEROPLANE: Imwl] 

CR 

Systemic processes 

Velar fronting ~N§.AROO [ I th re-ndawu] SHE MUST BE [Ith u/I-n 
~OOKING ALL THE 

01 a 
TIME (conv.) 

I th aI -m] 

Voicing (complete LEGS [lEks] MUMMY I~ (CS 6) [IIDA-mr I IS] 

devoicing of SFWF 
segments) 

Deaffrication !ELLY [ld.Eli] IT(S) lUST ABOUT (CS [II I dAst 

1) a I haul] 

Gliding RING [WI-OJ TRICK OR TREAT (CS [It WI I 0 

5) I twi t] 

Alveolar realisation FIVE [faIZ.] THEY FALL O~ER (CS [di Ifau 

of labiodental 1) I/auza] 

fricatives (SIWW & 
SFWF) 

5.10.1 Structural processes Tl 

As previously mentioned, the main structural process in Harry's speech was cluster 

reduction although there were also occasional instances in MWU of the deletion of final 

consonants as in BIG WAy! CAME realised as [hII lweI Ikh g-:m] (CS 4) and weak 

syllables as in HEART ATTACK realised as [I ha? I th rek] (CS 3). 
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5.10.1.1 SIWI and SIWW clusters in single words 

All consonant clusters were examined (see table 5.4); in SW there were 25 examples of 

SIWI clusters and 8 SIWW; 23 were plosive/fricative plus approximant or /r/ clusters and 

10 were /s/ clusters. There were a few examples of lexical effects so that, SNAKE and SPIDER 

were always produced accurately; recent intervention had targeted these words, so Harry 

had frequently been asked to say them, which may have positively influenced his 

production. 

Table 5.4 Harry: Realisation of syllable Initial word Initial (SIWI) and syllable initial within word 
(SIWW) consonant clusters in single words and conversational speech T1 

Process Single words (SW) Conversational Examples 
(33 Items) speech (CS) (26 

Items) 
None (i.e. cluster 30.35% (10/33) 30.76% (8/26); PLATE [pleIt] 

realised accurately) (note: 5 were (SW); FLOWER 

correct realisation [I flaowa] (SWlj SLIDE 

of / sp/ in SPIDER [slaId] (CS 1) 

Realised with 2 33.33% (11/33) 19.23% (5/26) plus BREAD [I bWEt' ] 
elements (but one 3.8% (1/26) triple (SW); UMJmELLA 

or both elements /s/ cluster realised [A -mba I wEla] 

have immature or with 2 elements (SW); YBOUP 
atypical realisation) [gwup' ] (CS 5); 

CRUST [tWAS] (CS 2); 
HAIR.Q.!!ESSER 

[hEa I dWEsa] (SW); 

BRIDGE [bWItS] 

(SW) 
Reduced to a single 30.35% (10/33) 42.3% (11/26) BUTTERFLY 

element [lbAta-faI] (SW); 

CRUST [th ASt] (CS 
2); STARTS [sats] 

(CS 1); AEROPLANE 

[IEalapeI-n] 

(SW); STRAWBERRY 

[ I S:)bE : I] (SW) 

Coalescence 6.06% (2/33) 3.8% (1/26) SWING [sfI-nh] 

(SW); ~ARE [fEa] 

(SW); ~EETIES 
[Isfi?is] (CS5) 

There were also three examples of epenthesis in the SW data, two with adult targets of 

voiced velar plosive plus approximant: §BASS realised as [gawas]; yj.OVES realised as 

[galAps] and one with the voiced bilabial plosive plus approximant UMJmELLA realised as 

[A -mba I wEla]. 
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5.10.1.2 SIWI and SIWW clusters in conversational speech 

There were 26 unambiguous examples of SIWI consonant clusters in the conversational 

speech samples, i.e. where the word was intelligible and the target known, and no SIWW 

examples; 13 clusters were plosive/fricative plus approximant or Irl clusters and 13 were 

/s/ clusters (see table 5.4). 

The number of cluster realisations that matched the adult targets in SW and conversational 

speech was very similar, i.e. around thirty percent although 19.23% of the CS score is 

accounted for in five realisations of I spl in SPIDER and an adjustment for this (i.e. only 

counting that word once) would suggest greater accuracy in SW. Gliding of the second 

element of /r/ clusters was a major factor in both SW and MWU, for example, TRICK OR TREAT 

(CS 5) was realised as [I tWI? ;) I tWI tJ and there were 3 examples of epenthesis in SW 

but none in conversational speech; few of the words occurred in both conditions so it was 

not possible to do a direct comparison of their realisation in SW and conversational speech. 

Reduction of the cluster to a single element was more frequent in MWU than in SW (42.3% 

compared with 33.33%), for example, IT &OWLV ~ARTS TO MELT (CS 1) was realised as [I? 

I sauwi I sots th a I msu?J. /1/ clusters were always reduced to a single element in 

conversational speech (6/6 examples) compared with 2/7 examples in SW (3 were realised 

accurately, 1 with epenthesis and 1 with a glide). These data also suggest that Harry was 

using clusters with greater accuracy in SW than in MWU. The one exception to this is /s/ 

clusters where (counting only one production of SPIDER) Harry realised 66.66% (6/9) of 

targets in conversational speech but only 36.36% (4/11) in SW. This might be explained by 

the words used for the data collection of cluster types. The SW sample elicited a wider 

range of lsi clusters (9 different clusters, including 3 three-element clusters) than Harry 

produced in conversational speech (5 different clusters). 

5.10.1.3 SFWW and SFWF consonant clusters 

SFWF clusters were also examined (see table 5.5). In SW there were 6 examples of SFWF or 

SFWW consonant clusters; 3 were realised accurately and 3 were not. In conversational 

speech 23 SFWF clusters were conservatively identified and almost 80% were realised 

accurately, encompassing a range of different types of clusters. 
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Table 5.5 Harry: Realisation of SFWF and SFWW consonant clusters in SW and CS T1 

Process Single Conversational Examples 
words speech (CS) (23 
(SW) (6 items) 
items) 

None (i.e. cluster 50% (3/6) 78.26% (18/23) ELEPHANT [I dafa-nt' ] 
realised accurately) (SW); JUMP [ciA -mp] (SW); 

ROUNDABOUT [wau-nd,abaut' ] 
(SW); JUST [dAst] (CS 1); BO~ 
[boksJ (CS 5); COMED 

[I kh A -md.' ] (CS 4) 
Reduction to a single 17.39% (4/23) CRUST [I tWAS] (CS 2); 
element BREAKFAST [I bE/kas] (CS 5) 

FCD 4.34% (1/23) LAND [le- IJ (CS 4) 

Voicing (i.e. SFWF 16.66% LEGS [lEks] (SW); 
voiced segments (1/6) 
realised in a devoiced 
form) 
Deaffrication (and CR) 33.33% ORANGE [I OWl s] (SW); SPONGE 

(2/6) [SpA -ns], (SW) 

5.10.2 Systemic processes 11 

The most frequently occurring systemic processes were velar fronting, devoicing of SFWF 

obstruents; deaffrication; gliding and alveolar realisation of labiodental fricatives in SFWF 

and SIWW positions (for example, OVER realised as [ I lauza]; see table 5.3). 

5.10.2.1 Velar Fronting 

Harry's realisation of velar plosives was varied in terms of placement and voicing. 

• In SW 75% (6/8) of word initial velars were realised as velars with appropriate 

voicing; 25% (2/8) were fronted. In CS 64.7% (11/17) were realised as velars and 

35.29% (6/17) were fronted. Variability in production was evident, for example, in 

CS 4 GOOSE was realised with a SIWI velar on 3/4 occasions and fronted on 1/4; 

CAME showed the same pattern. 

• In SW the SFWF target was always realised as a velar (9/9) but the voiced segment 

/g/ was realised as the voiceless cognate, for example, FROG as [fok' ]. In 

conversational speech 54.54% (6/11) of SFWF targets were realised as velars but, 

particularly within an utterance, Harry realised segments as glottal stops, for 
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example, BIG GROUP [b I? I gwup' ]. SFWF plosives were frequently realised as 

ejectives in SW (57.14%); this also occurred in conversational speech in utterance 

final positions, for example, ALL THE WAY BACK [I :lla I we I I bll!k' ]. 

• Within-word velar targets were generally realised as velars (5/6) but there was a 

tendency (2/6) to voice voiceless segments, for example, MONKEY was realised as 

[IIllJ\Ogi]; this also appeared within utterances across word boundaries where, 

for example, PECK IT was realised as [pEg I tJ and, in another conversation, NICK IT 

as [nIg It]. 

In summary, velar placement was generally more accurate in SW but subject to variability 

in MWU, where fronting occurred more frequently. SFWF devoicing of velar targets was 

evident in SW as were ejective realisations; these also occurred in utterance final positions 

and it might be predicted that devoicing of voiced segments would also occur in this 

position although there were no examples within these data. Within words and across 

word boundaries in MWU, voiceless velars were liable to be voiced although in MWU 

glottal stops also occurred; this was not evident in SW. 

5.10.2.2. Voicing 

The voicing processes described with velars applied to other plosives and fricatives and 

were evident in both SW and MWU (see table 5.6); these were principally complete 

devoicing of SFWF segments (partial devoicing occurs in typical speech, "voicing may end 

early", Ball & Mu"lIer, 2005, p. 194). There were also examples- of the harmonisation of 

voicing of within-word or across word boundary phones. 

Table 5.6 Harry: Examples of voicing processes T1 

Voicing process Examples 
Devoicing of SFWF FIVE [falz.] (SW); PI§ 

segments [b I k] (SW); tco~ [th as] 

(CS 2); VILLAGE [I b 111 s] (CS 
5); HAD [hll!t' ] (CS 5) 

Voicing within word or BIS"UIT [I b I Ig It' ] (SW); 
across word boundary Rlf IT [I WI b I/J (conv.) 

The devoicing of word final obstruents was perceptually quite disruptive because vowel 

duration shortened ahead of the unvoiced segment. This impacted on the intelligibility of 
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Harry's speech especially when single syllable information carrying words were affected. If 

this devoiced element combined with another segmental process such as cluster reduction 

or velar fronting, it could make the intended target unclear. For example, CRAB realised as 

[tyrep' J; BREAD realised as [I bWEt' J; FROG realised as [fnk' J. 

5.10.2.3 Dea/frication 

Harry always realised the post alveolar affricates Itfl and Iltl as immature forms, either 

as a stop or an affricate without the post-alveolar placement. In both SW and MWU SIWI 

targets were realised as [tJ and [d] and SFWF were [ts] and [dz] or [s] and [z]. 

For example, CHAIR was realised as [th Ea] and BRIDGE as [bW1 ts]. (Note: the use of the 

term deaffrication strictly speaking denotes loss of the fricative element as in JUMP realised 

as [dA -mp]. Its use in this section is broader to cover all changes to the realisation of 

affricate segments). 

5.10.2.4 Gliding 

Harry consistently glided Irl to [w] and he was not stimulable for Ir/. 11/ was realised 

correctly apart from in contexts that were liable to omission i.e. multisyllabic words, for 

example HELICOPTER was realised as [I hE 1kh nita]. 

5.10.2.5 Labiodental fricatives 

Harry frequently realised labiodental fricatives as alveolar fricatives in SFWF or SIWW 

positions; for example, Of in the utterance I LIKE THE CRUST OF THE BREAD (CS 2) [?a I I la I? 

3a I t"A_ st nz ~. a I bYEtJ. This process is not developmentally typical. In SW this 

occurred in 57.14% (4/7) possible words, including examples where the target I e I, with a 

predicted realisation of the immature labiodental [f], was realised instead as lsi as in 

TEETH [th is]. In another example, the target KNIFE was realised as rna I f] but the plural 

form as [I na 181 s]. In the conversational speech data there were several examples of 

this atypical process, for example, HARD AND TOUGH (CS 2) [I had an I tAS]; there was just 

one where Ivl was realised as a typical voiced labiodental fricative in OVER [I auva] , 

previously in the same utterance it was realised as [I auza]. Harry was easily stimulable 

for labiodental fricatives in SFWF and SIWW positions. 
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5.1.0.3 Summary of phonological process analysis T1. 

The most frequent and potentially most significant phonological process found in Harry's 

speech and one which might impact on intelligibility was cluster reduction and 

simplification (Hodson & Paden, 1981; Weston & Shriberg, 1992; Yavas & Lamprecht, 

1988). In addition, multiple systemic processes might also impact on intelligibility because 

of the cumulative effects on the segmental integrity of individual words. However, this 

phonological process analysis had not captured all the data which might be important in 

providing a full description of Harry's individual speech patterns. 

5.11 Features not captured through phonological process analysis Tl 

The phonological process analysis revealed a wealth of information which contributed to 

the description and explanation of Harry's speech patterns and intelligibility. However, in 

the course of the assessment it became apparent that there were other features which 

could not be accounted for through a traditional phonological process analysis. These 

particular features were lexical idiosyncrasies and his variability in speech output, and word 

juncture behaviours in multi-word utterances. 

5.1.1..1. Lexical "Idiosyncrasies" 

In addition to features already described, Harry's speech also showed differences that 

might be characterised as lexical idiosyncrasies (see table 5.7). These may be so called 

"frozen" forms (Bryan & Howard, 1992) in that they were lexically specific and consistently 

realised. They also tended to be associated with production of particular multisyllabic 

words. This description of "frozen" forms is applied to lexical items where motor 

programmes established at an earlier time in development are not updated as the child's 

phonological and phonetic skills mature (Stackhouse & Wells, 1997), possibly due to 

difficulties with motor programming. Thus, their realisation may appear to be very 

immature or sometimes present with segmental patterns that are not obviously compatible 

with other output in the child's system. 

Table 5.7 Harry: Examples of lexical Idiosyncrasies T1 

Word Typical realisation Harry's realisation 
MEDIUM /Imldija-m/ [Imldama-n] (conv.) 
SUPPOSED /salpauzd/ [sma-us] (conv.) 
FUNERAL /lfjunaJal! [Ifunabal] (CS 3) 
PYJAMAS /ph al<ha-maz/ [wilda-mIS] (SW) 
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The fact that these differences in word realisation are not always obviously process based 

reduced their predictability and for Harry these now chronologically mismatched items 

might, depending on context, negatively impact on intelligibility. 

5.21.2 Variability 

In contrast with "frozen" forms, there were numerous examples of variability in Harry's SW 

assessment (see table 5.8), with multisyllabic words often showing at least one segmental 

difference when elicited at different times. These variations might be interpreted as Harry 

attempting to modify his speech towards the achievement of realisations that were closer 

to the adult model which could be termed progressive variability (and some versions were 

indeed more phonologically mature than others), (see Chapter Four, Tallulah, section 

4.11.3). However, with the possible exception of consonant clusters (see section 

5.26.1.1.1) this was not usually the case and the productions were not consecutively 

realised with greater accuracy. He rarely, if ever, changed his realisations in this way 

except in response to a direct adult request. 

Another interpretation of Harry's output variations may be that they were due to 

difficulties in motor planning and/or phonological assembly. The differentiation between 

these two terms is unclear. Motor planning has been defined as "where the motor 

programs of individual words are assembled into a single utterance plan" (Stackhouse & 

Wells, 1997, p. 165). Phonological assembly has been described as the process of 

"selecting and sequencing phonemes (i.e. assembling a phonological template for the 

utterance)" (Dodd, Holm, Crosbie, & McCormack, 2005, p. 58). One difference between 

the terms is that Stackhouse and Wells (1997) never refer to phonemes as elements of 

speech processing. The DEAP Inconsistency Assessment (Dodd et aI., 2002), might be one 

way of conceptualising these observations. However, in spite of his variable productions 

Harry did not reach criterion of 40% variability for a diagnosis of inconsistent speech 

disorder. Of note, there were also occasional naming errors which may have had a 

semantic basis, for example, "madearound" for ROUNDABOUT. 

Table 5.8 Harry: Variability In realisation of slnsle words T1 

Target (typical adult Harry's realisations 
realisation) 

KANGAROO / I kaugaJu/ [Ith II!-ndwu]; [ I khll!-ugawu] ; [ I khll!-ndawu] ; 
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[ I th Iilogawu] 

GLOVES /gIAYZ/ [dops] ; ega I lApS] 

TEETH /ti e / [this]; [di~J 
FIVE /farY/ [far _z.] ; [far .. Y]; [falY.J ; [falY] 

This variability was also evident in MWU where, as already described in the discussion 

about velar fronting, Harry's realisation of a particular word might be different, even within 

a single utterance. This can be seen in the following example from conversational speech 

with the words TIGER and LEOPARDS: 

TIGER-AND KNOW WHAT? TUH-NOTHING EATS TIGERS DO THEY? EVEN LEOPARDS CAN'T 'COS LEH

'COS TIGERS EAT LEOPARDS 

[Ith alva (,) re-n I na- u wo? Ith Ah (,) nA-Sl-n I?it.s Ith algas du 

3el (,) I?ija-n IIE?bas Ith a-n? th as IIEb. (,) th as Ith al9.,as Ii? 

IIE?bats] 

In the first production of TIGERS the SIWW velar is realised as a velar fricative; in LEOPARD 

processes of segment deletion and SFWF cluster reduction operate variably across the two 

different tokens of the word. 

Further evidence of variability emerged when comparing productions of SW and the 

utterance level productions from the imitated sentences of the CSP task. For example, 

Harry's realisation of the target ELEPHANT in I GAVE THE ELEPHANT A BANANA [a 1 I ge 1 - S a-n 

ba (, ) I nE-Iaba-n? ja? a (,) ba- I na-na], was contrasted with his SW realisation 

[I dafantJ. In sentence repetition it appeared that the motor planning for the 

production of two multisyllabic words (ElEPHANT and BANANA) in close proximity had broken 

down at the level of phonological assembly. 

This utterance level variability is further illustrated in the following examples: 

1) SAM LOVED TO DANCE realised as 

i. [I sre-m lA - la-In la-ns IlAns th a I da-ns] 

ii. [Isre-m lAf IdA-ns] 

Harry again evidenced difficulties with phonological assembly. In the first attempt the 

utterance final, stressed and accurate realisation of DANCE appears to have interfered with 
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the realisation of the verb LOVED earlier in the sentence. The sequence showed four 

realisations of LOVED, each one influenced by [' da -ns] in slightly different ways. On his 

second attempt (having been given the model again), Harry simplified the sentence both 

syntactically and phonetically, firstly by omitting the past tense morpheme -ED and the verb 

infinitive marker TO, and secondly by the use of vowel harmony across the two words 

2) JOHN COLLECTS STAMPS realised as [' go-n ta'lsts 'sre-fnts], noting the final 

cluster in STAMPS. 

In comparison with an item with a similar coda in the SW data set, JUMP, realised as 

[dA -mpJ, all oral consonants in the utterance other than the initial target affricate were 

realised with appropriate manner of articulation, but with consistent alveolar place of 

articulation. If the word STAMPS was analysed as a SW using a phonological process 

approach, this analysis might suggest atypical realisation of bilabial segments; seen in the 

context of analysis at the level of multi-word speech, the production was more likely to 

reflect a long domain harmony realised across an utterance. 

Traces of similar difficulties appeared occasionally in the spontaneous MWU data: for 

example, see the repair of the word "sac" in the utterance AND IF THEY'RE REALLY LUCKY THEY 

MIGHT MAKE (UM) MAKE TWO EGG SACS (CS 6) realised as [re-n I s a wi: 'IAfi s I rna I me- I 

(a) me-If I th U Sf 'sAk:' (. .. ) , sreks]; the first realisation of SAC is apparently 

influenced by the vowel I AI in the word LUCKY. For the most part, however, they occurred 

most noticeably in sentence repetition and may be a reflection .of the nature of the task 

which makes particular demands on memory and planning, not permitting the kind of 

lexical selection and avoidance known to occur in young children's speech development 

and in developmental speech disorders (see Stoel-Gammon, 2011, for a review). 

5.12 Speech behaviours In multi-word utterances T1 

Harry's speech production was examined in conversational speech and imitated sentences, 

focusing on an assessment of the characteristics of his speech at word boundaries and how 

this compared to the multi-word speech of other children of the same age. Harry's use of 

assimilation, elision and liaison, and close versus open juncture was examined both in 

sentence repetition and in conversational speech 
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5.12.1 Word juncture In sentence Imitation T1 

The Connected Speech Processes (CSP) Repetition task (Stackhouse et aI., 2007) was 

carried out to examine word juncture behaviours in imitated sentences (see table 5.9). 

Table 5.9 Harry: Scores on Connected Speech Processes (CSP) Repetition task 11 

Process Score expected at Harry's Examples of Harry's realisations 
age 7 score compared with typical 7-year-olds 

Assimilation 

t#* 92.40% 0% (0/4) EAT PUDDING [I ip"'- pudr-oJ-[1 i? 
pudr -0] 

n# 80.43% 25% (1/4) JANE MADE [I«t\er-m me-rdJ-[lde-rn 
me- rdJ 

d# 43.18% 0% (0/4) RED CAR [I H;9'- ka] - [ I WE?- kaJ 

#1 83.83% n/a 11/ was realised as [s], so not possible 
to score 

Elision 
Ct#C 86.94% 50% (2/4) MUST CLEAN [I IDAS klIn] - [ I IDA? klIn] 
Cd#C 72.63% 100% ROBgQ THE [I Job 5a] - [ I wu?b 5a] 

(10/10) 
Liaison 
j-liaison 91.94% 25% (1/4) MY UNCLE [mall I A -oklJ-[mar 

I?A -uk] 

w-liaison 95.35% 50% (1/2) BLE)tiQUT [bluw laut]-[buw lau?] 

r-liaison 86.15% 0% (0/4) CLAI,BlATE [I klEaJ EtJ-[lklEa (.) a 
I ?E?] 

Articles 
Indefinite No norms given 0% (0/2) AN ELEPHANT [a-n I Elafa-nt]-[a? 

I Elafa-nt] 

Definite No norms given 0% (0/2) THE ORANGE [5il . IOJ r -n«t\] - [a? 
I owr-ns] 

*a glottal stop for SFWF It I is typical for Harry's accent so was accepted 

Harry's scores for elision, assimilation and liaison were, with one exception (elision of 

word-final I d/), much lower than expected for a child of his age. There were frequent 

examples of glottal stops at word boundaries with 21 (50%) of the 42 target junctures being 

realised in this way. Harry used both open and close juncture on this task. For example THE 

RED CAR WENT AWAY was realised as: 

o 0 0 C C 
[da IWE? Ikh a IwE -nt a'wed 

There was open juncture between THE and RED; RED and CAR; CAR and WENT with equal stress 

on RED, CAR and WENT. The last part of the utterance was realised with close juncture. 
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There were two instances in the data of atypical elision with SIWI velars being deleted and 

close juncture replacing the deleted segments with approximant liaison. These were: 

• YOU CAN READ MY BOOK realised as [Iju W al-m Iwib"" mal IbukJ 

• HE GAVE ME A BANANA realised as [hi I j e I mi a ba I na -na -] 

These two examples, while being unusual were not probably significant in terms of Harry's 

speech data overall. However, they provided insight into the hyperelision that was 

characteristic of Harry's output, discussed in the next section. Replacing adult targets, 

particularly in SIWI position and in stressed syllables, as with GAVE, is highly unusual 

(Shockey, 2003) with consequent impact on listener recognition of what has been said. 

5.12.2. Word Juncture In conversational speech 

Having assessed word juncture through sentence repetition, Harry's conversational speech 

was examined to see how this compared with sentence repetition in terms of the 

connected speech processes assessed and other word juncture behaviours. In the 

conversational data there were occasional examples of appropriate close juncture, for 

example, the use of j-liaison at the boundary between BY and A in the phrase STABBED BY A 

PERSON (CS 3) realised as [I stall: ball a I ph asa-n]. In many instances, however, the 

connected speech processes of assimilation, elision and liaison which might be expected in 

typical speech production from around three years old were not apparent in Harry's 

spontaneous speech. As also found in the Connected Speech Processes Repetition data, 

many word junctures were produced with glottal stop realisation of SFWF consonants, for 

example, the target BIG BOX was realised as [I b I I boks] and STABBED BY as [I stall: ba I]. 

Howard, Wells and Local (2008) describe the ways in which an unusual preference for open 

junctures at word boundaries, together with a tendency to hyperarticulatlon of segments, 

will produce prosodically atypical speech, which may sound "slow, effortful and disjointed" 

(p. 594). A different effect is found where there is a preference for close junctures; these 

are realised with inappropriate segmental and syllabic omissions and weak articulation and 

may reduce intelligibility through hyperelision as with the examples given in section 5.12.1. 

Hyperartlculatlon and hyperelision may exist side by side in the speech production of an 

individual child, and this appears to be the case for Harry in his multi-word speech in 

conversation. 
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In some cases Harry used inappropriate open juncture (mainly through the use of audible 

pauses) within phrases. For example, the phrase AND LANDED ON THE BOAT'S TOP was realised 

as [re-n 'lre-ndl? un (.) d~a bauts (.) I th up], generally preserving the syllabic 

structure ofthe words, but at the expense of rate, rhythm and general fluency. There were 

also occasional examples when he showed other unusual open juncture realisations at 

word boundaries. For example, the phrase AND (A) COUPLE OF was transcribed as: [renn'" (.) 

tA"' paz]. Here the audible nasal emission on the latter part of the nasal at the juncture of 

AND and COUPLE is followed by a perceptible silent interval before the release of the fronted 

[tJ"' in COUPLE, which is accompanied by velopharyngeal turbulence. Both nasal emission 

and velopharyngeal turbulence are speech production features most commonly associated 

with cleft palate speech, however, in Harry's case they provide a clear example of specific 

difficulties with the timing of velopharyngeal closure in the transition from the word-final 

nasal to the word-initial homorganic plosive. 

Co-existing with utterances evidencing hyperarticulation and open juncture were other 

utterances characterised by hyperelision. For example, I DIDN'T EVEN in the utterance I DIDN'T 

EVEN EAT ANY was realised as [al 'j Ij In], and SHALL I TELL YOU WHAT was realised as [an 

'dre d~e:1 'wu?h ] and AND THEN A as [an nel -a]. In these excerpts from the MWU data 

there are both segmental and syllable elisions, as well as unusual and weakened 

articulatory realisations. These appear to reflect typical MWU reduction processes 

(Johnson, 2004) but when interacting with the limitations of his segmental system, 

processes which should make his speech more typical have counter-productive effects on 

intelligibility. Examination of the data shows that hyperelislon was typically associated with 

specific linguistic and interactional contexts. It was particularly, but not only, found in high 

frequency words and phrases. Hyperelision was also a feature of narratives recounting 

familiar events, where it occurred alongside words and phrases characterised by more 

careful articulation and more frequent use of open juncture. There was a tendency for the 

establishment of a specific topic and its referents to be associated with hyperartlculation, 

with hyperelision being used thereafter, where shared listener knowledge may be 

assumed. A comparison of two items, one from theSW data and one from conversational 

speech, serves as a reminder that the phonological, grammatical and lexical structure of an 

utterance can have a profound effect on segmental sequences which, in terms of sequence 

alone, might be considered to be Identical. Thus in the SW data, Harry produced 
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ROUNDABOUT as [I wau-ndabautJ, with minimal difference from a typical adult target, 

whereas in the CS data, FOUND ABOUT, in the utterance us FOUND ABOUT 85 GOOSE FEATHERS (CS 

4) was realised as [I faun (.) at (.) bout], displaying open juncture at word and 

syllable boundaries, final consonant deletion, and glottal replacement of It/. 

5.13 The realisation of final plosives as an interactional device 

One further observation was that Harry's productions of voiceless and devoiced plosives in 

word-final context in both the SW and MWU data suggested that realisations were 

influenced by their position both within an utterance and also in the larger context of 

conversational interaction. A range of realisations were identified (unreleased plosives, 

glottal stops, deletions, and ejectives). Closer inspection, however, suggested that the 

ejective realisations occurred in specific phonological and interactional contexts. Whereas 

the unreleased plosives, glottal stops and deletions occurred within utterances in the 

conversational speech data, ejective realisations occurred in both the SW data and the 

conversational speech data in contexts which were both utterance-final and also signalled 

the end of a turn constructional unit in the larger interaction (Sacks, Shegloff, & Jefferson, 

1974), (see table 5.10 for examples of different variants and their contexts). In other 

words, they occurred at points where the conversational turn was being handed from Harry 

to his conversational partner. 

Table 5.10 Harry: EJectlve and non eJectlve realisations of ploslves In the SW and CS data T1 

Phonetic realisation (targets underlined) Context 
PIG [blkJ; ELEPHANT [I dafant' ] SW: utterance final 

Bly GROUf [I bIt I gwup' ] CS 5: within utterance (Blm 
and utterance final (GROUel 

OR MAYBE GO! STABBEQ BY A PERSON OR SHO! [::> I melb,i dot CS 3: within utterance (GOL 
I stlllt ball a Iph asan (.) ::> I sot' ] STABBEQ) and utterance final 

(SHO!). 
GOOSE FEATHERS CAME UfAND THEN A Bly WAVE CAME AND CS 4: within utterance (Uf; 
WASHEQI!Ue[ldus IfEzaz IteI-m AP~ a-nu-a Iblt BI§; WASHEQ; I!) and 
lweI Ikh E-:m a-n Iwost It lAP' ] utterance final (ue) 

I LlgTHECRUS!OFTHE BREAQ [tal Ilalt <5a Ith A st CS 2: within utterance (Llg; . -
oz~. a I b_wEtJ CRUS!) and utterance final 

(BREAQ) 

The realisation of plosives as ejectives may not impact on intelligibility in conversational 

speech, indeed they occur in typical speech (Ball & Mu"lIer, 2005), but listeners may notice 

their occurrence in Harry's speech. However, significantly for clinical interpretation, a 
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speech assessment that is confined to single word production only may lead to the 

erroneous conclusion that Harry has atypical realisations of SFWF plosives; Ball and Muller 

(2005) comment that occasionally ejectives occur in articulatory disorders. Alternatively, if 

single word realisations are compared with productions of the same segments in 

conversation, a somewhat different picture emerges. The picture-naming task could be 

regarded as a particular type of interaction between child and his conversational partner 

with each instance of single word production interpreted as, in itself, a turn end (Wells, 

2010, personal communication). The interactive role of ejective realisations is highlighted 

by the pattern of occurrence at "turn end" in both SW and conversational speech but it is 

only through comparison of the SW and multi-word speech data that a pattern can be 

detected. 

5.14 Summary of findings at T1 

Harry's input processing skills and speech output skills at T1 were summarised as follows: 

(see also his speech processing profile in appendix 5.2 and 5.3 for the mapping of this 

profile to the speech processing model). 

• Input processing skills showed a range of difficulties in the discrimination and 

judgement tasks at SW level particularly involving non-words rather than real 

words and when items had complex segmental and syllabic sequences 

• Scores for the auditory lexical decision task were within the normal range 

suggesting underlying phonological representations for these items were 

accurately defined 

• Harry had difficulties with speech discrimination at sentence level, judging SIWI 

consonant clusters and SFWF fricative targets; these reflected phonological 

processes that occurred in his speech output 

• Harry had severe level of difficulties with speech output as measured by a naming 

task, a non-word repetition task and a real word repetition task; he showed the 

same speech output patterns across all three types of stimuli suggesting that 

similar perceptual and articulatory constraints affected output In all three testing 

conditions 
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• Harry's performance on oro-motor tasks suggested that he had some difficulties 

with precision and power in non-speech movements 

• Scores on the DDK task indicated significant difficulties with motor planning and/or 

execution 

• His phonetic inventory included a reduced number of English consonant phones 

• His vowel inventory included all appropriate English vowels 

• Harry's SW PCC was 62.11% and his PVC was 95.83%, giving a PPC of 78.97% 

corresponding to a moderate to severe level of difficulty 

• Findings from the phonological processes analysis of Harry's speech were that he 

had multiple structural and systemic processes including both typically delayed 

patterns (velar fronting; cluster reduction) and atypical patterns (SFWF labiodental 

fricatives) 

• There was a significant degree of variability in Harry's speech which did not appear 

to be progressive 

• At utterance level he showed interactions between lexical items suggestive of 

problems with phonological assembly (as with the ELEPHANT and BANANA example, 

section 5.11.2) 

• Harry's management of word juncture was both immature and unusual; he was 

developing some typical speech behaviours (for example, liaison between vowels 

at word boundaries) but he had frequent pauses and over use of glottal stops 

• He demonstrated both hyperarticulation and hyperelision, and the latter 

interacting with his segmental difficulties impacted on his intelligibility even for a 

familiar listener 

This leads to the exploration of the impact of these difficulties on Harry's intelligibility as 

experienced by the listeners who participated in the study. 
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5.15 Intelligibility Tl 

Harry's intelligibility was measured through listener responses to an orthographic write

down task for single words, imitated sentences and conversational speech (as described in 

Chapter Three, Methods); results are presented in table 5.11. Stimuli from Harry's speech 

output that were presented for intelligibility rating are given in full in appendix 5.12 and in 

tables 5.19, 5.20 and 5.21. 

Table 5.11 Harry: Intelligibility outcomes 11 

Data type Mean % Standard Minimum Maximum 
(No.) deviation % score % (No.) score % (No.) 

(No.) 
Single words (max no. 59.78 15.71 (1.72) 27.27 (3) 90.91 (10) 
= 11) (6.58) 
Imitated sentences 64.23 14.09 (3.94) 28.57 (8) 100 (28) 
(max no. = 28) (17.98) 
Conversational speech 54.12 15.68 21.88 87.50 
(max -= 100%) 

Analysis of results using the Wilcoxon Signed Ranks Test demonstrated that listeners' 

identification of Harry's conversational speech was poorer than single words (Z=-2.102, 

p=<.036) but the intelligibility of imitated sentences was better than both SW (Z=-2.527, 

p=<.012) and conversational speech (Z=-4.495, p<.OOOl). 

There was a wide range of listener response to all types of stimuli as demonstrated by the 

large standard deviations and minimum and maximum scores. In terms of the individual 

stimuli items, in SW GLOVES was least well recognised with 0/66 listeners identifying it; BOOK 

was best with 66/66 correct responses. The least well recognised imitated sentence was 

SHE GAVE (THE) ORANGE TO SAM with 32.83% of words identified. The best was CLAIRE ATE ALL 

HER LUNCH with 94.19% of words identified. In conversational speech 'cos THEY'RE SHARP was 

least well recognised, with 15.15% of words identified; the best was HOW DO YOU THINK HE 

DIED with 82.58% of words identified. These intelligibility results are discussed in section 

5.26.5. 

5.16 Activity between T1 (7;5) and T2 (8;5) 

Between this first assessment and the second one twelve months later, Harry participated 

in weekly intervention sessions together with regular follow-up sessions with his school 

teaching assistant. Intervention focused on establishing / S. tf. <\V, consistent use of 
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clusters in multi-word speech, and perception of speech sound sequences and production 

of high frequency multi-syllable words. Activities to develop self-monitoring skills using a 

digital voice recorder for feedback were included as were phonological awareness tasks to 

develop skills such a rhyme, blending and segmentation. 

At the end of this period of intervention Harry's speech was reassessed. 

5.17 Assessment T2 (C.A. 8;5) 

Twelve months after the first assessment at T1 Harry's input processing skills and speech 

output skills in single words and multi-word utterances were reassessed (see appendix 5.13 

for his new speech processing profile and 5.14 for the mapping of this profile to the speech 

processing model). The aim of this reassessment was to collect sufficient data to describe 

any significant changes in Harry's speech output and speech processing and also to 

examine his intelligibility at 12 as judged by the listeners (see Chapter Three, Methods). 

5.18 Input processing skills T2 

The investigation of Harry's input processing skills included assessment tasks from 

Stackhouse, Vance, Pascoe and Wells (2007) and other non-standardised activities. 

• Discrimination between same/different SFWF single features and s-cluster 

sequences in real words and non-words, for example, lost/lots; vost/vots, 

(Stackhouse et aL, 2007). At T1 Harry's overall number correct was 33/36, z=-2.84, 

indicating difficulties which were particularly related to non-word discrimination. 

At 12 Harry scored 35/36 (no norms were available for his age group). He made 

frequent requests for repetition before responding but the difference between real 

word and non-word discrimination appeared to have resolved. 

• Discrimination of segmental differences between pairs of complex non-words, for 

example, Ig9 I t::>1 Ita I g::>/, (Stackhouse et aL, 2007). At T1 Harry had shown 

difficulties in this task scoring 67.5% (27/40), z=-3.08. At 12 he scored 87.5% 

(35/40), z=-0.42 and his performance was now within the typical range for a child 

of his age. 

• Three minimal pair contrasts from the Auditory lexical Decision task (words in 

sentences), (Stackhouse et aL, 2007) were re-examined; MOUSE/MOUTH, score 100%, 

(12/12); GLASS/GRASS, score 97.22% (35/36); CLOWN/CROWN, score 72.77% (26/36). 
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At T1 these scores were 77.77% (28/36), 41.66% (15/36) and 77.77% (28/36) 

respectively. Two of the three contrasts had improved in terms of the percentage 

score correct. Harry continued to show difficulty in discrimination of liquids in the 

CLOWN/CROWN pair. 

• Test of Phonological Awareness (Hatcher, 1994) (see table 5.12): Harry showed 

progress in rhyme identification and phoneme segmentation but still had difficulty 

with the most complex tasks involving phoneme deletion and transposition. 

Table 5.12 Harry: Hatcher Test of Phonological Awareness T1 and T2 

Task Example Score Score 
Tl T2 

Syllable blending What am I saying? "win-dow" (window) 6/6 6/6 
Phoneme blending What am I saying? "S-OU-p" (soup) 5/6 6/6 
Rhyme Which one doesn't rhyme? Dog, pot, log (pot) 4/6 6/6 
Phoneme How many sounds? "pet" (3) 2/6 5/6 
segmentation 

Phoneme deletion What's the word if you take "g" away from 0/6 1/6 
"gone" (on) 

Phoneme What is "net" backwards (ten) 1/6 0/6 
transposition 

Overall, Harry's input processing skills showed positive progress, although his performance 

showed residual difficulties in tasks involving perception of complex segmental sequences. 

His phonological awareness skills in terms of manipulating sounds in words were still 

insecure. His teacher reported that the development of his literacy skills was significantly 

delayed in comparison to that of his peers. 

5.19 Speech output tasks T2 

Harry's speech production was re-assessed using a range of single word tests as at T1; the 

Picture Naming Task (Stackhouse et aI., 2007), the Non-word Repetition Task (Stackhouse 

et aI., 2007), the Real Word Repetition Task (Stackhouse et aI., 2007) and subtests of the 

DEAP (Dodd et al., 2002) giving 110 items collected from these tasks for single word (SW) 

analysis which was the same as at T1 (appendix 5.4). The multi-word data are from the 

analysis of T2 conversational speech (CS) (appendix 5.15) and selected imitated sentences 

from the Connected Speech Processes (CSP) Repetition Task (Stackhouse et aI., 2007), (see 
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table 5.20}; there are occasional examples from other conversational speech, which are 

indicated in the text. 

Harry's performance on the Picture Naming Task (Stackhouse et aI., 2007) and the Non

Word Repetition Task (Stackhouse et aI., 2007) were scored, and in the absence of norms 

for 8-year-olds, compared to that expected in the speech of typical 7-year-olds; scores 

were also compared with Tl (see table 5.13). 

Harry's overall score across all word lengths, z=-5.64, indicted a severe level of difficulty 

even when compared with a typical 7-year-old and he was now 8;5. The percentage of 

whole words correct had improved from 21/60 (35.00%) to 32/60 (53.33%) but a typical 

peer would be achieving over 90% correct. Scores across all word lengths were impaired 

but multisyllabic words in particular were influenced by gliding, arguably a relatively minor 

process in terms of intelligibility (Hodson & Paden, 1981). Single syllable words were 

affected by gliding and also deaffrication 

Table 5.13 Harry: scores Picture Naming and Non-Word Repetition Tasks 11 and 12 

Picture Naming Task (real words) .Non-word Repetition Task 
Word Harry's Harry's Real word Harry's Harry's Non-word 
structure score Tl score T2 norms age score Tl score T2 norms age 

(z-score) (z-score) 7 years (z-score) (z-score) 7 years 
mean (S.D.) mean (S.D.) 

1 syllable 9 (-8.16) 12 (-5.66) 18.8 (1.20) 9 (-3.75) 16 (-0.02) 16.05 (1.88) 
(N=20) 
2 syllable 8 (-8.16) 12 (-5.03) 18.45 (1.28) 8 (-4.71) 15 (-1.02) 16.95 (1.90) 
(N=20) 
3&4 4 (-5.55) 8 (-3.84) 16.95 (2.33) 8 (-3.34) 11 (-2.06) 15.80 (2.33) 
syllable 
words 
(N=20) 
Total 22 (-8.44) 32 (-5.64) 54.2 (3.93) 25 (-5.11) 42 (-1.46) 48.85 (4.66) 
(N=60) 

Harry's score for non-word repetition across all word lengths had improved and this was 

particularly evident with 1 and 2 syllable words. longer words (3/4 syllables) still showed 

some difficulties with a z-score of -2.06 in comparison with typical 7-year-olds. His total 

number correct for repetition of non-words was 42/60 (70%) compared with 25/60 

(41.66%, z=-s.ll) at Tl. A difference between the percentage scores for non-word 

repetition (70% correct) and real word naming (53.33% correct) had developed by T2. This 
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difference was largely due to more accurate production of affricates and post-alveolar 

fricatives in non-words. 

Because naming real words and non-word repetition scores showed a large difference, the 

Real Word Repetition Task (Stackhouse et aL, 2007) was carried out. (This was not done at 

Tl). Harry scored 49/60, 81.66%, z=-1.42, compared with a typical 7-year-old, which was in 

the average range for that age group. Scores for words of different lengths showed some 

differences with 1 syllable (z=-4.12) and 3/4 syllable (z=-3.16) showing difficulties, and 2 

syllable (z=O.44) being a typical score. Scores for non-adult realisations were again largely 

derived from gliding and deaffrication. 

Overall the performance on these three tasks showed that Harry had made progress 

between Tl and n. The difference between naming and repetition of both real words and 

non-words was a positive indicator for change in that Harry's production was more 

accurate when given a direct model and this had not been in evidence at Tl. 

This progress was also seen in terms of the overall percentage correct in the production of 

consonants and vowels. Harry's PCC was 79.50% (62.11% at Tl) and his PVC was 98.94% 

(95.83% at Tl), giving a PPC of 89.21% (78.97% at Tl). Scores were based on 110 single 

words taken from the DEAP (Dodd et aL, 2002) phonology, inconsistency and articulation 

tests and the Picture Naming Task. His severity rating for consonant production (Shriberg 

and Kwiatkowski, 1982) progressed from a moderate to severe level at Tl to a mild to 

moderate level at T2. 

5.20 Oro-motor skills and diadochokinesis (OOK) 12 

Harry's oro-motor skills were reassessed using items from the DEAP (Dodd et aL, 2002). His 

ability to imitate lateral tongue movements had improved with more accuracy and 

precision, but he was still not able to elevate his tongue tip to command. 

The DDK task also showed improvement in that Harry was able to produce 50% of the 10 

[p-t-k] sequences accurately (none were accurate at Tl) but he still lacked fluency with 

frequent hesitations between sounds. 

These findings suggested that Harry still had difficulties with both oro-motor movements 

and motor planning. 
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5.21 Phonological process analysis T2 

A phonological process analysis was again completed using data primarily from single 

words and conversational speech, supplemented by data from imitated sentences. 

The scores from speech output tasks (section 5.19) demonstrated that there had been 

positive changes in Harry's speech in the year between assessments, however, comparison 

of words elicited in these naming tasks at Tl and T2 also indicated the persistence of both 

structural and systemic features (see table 5.14). 

Table 5.14 Harry: Comparison of selected SWat T1 and T2 

Target Harry's Harry's Comments 
realisation realisation 
Tl (7;5) T2 (8;5) 

AEROPLANE ['salapel-nJ [' salape- InJ No change 
/' saraple- In/ 

BREAD /brsd/ [' bwst' J [bwstJ No change 

BRUSH /br AS / [bWASJ [bWASJ No change 
CARAVAN [' th relabre-nJ 
/'kreravre-n/ 

[ 'kbreli vre-qJ SIWI velar fronting resolved 

CHAIR /tfsa/ [th saJ [tfsaJ SIWI deaffrication resolved 
FEATHER [' fszaJ [' fsvaJ SIWW fronting of alveolar 
/'fs3a/ fricative realised in more typical 

form 
FISHING [' fl S I -nJ ['fIJI-oJ SIWW post-alveolar fronting 
/'fIJI-o/ resolved 
PARACHUTE [' ph relasut' J [' ph rewaJut' ] SIWW post-alveolar fronting 
/'preraJut/ resolved 
TOOTHBRUSH [' th U?bA_S] [' t- ufbwA~S] SIWW cluster reduction resolved 
/' tu B brAS / 
UMBRELLA [A -mba' wda] [A -mba' wda] No change 
/A-m'brda/ 

5.21.1 Structural processes T2 

The most pervasive structural process in Harry's speech at Tl had been cluster reduction 

and this had reduced between Tl and T2, particularly in single words. SIWI and SIWW 

clusters in SW were examined; 30.3% (10/33) were anyway realised accurately at Tl, 

36.36% (12/33) showed development at T2 (24.24%,8/33 of these were now accurate) and 

33.33% (11/33) were unchanged. Gliding of /r/ impacted on cluster realisation and this 

remained a conSistently used process in naming tasks although in repetition of non-words 

the more mature variant was sometimes produced. 
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In conversational speech the realisation of consonant clusters was subject to more 

variability than in SW. So, for example, (CS 1, 12) in the utterance THIS IS ME-DRIVING realised 

as [5IS IZ. 'mr (.) 'dJ8IVa-n], thecluster/dr/wasproducedinatypicalform. The 

next utterance included FROM THE FLOOR TO HERE realised as [fo-m a 'f::> ta 'hIa] with 

reduction of both clusters Ifrl and Ifl/. In SW he had produced Ifll in FLOWER as 

[' flauwa] at both Tl and 12 but at Tl in CS it was reduced to If I in the word FLY; the 

target Ifrl was reduced to a single element in both SW and CS at Tl but by T2 it was 

realised with epenthesis and a glide in SW, FROG [fa-wok' ]. In CS at T2 both were 

realised as [f]. 

5.21..2 Systemic processes T2 

By 12 there was progress in relation to systemic processes. There was only one example of 

velar fronting in either SW or conversational speech (2UITAR realised as [dI -, taJ, which 

had been [h 1- 'ta] at Tl). However, devoicing of word final plosives and fricatives was in 

evidence as it had been at Tl with one exception, the realisation of FIVE with SFWF Iv I 

appropriately voiced. Voicing of segments within single words appeared to be more 

typically realised so, for example, MONKEY, previously ['IDA -UQ.,iJ was ['IDA -ukiJ and 

B'S~U'TS, previously ['hI/gIt' ] was realised as ['hI/kItS:]. However, variability 

was still evident in conversational speech for example, , WAS SWEATING BUgETS realised as 

[lOS ~ sf I -U 'hAg It,S], with voicing of the SIWW velar plosive in the word BUCKETS. The 

combination of atypical voicing and an ongoing tendency to realise within-word alveolar 

and velar plosives as a glottal stop had an impact on word prosody. For example, in the 

utterance IT WAS LIKE-ALWAYS MIDNIGHT realised as [I I waJ '181 I ::>' weI - 'mI Ina I IJ the 

perceptual impact of the glottal stop on the preceding vowel was that the duration of an 

already short segment was further shortened. 

Harry's realisation of post-alveolar and affricate segments had developed. In SW he 

produced them accurately and consistently in SIWI positions (8/8); in SIWW positions this 

accuracy was at 60% (3/5) but he never realised post-alveolar and affricate segments in 

SFWF positions (0/9). This pattern was repeated in multi-word utterances, for example, 

ABOUT THREE HOURS lOURNEY TO IT was realised as [' haUl 'fwi) auz. 'ltani tuW 'I IJ, 

with the SIWI voiced affricate [ItJ being produced in the mature form. In sentence 
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imitation he realised the target CLAIRE ATE ALL HER LUNCH as [I klsa: :)0 ha IIA -nts:] with 

an immature form of the adult SFWF Itf I. 

Other progress was noted where Harry no longer realised labiodental fricatives as alveolar 

fricatives, for example, FIVE was realised as [faIv.]. However, the post-alveolar 

approximant Irl continued to be realised as the glide [w]. Harry's progress in the use of 

adult target forms was not yet generalised across all types of utterances. Further examples 

of non-adult structural and segmental realisations are given in table 5.15 comparing 

production at Tl and T2 and illustrating where the progress noted in SW was not evident in 

conversational speech. 

Table 5.15 Harry: Examples of non-adult structural and segmental realisations In CS compared 
with SW T1 and T2 

TargetT2 Harry's realisation T2 Comparison with SW T2 and T1 
YEH-I WAS [ljE tOS~ sf 1-0 I sw/--. [sf]; compare with [sf I -nh] (SWING, 
~EATING I bAg It,S] SW Tl) and [SWI-O] (SWING, SW T2) 
BUCKETS 

SIWW Ik/--'[g]; compare with [lbltgIt' ] 
(BISCUIT, SW Tl) and [I bI ?kI ts:] (BISCUITS, 

SWT2) 
NOPE, IT'S A [I na-up' It"S a SIWW Iv/--.[b]; compare with 
CARAVAN I khal:~abal- .. n] [ I th allabal-n] (SW Tl) and [I kh alli Val-qJ 

(SW, T2) 

In the first example Harry realised the target cluster Iswl with consonant harmony as 

[sf] in SWEATING as it had been at Tl; in SW (T2) this was realised correctly. He also 

reduced the word from two syllables to one. In the second example, the SIWW target Ivi 

in CARAVAN was realised as the immature form [b] which was the same as Tl, although 

the WI velar was not fronted as it had been at previously. Analysis of these examples 

suggests that at T2 Harry's multi-word utterances were still affected by various 

phonological processes which had showed progress towards mature forms in SW. 

5.22 Features not captured through phonological process analysis T2 

As at Tl, the phonological process analysis revealed a wealth of information which 

contributed to the description and explanation of Harry's speech patterns and intelligibility. 

However, a wider analysis was necessary in order to re-examine the other features such as 
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the atypical realisation of multisyllabic words which could not be accounted for through a 

traditional phonological process analysis approach. In addition word juncture behaviours in 

multi-word utterances were explored. 

In spite of the positive changes in Harry's speech, the overall impression of atypical 

segmental and prosodic features was still in evidence, albeit with reduced frequency. 

Habitual "frozen" forms were largely unchanged, so for example, a frequently used 

sequence was APART FROM realised as [1m I pat fom]. Harry's realisation of segmentally 

complex multisyllabic words still evidenced unusual phonetic and sequential realisations. 

For example, the utterance AND THE MOST HANDSOMEST BOY, realised as [re-n 3a I rna-us 

I hre-msad,1 v I bo zJ illustrates this type of sequence which does not conform to any 

predictable pattern. 

One important change was that the variability in Harry's speech, which at Tl had not 

necessarily been progressive, had significantly reduced, particularly in single words. 

5.23 Word juncture in multi-word utterances T2 

As at Tl, Harry's use of assimilation, elision and liaison, and close versus open juncture was 

examined in sentence repetition and in conversational speech. This was first explored 

using the Newton Sentences Connected Speech Processes (CSP) assessment (Stackhouse et 

aI., 2007), (see table 5.16). Normed scores were available only up to the age of 7; Harry's 

results were compared to these and to scores at T1. 

Table 5.16 Harry: Scores on CSP task T1 and T2 

Process Harry's score Harry's score Score expected at age 7 (%) 
(%) T1 (%) T2 

Assimilation 
t# 0(0/4) 75 (3/4) 92.40 
d# 25 {1/4) 75 (3/4) 80.43 
n# 0(0/4) 25 (1/4) 43.18 

#f o (f not realised) 100 (2/2) 83.83 

Elision 
Ct#C 50 (2/4) 75 (3/4) 86.94 
Cd#C 100 (10/10) 70.00 (7/10) 72.63 
Liaison 
j-liaison 25 (1/4) 100 (4/4) 91.94 
w-liaison 50 (1/2) 50 (1/2) 95.35 
r-liaison 0(0/4) 25 (1/4) 86.15 
Articles 
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0(0/2) SO (1/2) No norms given 
0(0/2) SO (1/2) No norms given 

In this sentence imitation task Harry showed the emergence of mature forms at T2 with 

assimilation and elision; there were fewer open junctures and a reduction in glottal stops in 

SFWF positions. / j/-type liaison was well developed (for example, [mad I\. -okl,], /w/ 

and /r/ less so in the items tested. Harry was beginning to use definite and indefinite 

articles which had previously been produced as undifferentiated forms. 

At T1 Harry had shown some significant output planning difficulties at utterance level in 

this task and although the presentation was arguably more subtle, these difficulties were 

still clearly in evidence at T2 (table 5.17). 

Table 5.17 Harry: Selected examples of speech production In CSP task, T2 

Target Harry's realisation 
1 THE BROWN BEAR EATS THE FISH [ I bwaum I bWEa] (two attempts) 

2 JQHt:!! CQLLECTS STAMPS [ I Ihn-ns kalEt] 

3 YOU MUST STIR IN THE SUGAR [I ju ffiI\.-S IJ3J In ~a I suga] 

In the first example, the consonant cluster [bw], Harry's realisation of /bJ/, is produced 

SIWI in both BROWN and BEAR and, in spite being given a second model and asked to try 

again, he was not able to change this. In the second example, third person singular -s was 

produced SFWF on the name JOHN instead as a tense marker on the verb. On the third 

example the segments / s/ and / J / in syllable onset positions were transposed and the 

plosive element of the / st/ cluster was omitted. 

In conversational speech the development of word juncture behaviours seen in sentence 

imitation was also evident. For example, the use of liaison between SFWF and SIWI vowels 

in the utterance ABOUT THREE HOURS JOURNEY TO IT realised as [I bau? I fwiJ auz. I ct3ni 

tuW I I?J. There was also one example of assimilation as in WHEN..YtE GOT THERE (CS 1, T2) 

realised as [I WE -m wi I gu? ~II!] with the SIWI bilabial approximant influencing the 

preceding SFWF alveolar. There were no lexical sites where it was possible for word 

boundary elision to occur. Wider examination of Harry's conversational speech was done 

by reviewing the entire first session at T2 (where the transcribed data were taken from); 

this revealed occasional examples of assimilation as in THROWING BOWLS realised as 

[I faua-m I baulz.]. However, there were no instances of elision at word boundaries, 
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again possibly because of the paucity of, for example, regular past tense verbs. It was 

rather the case that hyperelision both within words and across longer stretches of 

utterance affected output. Harry's conversational output was still atypical prosodically. 

There were a few examples of quite slow and dysfluent speech which appeared to relate to 

difficulties in formulation, so for example, at the start of the utterance just discussed, IT 

WAS-WELL-ABOUT THREE HOURS JOURNEY TO IT realised as [I -waz (.) wau (.) I bau? 

I fwi) auz. l!bani tuw I I?J, there was hesitation between WAS and then WELL and 

ABOUT (WELL appeared several times as a filler). However, more frequently, the hyperelision 

that had been so evident at Tl was still present and one striking feature about Harry's 

conversational speech was that his intelligibility, at times, remained poor. 

Given the assertion that persistence of non-adult segmental realisations alongside typical 

reduction in multi-word utterances impacted on Harry's intelligibility, the multi-word data 

were again examined to consider what was and was not intelligible to the author, who by 

12 was very familiar with Harry's speech. This examination indeed showed several 

stretches of utterance that were unintelligible, for example, AND THAT'S RATHER MESSY SO (X XX) 

WE (X XX X X) IT VERY WELL, realised as {V _ re-n 15rets wava I mEsi (X XX) wi (X XX X X) 

I? I wEwi I WEU V J . As noted at Tl, these sections tended to be mid utterance and 

mid-topic, positions which may be more liable to reduction than at the beginning of a 

conversation or when establishing a new topic. 

5.24 Summary of findings T2 

Assessment at T2 demonstrated convincing evidence of changes in Harry's speech 

production. This was measured through a variety of tasks including PCC where he scored 

79.5%, compared with 62.11% at Tl and the Picture Naming Task (Stackhouse et aI., 2007) 

where his level of difficulty as measured by z-scores had reduced. Potentially importantly 

for prognosis Harry's scores in non-word imitation tasks were within the typical range at. 

least for 7-year-olds, for 1 and 2 syllable words. Although his speech output continued to 

be affected by both structural and systemic processes, particularly in multi-word 

utterances, some of the processes still in evidence such as gliding and deaffrication were 

those which are developmentally later to resolve in typical children. However, atypical 

phonetic and prosodic factors continued to affect his conversational speech and at times 

he was still unintelligible. 
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Harry continued to have oro-motor and motor planning difficulties as evidenced by the oro

motor and OOK tasks. Although his speech perception skills had improved, he still showed 

residual immaturities in, for example, identification of words differentiated by consonant 

clusters at sentence level. He had ongoing problems with phonological awareness tasks 

requiring manipulation of speech sounds in words. His profile of skills indicated that he had 

ongoing and multiple deficits in both input and output processing skills. 

The changes in Harry's speech, and the impact of his ongoing difficulties were explored 

through his intelligibility as experienced by the listeners who participated in the study. 

5.25 Intelligibility T2 

Harry's intelligibility at T2 was measured in the same way as at Tl (see Chapter Three, 

Methods). The same 10 SW and 5 imitated sentences recorded at Tl were recorded again 

at T2 and edited for the intelligibility task; the conversational speech samples from T2 were 

obviously different. Results for Tl and T2 were compared (see table 5.18). 

Table 5.18 Harry: Intelligibility outcomes T1 compared with T2 

Data type Tl Tl TlMin Tl Max T2 T2 T2 T2 
Mean 5.0.% score% score% Mean 5.0.% Min Max 
% (No.) (No.) (No.) (No.) % (No.) (No.) score score 

% % 
(No.) (No.) 

Single words 59.78 15.71 27.27 90.91 64.14% 13.63 33.33 91.67 
(max no. = 11) (6.58) (1.72) (3) (10) (7.70) (1.63) (4) (11) 
Imitated 64.23 14.09 28.57 100 62.22 12.71 35.71 82.14 
sentences (17.98) (3.94) (8) (28) (17.42) (3.56) (10) (23) 
(max no. = 28) 
Conversation- 54.12 15.68 33.33 87.50 82.17 9.61 48.84 95.35 
al speech (max 
= 100%) 

Analysis of results using the Wilcoxon Signed Ranks Test demonstrated that the listeners' 

recognition of Harry's single words at T2 compared to Tl (see table 5.18) had improved 

although this was not significant (Z=-1.824, p<.068). Results for conversational speech 

showed a highly significant improvement (Z=-7.037, p=<.OOOl). Conversely results for 

imitated sentences showed no significant change (Z=-1.107, p=<.268). The relationship 

between the different types of speech samples had changed with the identification of 

imitated sentences at T2 being significantly worse than conversational speech (Z=-7.037, 
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p<.OOOl), as was recognition of SW (Z=-6.718, p<.OOOl). At Tl there had been a difference 

between imitated sentences and SW, in favour of imitated sentences but at T2 this 

difference was no longer significant (Z=-.952, p<.341). 

The range of listener responses remained very wide for all types of stimuli. For example 

with SW one listener (l52) recognised only 4 of 11 words and one (l32) recognised them 

all. Fifteen listeners identified more than 90% of Harry's conversational speech, while 

three identified less than 60%. 

Responses to individual items also varied. In single words the least well-recognised was 

CRAB (21/66) and most correctly identified words were CHAIR and SPLASH, all 66 listeners 

recognised these words (see table 5.19); the items were different to those most and least 

well-recognised at Tl. 

In sentence imitation the least well identified was THE BROWN BEAR EATS FISH (30.30%) and the 

most frequently correctly identified item was MARY'S SHOES ARE CLEAN (94.95%). These items 

were different to those most and least well identified at Tl (see table 5.20). To measure 

how well MWU were recognised the total number of words in each utterance was 

multiplied by the number of listeners and the percentage of correctly identified words was 

calculated (see table 5.20 and 5.21). 

Table 5.19 Harry: Individual single words from Intelligibility task T1 and T2 

Word Adult target Harry's Number of Harry's Number of 
realisation T1 words realisation T2 words 

identified by identified by 
individual individual 
listeners Tl listeners T2 

BOOK /buk/ [buk' ] 66/66 [buk' ] 53/66 
CHAIR /11'Ea/ [th Ea] 30/66 [11'Ea] 66/66 
CRAB /krmb/ [twmp' ] 17/66 [kWll!p' ] 21/66 
GLOVE /yLw/ [galAp] 0/66 [glAV.S] 61/66 

LEGS /IEgZ/ [lEks] 83/132* [lEksJ 44/132* 
LIGHTHOUSE /Ilalthaus/ [ Iladhaus] 61/66 [Ilal?haus] 52/66 
ORANGE / I OrI -nlt/ [I OWl s] 63/66 [I oWI-nz.J 34/66 
SPLASH /splreS/ [spres] 28/66 [spIres] 66/66 
THANKYOU / I fJ m-okju/ [I fre- _oku] 66/66 [Ifre-okju:] 23/66 
WATCH /wo11'/ [wots] 20/66 [wo?t,s: ] 28/66 

*Score 1 for lexical item and 1 for plural morpheme 
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Table 5.20 Harry: Individual Imitated sentences from Intelligibility task 11 and T2 

Target Harry's Percentage of Harry's Percentage of 
sentence realisation T1 words recognised realisation T2 words recognised 

by individual by individual 
listeners T1 listeners T2 

GOOD GIRLS [I gu? dE ~ UZ. 50.61% [I gu? guz a 66.36% 
ARE NICE a I nal s] ' nals :] 
(THE) BROWN [3a I bau-n bE 61.42% [ 'bau-m 30,30% 
BEAR EATS 

'?its a 'bwau-: IwEa 
FISH 

I fls:] tits I fls] 

CLAIRE ATE [lklE:a? E? 94.19% [I klEa: :>u 74.24% 
ALL HER 

':> ha ha IlA- nts :] 
LUNCH 

'lA -nts] 

SHE GAVE [si 'delz. a 32.83% [si I gelv 40.66% 
(THE) ORANGE 

'?OWI-ns d.a 'nOWI-n 'th u 
TO SAM 

Isre-m] Isre-m] 

MARY'S SHOES [lmEwiz, 79.29% [ 'mEwif 94.95% 
ARE CLEAN ~I suz a ~Ifuz a 

'klln] 'klln] 

In conversational speech (see table 5.21) the least well recognised utterance at T2 was 

WELL-IT WAS LIKE ALWAYS MIDNIGHT with 41.16% of words identified and the best was YEAH AND 

THEY GOT TWO-THREE CHILDREN (98.27%). 

Table 5.21 Harry: Analysis of conversational speech samples from Intelligibility task 11 and T2 

Target sentence T1 Harry's realisation Percentage of words 
or Identified by 
T2 Individual listeners 

'COS THEY'RE SHARP T1 [ I th os Ea I sap' ] 15.15% 

GOT TO BE CAREFUL OF T1 [da~a bi 'th Eafu: 67.42% 
SCISSORS DON'T YOU 'slz,az. 'dau- nju] 

HOW DO YOU THINK HE DIED? T1 [Ihau ~a ja 'floki 'd_ald] 82.58% 
OR MAYBE HE HAD (A) HEART T1 [:> I 'me-Ibi (i) jred a 66.16% 
ATTACK 

'ha? I th rek] 

OH THERE'S (A) FUNERAL IN T1 [au 'jES a 'fOnabal I-n a 29.92% 

(THE) CHURCH ISN'T THERE? 'th ats I-n, jE-a] 

SO ALL TOGETHER IN (THE) T2 [sau ':>u ta'gsvaw I-n a 98.76% 
WHOLE FAMILY THERE'LL BE 5 'haul 'fre-mli a1 bi 'falV 
CHILDREN I jfwdJa-nJ 

WELL IT WAS LIKE-ALWAYS T2 [Iwsu I? waJ 'lal ? :>' weI - 41.16% 

MIDNIGHT I ml ?nal?J 

WELL THEY BASICALLY HAD (A) T2 [I W6U 3el 'belsl?i hret' a 86.49% 
SPARE ONE THAT THEY 

' spEa wA-n 3re? 3el IbJ:>? 
BROUGHT FROM THEIR BOAT 
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fwe--m aEe Ibeut' ] 
WELL, (A)BOUT 3 HOURS T2 [weu (.) Ibau? I fwii auz 79.65% 
JOURNEY TO IT 

1<t3ni tuW I I?] 

YEAH AND THEY GOT TWO- T2 [ljE re-n eI Igo? I t,~ u 98.27% 
THREE CHILDREN Ifui I jfwdJe-n] 

Following the detailed study of Harry's speech output and intelligibility, the research 

questions were considered in relationship to the findings. The discussion is focused mainly 

on findings from Tl unless otherwise indicated, apart from section 5.26.6. 

S.26 Discussion 

The aim of this chapter has been to give a detailed description and analysis of Harry's 

speech, and to consider the impact of his speech production difficulties on his intelligibility 

as judged by a group of adult listeners. At Tl at the age of 7;5 years Harry's PCC was 

62.11% and on the Picture Naming Task (Stackhouse et aI., 2007) he produced only 21/60 

whole words (35%) in adult-like forms, z=-8.44, so on both of these quantitative measures 

his speech was demonstrably below the level expected by a typical seven-year-old. His 

difficulties could be described as severe and, given that he had had several years of 

intervention, resistant to change. He could therefore be confidently included in that group 

of children described as having "persisting speech difficulties" (Pascoe et aI., 2006). 

5.26.1. What will the detailed perceptual phonetic analysis of Harry's speech at word level 

reveal In terms of a traditional phonological process analysis (PPA)? What features are 

not captured through a traditional PPA? 

5.26.1.1 Phonological process analysis 

The examination of Harry's speech first focused on a phonological process analysis, an 

approach designed to describe children's speech in terms of "patterns of error" (Miccio & 

Scarpino, 2008, p. 414). This current analysis included information from both SW and 

MWU, thus drawing on wider samples of data than those derived from the single word 

naming tests routinely used in clinical practice. 

5.26.1.1.1 Structural analysis 

The main structural pattern was that of cluster reduction. By the age of 7;5, as Harry was 

at Tl, typically developing children use consonant clusters correctly over 90% of the time 

and the non-adult realisations that they produce are immaturities, primarily gliding of /r/ 
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or an interdental or lateral realisation of lsi (McLeod & Arciuli, 2009). They do not reduce 

clusters to a single element. Harry's pattern of cluster production in single words showed 

that he realised a third of them in the adult form, a third in an immature form (principally 

with a glided Irl as the second element) and a third reduced to a single segment. His 

pattern was thus both delayed and atypical. In the context of multi-word speech even 

more clusters (over 40%) were realised as a single element, suggesting that that the 

complexity of the phonetic and phonological environment influenced his production, a 

theme which applied throughout the analysis of Harry's speech. Underpinning these 

patterns were difficulties in both input and output processing (see section 5.26.4). 

Although there was considerable variability in Harry's cluster production, the percentage of 

clusters realised in the adult form suggested that there were positive indications of change. 

The occasional instances of epenthesis, involving the insertion of a vowel between the two 

elements of the cluster, also represented a more mature form than those realised as a 

single element (McLeod, Van Doorn, & Reed, 1997). 

5.26.1.1.2 Systemic analysis 

Although intelligibility is most likely to be affected by structural processes (Klein & Flint, 

2006), the presence of many systemic processes in Harry's speech (with a PCC of 62.11%) 

must also be considered as relevant to his intelligibility through the reduction of 

contrastiveness that results from multiple systemic errors. Monsen (1983) sets out the 

view that a PCC under 60% renders speech unintelligible and Harry's PCC was only just over 

that level. Harry's PCC was based on single word analysis (as described in Chapter Three, 

Methods) and in multi-word utterances systemic processes occurred more frequently so 

had greater impact on segmental realisation. The example of velar plosive fronting 

illustrated this with a quarter of SIWI targets in single words affected by fronting but over a 

third of those in conversational speech realised in this way. In the SFWF position, velars in 

single words were always realised with the target place of articulation but in conversational 

speech nearly half were realised as a glottal stop. Not only was velar fronting more 

common in conversational speech, but realisations were more variable which might have 

impacted on the ability of listeners to predict patterns and thus how much they recognised 

of Harry's speech. 

The presence of several systemic processes also increased the risk of cumulative effects on 

whole word integrity, and this was exacerbated by variability. Note the realisations of 
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CRUST and TOUGH and 'COS in the example below, affected variously by cluster reduction, 

velar fronting and realisation of a labiodental fricative as an alveolar. Context supports the 

intelligibility of the utterance but examination of each word in isolation reveals potential 

uncertainty about the target and for loss of contrast. 

Harry I like the crust of the bread 
[far Ilarf 3a I~~ A_st 

~ 

a IbwstJ DZ 

J Do you? 
Yeh, I like to rip it open 

Harry [Ijs--------- far Ilarf d,a I wrb r f I faufp· a-nJ 

J You like the crusty bits? 
Cos the crust is actually very hard to eat isn't it? (It's) so hard and tough 

Harry [th as a ItwAs rs loosli vei I had, t- u I it r dn, rf~ sau Ihad an 
I th A sJ 

5.26.1.2 Features not captured through phonological process analysis 

Many of the aspects of Harry's speech that were not captured through the phonological 

process analysis relate to his speech in multi-word utterances (see section 5.26.2) and 

variability (see section 5.26.3). However, one unusual factor was the presence of lexical 

"idiosyncrasies" or "frozen" forms (Bryan & Howard, 1992). These were consistently 

realised, usually multisyllabic words, for example MEDIUM realised as [I mldama-n]; 

EVENTUALLY realised as [a I bs-ntali]. It was likely that these words were learned at an 

earlier stage of speech development and these early established motor programmes had 

not been updated through any subsequent learning of more mature patterns. This may be 

related to difficulties with the perception of speech, perceiving segmental sequences in 

complex words or to difficulties with motor planning and execution (Stackhouse & Wells, 

1997), assuming feedback and interactions between different levels of speech processing 

which support the development of a mature system. Some support for this hypothesis may 

come from Harry's difficulty in phonological awareness tasks requiring segmentation 

beyond simply onset and rhyme, as well as his already discussed difficulties in input and 

output skills in relation to complex phonology. 

5.26.2 What does comparison 0/ the patterns In Harry's speech data reveal across three 

speech elicitation conditions (1: single word productloni 2 connected speech In sentence 

Imltatloni 3: connected speech In spontaneous conversation) 

There were differences in Harry's speech output across the three sampling conditions. As 

described in section 5.10.1, for example, consonant clusters were used more frequently in 
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single words than in conversational speech. Greater accuracy in single word naming than 

in conversation is a common (Faircloth & Faircloth, 1970; Klinto et aI., 2011) but not 

unequivocal (Wolk & Meisler, 1998) finding in the literature. The explanation for this 

observation may be related to the higher demands of output planning across an utterance 

in comparison to a single word, particularly at a stage in development when more mature 

phonological and phonetic patterns are first used. Change in sound production is gradual 

(Barlow, 2001) and the use of newly established segments or sequences initially requires a 

level of focus and awareness on the part of the child. This attention to speech may be 

harder to maintain in the context of the processing demands of multi-word output and 

before recently learned patterns have become more automatic. Differences in 

performance in different sampling conditions, or even with the same items on different 

occasions may be a "consequence of an interaction between levels" (Crystal, 1987, p. 12); 

this may be particularly evident in children who have immature or disordered processing 

systems. Furthermore, in a usage-based model, exemplars which are longer established 

might be more automatically accessed if the child needs to manage greater processing 

demands. 

Harry's difficulty in managing complex phonetic sequences was exposed in the sentence 

imitation task where on occasion, as described in section 5.11.2, his production of target 

words showed evidence of difficulties with motor planning. The long domain interactions 

between syllables and segments revealed by repetition of sentences would clearly not 

occur in single word naming. These atypical productions might have been a product of the 

task itself because sentence imitation requires the repetition of particular grammatical 

structures and vocabulary. In conversational speech children may be able to avoid items 

which they find difficult (Seeff-Gabriel, Chiat, & Dodd, 2010). However, given that Harry's 

expressive language skills had been assessed as in the typical range for his age, the 

grammatical structures and lexical items used in the assessment would be within the scope 

of his linguistic capacity. Therefore, it can be concluded that the imitation task revealed 

the vulnerability of aspects of Harry's phonological and phonetic processing skills, and 

interactions between these and imposed syntactic or semantic demands. The value of 

assessing his performance on the task, aside from its actual purpose in examining word 

juncture behaviours, was in providing several examples of these particular difficulties 

within a single set of stimulus materials which were recorded and analysed. Having 

identified these within the framework of the task, occasional occurrences in conversational 
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speech could then recognised as further instances of the same types of difficulty. This 

contributed to the overall psycholinguistic conceptualisation of Harry's speech difficulties 

and in providing an explanation for his poor intelligibility where interactions between 

inaccurate phonological assembly and segmental constraints made stretches of his speech 

unrecognisable. 

The inclusion of the different types of sampling conditions therefore, revealed phonetic, 

phonological and prosodic information which was not evident from the SW data alone. The 

analysis of conversational speech so far had suggested that, in addition to segmental 

difficulties, there was evidence that Harry's utterances were often characterised by unusual 

word and phrase harmonies and repetitions and repairs. Analysis showed many instances 

of atypical word juncture behaviours, affecting both the segmental accuracy and the 

structural integrity of word and phrase production. Inappropriate use of open juncture was 

evidenced by frequent use of pauses and glottal stops within phrases, and inappropriate 

close juncture was manifested by hyperelision, which reduced segment and syllables in an 

atypical manner. The particularly pervasive presence of elision and structural processes 

(final consonant deletion, syllable deletion, cluster reduction) in Harry's conversational 

speech compounded his intelligibility problems by significantly reducing the amount of 

information available to the listener for the purposes of lexical identification, supporting 

previous observations in the literature that structural simplifications are more damaging to 

intelligibility than systemic constraints (Faircloth & Faircloth, 1975; Klein & Flint, 2006). 

Instances of hyperelision and hyperarticulation throughout the conversational speech data 

pOint to Harry's difficulties in balancing the competing demands of 

paradigmatic/articulatory accuracy and syntagmatic/prosodic fluency (Wells, 1994) in a 

conversational context. Harry's segmental phonological development was, in some ways, 

reminiscent of a much younger child, yet his control of prosodic features such as rate, 

volume, rhythm, and intonation patterns was, in his hyperelided speech at least, indicative 

of much more adult-like control. One further point about Harry's data was that they also 

supported the notion that in the process of speech development children learn and store 

not only words, but also larger constructions (Stoel-Gammon & Sosa, 2007) and that 

frequently-used, familiar constructions are likely to be subject to greater phonetic and 

phonological reductions than those which are less frequently used or encountered by the 

child (Bybee, 2006, 2010). These high-frequency utterances in Harry's speech were 
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typically extremely reduced. Given his difficulties in input as well as output processing, it 

was possible that his phonological representations for these whole phrases were also 

underspecified. 

The constructs of hyperelision and hyperarticulation may be valuable in interpreting 

children's data. However, as Howard, Wells and Local (2008, p. 595) propose "[to] suggest 

that individual children with multi-word speech difficulties may be categorised as 

'hypereliders' or 'hyperarticulators' is an oversimplification", because children's speech 

output varies within as well as across different social and situational contexts. In this 

regard it is interesting to note that some of the differences between Harry's output in 

single words and multi-word utterances was reminiscent of the much younger child 

described by Peters (1977), who used an analytic speech style in picture-naming tasks and a 

more gestalt style in real conversation. Overall the preponderance of hyperelision in 

Harry's conversational speech corresponds to Peters' description of gestalt style and its 

articulatory and prosodic features combine to detract from intelligibility. In this Harry also 

resembles one of the participants described by Howard, (2013) in her study of persisting 

speech difficulties in two children with cleft palate speech. Some of Harry's prosodic 

behaviours and some of his word juncture behaviours in conversational speech were 

consistent with the "massive conversational reduction" in adult speech described by 

Johnson (2004), which is typical of real conversation and interaction: as such, this could be 

seen as a real strength of his speech production. However, because his segmental 

phonological system was significantly reduced for a child of his age, for the purposes of 

intelligibility "massive conversational reduction" is counter-productive for Harry. In other 

words, from the listener's perspective, if some sounds are going to be elided, it may be 

particularly important how those sounds which remain are realised. Johnson (2004) 

suggests that particular lexical items retain key individual features whatever the degree of 

reduction; he gives the example of It I being retained in all variations of the word UNTIL. It 

may be that for children like Harry there is a complex interaction between phonological 

processes and reduction, so that target words do not always contain the key features 

retained in typically reduced conversational speech production. In Harry's realisation of 

SHALL I TELL YOU WHAT?, [an I dllld,e: I I wu?h], there was significant elision, but it could be 

argued that the stopping of the I J I (which is also one of the segments which is "practically 

invulnerable" in reduced speech, Shockey, 2003, p.15) critically affected lexical 

identification and the intelligibility of the whole utterance. 
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Harry's speech in the sentence imitation task also showed the atypical word juncture 

behaviours seen in his conversational speech, which similarly affected both segmental 

accuracy and the structural integrity of his repetition. However, in contrast with 

conversational speech, hyperelision was not a feature of his speech production in this 

activity. This is probably not surprising given the formal and unnatural character of the 

interaction, and the fact that in a repetition task there is no opportunity to reformulate, 

rephrase, or avoid particular structures or items of vocabulary; nor can the speaker choose 

familiar or frequently-occurring words or constructions (Bannard & Matthews, 2008). It 

appeared that Harry sometimes struggled to manage the complex phonological and 

syntactic processing requirements of the task, and as already discussed, this led to errors in 

production which spread across the entire targeted utterance. There were echoes of this 

observed in hesitation and occasional reformulations in his spontaneous speech, suggesting 

again that it was sometimes an effort for Harry to manage the multiple levels of processing 

required for complex utterances. 

5.26.3 Does Harry's speech output show phonetic "arlablllty within different speech 

elicitation conditions? 

Harry did show phonetic variability in his speech output; this was related to several factors 

and was not always of the progressive type (Tyler & Lewis, 2005) where forms would switch 

between immature and adult productions. This type of inconsistency did happen on some 

occasions, particularly when comparing segmental patterns in a word produced on its own 

and in a multi-word utterance. However, there was no evidence that Harry was self 

monitoring or attempting to improve the accuracy of his realisations in any consistently 

productive way. There were times when variability was related to the complexity of the 

linguistic demands (Tyler, Williams, & Lewis, 2006); this was evidenced in Harry's 

performance in the imitated sentences task where given no choice in structure, vocabulary 

or speech demands, his output was subject to breakdown on several occasions. There 

were also Instances of long domain consonant harmony which is indicative of a process of 

the simplification of articulatory gestures across an utterance. This leads to contextual 

variability where a word may be vulnerable to change as a result of phonological or 

phonetic constraints. 

If Harry's variability was a reflection of the overall immaturity of his speech processing 

system (Rvachew, Chiang, & Evans, 2007) it may be more particularly related to his 
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difficulties with the perception of complex sound sequences. Although at T1 these were 

more evident with non-words than real words, this may have had a more pervasive effect 

on his speech perception at an earlier stage of development. His variable productions may 

be linked to underlying phonological representations that were underspecified or "fuzzy" 

(Forrest et aI., 2000; Stackhouse & Wells, 1997), impacting on the specificity of the motor 

programmes for output. Alternatively, variability may have been symptomatic of motor 

planning or motor execution difficulties where accurate motor programmes were 

established but the realisation of these was affected by immaturities or deficits in 

peripheral levels of output processing. 

An interesting and unpredicted finding in the data was the pattern of ejective realisations 

of word-final plosives which at first appeared to be not only variable but rather random. 

On closer inspection, however, ejectives were shown to be distributed across the single 

word and multi-word speech data in a way which suggested that Harry was using such 

realisations as a turn-taking device to signal points of possible turn completion in his 

interaction with the clinician (Sacks et aI., 1974). It is interesting to reflect that for all its 

unnaturalness compared with spontaneous, conversational speech, a picture-naming task, 

as negotiated between clinician and child, is nevertheless an example of interaction. This 

may be of a very specific kind but as such it might be reasonable to expect the interactional 

work being done to be marked by particular phonetic features (Drew & Heritage, 1992). 

This might be an important issue for clinicians to consider in assessment; features noted in 

single word naming tasks may over- or under-represent particular speech behaviours. 

Again it underlines the need for the analysis of different types of utterance to truly describe 

and explain complex speech patterns (Howard, 2004b; Klein & Lui-Shea, 2oo9). 

5.26.4 Does the psychollngulstlc speech processing profile provide explanations 0/ Har,ys 

speech output patterns? 

Harry's speech processing profile shows that he had difficulties both in input and output 

skills. In input, discrimination of speech sounds in complex sequences was poor, for 

instance his impaired ability to identify the difference between the minimal pairs 

"grass/glass" and "crown/clown" at sentence level and his difficulty in the discrimination of 

similarities and differences in pairs of complex non-words. In comparison, recognition of 

production errors in even complex multi-syllabic single words when spoken by another 

person was accurate. In output Harry had difficulties at every level of the profile. 
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Perception of speech input forms the basis of establishing phonological representations 

which in turn provide a basis not only for word recognition but also for building motor 

programmes for speech output (Rvachew & Brosseau-Lapre, 2012; Stackhouse & Wells, 

1997). However, it is too simplistic to assume simple linear relationships in processing skills 

for children like Harry who have persisting and complex speech difficulties. Whatever the 

"cause" of Harry's atypical output patterns, by the age of 7;5 he had developed a variety of 

skills and compensatory strategies. The speech processing profile thus captured a snapshot 

of his abilities at T1 rather than one which would necessarily provide an explanation for his 

difficulties. However, it did have value for the purposes of describing his processing skills 

and for intervention planning. 

The literature shows that some children who have speech difficulties also have significant 

difficulty with speech perception tasks (Hesketh, Adams, Nightingale, & Hall, 2000; 

Rvachew, Rafaat, & Martin, 1999; Rvachew, 2012) which impact on speech production and 

phonological awareness skills. Harry's performance with input activities, which informed 

the profile, indicated that he would fit into the group of children who have poor perception 

skills. His recognition of errors in pronunciation showed that he had developed 

phonological representations that were sufficiently accurate for lexical recognition. 

However, his difficulties in perception suggested that he was not always able to make 

judgements of finely graded phonetic contrasts; this would then impact on the 

establishment of good quality motor programmes for the production of words. Real word 

discrimination in the context of single words was a relative strength suggesting that his 

performance on phonological tasks was aided by top-down processing. However, this was 

not necessarily the case at sentence level. The task design is such that the sentences did 

not aid discrimination by providing contextually biased cues (for example, "the boy's MOUSE 

was full of food" vs. "the boy's MOUTH was full of food") and the target words may have less 

perceptual salience in the environment of the sentence; Harry's responses on these items 

were at chance level. However, not all segmental contrasts were equally affected. For 

example, words containing alveolar and velar plosives in both SIWI and SFWF positions 

were identified with no errors at all in spite of the fact that Harry's output of these targets 

was variable. This indicated that perceptual vulnerabilities were not universal and that 

there was not a simple, linear relationship between input perception and output patterns 

(Lof, 1996; Rvachew et aI., 1999). 
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Harry had significant difficulties in the discrimination of similarities and differences in pairs 

of non-words, even when these were eve. This was particularly so with longer words as 

was assessed in the task requiring discrimination of segmental differences between pairs of 

complex non-words. It appeared that phonetically complex contexts presented him with 

particular challenges and that this also had implications for the updating of already 

established representations and motor programmes. In early development typical children 

may have "frozen" forms, usually high-frequency words or phrases which are stored and 

accessed as whole units (Locke, 1997). However, as the child's perceptual and motor skills 

develop, and lexical knowledge expands, these previously unanalysed units are updated to 

reflect the child's increasing proficiency in producing adult models. Harry's speech did 

show evidence of frozen forms (or "relics" Grunwell, 1992, p. 118) and indeed this was still 

the case at T2. The process of updating representations depends on effective interactions 

between levels of input processing (perceptual skills) and output processing (motor 

programming and programmes) (Rees, 2001). The diffuse deficits shown by Harry's profile 

suggests that it can be hypothesised that, as well as having difficulties within discrete levels 

of processing, interactions between levels are likely to be impaired (ehiat & Hunt, 1993). If 

this is indeed the case, the presence of frozen forms, symptomatic of an inefficient speech 

processing system, is unsurprising. 

Harry's difficulties in the perception of segments in complex non-words, and SFWF 

contrasts in eve/evee words had implications for his learning of new vocabulary, 

particularly lexical items that had complex sound structures and/or abstract meaning. He 

would be less likely to perceive finely graded phonetic details and more opaque semantic 

features might mean that he needed more exposure to individual words in order to 

establish stored representations. 

Harry also had output difficulties at every level of the profile and there were no differences 

in the segmental patterns used between his naming and repetition of real words and of 

non-words. This indicated that the same constraints were affecting his output in each of 

these types of stimuli. He had oro-motor and motor planning difficulties as evidenced by 

his inability to elevate his tongue tip to command or visual model and his poor 

performance on the DDK task. While these impaired motor skills will have impact on his 

speech output, given Harry's input processing difficulties it is unlikely that motor difficulties 

alone could explain the severity and persistence of his disordered speech. However, there 
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may be interactions between motor deficits and the development of, for example, speech 

perception skills (Galantucci, Fowler, & Turvey, 2006; Liberman & Mattingly, 1985). With 

so many areas of difficulty Harry's profile demonstrates the complex nature of interactions 

between levels of processing which can give indications of cause but not a definitive 

explanation of the nature of the speech output difficulty. 

5.26.5 Does the Intelligibility 0/ Harry's speech vary across different speech elicitation 

conditions? 

The quantitative scores for Harry's speech output suggested that his intelligibility would be 

compromised and this was reinforced by the findings of the structural and segmental 

phonological process analysis. Further to this, observation of the hyperelision in his speech 

in multi-word utterances, and indeed his own reflections on the difficulties that listeners 

had in understanding him, strengthened this prediction particularly in relation to MWU. 

Harry's intelligibility, as measured through the perceptions of 66 adult listeners, showed 

that at T1 conversational speech was the least intelligible type of utterance (mean, 

54.12%), followed by single words (mean, 59.78%) and that imitated sentences were the 

most intelligible (64.23%). The difference between conversation and single words was 

significant and Harry was the only one of the four study children to show this profile; the 

other children were all more intelligible in MWU than single words. The experience of 

Harry's listeners in identifying what he was saying matched the predictions based on 

assessment observations for conversation but not for imitated sentences. This was 

because the intelligibility of Harry's imitated sentences was aided by his frequent use of 

open juncture. It may have been that words in this type of sampling condition benefitted 

from the contextual support of a sentence but had clear word boundaries which aided 

recognition. It may be that children like Harry who are familiar with assessment situations 

are aware of the clinician's implicit expectations of "best speech" (Klinto et aI., 2011, P.' 

355) and so use produce more careful speech characterised by conscious use of open 

juncture. However, the range of responses for all types of sample was very wide so not all 

listeners were aided in the same way even in imitated sentences. 
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5.26.6 Are any changes In Harry's speech output evident between two points In time and 

do any changes impact on the intelligibility oj his speech? 

In the 12 months between Tl and T2 Harry's speech improved so that his PCC was 79.5% 

(compared with 62.11% at Tl) and his score on the Picture Naming Task showed the 

number of whole words correct was 32/60, z=-5.64 (compared with 21/60, z=-8.44, at Tl). 

In spite of progress, Harry's speech difficulties were still significant. However, analysis of 

his speech output revealed that quantitative scores were reduced by developmentally later 

processes such as gliding, which do not impact on intelligibility in the same way as patterns 

such as cluster reduction and stopping (Weston & Shriberg, 1992). In addition, there were 

other positive indicators of change such as his improvement in non-word repetition. 

Harry's input processing skills had improved and although he had some residual difficulties 

with consonant cluster discrimination in sentences, and his ability to manipulate speech 

sounds in words was poor, overall his ability to identify segmental patterns in complex 

words had matured. In terms of output processing skills, Harry's scores for imitation of 

both non-words and real words across all word lengths fell into the typical range (albeit 

that the ceiling for norms was set at a 7-year level) .. This would suggest that the perceptual 

and articulatory constraints that had lead to scores for real word naming and non-word 

repetition being very similar at Tl had lessened, and that Harry's poorer accuracy in 

naming reflected an ongoing difficulty or delay in updating established motor programmes 

(Bryan & Howard, 1992; Stackhouse & Wells, 1997). Another positive indicator was a 

reduction in variability (Forrest et aI., 2000), at least at a single word level, although 

examples of idiosyncratic or unusual realisations of complex sound patterns in words also 

suggested the ongoing influence of underlying difficulties, perhaps related to the 

continuing deficits in Harry's motor planning/execution skills. 

Harry's word juncture behaviours at T2 showed quantitative improvements in the 

structured sentence imitation task. However, in conversational speech the presence of 

hyperelision interacting with segmental differences and omissions rendered stretches of 

utterance unintelligible, even to the author who was by that stage very familiar with his 

speech patterns. Nevertheless, the overall improvement in PCC and the expansion of 

Harry's phonetic inventory to include, for example, the segments I J I, Iffl and lit / were 

on their own likely to have a positive impact on intelligibility (Yavas & Lamprecht, 1988). 
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Harry's intelligibility had improved with recognition of conversational speech showing a 

highly significant change. Unlike Tl, at T2 Harry's conversational speech was the best 

understood type of utterance (mean, 82.17%), followed by single words (mean, 69.97%) 

with imitated sentences being least intelligible. 

5.27 Summary and conclusions 

A comprehensive phonological process analysis (PPA) of Harry's speech at Tl identified a 

range of processes, for example, cluster reduction and velar plosive fronting. However, 

further analysis beyond the scope of a typical PPA, particularly of MWU, revealed 

significant segmental and prosodic features which were not evident from a traditional 

single word naming test. This finding was similar to that revealed through the investigation 

of Tallulah's speech in that PPA was not sufficient to describe all the patterns which might 

impact on intelligibility. like Tallulah his MWU showed frequent occurrences of open 

juncture although in Harry's speech glottal stops and pauses were observed more often at 

word boundaries. One characteristic of Harry's MWU was the presence of inappropriate 

close juncture manifested by hyperelision which significantly impacted on his intelligibility; 

this was not particularly evident in Tallulah's speech. like Tallulah, Harry showed variability 

in speech output; at times this was progressive in nature but his output might also be 

affected by phonetic or linguistic context. 

Psycholinguistic assessment indicated that Harry's speech processing skills showed 

impairments in both input and output tasks, therefore showing more pervasive difficulties 

than Tallulah, whose input skills were in the typical range. With input tasks Harry 

experienced more difficulty in activities involving non-words than real words, particularly 

those with complex segmental and syllabic structures. His speech patterns in output were 

similar in non-word repetition and picture naming suggesting that the same constraints 

affected all types of speech output. Harry's performance on a DDK task indicated that he 

had difficulties in motor planning and there was some evidence of poor power and 

precision in oro-motor movements. Tallulah did not demonstrate difficulties with non

word repetition and oro-motor skills, again indicating that Harry had more widespread 

impairments than she did. They both had difficulties with real word output and motor 

planning. 
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Harry presented with severe and persisting speech difficulties at n which affected the 

intelligibility of his speech in all types of utterance although listeners were better able to 

identify words as single items rather than those in MWU. The profile of listener responses 

was different to that of Tallulah where MWU were more intelligible than SW. 

By T2, Harry's speech output and his intelligibility had significantly improved although he 

continued to show residual difficulties reflecting those identified at n. In these respects 

he is similar to Tallulah. 

The next case study in Chapter Six is Lily who was 7;2 at the time of the first assessment. 
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Chapter Six 

Case Study: Lily 

601 Background 

At the beginning of the study Lily was 7;2; she was a girl who had a history of severe speech 

difficulties, first referred to speech and language therapy by the health visitor at the age of 

3;1 because her speech "was slow to develop". There was a paternal family history of 

dyslexia but no other reported risk factors. Her hearing always tested as normal. Over the 

next four years, there were periods of intervention which focused on her production of 

speech sounds and the development of phonological awareness skills, but her progress was 

slow. Her early intervention was group-based and clinical records suggest that she was 

diagnosed with a phonological delay, which was expected to resolve. She was referred to 

the study because of concerns about her rate of progress and her poor intelligibility. 

602 Initial observations Tl (CoAo 7;2) 

In the first assessment session Lily was very quickly at ease, and throughout the study was 

a calm cheerful and hard-working child who was focused and organised in her approach to 

activities. She presented with good verbal comprehension, confirmed 5 months later 

through formal assessment, although her expressive language scores showed some 

significant difficulties with grammar and sentence formulation tasks (see appendix 6.1). 

Lily's effective interpersonal skills and social understanding were a positive counterbalance 

to her significant intelligibility difficulties. She had syntactic immaturities, for example, in 

tense marking where she over-generalised the regular past tense morpheme '-ed' ("we 

putted it on the tree"); she had word finding difficulties with, at times, slow recall of even 

familiar lexical items and occasional semantic errors. 

The initial impressionistic assessment of Lily's speech was that that her intelligibility was 

poor and her voice quality was rather hoarse and breathy. Her intelligibility was affected 

by segmental and structural phonological processes particularly cluster reduction, velar 

plosive and nasal fronting and voicing of voiceless segments. Frequent use of glottal stops 

in all word positions was noted. In addition, there was evidence of timing issues, 

sometimes with slow transitions between or within words or effortful production of 

segments, especially fricatives. 
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6.3 Initial assessment T1 

Lily's input processing skills and speech output skills in single words and multi-word 

utterances were assessed following the approach described in Chapter Three, Methods 

(see appendix 6.2 for her speech processing profile and 6.3 for the mapping of this profile 

to the speech processing model). 

6.4 Input processing skills T1 

The investigation of Lily's input processing skills included assessment tasks from 

Stackhouse, Vance, Pascoe and Wells (2007) and other non-standardised activities) .. 

• Discrimination between same/different SFWF single features and s-c1uster 

sequences in real words and non-words for example, 10Y'lo~ voY'vo~ loy/log; 

vOy/VO& (Stackhouse et aI., 2007). Lily's overall number of responses correct was 

30/36 compared with a mean score of 35.25/36 (S.D. 0.79) for a typical 7-year-old. 

Her z score was -6.64, indicating a severe level of difficulty. There was no 

significant difference between the discrimination of single sounds (z=-4.91) and 

clusters (z=-4.33), but there was a difference between real words (16/18, z=-2.2), 

and non-words (14/18, z=-7.72), although both scores were significantly below the 

expected level. 

• Discrimination of segmental differences between pairs of complex non-words (for 

example, same or different, /spaub/ vs. /spaud/; /tfASp/ vs. /1fApS/, (Stackhouse 

et aI., 2007). Lily's score was 75%, compared with a score of 90.66% (S.D. 7.5%) for 

a typical 7-year-old, z=-2.08. There was a marked discrepancy between Lily's score 

for recognising difference, which was 88.46% (compared with a norm of 87.95%, 

S.D. 10.96%), z=0.073, and her score for recognising similarity which was 50% 

(compared with a norm of 96.92%, S.D. 4.7%), z=-9.98. Examination of the pattern 

of errors in the task stimuli suggests that these results may have been related to 

either fatigue or poor attention (although neither was obvious from her 

demeanour). There are four blocks of test items but difficulty is not progressive. 

Lily scored 10/10 for block A, 7/10 for blocks Band C and 6/10 for block 0, 

identifying all 3 "same" items correctly in block A, 2 in block B and only 1 in blocks C 

and D. The design of the test meant that items were more often different than the 

same. Lily may have realised this; if the task was difficult for her, it may have 
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simply been easier to respond in the same manner to all items. Whatever the 

reason, it brought into question the reliability of her scores for discrimination of 

differences between complex non-words. 

• Auditory lexical discrimination, (ALO) with pictures (Stackhouse et aI., 2007), 

recognising production errors in 1, 2 and 3/4 syllable words. Lily's overall score 

across all word lengths was 113/120, compared with a mean of 114.7, (S.D. 3.17), 

z=-0.53 which was in the typical range for her age. Examination of different word 

lengths revealed some small differences. Her judgement of 1 and 2 syllable words 

was typical for her age (z=2.93 and -0.71 respectively) but her score for 3/4 syllable 

words was 35/40 compared with mean 37.65, (S.D. 1.52) z=-1.74. She accepted: 

/ I host Ipl. / for "hospital" (metathesis); / I plI!rasut/ for "parachute" (place of 

articulation); / I bA tafa I / for "butterfly" (cluster reduction); /pa I <tabaz/ for 

"pyjamas" (manner of articulation); and rejected "hairdresser" as a real word. The 

errors relating to place of articulation, cluster reduction and voicing reflected 

production patterns evident in Lily's own speech production. 

A number of phonological awareness activities were completed using the Hatcher, (1994) 

Test of Phonological Awareness and other non-standardised tasks (these tasks typically 

tapped both input and output skills). On the Hatcher assessment she scored 17/36 across 

all 6 subtests; the test does not give details of norms but is presented as suitable for 

children at the early stages of literacy development as Lily was. Results suggested that 

Lily's phonological awareness was beginning to develop but her skills were still immature. 

She was able to listen to words segmented into syllables (for example, "win-dow") or 

phonemes (for example, "r-ai-n") and identify those words, indicating that phonological 

representations for the words tested were accurate. She was able to sort pictures of eve 
words by onset segment as long as the target sounds were ones she realised accurately, 

otherwise her own speech output in rehearsal interfered with the task. For example, she 

was not reliably able to sort between alveolar and velar plosive onsets. Given a choice of 

three words, Lily was able to identify the two which rhymed (4/6) but this was very slow. 

Her responses to these segmentation and rhyming tasks suggested that she had some 

awareness of the internal structure of phonological representations, in that she was able to 

manipulate phonological information without being entirely reliant on an adult model, but 

these skills were not yet secure. 
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Overall, Lily's task performance showed that she had some difficulties with input 

processing; mild difficulties in carrying out discrimination and judgement tasks with real 

words, more so if they were multisyllabic. However, she found tasks involving non-words 

more difficult, particularly when they had complex segmental and syllabic sequences. 

These findings implied that her perceptual skills were better when associated with 

meaning, i.e. a stored phonological representation. Such difficulties could impact on lexical 

development, particularly of more abstract words, because poor discrimination of the 

sound patterns of novel words would lead to difficulty in establishing clearly defined 

phonological representations (Chiat & Hunt, 1993). 

6.5 Speech output skills T1 

Lily's speech output skills were assessed using a range of single word tests; the Picture 

Naming Task (Stackhouse et aL, 2007), the Non-Word Repetition Task (Stackhouse et aL, 

2007) and the Real Word Repetition Task (Stackhouse et aL, 2007). She also completed 

subtests of the DEAP (Dodd et aL, 2002). The single word (5W) analysis was based on 109 

items collected during these tasks (appendix 6.4). The multi-word data are from the 

analysis of T1 conversational speech (C5) samples 1-7 (appendix 6.5 to 6.10) and selected 

imitated sentences from the Connected Speech Processes (CSP) Repetition Task 

(Stackhouse et al., 2007), (appendix 6.11); there are occasional examples from other 

conversational speech, which are indicated in the text. 

The Picture Naming Task (Stackhouse et aL, 2007) allowed comparison of Lily's whole word 

production with the expected score for a child of her age (see table 6.1); scoring is based 

on the number of whole words that match the adult target. Her overall score across all 

word lengths was 7/60 (11.66%), z=-12.01, compared with a mean score for a 7-year-old of 

54.2/60 (90.33%), S.D. 3.93, indicating a severe level of difficulty in comparison with a 

typically developing peer group. Her scores for 1 syllable (4/20, z=-12.33), 2 syllable (3/20, 

z=-12.07) and 3/4 syllable words (0/20, z=-7.27) were all at a similar level of difficulty. 

Whole words scored as correct were DUCK, CAT, BOOK, SNAKE, TOILET, MONEY and LADDER. 

Lily completed the Non-word Repetition Task (Stackhouse et aL, 2007), (see table 6.1). Her 

score across all word lengths was 10/60 (16.66%), compared with a mean score of 48.85 

(S.D. 4.66) for typical 7-year-olds, z=-8.33 indicating a severe level of difficulty. Lily scored 

equally poorly across all word lengths as can be seen in table 6.1. The credited non-words 
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were /drek; s::>k; kEt; b::>k; vm; Iter Iat; I mEna; IIEdr; I tolafam/. Six of these words 

matched correctly named real words, DUCK, CAT, BOOK, TOILET, MONEY and LADDER. 

Table 6.1 Lily: Scores for Picture Naming and Non-word Repetition Tasks T1 

Picture Naming Task (real words) Non-word Repetition Task 
Word structure Norms age 7 Lily's score (z- Norms age 7 Lily's score (z-

years: mean score) years: mean score) 
(S.D.) (S.D.) 

1 syllable (N=20) 18.8 (1.20) 4 (-12.33) 16.05 (1.88) 5 (-5.87) 
2 syllable (N=20) 18.45 (1.28) 3 (-12.07) 16.95 (1.90) 3 (-7.34) 
3 & 4 syllable 16.95 (2.33) 0(-7.27) 15.80 (2.33) 1 (-6.35) 
words (N=20) 
Total (N=60) 54.2 (3.93) 7 (-12.01) 48.85 (4.66) 10 (-8.33) 

The Real Word Repetition Task (Stackhouse et aI., 2007) was also completed; Lily's 

performance was similar to the naming and non-word repetition tasks with a score across 

all word lengths of 11/60 (18.33%), z=-14.05 compared with a mean of 53.3/60 (S.D. 3.01) 

for typical 7-year-olds. She scored 7/20, z=-14.12 for 1 syllable words, 3/20, z=-9.62 for 2 

syllable words and 1/20, z=-15.12 for 3/4 syllable words. Some accurate words were the 

same as those produced in the naming task i.e. DUCK, CAT, BOOK, SNAKE, TOILET, MONEY and, 

LADDER but in addition she realised LEAF, SOCK, VAN and TELEPHONE accurately too. 

In summary, Lily's performance across all three tasks, naming and both real word and non

word repetition was equally poor. Stackhouse and Wells (1997, p. 47) suggest that this 

may reflect "generalized articulatory difficulties". However, it might be the case, also as 

suggested by Stackhouse and Wells (1997), that her performance reflected multi-level 

"pervasive phonological processing difficulties" (p. 47). 

Non-standardised phonological awareness tasks showed that Lily could segment words into 

syllables by tapping or clapping although, when the task was first introduced, she needed 

adult help in the form of extra modelling and discussion. This was unexpected since her 

case notes suggested familiarity and success with similar tasks. She was not easily able to 

generate rhymes or reliably count the number of consonants and vowels in high frequency 

single syllable eve words, although this was not aided by interference from her own 

impaired speech production. Lily's performance on these tasks indicated that she was not 

able to manipulate segments and simple words in output activities without adult help, and 

her skills were not at the level typically expected by the age of seven. 
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6.6 Oro-motor assessment and diadochokinesis (OOK) 11 

Lily's oro-motor motor skills were assessed using items from the DEAP (Dodd et aI., 2002). 

Her non-speech movements in isolation were accurate apart from tongue elevation which 

she was not able to perform to a model or verbal command. When asked to carry out a 

sequence of two oro-motor actions, her movements were affected by her lack of tongue 

elevation but her blow, kiss and cough were also lacking in force. Her performance on 

these tasks suggested that she had some difficulties with precision and power in non

speech oral movements. As described in Chapter Five, Harry, Williams and Stackhouse 

(2000) found that 70% of typical 5-year-olds were unable to elevate their tongue tip in an 

oro-motor task, and it may be that Lily's difficulties with tongue movements were a 

reflection of an immature motor system. However, this would not explain her general lack 

of oro-motor force. 

Lily's DDK skills were assessed in a non-standardised way through repetition of a sequence 

of single segments [PJ, [tJ, [k] (see Methods, Chapter Three); she was able to produce 

all three segments in isolation. She was asked to do this 10 times after being given an adult 

model and three practise attempts. Lily was unable to produce the segmental sequence 

accurately at all so the real word "pat-a-cake" was tried as an alternative. Lily's realisation 

of the target was [I bre?ade I?J for seven attempts, [I brekade I?] for two and 

[ I bre?de I?J for one. Her attempts were perceptually slow and deliberate but did not 

have long pauses or hesitations. Lily's performance on the DDK task suggested that she 

had difficulties with motor planning (Stackhouse et aI., 2007). 

6.7 Phonetic Inventory 11 

Lily's phonetic inventory for consonants, based on single word and utterance level analysis 

is listed in table 6.2. 

Lily's vowel inventory included all vowels expected for her accent of English (see Chapter 

Three, Methods). In this analysis the realisation of It I as a glottal stop in SFWW and SFWF 

positions and vocalisation of SFWF 11/ to [uJ (Grunwell, 1987) are judged as typical for 

Lily's accent. 
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Table 6.2 lily: Phonetic inventory (consonants) in SW and CS T1 

Bilabial Labiodental Alveolar Palatal Velar Glottal 
Ploslve p b t d k 9 ? 
Ejectlve p' t' k' 
Nasal m n 0 
Fricative f v s h 
Affricate 
Approximant w u 1 j 

Other 

6.8 Stimulablllty T1 

Stimulability for English consonants was assessed using the DEAP items (Dodd et aI., 2002). 

Lily was stimulable for /zl in isolation following repeated modelling and several attempts 

at production but not for the other segments not in her inventory (i.e. I I, 3, tf, «t, e, 3, J/. 

She had difficulty in imitation of both I gl and Iv I in CV syllables and in isolation (in spite 

of them being used sometimes in speech). I gl was realised as the voiceless cognate [kJ, 

and Ivl was also devoiced. Her efforts to imitate Ilk! resulted in [tJ in CV syllables but 

repeated productions of [gJ in single sound repetition. She was easily stimulable for the 

I sl clusters I sn/, I sml and I spl but not for any other clusters. 

6.9 PCCT1 

Lily's SW PCC was 44.90% and her PVC was 92.06% giving a PPC of 68.48%. Scores were 

derived from 109 single words. This PCC score puts her speech into the Shriberg and 

Kwiatkowski (1982) category of severe difficulties for consonant production (less than 50% 

correct). 

6.10 Phonological process analysis T1 

A phonological process analysis was completed using data primarily from single words and 

conversational speech, supplemented by data from imitated sentences. There was 

evidence, both in SW and multi-word data, of both structural and systemic processes as 

well as word level assimilatory errors (see table 6.3). Structural processes included weak 

syllable deletion, final consonant deletion (although glottal stop realisation was a more 

common pattern), and cluster reduction. Systemic processes included glottal stop 

realisation of fricative segments, velar fronting, deaffrication, stopping and gliding. Lily's 
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realisation of voiceless segments was variable in that they were frequently voiced, 

particularly in multi-word utterances. 

Table 6.3 Lily: Phonological processes (consonants) T1 

Target Lily's realisation Target Lily's realisation 
(SW) (conversational 

speech, CS) 
Structural processes 
Cluster CRAB [dreb .J AND HIM LIKE [re-n I-m Ilalt 

reduction TRACTORS AS WELL 
Idretdad a 

(CS 4, Tl) 
Iws .. u] 

Weak syllable TOMATO [lma-tau..J MUSIC ON THE - [Imildlt o-n da 

deletion COMPUTER (CS 2, (.) p' (.) 
Tl) Ibu l taJ 

Final ROOf [uu] THEN MY STEPSISTER [ds-n mal 

consonant COME ROUND (CS 5, Idstltda 

deletion Tl) I fA - m -wau-] 

Systemic processes 
Glottal ~AUSAGE [I tothldz.J ~OMETIMES WE CALL [ltA-_ndal-m wi 

replacement IT TILLY, ~OMETIMES IdJl If IddJ 
WE CALL IT TINY (CS 

IfA_ndal-m wi 
1, Tl) -

I dJl It 

I da_ l-niJ 

PARACHUTE [ I ph rewatut] WE BOlli START [wi baut I dot 
FIGHTING (CS 6, Tl) I faltm] 

Velar fronting ~IRL [dsu] AND WE ~N'TTAKE IT [re-n Iwi Ida-n? 

& glottal FOR A WALK YET (CS Idelt It VJ-w 

stops 1, Tl) a IWJk,t I js .. t] 

Deaftrication lELLY [I dsli] BUT THEN HIM NOT [bAt 
lUMPED UP (CS 5, Ins-nI-no-t 
Tl) I dA-mpt APJ 

Stopping GLOVE [dAb. h ] A HIGH SCHOOL [a I talt dOu 
MU~ICAL (?PILLOW) 

Imildatu 
(CS 2, Tl) 

IbIlauJ 

Gliding BING [WIO] AND A CAMEBA (CS [s-n a Idre-mwa] 

2, Tl) 
Voicing ~ATERPILLAR [I dre?ap· daJ RED & fiNK (CS 3, [Iwsd- sn 

Tl) IbI-ok"'] 

Word level assimilatory errors 
Consonant BIRTHDAY [I b3tbeI]. IT KEEP ON NIPPING [I? Ibi? o-n" 

harmony fEOfLE (CS 1 Tl) I nI_t I bI-n 

I bi I ba .. u] 
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6.10.1 Structural processes T1 

The most frequently occurring structural process across both SW and MWU was cluster 

reduction. Consonant harmony was also a feature of Lily's speech. Weak syllable deletion 

occurred in word initial unstressed syllables preceding a stressed syllable, but these were 

relatively few in number; final consonant deletion occurred, but infrequently and not with 

any predictable segmental pattern. 

6.10.11 SIWI and SIWW clusters in single words and conversatianal speech 

All SIWI consonant clusters were examined (see table 6.4); clusters in MWU were included 

in analysis only when the target was unambiguous. Lily, almost without exception, reduced 

SIWI/SIWW clusters to a single element. In the SW sample this process occurred in 93.33% 

(28 out of 30) of SIWI/SIWW clusters and in CS in 100% (17 out of 17) of clusters. In SW the 

two exceptions were [sm; - I k' ] for SNAKE (which appeared to have been learned as an 

isolated lexical item in a recent intervention which focused on /s/ clusters), and [fwi] for 

THREE. 

Table 6.4 Lily: Realisation of SIWI and SIWW consonant clusters In single words and conversational 
speechTl 

Process SW CS (17 Items) Examples 
(30 Items) 

None (Le. cluster realised 3.33% (1/30) 0% (0/17) ~AKE [sm;-Ik' ] 
accurately) (SW) 
Realised with 2 elements 3.33% (1/30) 0% (0/17) THREE [f:wi] (SW) 
(immature) 
Reduction to a single 86.66% (26/30) 94.11% (16/17) FROG [f:og" ] 
element (SW); fJ,ATE 

[b.eI .. /] (SW); 
PLAYER [I be I ja..J 
(CS 2, Tl); START 

[I dOl] (CS 5, Tl) 
Coalescence 6.66% (2/30) 5.88% (1/17) ~ING [f: 1-0] 

(SW); BUTTERB:Y 

[I bA/a /3 ad (CS 
5, Tl) 

Clusters were reduced in different ways but the patterns were predictable and were the 

same in SW and conversational speech. Plosive plus approximant clusters were reduced to 

a single plosive segment, but fronted if the target was a velar, [dll!b.J for QiAB, 
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[d. Ab. : ~th J for GLOVE; If1/ and Ifrl clusters were reduced to a single If I so, for 

example, FLOWER was realised as [I f: ao .. waJ. lsi plus plosive clusters were generally 

reduced to a single plosive segment so that SPIDER was realised as [I ba I d. aJ and SCOOTER 

as [ I du?hAJ. I sl plus approximant appeared to follow slightly different patterns. 

Iswl was realised with the coalescence of lsi and Iwl so that SWING was [f: I-OJ; Is1/ 

was realised as a glottal stop, for example, SLIPPER as [I? I ?ph aJ. Lily's realisation of 

Is1/ appears to involve two processes, firstly Is1/ was being realised in a similar way to 

other 11/ clusters where 11/ was deleted (as in FLOWER [I f:ao .. waJ and PLATE 

[b,p .. ?J); secondly the realisation of the SIWI [sJ as a glottal stop. Grunwell (1987) 

suggests that there is no reason, other than for descriptive logic, to suppose any sequential 

application of processes where it appears that more than one is being used and that they 

could be "said to apply simultaneously rather than sequentially" (p, 187). 

6.10.1.2 SFWF and SFWW clusters in single words and conversational speech 

SFWF consonant clusters in the samples were examined (table 6,5). In the SW there were 6 

examples of SFWF or SFWW clusters and 28 in the CS. The SFWF clusters sampled did not 

include the cluster Indl in the word AND because it was used frequently and realised in 

several different, but appropriate forms. For example, AND THEN realised as [a-n I m;-nJ 

(CS 6); AND WHITE AND BLUE realised as [oon I wa I .. ? oon I b.U..J (CS 3). This type of reduction 

and variability occurs in typical adult speech (Shockey, 2003). 

The examples in table 6.5 illustrate that the major issue in the realisation of SFWF clusters 

was that the fricative element of any cluster was stopped or omitted. Even on the one 

occasion from both samples that Lily produced a fricative, LEGS [h:gOtsJ (SW), she 

preceded the target (which was devoiced) with a stop, resulting in an affricate realisation. 
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Table 6.5 Lily: Realisation of SFWF and SFWW consonant clusters in single words and 
conversational speech T1 

Process SW (6 items) CS (27 items) Examples 

None (Le. cluster 33.33% (2/6) 39.28% (11/28) ROUNDABOUT 

realised accurately) ['wau-nda-bau-_?] 

(SW); ELEPHANT 
[I dar: a_ -n?] 

(SW); JUMPED 

[dA -mpt] (CS 5, Tl); 

CAN'T [da-n?] (CS 1, 

Tl) 

Reduction to a single 33.33% (2/6) 39.28% (11/28) ORANGE [I OWl -n:] 

element, including a (SW); BISCUITS 
glottal stop [lbl?kl_?J (SW); 

SOMETIMES 
['?A-_ndal-m] (CS 

1, Tl); TRIPPED 

[d I?tJ (CS 5, Tl) 

Stopping 33.33% (2/6) 14.28 % (4/28) GLOlli [dAb,th J 

(SW) ; LUNQi 

[lA -nt' ] (CS 5, 

Tl); NAMES 

[m;-l_md.:] (CS 1, 

Tl) 

Final consonant deletion 0% (0/6) 7.14 % (2/28) ROUrm [wau-]* (CS 

5, Tl 

*Note nasalisatlon of the vowel suggesting the preservation of the nasality feature of the deleted 

alveolar nasal adult target 

6.JO.2 Systemic processes 11 

The most frequently occurring systemic processes in Lily's speech were glottal 

replacement, velar fronting and voicing. Her realisation of vowels was also considered. 

6.10.2.1 Glottal stop realisations 

Lily's speech showed frequent use of glottal stops and some of these within-word and 

SFWF realisations of It I were associated with Lily's accent, for example, CAIERPILLAR 

realised as [Idm?ap· Ila..J and TOILEI as [ltoIla?]. However, other contexts were 

not explained by her regional accent, particularly (but not only) where glottal stops 

replaced alveolar and post-alveolar fricatives Is, z, f I and the glottal fricative Ihl 
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(although this last pattern is not uncommon in Lily's linguistic community). This affected 

not only within-word and word-final segments but also word-initial fricative targets, for 

example, ~AUSAGE [tv? I hI dz.J; HAIRDRESSER [I ?Ead. EtA..J; SHEEP [?ip']. However, 

there was some variation in what was perceived for SIWI targets and on occasion it 

appeared that the target was omitted rather than realised as a glottal stop. For examples, 

ZEBRA realised as [I Eb,va]. There were also instances of typical realisations of these 

targets, for example, were lsi as [s] in ~OCK and Ihl as [h] in HOUSE. In the SW data, 15 

out of 19 possible productions of SIWI or SIWW lsi, /Z/, lSI and Ihl targets were 

transcribed as glottal stops or deletions; in MWU all occurrences were realised as a glottal 

stop or deleted. Examples of SIWI glottal stops in MWU include, in conversation, WHEN WE 

~EE SHEEP HIM ~AY [I WE -n wi I?i I tip I -m ?E I] and in sentence imitation WE ~AW AN 

ELEPHANT AT THE ZOO realised as [wi I ?:>d""' da I ?dava-n? hE .. ¥ da I ?u]. 

In SFWF positions glottal stops were common in both SW and MWU with similar patterns in 

a" contexts. For example, in the conversational speech samples 95.45% (42/44) SFWF It/ 

segments were realised as a glottal stop, which was typical for Lily's accent, but 27.77% 

(5/18) of SFWF fricatives were also produced in this way, which was not. SFWF consonant 

clusters where target segments were plosives or fricatives were also susceptible to this 

process. 

In addition to the patterns of fricative realisation described, SIWI plosives and fricatives in 

word-initial unstressed sy"ables were also liable to glottal stop realisation, for example, 

fYJAMAS realised as [fa I du-ma?s]. 

6.10.2.2 Velar fronting and glottal stops 

The realisation of velar targets was influenced by their position in words and, to a lesser 

degree, the type of utterance i.e. SW or CS, within which they occurred (see table 6.6). For 

example, voiceless velar segments in SIWI positions were frequently fronted but in SFWF 

position, particularly in multi-word speech, were subject to glottal stop realisation. 

In SW 7/15 (46.66%) of SIWI/SIWW and 7/9 (77.77%) of SFWF/SFWW velar plosives 

matched the adult target but in multi-word speech SIWI velars were usually fronted (29/31, 

93.54%) and in SFWF position the voiceless target was usually realised as a glottal stop 

(14/16, 87.5%). The voiced velar plosive was realised accurately in coda position both in 
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SW and CS, although in the stimulability assessment Lily had been unable to produce this 

segment in isolation or in a CV syllable even with careful adult modelling. It is possible that 

that the realisation of SFWF /k/ as a glottal stop reflected Lily's usual realisation of the 

voiceless alveolar plosive /t/ i.e. /k/ was fronted and /t/ was realised as [?]. 

Table 6.6 Lily: Fronting and glottal replacement of velar ploslves In 5W and CS 11 

Velar ploslves Velar plosives Velar ploslves Velar plosives realised 
fronted realised as a fronted as a glottal stop 
SIWI/SIWW glottal stop SFWF/SFWW SFWF/SFWW 

SIWW 
SW 46.66% (7/15) 6.66% (1/15) 11.11% (1/9) 11.11% (1/9) 

CS 93.54% (29/31) 6.45% (2/31) n/a 87.5% (14/16) /k/ only; 
/ g/ always typically 
realised (3/3) 

Another difference between single words and multi-word speech was the realisation of the 

velar nasal. In SW 40% (2/5) were fronted and realised as En] but in MWU it was always 

fronted. Realisation of -ING with an alveolar nasal is a sOcio-phonetic variant in Lily's accent 

for example, FISHING realised as [I f I h?h I -n] . 

6.10.2.3 Voicing 

Lily's speech across all contexts was affected by inconsistent marking of the voiced

voiceless contrast in obstruent consonants, which was not necessarily context sensitive but 

was sometimes the result of consonant harmony. This may be illustrated through further 

examining velar plosive production, in this case in SIWI pOSition in SW (see table 6.7). In 

this context Lily's realisation of voiced and voiceless segments was variable, even where 

the place and manner of articulation of the target segment was accurately produced; this 

was less so in MWU where voicing appeared to be the default. 

Table 6.7 Lily: Voicing of 51 WI velar targets In SW 11 

Target word Lily's realisation Voicing: accurate or not? 
CAR /ko/ [kh oj Yes 
~RAVAN /Ikleravlen/ [ I th lewawle .. -nt] Yes 
~T /klet/ [kblet] Yes 
~TERPILLAR /lkletapIla/ [I dle?ap· IlaJ No 
~RAB /kJleb/ [dleb. ] No 
~RO~ODILE /lkrokadaI1/ [ldA?adaIjau,hJ No 
§IRL /g31/ [dEO] Yes 
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I §LOVE I/gLwl I Yes 

In the examples given, 4 of the 8 segments were realised with accurate voicing (even if the 

velar was fronted) and 4 were not, so ~T was realised as [kh oot] but ~ATERPILLAR as 

[Idoo/ap· da..J. 

The voicing differences in SW were not seen in MWU where Lily showed little variation in 

the realisation of voicing contrasts, resulting in long domain harmony across utterances 

that were voiced throughout, for example: 

BUT I DID GET TWO AND I KEPT THEM (CS 6, Tl) 

[bAI ai IdII dE_I Idu a-n laI IdEI IdE-_n] 

DIDN'T GET OUT COS I PUT IT IN A TIN IN THE GARDEN WITH HOLES IN (CS 6, Tl) 

[ldIdadE . .?au . .? dad aI Ibul II I-n a IdI-n I-n a Iduda-n WId~ I/aul dI-n] 

There were several examples of the segment Ipl being realised accurately, as in HER HELP 

PEOPLE [E Idp" Iph iph al]; however, PURPLE was realised as [lb.3/ph a .. u] in the 

utterance immediately before this one (CS 3, Tl). 

6.10.2.4 Deaf/rication 

Deaffrication had a less pervasive effect on Lily's speech than other processes but this may 

relate to the frequency with which opportunities for affricates occurred in the data. SIWI 

affricates only occurred 10 times throughout the SW and CS samples (see table 6.3). They 

were always deaffricated i.e. realised as a stop (Dinnsen et aI., 2011), for example, CHAIR 

realised as [th Ea _ :]. In SFWF position the adult targets were deaffricated in 40% (2/5) 

of instances, realised as a glottal stop in 20% of instances (lIS) and realised with immature 

affrication in 40% (2/5) of instances with l'dl realised as [t: sJ and Ittl as [dz.J. for 

example, SAUSAGE [I IU/h I dz .J . 

6.10.2.5 Gliding 

Immaturity was also evident in Lily's realisation ofthe post-alveolar approximant Irl which 

was usually glided to [w] when it occurred as a single segment but omitted when in a 

cluster. For example, RING was realised as [WIO]; CRAB as [d/Bb.J. There were 

occasional instances of the labiodental approximant being realised as in ROOF [uu]. 
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6.10.2.6 Stopping 

Stopping was an infrequently seen process for Lily but this may be partly because alveolar 

and post-alveolar fricatives (segments which may be liable to stop realisation) were also 

subject to ICD and glottal replacement. There were a few examples in SW and 

conversational speech, enough to suggest that stopping was a process affecting production 

in word-final positions at least. In CS samples she realised IT WAS. as [I? wad~] and in 

sentence imitation GOOD GIRLS ARE NI~E was realised as [I d,u? I d.dda I nal .. a' ] with 

stopping of both the plural Izl and utterance final lsi. 

6.10.2.7 Vowels 

In single word naming Lily's PVC vowels was 94.68%; her vowel inventory was typical for 

her accent and non-adult forms were rare. Some realisations were affected by lengthening 

(see section 6.11.1) but the durational effects did not alter the categorical perception of 

the vowel. In conversational speech atypical vowels were also rare but there were 

occasional examples of what appear to be consonant-vowel interactions. For example, in 

the phrase AND THEN HIM TRIPPED OVER-OVER A LIGHT 'cos IT WAS- IT WAS -IT USED TO BE PIRATE DEN 

(CS S) realised as [a-Im;-nr-n Idl?t "auda (.) lauva a 11al .. ? dId I? wad~ (.) 

I? wad~ (.) I? Iju? da bi IbaIwa? IdE-n] thefirstvowelln'coslTwasthemid 

close [I] rather than the more likely centralised neutral lat. It appeared that the alveolar 

plosive I dl both in word-initial (fronted velar) and word-final (stopped fricative) positions 

led to harmonisation of production across the consonants and the vowel. Elsewhere, in CS 

6 she used the more typical schwa, [dad], in the phrase DIDN'T GET OUT ~ I PUT IT IN A TIN 

[ldIda dE .. ? au .. ? dad aI Ibu? I? I-n a IdI-n]. The low incidence of these types 

of consonant-vowel interactions meant that their overall impact on Intelligibility was also 

likely to be low. Production differences of this type may not be at all significant except in 

the context of the speech of a child with persisting difficulties where they may be yet 

another product of an immature system. 

It was concluded that non-adult vowels, occurring in less than 6% of instances and all in 

unstressed syllables, were not frequent in naming or conversational speech. However, the 

interpretation of their occurrence as a product of an immature speech processing system 

was supported by Lily's output in the sentence Imitation task where she had atypical 

realisation of several vowels not seen in naming or spontaneous speech. For example, llEl 
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in WRAPPED was realised as [eJ in the phrase SHE (HER) WRAPPED THE PARCEL [3? 'we? de ~ 

'ba .. : he .. 1]; /AI was realised as [eJ in JUMPER in I WORE A JUMPER produced as [a I ' V:)W 

I ' de -n?bA..J . In the sentence MY MUM HUGGED ME WHEN I WAS SAD the I AI in HUGGED was 

also realised as [e], and /fIl/ was realised as a diphthong in SAD, [' mal 'IDA-Ill, Ie? m"r we-n 

a I ~ wu ~ t' 'aa .. t' J. One further example was the realisation of /3/ in the phrase MY 

LEFT LEG HURTS which was produced as the rhotic hi, [rna I 'Ief 'i ed' '3"?J. These 

unpredictable realisations may have been, at least in part, a product of the task. Lily's 

capacity to manage the constraints imposed by trying to exactly reproduce what she had 

heard had unplanned phonetic consequences because of the limitations of her speech 

processing system. 

6.1.0.3 Word level assimilatory errors 

Lily made some word level errors which could best be described as consonant harmony 

both in MWU and in SW. 

6.10.3.1 Consonant harmony 

There were several examples of consonant harmony in Lily's data and these most often 

occurred in MWU across strings of words rather than SW and some of these occurred in 

the sentence imitation task. For example, the sentence THE YELLOW AEROPLANE CRASHED was 

produced as [Ie 'Ideu ?de've-In 'dfll .. ? t] with the SIWI (and utterance-initial) 

target /'6/ realised as [I], anticipating the 11/ in the immature ['Idau] and possibly 

the realisation of Irl as /1/ in AEROPLANE. (Lily's habitual production of THE was [da] or 

[a]). There were other instances where on first examination the harmonisation might be 

attributed to Lily's favoured voice, place and manner of articulation i.e. simply reflecting 

stopping, fronting or voicing processes. For example, JOHN COLLECTS STAMPS was produced as 

[' du-n de' de? 'dfll .. -nt]; the realisation of all SIWI segments could be explained by 

deaffrication, fronting of a velar plosive and cluster reduction respectively, with voicing as a 

default across the whole utterance. However, this would not explain the realisation of 

SIWW 11/ as [d] in COLLECTS or the final nasal cluster Imps/ as [nt] in STAMPS, especially 

when in other spontaneous situations Lily successfully used both SIWW 11/ in TILLY [' dI I i) 

(CS 1) and SFWF /mpt/ in JUMPED [' dA -mpt] (CS 5). An explanation of consonant harmony 

with a unifying alveolar place of articulation, plosive manner and plus voice would appear 

more convincing. 
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In conversational speech there were also examples of long domain harmony. For example, 

in the utterance IT KEEP ON NIPPING PEOPLE the SIWI adult velar target in KEEP was realised as 

[b], [II 'bil v-n'" Inr_/lbm Ibilba .. u], anticipating the bilabial plosives in the 

following words. Although the harmonisation was generally anticipatory, there were 

occasional examples of retrograde assimilation, for example, LIPSTICK was realised as 

[11 Ip. b I I] and BIRTHDAY (CS 2) was realised as [I b3/he I]. These particular examples 

could also be explained in the context of "frozen" forms (Bryan & Howard, 1992). These 

are early-established utterances that are unchanged over time by progressive development 

of the child's phonological system, and there were other occasional instances that show 

what appeared to be very immature forms occurring in Lily's speech (for example, 

THANKYOU realised as [I m: E-nl ju:]. 

6.1.0.4 Summary 0/ phonological process analysis Tl 

The phonological process analysis revealed a significant number of processes impacting on 

the structure and segmental content of Lily's speech. Her realisations of adult targets were 

constrained by multiple structural and systemic processes which would impact on her 

intelligibility because of the cumulative effects on the realisations of individual words and 

multi-word utterances. However, a process analysis did not capture all of the speech 

patterns which might be important in providing a full description of Lily's speech 

production. 

6.11 Features not captured throulh phonolollcal process analysis Tl 

The assessment data revealed that there were other features of Lily's speech which could 

not be accounted for through a traditional phonological process analysis. These features 

were examined through further analysis which included exploration of Lily's management 

of transitions between segments, consonant and vowel durations, and word juncture 

behaviour in multi-word utterances. There was also a consideration of the variability in her 

speech and her voice quality. 

6.1.1..1. Segmental transitions and duration 

One of the striking features of Lily's speech was presence of atypical transitions between 

segments. These were identified through perceptual rather than instrumental analysis and 

took different forms, including perceptible lengthening of either consonants or vowels, for 

example, 'iAN realised as [f: Ill .. -n], FJYE realised as [fa I •• : P ~J. She also produced words 
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which had consonant insertions, frequently but not only /h/, for example, FISHING realised 

as [I f I h?h I -nJ . The position of the segment i.e. SIWI, SIWW or SFWF was not predictive 

of the likelihood of longer duration. For example, in FOOT realised as [f:u?J it was the 

consonant to vowel onset of the word that was lengthened; in WATCH realised as 

[?v. ~WO?k' J both the onset and word-final consonant segments were realised in an 

atypical manner. Fricatives in all distributions were more vulnerable to lengthening than 

plosives or nasals. This may be because the fricative manner of articulation was a relatively 

recent development and she was less practised in the necessary coarticulation needed to 

realise these new motor programmes. Vowel segments were also particularly vulnerable to 

realisation with longer than typical duration, for example, JAM realised as [dill: nJ; BIRD 

realised as [b3: d.J; MOON realised as [mu. - ia: nJ I on occasion vowel realisations were 

both lengthened and subject to variability. It was also the case that Lily's voice quality was 

slightly hoarse and rather breathy, and this was particularly noticeable in lengthened 

vowels. 

In addition to those types of productions already described, there were instances of 

atypical realisations related to the production of vowels in the unstressed ev syllable in a 

disyllabic word with a trochaic pattern. Here Lily did not realise the vowel segment as a 

schwa (as would be predicted in the adult target) but as a lowered, backed vowel which 

had a long duration for example, SLIPPER was realised as [I I ?pa .. : J; ZEBRA realised as 

[ I sbya .. : J. Vowels with lengthened duration also occurred within words; It was possible 

that these might allow her extra transition time towards consonant segments, for example, 

HOUSE was realised as [hau: pth J, with extra duration on the second element of the 

diphthong. Another aspect of these unusual transitions was the presence of glottal stops 

accompanying target segments within words and word-finally. For example, LEAf realised 

as [li ?fJ and SLIPPER realised as [I? I ?ph a..J. It is possible that these glottal stops, 

occurring in eve words which had templates restricted to eV? or IV? syllables, were 

outputs based on motor programmes that had been subject to partial updating but still 

reflected previous constraints. Another interpretation is that these realisations were a 

consequence of intervention. For example, when producing SFWF labiodental fricatives (as 

in LEAF), which had been a target in intervention, Lily's articulatory placement of her top 

teeth on her bottom lip was over-exaggerated and slow. Her pattern of glottal 

replacement in SFWF position had not been eliminated and it appeared that the 
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labiodental fricative was added to the existing motor programme rather than effectively 

updating it to reflect the adult target form. It may be that these atypical syllable-final 

glottal stops reflected a transitional phase in lily's speech development. 

The most unusual forms of lengthened duration occurred mainly in single words but there 

were occasional instances in utterance final positions in MWU. For example in sentence 

imitation lily realised ALICE PUT GLOVES ON HER HANDS as [8 11 I s.. b I I I dAb ~ o-n a 

I re-n: d. J; the SFWF (and utterance final) consonant cluster showed lengthening of the 

Inl before a stop and deletion of the SFWF fricative. The occurrence of these atypical 

forms in SW and at turn-end may reflect extra planning time afforded by open juncture in 

these two contexts. This enabled lily to attempt more complex segmental sequences in 

the context of the rapid processing demands of continuous utterances. 

6.1.1.2 Variability 

In the SW data there were instances of token to token variability, where the same lexical 

item was realised differently at separate times during the assessment. Variable realisation 

was not frequent and occurred just 4 times in the sample. These were: SOCK realised as 

[sJ op] and [SOl]; TIGERaS [Ith :alva] and [It- aIda]; THUMB as [fwA-nt] and 

[fA -rnp]; WATCH as [wot: sJ and [wot:' ]. lily did not meet the 40% inconsistency on 

the DEAP subtest so did not meet Dodd's criterion for a diagnosis of Inconsistent 

Phonological Disorder (Dodd et aI., 2002; Dodd, 1995). 

Also in the SW data, there were examples of individual segments rather than tokens being 

variably produced. Sometimes these might be interpreted as a sign of progression since 

the variability was between an immature realisation and the adult target. For example, the 

voiceless alveolar fricative in SIWI position was realised as a glottal stop in SEESAW [I li/o] 

but as the adult form In both tokens of SOCK. However, this positive interpretation mlg~t 

not apply readily to productions of the SFWF voiceless alveolar fricative lsi realised 

variously In HOU~E [hau: pth ]; LIGHTHOU~E [Ila I Ihau .. !c\l; MOU~E [rnau .. I]; PYJAMA~ 

[i/ada-rna-/s]. This last example showed realisation of the coda target, albeit with 

lenition, but it was preceded by a glottal stop which resulted in a perceptually atypical 

production. Variability was also evident In the unusual transitions between consonants and 

vowels described In section 6.11.1, where the duration was unpredictable. For example, 
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the production of the labiodental fricative in onset was realised differently in FOOT [f:u?] 

and FISH [fr]. 

Examination of the CS samples revealed that the token to token variability seen 

occasionally in SW also occurred in conversational speech. Variable output was more 

difficult to quantify in MWU than in SW, but the occurrences were frequent enough in the 

six CS samples to provide examples of both phonetic and prosodic variation. 

Example 1: token BROTHER 

1) MY BROTHER (CS 6) [I rna r I bA (. ) IdA] 

2) MY BROTHER (CS 5) [mar I bAda] 

The two realisations of the word had the same onset, with the reduction of the consonant 

duster to the single voiced bilabial plosive. However, in version 1 there was a within-word 

pause at the sy"able boundary and the second sy"able was realised with equal stress and a 

harmonised vowel, unlike version 2 which was realised with a typical trochaic pattern and 

typical vowels. 

Example 2: tokens FIGHTING and OUTSIDE (CS 6) 

1) WE BOTH START FIGHTING BUT HIM-WHEN WE WENT OUTSIDE [wi bau? I do? I far?rn 

ba? r-n (.) I ws - n wi (.) Iws-n? I?au(.) l?aId] 

2) ANDSTARTFIGHTINGOUTSIDE [a-n Ida? IV,aI?I-n au?aId~] 

The two realisations of FIGHTING were similar but showed differences in voicing of the onset 

labiodental fricative in spite of being preceded by the same word START which was realised 

in the same way each time, meaning that the difference was not obviously explained by 

phonetic context. The variability in OUTSIDE was the same as that seen in example 1, with. a 

within word pause in the first token at the sy"able boundary and a pattern of equal stress. 

Example 3: tokens TRIPPED and OVER (CS 5) 

1) THEN HIM TRIPPED OVER [s-n hI -n I di?dId I ?auda] 

2) AND THEN HIM TRIPPED OVER-OVER [a-I ns-nr -n I dI?t -auda (.) I auva] 
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In the first example Lily realised TRIPPED with an extra syllable to signal the past tense 

followed by the SIWW labiodental fricative in OVER being realised as a stop. In the second 

example she produced the past tense more typically in that there was no extra syllable, but 

she realised the SFWF cluster as a glottal stop with the target final consonant. Her initial 

realisation of this OVER was the same as version one but she then paused and self

corrected. 

Example 4: token BRATZ (CS 3) 

1) IT(S) BRATZ [' I? 'b,!ll?ts] 

2) WITH BRATZ PEOPLE ON [wId'"' 'q!ll? 'p. ip· UW o-n] 

3) NICK THE BRATZ'(?STAR) [' nI -? de 'phlll • .? (' duJ] 

All three examples show SIWI cluster reduction, but the third example also shows devoicing 

of the onset segment. In the first example, which occurred in an utterance-final position, 

lily's realisation of the SFWF segmental sequence was one of the few examples in the 

whole T1 data set of a cluster where a fricative was produced. 

Example 5: token NAMES (CS 1 AND CS 3) 

1) BOTH OF THEM NAMES [' beu? we dE -m 'nE - I .. md. :] 

2) I DON'T KNOW THEM NAMES [' 81 deu? 'neu- dEn'"' 'ne- 1 •• nil 

These examples show lily's atypical realisation of SFWF clusters (in this case resulting from 

a plural morpheme). In the first example she realised the target fricative as a stop with an 

audibly prolonged hold phase. In the second example she did not produce the second 

element of the cluster and the coda was produced with a weakly articulated bilabial nasal. 

6.12 Speech behaviours In multi-word utterances Tl 

Lily's speech production was examined in conversational speech and Imitated sentences. 

Firstly, an assessment of the characteristics of her speech at word boundaries was 

completed with an examination of how this compared to the multi-word speech of other 

children of the same age. Secondly, an exploration of some observations of prosodic 

aspects of her multi-word speech was carried out. The analysis so far had suggested that, 

in addition to pervasive segmental difficulties, her utterances were characterised by 
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sometimes slow and effortful transitions between and within syllables and words. This 

impacted at all levels on the integrity of her utterances. 

6.1.2.1. Word juncture In multi-word utterances T1. 

Lily's use of assimilation, elision and liaison, and close versus open juncture was examined 

in sentence repetition and in conversational speech. 

6.12.1.1 Sentence imitation 

The Connected Speech Processes (CSP) Repetition task (Stackhouse et aI., 2007) was 

carried out to examine word juncture behaviours in imitated utterances (see table 6.8). 

Table 6.8 Lily: Scores on the Connected Speech Processes (CSP) Repetition Task T1 

Score Lily's Examples of Lily's realisations, compared with 
expected at score typlcaI7-year-olds 
ale 7 

Assimilation 
t# 92.40% 25% EAT PUDDING [lip"" pudro]-[Ii? Ip· udr-n] 

(1/4) 
n# 80.43% 75% JOHN PLAYED [I !lromple r d] - [du-m p. er] 

(3/4) 
d# 43.18% 50% READ MY [Jib"" mar]- [wib"" mar] 

(2/4) 

#J 83.83% 0% lily did not use / J /; target MARY'ilt!.OES (NS 3) 
(0/2) realised as [I mswi I ilnd] 

Elision 
Ct#C 86.94% 25% MUST CLEAN [llDAskl in] - [ I IDA? tIn] 

(1/4) 
Cd#C 72.63% 50% JUDGED THE [I ~<taa] - [I dA? da] 

(5/10) 

Liaison 
j-liaison 91.94% 25% MEA [Imil a]- [Imil a] 

(1/4) 
w-liaison 95.35% 0% YELLOW AEROPLANE 

(0/2) [ljslauW saJalplern]-[llslau 
?Ela I ve- rn] 

r-liaison 86.15% 100% WOREA [lwoJ a]-[ Ivow r] (/J/-[w]) 
(4/4) 

Articles 
Indefinite No norms 0% AN ELEPHANT [an Islafant]-[a I?slava-n?] 

given (0/2) 
Definite No norms 0% II::II ORANGE [ail uJrn<t]-[da I?uwr-n] 

given (0/2) 
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Lily's scores on the task suggested that development of word juncture was not at the level 

expected for her age for any of the between-word processes examined, although she was 

using assimilation, elision and liaison. For example, I j/-liaison occurred between the 

words ME and A in the utterance HE GAVE ME A BANANA realised as [I rm de r 1 mil a 

1 na- I na..J and alveolar/bilabial assimilation in THE BROWN BEAR EATS FISH realised as [da 

1 bau-m 1 bEa i? 1 fV r ?t' J. However, the CSP task cannot allow definitive conclusions 

about word-final consonant elision when word-final glottal stops and cluster reduction 

were such frequently used processes. For example, the sentence SHE WRAPPED THE PARCEL 

was realised as [3? 1 WE? da - 1 ba .. : ha .. 1]. The SFWF glottal stop in WRAPPED and the 

SIWI alveolar plosive have been segmented as / 1 WE? I and Ida-I; this assumes that Iptl 

has been realised as a glottal stop and l'dl realised as an alveolar stop, apparently 

demonstrating elision. An alternative approach could be to segment as [I wE?d a - IJ, 

with Iptl realised as [?dJ and l'dal as a neutral vowel. This interpretation would suggest 

that Lily was not using elision. These examples suggest that caution is needed in using this 

type of task when word-final consonants are subject to such significant constraints. As 

mentioned, there were examples of assimilation in the CSP task, suggesting this was an 

emergent skill. In the sentence YOU CAN READ MY BOOK, word final I dl was assimilated to 

[bJ, so realised as [I ju day I\)ib~ Imar Ibu:k' J. However, SIWI bilabial segments 

were more likely to influence the preceding SFWF consonant than velars because potential 

assimilation contexts in this task were also affected by Lily's phonological processes. These 

resulted in SFWF glottal stop realisations as already described, and velar fronting. In the 

target sentence GOOD GIRLS ARE NICE, realised as [I <tu? 1 <tE1d~a 1 nar .. a' J, the glottal 

replacement of word final I dl in GOOD and the fronting of word-initial /gl in GIRLS make 

it difficult to comment on assimilatory processes at this word boundary, because the 

assimilation context in typical adult speech production does not occur in lily's speech 

output. 

6.12.1.2 Word juncture in spontaneous, conversational speech 

Some observations of word juncture in the sentence imitation task also held true for lily's 

spontaneous utterances. There was emergence of w-liaison, for example, PEOPLE ON was 

realised as [I p. ip· UW on] although she did not use Iwi liaison in the CSP task. Also 

j-liaison as in TINY AND TILLY realised as [Idar-ni j re-n Idrli..J. Ir/-liaison which 

typically develops later (Newton & Wells, 2002; Thompson & Howard, 2007) was also in 
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evidence although realised as a glide as in THERE (5) A GIRL [' Eaw a' dEl]; THERE A PLUG FOR 

THE MP3PLAYER ['EaW a 'bAg v'Jw a 'E-m'bi'vi 'belja]. 

There were no examples of assimilation or elision in the conversational data, and this may 

be due to there being almost no opportunities for this at word junctures in the samples 

analysed. The one instance of potential assimilation occurred in the utterance AND GOLD 

(CS 3, Tl) realised as [E-n? 'daud~] where the assimilatory context of alveolar to velar 

plosive was affected by velar plosive fronting of the /g/ in GOLD. The opportunities for 

elision were reduced anyway because of the interaction between the realisation of SFWF 

segments and Lily's ability to produce SFWF syntactic structures such as past tenses. For 

example, in the utterance HIM FALLED OVER AND KICKED THE TIN (CS 6, Tl) the regular past tense 

morpheme in KICKED would typically be subject to elision. Lily marked the presence of the 

past tense by using an additional syllable so the opportunity for elision was lost; [I-m 

'f'Jdld aundaw re-n 'dI?'dld da 'dI-n]. 

Lily's multi-word utterances showed frequent use of open juncture and as with the 

sentence imitation task, SFWF glottal stops affected many adult targets in conversational 

speech. However, there were also examples of close juncture and both types of word 

boundary can again be demonstrated using the example from CS 6, Tl (6.1); open juncture 

is marked 0 and close juncture C after Wells (1994). 

Extract 6.1: Ladybirds 

6.1.1. J. Right-and did you let them go or did you keep 
them? 

C 
6.1.2 L. Keep them 

C o 0 o o C C C C C 
6.1.3 L. and then my brother said him going to let them 

C C 0 C C 
go and I said no 

[ng-n Imal IbJ\.(.)ldJ\. g h II-n dJ\.-na IIg? g-n Idau a-n 
I ng -n a 81 I?gd~ na-u] 
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C C 0 o o C 
6.1.4. L. and then we both start fighting 

C o o 0 o o o o C 
6.1.5 ~ but him-when we went outside and start fighting 

[bat I-n. 'wE-n wi (.) 'wE-n? '?au(.)'?aId a-n Ida? 
'v,aI?I-n] 

o o o C C C o o C C C 
outside him-him fa1led over and kicked the tin and all 

C C C 
the ladybirds got out 

[au?aId~ 'I-m I-m 'fodId au daw ~-n 'dI?'dId da 'dI-n ~-n '01 

da 'lEIdib3d~ do? 'au_I] 

Close juncture was observed in high frequency word combinations, for example, line 6.1.3 

going to let them go, and also in the last few words of the utterance, line 6.1.5, 

(which was turn-end) and all the ladybirds got out. This was characteristic 

generally for her conversational speech. However, the long sequences of open juncture 

were striking and these affected not only between-word contexts but also within-word 

syllable junctures, as in line 6.1.3 brother and 6.1.5 two instances of outside. In this 

respect Lily is similar to the child "Zoe" described by Wells (1994) who also used open 

juncture at syllable boundaries. Like Zoe, it may be that Lily found it difficult to balance the 

demands of syntagmatic fluency "the need to realize phrases and sentences as cohesive 

wholes" (Wells, 1994, p. 2) in the context of her highly constrained segmental system. 

Further evidence of these difficulties can be seen in observations of her prosody in MWU, 

described in the next section. 

6.12.2 Prosodic characteristics 

Lily's atypical segmental transitions have been described in terms of duration (section 

6.11.1) and these impacted on the overall quality of her conversational speech as well as at 

SW level. The perceptual impression was of slow rate and frequent pauses, but further 

analysis also showed stretches of syllable-timed speech related to open juncture between 

words and frequent glottal stops. For example, in IT KEEP ON NIPPING PEOPLE (CS 1, Tt) 

realised as [I? I bi? n-n- 'n I_? 'b In I bi I be _ uJ the 2 syllable words NIPPING and PEOPLE 
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were delivered with equal stress on each syllable rather than the strong-weak trochaic 

pattern typical of British English (Wells, 1994). Another example was seen in MP3 PLAYER (CS 

2, Tl) [a? I Em I bi I f~ i I bel ja..J realised with equal stress on all three syllables in MP3. 

In addition to open juncture at word boundaries, Lily also had frequent pauses in multi

word speech which appeared to be related to language formulation or word-finding 

difficulties resulting in repetition and repairs. For example, P·P-ON -MUSIC ON THE· p. 

COMPUTER (CS 2, Tl) realised as [p' (.) p' (.) n-n (.) I mUd I ? n-n da (.) p' 

(. ) I bu I ?a..J. Occasionally these pauses offered a possible insight into levels of 

processing underlying Lily's speech output. For example, an utterance in conversation was 

NEAR MY DAD'S HOUSE, realised as [1m -a mal I dllld (.) ha .. ,z. (a,) I ?au .. :t' ]. 

Assuming that the interpretation of Lily's Intended meaning was correct, which it appeared 

to be contextually, the pause and the following segmental sequence [(.) ha.J.. (a.)] 

might be viewed as an attempt to realise the possessive morpheme lsi. lily rarely 

produced SFWF lsi or I zl and in the conversational speech samples there are only two 

examples of alveolar fricatives, both in utterance-final positions, and both marking the 

plural morpheme liS": AND DOCTOR~ realised as [1Il-n I dn?dad. s] and IT'S BRAT~ realised as 

[I I? I qJe?ts]. In SW the only examples of SFWF alveolar fricatives also occurred in 

plural items LEGS realised as [lEgOtSJ and PYJAMAS as [I ?ada-ma-?s]. All examples 

were devoiced. Lily's unsuccessful attempt at producing the possessive morpheme liS" 

within the utterance MY DAD'S HOUSE reflected the difficulty alveolar fricatives posed for her. 

However, even though her production was atypical and sounded effortful, her attempt 

suggested that her underlying phonological representation for this target was accurate, as 

must be the case in the examples of accurate realisations of plural morphemes. This 

strengthens an argument for motor and articulatory constraints being a major factor in 

lily's inaccurate word production. 

In addition to the effects of open juncture and extended duration which could be classified 

as hyperarticulation (Howard, 2007a), lily also showed typical reduction behaviour in 

conversational speech with appropriate intonation, rate and rhythm in high frequency 

utterances. For example, in CS 5, lily realised the words AND THEN HIM as [a I nE -n I -n] and 

THEN HIM NOT as [nE- l m -nn-?]. This feature was less frequent than hyperartlculation but 

important as evidence of typical speech behaviour, even though with her significantly 
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reduced segmental system this increased the risk of limiting intelligibility (although content 

words were not generally affected). 

6.13 Voice quality 

Lily's voice quality was noticeably breathy and dysphonic. There was variation both within 

and across utterances; the breathy quality was frequently more pronounced at turn end. 

On occasions her voice quality on vowels also showed variation in intensity during 

production giving a slightly aperiodic effect. Breathiness has been described as voice 

produced with "relaxed and incomplete closure of the vocal folds" (Epstein, 2002, p. 9); the 

term "unconstricted" laryngeal setting has also been used (Benner, Grenon, & Esling, 2007, 

p. 2073). Lily's voice quality appeared related to what Harris and Cottam (1985) term 

"articulatory strength" (p. 65). Although Lily's consonant output showed, for example, 

much more frequent use of plosives which require more articulatory strength than 

fricatives, her frequent use of glottal stops (the extreme form of gestural simplification) 

and her management of consonant-vowel transitions at times gave the impression of 

articulatory effort. Her performance on the non-speech oro-motor tasks had also shown 

poor power and precision. Lily's breathy voice was interpreted as symptomatic of her 

overall motor difficulties which affected her whole vocal tract including laryngeal and 

respiratory levels. 

6.14 Summary of findings at T1 

Lily's input processing skills and speech output skills at T1 were summarised as follows: (see 

also her speech processing profile appendix 6.2, and 6.3 for the mapping of this profile to 

the speech processing model). 

• Input processing skills showed mild difficulties discrimination and judgement tasks 

with real words, more so if they were multisyllabic; tasks Involving non-words were 

more difficult 

• Scores for the mispronunciation detection task were within the normal range 

suggesting underlying phonological representations for these items were 

accurately defined 

• The single real word naming test indicated severe difficulties with word production; 

imitation of these same words was also severely impaired 
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• The non-word repetition test showed that Lily also had a severe level of difficulty in 

this task, corresponding to naming and real word repetition; similarity in 

performance across these three tasks together suggested either significant 

articulatory or phonological constraints 

• Lily's performance on oro-motor tasks suggested that she had some difficulties 

with precision and power in non-speech movements 

• Lily's performance on the DDK task indicated significant difficulties with motor 

planning 

• Her phonetic inventory indicated a reduced number of English consonant phones 

• Her vowel inventory included all appropriate English vowels although there was 

some variability in vowel realisation 

• Her PCC was 44.90% and her PVC was 92.06%% giving a PPC of 68.48%. 

corresponding to a severe level of difficulty 

• Findings from the phonological processes analysis of Lily's speech were that she 

had multiple structural and systemic processes Including both typically delayed 

patterns (velar fronting; cluster reduction) and atypical patterns (glottal 

replacement of SIWI and SIWW fricative targets) 

• Other findings included atypical management of transitions between segments at 

syllable and word level 

• She had a breathy voice quality 

• Her. atypical and effo rtfu I production of words, for example, her attempts to 

produce fricatives (including morphological markers) suggested that her underlying 

phonological representations for those targets were accurate and that motor and 

articulatory constraints were a major factor In word production 

• Word juncture behaviours suggested that liaison and assimilation were emerging 

but word-final segmental difficulties significantly affected production, with an 

Impact from high rates of glottal stop realisations 
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• Overall, Lily's speech was characterised by extended and slow realisations in SW 

and MWU with open juncture at word boundaries which might be described as 

hyperarticulation 

• On occasions she showed appropriate reduction in conversational speech but this 

also potentially compromised intelligibility because of her low PCC 

The impact of these difficulties on Lily's intelligibility as experienced by the listeners who 

participated in the study was explored. 

6.15 IntelligIbility Tl 

Lily's intelligibility was measured through listener responses to an orthographic write-down 

task for single words, imitated sentences and conversational speech (as described in 

Chapter Three, Methods); results are presented in table 6.9. Stimuli from Lily's speech 

output that were presented for intelligibility rating are given in full in appendix 6.12 and in 

tables 6.13, 6.14 and 6.15. 

Table 6.9 Lily: Intelligibility outcomes n: Percentage (and number) of Items correctly Identified by 
listeners 

Data type Mean" S.D. " Minimum score Maximum score 
(No.) (No.) " (No.) " (No.) 

SIngle words (max no. = 23.41 15.79 0(0) 63.64 (7) 
11) (2.58) (1.73) 
Imitated sentences (max 36.42 11.23 12.50 (3) 62.50 (15) 
no. = 24) (8.74) (2.69) 
Conversational speech 40.09 17.84 3.57 75.00 
(max = 100") 

Analysis of results using the Wilcoxon Signed Ranks Test demonstrated that the listeners' 

identification of Lily's single words was significantly poorer than that of multi-word 

utterances. There were significant differences between SW and imitated sentences (Z=-

5.387, p<.OOOl) and SW and conversational speech (Z=-5.890, p=<.OOOl). There was no 

significant difference between imitated sentences and conversational speech (Z=-1.650, 

p<.099). 

All types of utterance showed a wide range of listener responses, as evidenced by the 

minimum and maximum scores and the large standard deviations (see Table 6.9). In terms 
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of the individual stimuli items, in SW PRAM was least well recognised with 0/66 listeners 

identifying it; CAR was best identified with 51/66 correct responses. The least well 

recognised imitated sentence was JOHN COLLECTS STAMPS with 0.3% of words identified (one 

listener, L21, recognised one word of this utterance), although HE JUDGED THE COMPETITION 

with a score of 0.76% was similarly poor (two listeners, L21 and L38, identified one word 

each of this utterance). The best recognised imitated sentence was MY LEFT LEG HURTS with 

87.27% of words identified. In conversational speech I ACTED AND SINGED was least well 

recognised, with 17.42% of words identified; the best was WE MAKED DECORATIONS with 

66.36% of words intelligible. These intelligibility results are discussed in section 6.26.5. 

6.16 Activity between T1 and T2 (7;3 to 8;10) 

In the 20 months between T1 and T2 Lily participated in weekly individual speech and 

language therapy intervention sessions which were regularly followed up at school and at 

home. Intervention focused on perception and production of alveolar and post-alveolar 

fricatives, velars, clusters and affricates. Therapy included using grammatical tasks as a 

focus for both sentence structure and speech sound targets. Examples included the 

realisation of SIWI fricatives in "he/she"; complex SFWF segmental combinations 

(consonant clusters) in past tense and plural production. Activities building on 

phonological awareness continued throughout the intervention, supporting the 

development of both input and output skills. 

6.17 Assessment (C.A. 8;10) T2 

Twenty months after the first assessment at Tl, Lily's input processing skills and speech 

output skills in single words and multi-word utterances were reassessed (see appendix 6.13 

for her new speech processing profile and 6.14 for the mapping of this profile to the speech 

processing model). The aim of this reassessment was to collect sufficient data to describe 

any significant changes in Lily's skills and also to examine her intelligibility at T2 as judged 

by the listeners (see Chapter Three, Methods). 

6.18 Input processing skills T2 

The investigation of Lily's input processing skills included assessment tasks from Stackhouse 

et aI., (2007) and other non-standardised activities. 
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Lily's speech perception was examined again through the judgements of same/different 

SFWF single feature and s-c1uster sequences in real words and non-words, for example, 

lots/lost; vats/vast, (Stackhouse et aI., 2007). Normed scores were not available for 

children of her age so her score was compared to that of typical 7-year-olds. Lily's overall 

score was 33/36, z=-2.97. At Tl her score had been 30/36, z=-6.64. Real word scores were 

unchanged from Tl (16/18, z=-2.2) but non-word scores were better (17/18, z=-1.2 at T2 

compared with 14/18, z=-7.2 at Tl). These scores suggest an improvement over time in her 

performance. However, because Lily was still making some errors at 8;10, and the mean 

score for typical 7-year-olds was 35.35/36, the results suggest that she had an ongoing 

vulnerability in speech discrimination. 

Speech discrimination of complex non-words was reassessed (Stackhouse et aI., 2007), for 

example, "same or different, /ga I t;)/ Ita I g;)/". Lily's score was again compared to the 

norms for typical 7-year-olds. She scored 85% (z=-0.5) correct compared with 75% (z=-

1.42) at Tl. Her score was in the typical range for 7-year-olds but her persisting errors at 

T2 were at least suggestive of ongoing difficulties in perception of complex phonology and, 

from this particular task, perhaps vulnerability with novel words. 

Lily's auditory lexical discrimination skills (ALD) were reassessed using two tasks. The first 

task, mispronunciation detection, was with picture support, recognising production errors 

in 1, 2 and 3/4 syllable words (Stackhouse et aI., 2007). At T2, Lily's score was 100% correct 

for all word structures, compared with 94.16% at Tl when her performance had Indicated a 

mild level of difficulty with 3/4 syllable words. Her score suggested that phonological 

representations for the words presented were accurate. The second task was without 

pictures (Stackhouse et aI., 2007), deciding whether heard words were real lexical items or 

not; for example, "binoculars"; /lkrepatIla/; /thosPIpal/. This task was not carried out 

at Tl but was included at T2 to further Investigate real word and non-word perception. ~o 

norms are available for children of Lily's age but typically-developing children reach ceiling 

levels at 6;0. lily's score was 90% (9/10) for real words (her one error was In rejecting 

'escalator' as a real word); for non-words she scored 100%. This suggested that her 

underlying phonological representations were sufficiently developed for her to judge 

whether she was hearing a real word or not. Acceptance of non-words that are close 

matches to real words, is suggestive of underlying 'weak or fuzzy' representations (Waters, 

2001, p. 175). 
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Overall, although Lily still showed some vulnerability in segmental perception of complex 

phonology, she had progressed between Tl and T2 at least in terms of her own 

performance as measured by raw scores. 

Lily's skills in the activities covered by the Test of Phonological Awareness (Hatcher, 1994) 

had developed and she scored 30/36 compared with 17/36 at n. Lily was reliably able to 

identify words from given syllables (e.g. win-dow) or phonemes (e.g. s-ou-p) and identify 

rhymes from a choice of 3 heard words without adult help (e.g. net, ten, pen). She could 

segment CVC, CCVC and CVCC words into phonemes. She was able to carry out the 

phoneme deletion task with CVC words although still found it difficult to do this in words 

which contained consonant clusters. She attempted the phoneme transposition task (e.g. 

"net" reversed is "ten") but still found this difficult. Along with these phonological 

awareness skills, Lily's literacy skills had developed since n and she was reported by her 

class teacher to be performing at the same level as her peers in reading, spelling and 

written language. 

6.19 Speech output tasks T2 

Lily's speech production was re-assessed using a range of single word tests as at n; the 

Picture Naming Task (Stackhouse et aI., 2007), the Non-word Repetition Task (Stackhouse 

et aI., 2007) and subtests of the DEAP (Dodd et aI., 2002) gave 109 items collected from 

these tasks for single word (SW) analysis which was the same as at n (appendix 6.4). The 

multi-word data are from the analysis of T2 conversational speech (CS) (appendices 6.15 to 

6.19) and selected imitated sentences from the Connected Speech Processes (CSP) 

Repetition Task (Stackhouse et aI., 2007), (appendix 6.11); there are occasional examples 

from other conversational speech, which are indicated in the text. 

Lily's performance on the Picture Naming Task (Stackhouse et aI., 2007) and the Non-Word 

Repetition Task (Stackhouse et aI., 2007) were scored, and in the absence of norms for 8-
year-olds, they were compared to that expected in the speech of typical 7-year-olds; scores 

were also compared with n (see table 6.10). 

On the Picture Naming Task (Stackhouse et aI., 2007) lily's overall score across all word 

lengths was 49/60 (81.66%), z=-1.32, compared with 28/60 (46.66%), z=-s.s3 at Tl. These 

scores for real words equate to the normal range for 7-year-olds. Even given that lily was 

now 8;10, this suggested that she had made progress across all lengths of words. 
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Table 6.10 Lily: Scores Picture Naming and Non-Word Repetition Tasks 11 and T2 

The Picture Naming Task (real Non-word Repetition Task 
words) 

Word structure Lily's Lily's Real word Lily's Lily's Non-
score Tl score T2 norms age scoreTl score T2 word 
(z-score) (z-score) 7 years: (z-score) (z-score) norms 

mean age 7 
(S.D.) years: 

mean 
(S.D.) 

1 syllable 4 (-12.33) 17 (-1.5) 18.8 5 (-5.87) 17 (0.50) 16.05 
(N=20) (1.20) (1.88) 
2 syllable 3 (-12.07) 17 (-1.13) 18.45 3 (-7.34) 12 (-2.60) 16.95 
(N=20) (1.28) (1.90) 

3 8& 4 syllable o (-7.27) 15 (-0.83) 16.95 1 (-6.35) 9 (-2.91) 15.80 
words (N=20) (2.33) (2.33) 

Total (N=60) 7 (-12.01) 49 (-1.32) 54.2 10 (-8.33) 38 (-2.32) 48.85 
(3.93) (4.66) 

On the Non-Word Repetition Task (Stackhouse et aI., 2007) Lily scored 38/60 (63.33%), z=-

2.32, compared with 10/60 (16.66%), z=-8.33 at Tl. However, unlike real words, scores 

were very different for 1, 2 and 3/4 syllable words; 1 syllable words were in line with typical 

scores for 7-year-olds but scores for longer words indicated an ongoing difficulty. This Is 

suggestive of problems in motor programming, with greater impact as word length 

increased. Her imitation of non-words showed inaccuracies and difficulty in repetition of 

complex segmental sequences. For example, /' sEsactl was realised as [' slEs lit] ; 

/SpA'glta/ as [spA'slIka]; /kEm'pjauti/ as [kEmba'lautU. Her naming of the 

real words matched to these Items was [' s: os I«tJ (SAUSAGE), [skEt,i] (SPAGHETTI) and 

[ 'kh o-mp (. ) 'buta .. J (COMPUTER). These still showed segmental differences but were 

arguably more accurate than their non-word counterparts. These results suggested that 

Lily was establishing more accurate motor programmes for familiar lexical items but her 

continuing difficulties in perception of complex segmental patterns and/or motor 

programming meant that novel words were still subject to being inaccurately repeated. 

Lily's progress in naming tasks was also seen in terms of her overall percentage correct in 

the production of consonants and vowels. Lily's PCC was 90.41% (44.90% at Tl) and her 

PVC was 96.80% (92.06% at Tl), giving a PPC of 93.60% (68.48% at Tl). Her severity rating 

for consonant production (Shriberg and Kwiatkowski, 1982) progressed from a severe level 

at Tl to a mild level at T2. 
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6.20 Oro-motor skills and diadochokinesis (DDK) T2 

Lily's oro-motor skills and DDK rates were unchanged since n. She was not able to elevate 

her tongue tip, and both isolated and sequenced movements lacked power and precision. 

She was still unable to repeat the sound sequence [p-t-kJ with any sustained accuracy or 

fluency. She was given written support to produce an alternative sequence [bJ, [dJ, [gJ 

but still made occasional errors even when reading the sequence, for example, [b, g, gJ, 

It was concluded that Lily still had oro-motor and motor planning difficulties. 

6.21 Phonological process analysis T2 

A phonological process analysis was again completed using data primarily from single 

words and conversational speech, supplemented by data from imitated sentences. 

Lily's speech had changed both in single words and in MWU; some processes had 

disappeared and others remained but occurred less frequently. Examples are given in table 

6.11. 

Table 6.11 Lily: Examples of phonological processes in SW and MWU n 

Comments Examples 
Structural 
processes 
Weak syllable Still evident in SW and MWU but GUITAR [th a..J (SW); HIDED uh-uh 
deletion to a much lesser extent ~HIND [I haIQ,Id, A?A? I ?aI -n?J 

(CS 2, T2) 
Final consonant Resolved N/A 
deletion 
Cluster largely resolved in SW; occasional SHE MYFRIEND TOO NOW [s i I mEl I 
reduction examples in MWU IfvE-n- I th u nElu..J (CS 2, 

T2); 
Systemic 
processes 
Glottal SIWI and SIWW resolved. SFWF FOR THE FIRll TIME [fo da If3? . 
replacement largely resolved in SW but still It- aI -mJ (CS 4, T2) 

evident in MWU 
Velar fronting Resolved N/A 
Deaffrlcatlon Resolved in SW; SFWF often AND THE BEAQi [a-n da Ibits:] 

realised in an immature form in (CS 5, T2) 
MWU 

Stopping Resolved for all segments apart WHEN WE SAW HORSEi,BOBBY WOULD 

from /z/ in SW and MWU, /'6/ 'iAY [wE-n wi so .. d IhoSld. 

in MWU & rarely / s/ in MWU Ihobi wud- Ide .. I] (CS1, T2) 

Gliding Resolved 
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Voicing largely resolved in both SW and SHE WRAPPED THE fARCEL (imitated 
MWU; occasional examples in all sentence) [si I lOOp, da I bafau] 

contexts 

6.21.1 Structural processes T2 

The main structural process in evidence at T2 was cluster reduction, and this was mainly in 

multi-word utterances. In the SW assessment lily produced 32 SIWI/SIWW consonant 

clusters, 96.87% (31/32) were realised with all segments present; the one exception was 

Ikrl in CROCODILE which was reduced to [k]. At T1 she had reduced 93.33% (18/20) 

clusters to a single element. Her T2 cluster realisation included two triple lsi clusters in 

SQUARE and SPLASH. In CS there were 21 SIWI/SIWW consonant clusters. 71.42% (15/21) of 

these were realised with two elements; the others were reduced to a single segment. For 

example FRIEND was realised both as [flE-nd] and [f~ En] in the same utterance. There 

were other examples of this type of variability in close proximity to each other. In the 

utterance WALKING ABOUT AND EVERYONE STROKED IT AND IT DIDN'T DO NOTHING (CS I, T2) realised 

as [lw;)kI-n albau:t nE-vn, I laUt It oo-m-t IdIdn, d.u InA-fI-O], Istrl was 

reduced to the post-alveolar approximant. Immediately following this simplified 

production, it was realised accurately; AND THEN IT LAY DOWN AND STROKED IT AND KISSED IT AND 

EVERYTHING [a-n~ nEn It 11el Idau-n oo-n IstlaUt. Idlt oo-n Ikh I .. t bIt oo-n 

I Eva I fI -ok' J. 

SFWF clusters were usually realised with two elements In single words but still frequently 

reduced and/or realised as a glottal stop in multi-word utterances. SFWF nasal clusters 

were accurate. In CS the six examples of SFWF I stl were always replaced with a glottal 

stop, for example, FIRST realised as [fat] and FOREST as [I f~ 'OJ I?]. 

The other structural process in evidence, although with reduced frequency in both single 

words and connected speech, was weak syllable deletion. In the SW samples GUITAR was 

realised as [th a..J and SPAGHETTI as [I skEt,i]. In conversational speech there were 

similar examples including BEHIND in the utterance HIDED UH-UH ~HIND [I ha I Q,I Q, At At 

I ta I -nt] (CS 2, T2). 

6.21.2 Systemic processes 12 

The systemic processes in lily's speech also showed Improvement. Glottal stop realisations 

of consonant segments (apart from SFWF It I which was an acceptable variant in lily's 
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accent) had reduced overall. In SW they occasionally occurred with SFWF Ikl (40%, 2/5) 

but were otherwise not a feature of her speech in single words. Notably, SIWI and SIWW 

fricatives were realised typically with the exception of inconsistent fronting of post-alveolar 

fricatives in MWU. However, in conversational speech SFWF glottal replacement was still 

frequent. For example in the utterance WALKING ABOUI EVERYONE STROKED II AND ILDIDN'T DO 

NOTHING (CS 1, T2) glottal stops were appropriately used for WF It I but also for the past 

tense marker in STROKED IstJauktl which would typically be realised as [tJ preceding a 

vowel, as in this context: [lwJkI-n a'bau:? m;-vn, 'Jau? I? lIl-nr-? 'dldn, d.u 

'nAfI-oJ. 

Velar fronting had resolved in both SW and CS. However, in SW the velar nasal was 

realised as [oJ in SFWW positions (2 examples) but in SFWF position as [ok' J on all 

occasions it was used. This possibly reflected a sociophonetic variant appropriate for Lily's 

linguistic community where, for example, SOMETHING would be realised by many speakers as 

[ , SAmf I -okJ. In MWU all velar nasals occurred in SFWF position; 4 were realised as [oJ 

and 1 (in utterance final position) as [ok' J. All other realisations of SFWF / 0 / (12 

examples) were [nJ and were tokens of the present progressive morpheme -ING; this was 

also compatible with Lily's accent. 

Realisation of affricates had developed. In SW all Lily's affricates were realised correctly 

(11 examples) in all positions (at T1 none were). In conversational speech If I occurred on 

3 occasions, all in SFWF position and 2/3 were accurate. Ittl was a target on 13 occasions 

(all SIWI or SIWW) and 46.15% (6/13) realisations were accurate; the relatively high 

number of examples of Ittl in the data was because she used the name NIGEL several 

times and often stopped the affricate, for example, NI~EL SAID I DON'T WANT TO GO TO THIS JLS 

realised as ['naIdau 'sEd. JI 'dau-n? wu-na 'gau ta VIS 'ttedEsJ. 

Other systemic processes, namely stopping and voicing, had largely resolved; there were 

occasional examples of residual processes in multi-word speech (see table 6.11) and SFWW 

and SFWF Izl was usually realised as an alveolar or glottal stop or affricated in all contexts 

as in SCISSORS realised as [' S I dad. s1. Lily also tended to realise SIWI [()J as [dJ in high

frequency words such as THE, otherwise [e J and [()J were realised as [fJ and [v J ; 

this was not uncommon among Lily's peer group. Gliding had resolved completely. 
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In spite of the progress that was evident in Lily's speech she still produced atypical 

realisations, which were particularly evident in her production of complex segmental 

sequences. For example, in her attempts at the words JET SKIS (CS 5, T2) in Extract 6.2. 

Extract 6.2 Jet skis 

6.2.1 J: What do you like doing on the beach? 

6.2.2~L going on the jet skis 

[lgauI-n u-n a Isgs? Idid.s] 

6.2.3 J: on the? 

6.2.4~L: jet skis 

[SgE? I sdid] 

6.2.5 J: Oh , the jet skis 

6.2.6 L~: jet skis 

[I~E? Istid.s] 

Her first attempt (line 6.2.1) was not understood; it appeared to involve a difficulty with 

phonological assembly with the lsi cluster instead of the affricate realised as the onset to 

jet and a plosive as the onset of skis which may have been an immature realisation of 

the affricate. 

On the second try (line 6.2.4) Lily modified the onset of skis to produce an lsi cluster 

although the second element was an alveolar rather than velar plosive. Her third attempt 

(line 6.2.6) was after modelling and she successfully realised the adult target affricate in 

jet although her realisation of the lsi cluster still had an alveolar rather than velar 

plosive and she produced an affricate on the coda position. This example illustrates Lily's 

ongoing vulnerability in output, particularly with complex phonetic sequences. 

The phonological process analysis indicated that Lily's speech production had progressed 

between T1 and T2 and both structural and systemic difficulties were resolving as had been 

indicated by the results of her Picture Naming Task (Stackhouse et al., 2007) and PCC 

results. There was variability between single words and multi-word utterances, with 

immature glottal replacement patterns and difficulty in fricative production still significant 
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in multi-word speech. The next part of the analysis was to consider other aspects of Lily's 

speech output that had not been captured by a phonological process analysis. 

6.22 Features not captured through phonological process analysis T2 

As at Tl, the phonological process analysis revealed a wealth of information from single 

words and in multi-word utterances which contributed to the description and explanation 

of Lily's speech patterns and intelligibility. However, a wider analysis was necessary in 

order to re-examine the other features (such as atypical segmental transitions and 

durations) which could not be accounted for through a traditional phonological process 

analysis approach. In addition the production of vowels, segmental variability and word 

juncture behaviours in multi-word utterances were explored. 

6.22.1 Vowels 

Lily's realisation of vowels in the single word sample at T2 showed only two non-adult 

forms which were both similar to realisations at Tl and involved vowel production in 

unstressed syllables. These were in COMPUTER realised as [I kh o-mp (. ) I buta .. J and 

FEATHER realised as [I f: Eva -]. In the first example, Lily appeared to have difficulty in 

managing the syllable boundary, or possibly the integrity of the word shape as a whole, 

given that she sometimes still deleted weak syllables. The first vowel in the word, typically 

realised as a neutral schwa, was realised fully instead as it would be in a single syllable 

word. The second example, where typically a schwa would be used she produced the open 

back vowel [a -] instead of the target. There is no obvious reason for this, other than it 

being the type of realisation seen at Tl which may reflect a motor planning issue. 

6.22.2 Segmentol transitions and duration 

The atypical transitions between segments, which had been so characteristic of Lily's 

speech at Tl had improved. However, residual traces occurred in single words, most often 

(but not only) related to the production of fricatives. This involved a longer duration on 

continuant sounds or a longer hold phase with plosives. SIWI examples included VAN 

realised as [v.:Ie-n]; YELLOW as [j:dau..J; STRAWBERRY as [lst:JO"bJi]; QUEEN as 

[k:wln]. In SFWF positions, a glottal stop before a fricative or affricate target was 

common, which affected the overall timing of these vowel to consonant transitions for 

example, WATCH realised as [wo?tr]; HOUSE realised as [hau?s]; TOOTHBRUSH realised as 

[I tu?f:bJA?J]. 
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As already discussed in section 6.21.2, fricative production was not entirely established and 

this occasionally led to transitional problems that affected both duration and prosody. For 

example, in the utterance WE NEEDED A DRESS - THERE WAS A COMPETITION (CS 2, T2) realised as 

[wi Inidrda IdJE?:S: (.) v.Eawoda Ikh O-nItrJa-n],thetransitionfromthevowelin 

DRESS to the production of the SFWF / s/ involved lily prolonging the hold in the glottal stop 

before then producing a long alveolar fricative. Perceptually (and actually) this meant 

there was a pause which disrupted the overall timing of the word. Arguably this was more 

prosodically disruptive than the SFWF stop realised for the target /z/ in WAS in the same 

utterance. These persisting difficulties in fricative production together with the finding that 

her oro-motor and motor planning skills were still significantly impaired, suggested that the 

motor and articulatory constraints underlying her speech output had not entirely resolved. 

6.22.3 Variability 

At T2 lily's speech was still subject to segmental variability in relation to single word and 

multi-word utterances as described in section 6.21.2. She had inconsistency in more 

recently established patterns which had actually led to an increase in variability; this was 

often progressive as she self-corrected, with realisation of more accurate adult forms. lily 

would also attempt to change the realisation of a given word when her output was queried, 

as in the example given in extract 6.2, although repeated attempts were not always 

successful. 

6.22.4 Voice quality 

The breathy voice quality evident at Tl was still much in evidence at T2 although 

perceptually lily's speech output was less effortful. There was perhaps a little more 

variability in phonatory patterns and occasional stretches of typical-sounding modal voice. 

However, the overall presentation was of persisting mild to moderate dysphonia. 

6.23 Word juncture In multi-word utterances T2 

As at Tl, lily's use of assimilation, elision and liaison, and close versus open juncture was 

examined in sentence repetition and in conversational speech. This was first explored 

using the Newton Sentences Connected Speech Processes (CSP) Task {Stackhouse et aI., 

2oo7}, (see table 6.12). Norms were not available for children of lily's age so the data were 

compared to those of 7-year- olds and to lily's scores at Tl. 
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Table 6.12 Lily: Scores on the Connected Speech Processes (CSP) Repetition Task T1 and T2 

Lily's score (%) T1 Lily's score (%) T2 Score expected at age 7 (%) 
Assimilation 
t# 25 (1/4) 75%(3/4) 92.40 
n# 75 (3/4) SO (2/4) 80.43 
d# SO (2/4) 75 (3/4) 43.18 
#f 0(0/2) SO (1/2) 83.83 

Elision 
Ct#C 25 (1/4) 75 (3/4) 86.94 
Cd#C SO (5/10) SO (5/10) 72.63 
Liaison 
j-liaison 25 (1/4) 100 (4/4) 91.94 
w-liaison o (O/2) 100 (2/2) 95.35 
r-liaison 100 (4/4) 100 (4/4) 86.15 
Articles 
Indefinite 0(0/2) 0(0/2) No norms given 
Definite 0(0/2) 0(0/2) No norms given 

In the sentence imitation task Lily's use of liaison had developed since T1 and she was 

consistently using all types appropriately at word boundaries. Her use of the post alveolar 

approximant [J] had also developed and this was evident in liaison. For example: 

Target: (NS 20) I WORE A JUMPER 

Tl [al Ivow Idg-n?bA_] 

Appropriate realisation of assimilation processes had continued to develop; for example: 

Target (NS 15) GOOQ GIRLS ARE NICE 

T1 [I q,u? I q,dda I nal _:t' ] 

In this instance the SFWF segment in GooQ was realised as a glottal stop at T1 but at 12 the 

alveolar plosive was assimilated in a typical manner to a velar place of articulation, 

Reduction in the production of SFWF glottal stops had also led to evidence of the 

emergence of elision; for example: 

Target (NS 14) SHE WRAPPED THE PARCEL 
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Tl [3? IWS? da- Iba_:ha_u] 

T2 [si IJrep~ da Ibafau] 

In this example the SFWF past tense ending of WRAPPED was realised as a glottal stop at T1 

but at 12 it was realised in a typical manner. 

In conversational speech there was also evidence of more mature speech behaviours at 

word boundaries, although glottal stops, and immature verb tense endings, continued to 

impact on the opportunities for their occurrence. In the utterance MY FRIENQ TOO NOW (CS 2, 

12) realised as [I rna I I C s -n tu nau..J, Lily showed appropriate use of elision in deletion 

of the SFWF / d/ in FRIEND. There was an example of appropriate velar assimilation in the 

utterance LEAH ALWAYS ASK(S) IF I CAN GO ON ONE (CS 5 12) realised as [I lia? :) I we I d I as I? 

'al kh a-o 'gau u-m 'wA-n]. 

Lily's ability to manage word boundaries with close juncture had developed; an example is 

given in extract 6.3 (from Holiday CS 2, 12). 

Extract 6.3 

C C C C C C C C 0 
6.2.1 But we didn't stay that long because it was 

C 0 
getting cold 

o 0 0 C C C 000 C C C 
6.2.2 And um-well-um-my cousin went to get some money to 

c C C 0 
get something to eat 

[re--:nd A-m WU_ A-m- Imal Ikh Ad,a-m ws-n? a? gs? 'su-m~ IffiA-ni d.e 
Igs? ISA-ml - ~aw Ii?] 

c c c c o C 0 C C 
6.2.3 so me and my mate was urn on our own 

In this example close juncture was Lily's preferred style. Open juncture occurred in 

conjunction with hesitation as at the beginning of line 6.2.2 And um-well-um-my 

cousin and where the occurrence of stops at times interfered with juncture. Lily's ability 
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to produce MWU was much more adult-like than it had been at Tl, although there was still 

evidence of atypical segmental realisations impacting on her speech output. 

6.24 Summary of findings T2 

Assessment at T2 demonstrated convincing evidence of changes in Lily's speech 

production. This was measured through a variety of tasks including PCC where she scored 

90.41% (44.90% at Tl) and the Picture Naming Task (Stackhouse et aI., 2007) where the 

overall score moved from a severe to a mild range of difficulty. However, although her 

speech had improved overall, persistent glottal replacement and difficulties with fricative 

production, particularly in SFWF contexts were still evident in multi-word utterances. In all 

types of utterance minor phonetic differences and timing issues were still in evidence. 

Lily continued to have difficulties in oro-motor movements and motor planning, as 

evidenced by the oro-motor assessment and DDK task and her voice quality remained 

breathy. She still showed evidence of atypical segmental transitions. She also showed 

ongoing vulnerability in input processing tasks, particularly those activities involving 

complex non-word discrimination. 

This leads to the exploration of the impact of these changes on Lily's intelligibility as 

experienced by the listeners who participated in the study. 

6.25 Intelligibility T2 

Lily's intelligibility at T2 was measured in the same way as at Tl (see Chapter Three, 

Methods). The same 10 SW and 5 imitated sentences recorded at Tl were recorded again 

at T2 and edited for the intelligibility task; the conversational speech samples from T2 were 

obviously different. Results for T1 and T2 were compared (see table 6.13). 

Table 6.13 Uly: Intelligibility outcomes T1 compared with T2: Percentage (and number) of Items 
correctly Identified 

Data type T1 TlS.D. Tl Tl Max T2 T2S.D. T2 T2 
Mean % (No.) Min score Mean % (No.) Min Max 

" (No.) score " (No.) " (No.) score score 
% % % 
(No.) (No.) (No.) 

Single words 23.41 15.79 0(0) 15.79 S5.12 9.10 54.55 100 
(max no. = 11) (2.5S) (1.73) (7) (9.36) (1.00) (6) (11) 
Imitated 36.42 11.23 12.50 62.50 7S.21 10.06 50.00 95.83 
sentences (S.74) (2.69) (3) (15) (lS.77) (2.41) (12) (23) 
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(max no. = 24) 
Conversational 40.09 17.84 3.57 75.00 86.07 6.66 69.05 97.62 
speech (max = 
100%) 
Analysis of results using the Wilcoxon Signed Ranks Test demonstrated that the listeners' 

recognition of Lily's single words at T2 (see table 6.14), had improved significantly (Z=-

7.090, p<.OOOl). Results for the imitated sentences also showed significant improvement 

(see table 6.15) (Z=-7.072, p<.OOOl) as did conversational speech (see table 6.16) (Z=-7.063, 

p<.OOOl). The significant difference between SW and conversational speech demonstrated 

at Tl was no longer in evidence at T2 (Z=-.042, p<.967). The relationship between imitated 

sentences and SWat T2 had changed in favour of SW (Z=-4.690, p<.OOOl). Conversational 

speech was now better recognised than imitated sentences (Z=-5.074, p<.OOOl) whereas at 

Tl there had been no significant difference between them. 

The range of listener responses at T2 remained wide for all types of stimuli, for example, 

one listener (Ll) recognised only 6/11 SW and two (L49 and LS5) recognised all 11 words. 

Overall, conversational speech was marginally the most intelligible type of utterance, but 

the difference between CS and single words was not significant. Although one listener (L9) 

identified only 69.95% of CS, 2/66 listeners (L25 and L38) identified 97.63% of the 

utterances. 

Table 6.14 Lily: Individual single words from Intelligibility task T1 and T2 

Word Adult target Lily's Number Lily's realisation T2 Number 
realisation of of 
T1 listeners listeners 

identifyln identifyin 
gwordTl gwordT2 

CAR Ikal [kh a,,:] 51/66 [kh a] 51/66 

FISH IfIJI [fI] 11/66 [fI ?JJ 66/66 

GIRL 1931/ [dEO] 28/66 [gEIA] 66/66 

PRAM Iproo-ml [p W 00" -n] 0/66 [ph JOO- :m] 66/66 

I'snslltl [' ?n?hldz., 2/66 [I s :ns IJ 50/66 

SAUSAGE ] 

SCHOOL Isku1/ [d. aUlA] 5/66 [s,k'ul] 48/66 

l'taIgal [' th :aIva 17/66 [' th a .. Iga] 59/66 

TIGER ] 

TOMATOE Italmatauz [' ma-?au..J 22/66 [th alma-tau(dz.) 66/66 

5 I ] 

TRAIN ItJeI-nl [t- eI-n] 32/66 [t,.JeI-n] 63/66 

VAN Ivoo-nl [f:oo" -n] 2/66 [v.:oo-n] 66/66 
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Responses to individual items varied. In single words (see table 6.14) at T2 SCHOOL was 

least intelligible (48/66) whereas five of the words, FISH" GIRL, PRAM, TOMATOES and VAN were 

identified by all 66 listeners. In comparison, CAR had been the most intelligible SWat Tl 

and PRAM the least intelligible. To measure how well MWU were recognised the total 

number of words in each utterance was multiplied by the number of listeners and the 

percentage of correctly identified words was calculated (see table 6.15 and 6.16). 

Table 6.15 Lily: Individual Imitated sentences from Intelligibility task T1 and T2 

Target Lily's realisation T1 Percentage of Lily's realisation T2 Percentage of 
sentence words words 

recognised by recognised by 
individual individual 
listeners Tl listeners T2 

HE (HIM) [I -n 'OAI da 0.76% [hi '«tAld.a 33.71% 
JUDGED THE 'dv-m -la' dI la- .. nJ 'kv-nta'tlfa-nJ 
COMPETITION 
HE SNEEZED [I-n 'ni .. t'" wEwi 54.24% [hi' snid. h VEJi 88.48% 
VERY LOUDLY 

'laud,li..J 'lau .. db .. : J 
JOHN ['dv-n da'dEI 0.30% [ 'thv-n 74.55% 
COLLECTS 'doo .. -ntJ da'kIEI.s 
STAMPS 

'stoo-mpsJ 
MY LEFT LEG [mal 'IEf ' lEt' 87.27% [mal 'IEf leg"' 99.70% 
HURTS '3"'IJ 'tatsJ 
YOU MUST [ , ju - rnA .. I 'daw 32.42% [ 'ju rnAS 'staJ 85.71% 
STIR INTHE I -n da 'luda..J I-n va 'su .. ga..J 
SUGAR 

In sentence imitation HE JUDGED THE COMPETITION was least well recognised (33.71%) and MY 

LEFT LEG HURTS (99.70%) was best; the same as at Tl. In conversational speech at T2 the 

least well recognised utterance was BOBBY WOULD SAY "STOP DAD, STOP DAD, TAKE ONE HOME" 

(69.0%). The best was BUT WE DIDN'T STAY THAT LONG BECAUSE IT WAS GETTING COLD (98.76%). 

6.16 Lily: Analysis of conversational speech samples from Intelligibility task T1 and T2 

Tarlet sentence T10rT2 Lily's realisation Percentale of 
words Identified 
by Individual 
listeners 

I ACTED AND SINGED Tl [Ial .. I lOO .. ldld oo-n 17.42% 
111-mltJ 

IN THE OFFICE AND IN Tl [I-n da I Iv .. fw: II E-n 48.79% 
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THE HALL I r-n da I ?:> .. u] 

ON BOXING DAY I Tl [?'O-n I b'O?dr -n- I deli 31.31% 
WILL GO TO MY 

a r wufiJ I dau dufi] 
DAD'S 

mar 

I dre?] 

ON THE CHRISTMAS Tl [I?'O-n da Idr?ma IdiJ 53.54% 
TREE 
WEMAKED Tl [wi.. I me r .. ? r d '"' 66.36% 
DECORATIONS 

I dE .. ?awer ?a-n"j 

BECAUSE WE DIDN'T T2 [Ibika .. d. wi Idrdn, 85.45% 
HAVE A TRAILER 

I hrev, a I tJe_ r 1a..J 

BOBBY WOULD SAY, T2 [lb'Obi wud~ Ide .. r 69.09% 
STOP DAD, STOP DAD, 

I st'Op, dred. Ist'Op dred 
TAKE ON HOME 

Ith erx wA-n~ lau-:m] 

BUT WE DIDN'T STAY T2 [Ib A? Iwi dlda-nt 98.76% 
THAT LONG BECAUSE 

Ister vre? 11'0-0 
IT WAS GETIING 
COLD brlkh ad r? wad'"' 

I gE -: O Ik- aUd.J 

WE COUNT HOW T2 [wi I kh au-? r tau 82.42% 
MANY PEOPLE WAS Imr-ni Iph iph u wud 
IN ONE PLACE 

r-n wA-n Ip1e~rsJ 
WELL WE WENT TO T2 [I WEU wi I wE-nt'"' t'su 97.92% 
NEW FOREST 

I nu I fU .. J r sJ 

Following the detailed study of Lily's speech output and intelligibility, the research 

questions were considered in relationship to the findings. The discussion is focused mainly 

on findings from Tl unless otherwise indicated, apart from section 6.26.6. 

6.26 Discussion 

The aim of this chapter has been to give a detailed description and analysis of Lily's speech 

in single words and multi-word utterances, and to consider the impact of her speech 

production difficulties on her intelligibility as judged by a group of adult listeners. At Tl, at 

the age of 7;2 years, Lily's PCC was 40.90% and on the Picture Naming Task (Stackhouse et 

aI., 2007) she produced only 7/60 whole words (11.66%) that matched adult forms, z=-
12.01. On both of these quantitative measures the accuracy of her speech production was 

well below the level expected of a typical seven-year-old suggesting that her speech was 

severely impaired. She could therefore be confidently included in that group of children 

described as having "persisting speech difficulties" (Pascoe et aI., 2006). 
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6.26.1. What will the detailed perceptual phanetlc analysis of Lily's speech at word level 

reveal In terms of a traditional phonological process analysis (PPA)? What features are 

not captured through a traditional PPA? 

6.26.1.1 Phonological process analysis 

The examination of Lily's speech first focused on a phonological process analysis, an 

approach which has been described as essentially one-dimensional in that it provides a 

quantitative measure of children's speech but with little explanatory power (Ingram & 

Dubasik, 2011). Process analysis based on both SW and MWU at T1 showed simplification 

patterns, typically seen in children who have speech delay, affecting both structural and 

systemic patterns in Lily's speech. 

6.26.1.1.1 Structural processes 

Structural processes such as cluster reduction and weak syllable deletion are frequently 

described as occurring in speech delay or disorder (Bradford & Dodd, 1996; Davis et al., 

1998; Dodd, Holm, Hua, & Crosbie, 2003). The most common structural process in Lily's 

speech was cluster reduction. 

Lily's consonant clusters in SIWI position were reduced to a single element, and the two 

examples noted of realisation with two segments were so unusual in her speech at T1 that 

they could be described as "exceptional forms" (Grunwell, 1987, p. 101). Both instances 

involved fricative segments (in SNAKE and THREE), so were unlike first clusters usually used in 

typical development which consist of plosive elements (McLeod, Van Doorn, & Reed, 2001). 

However, there were examples of SFWF clusters and the use of these before the 

development of more complex SIWI onsets mirrors what has been described in typical 

speech, albeit at a much later stage than expected. It has been argued that the 

development of these complex coda sequences may be partly driven by the emergence of 

grammatical morphemes (McLeod et aI., 2001). Lily was not generally using the regular 

past tense morpheme or plurals but they occurred occasionally as when she realised the 

complex SFWF sequence in JUMPED [dA -mpt] and also a SFWF alveolar fricative to signal a 

plural as in LEGS [lsgOtsJ. The presence of a nasal element in the cluster may have 

facilitated her output of more complex coda sequences as in NAMES [ns - I .. md. :] because 

SFWF nasal segments were usually realised Is a typical form. 
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Lily's SIWI and SIWW consonant clusters followed predictable patterns as described in 

section 6.10.1.1. Her consonant to vowel transitions in clusters were affected by the same 

difficulties as other consonant to vowel transitions, for example, FLOWER realised as 

[ If: au .. we..J and voicing of unvoiced segments such as PLAYER realised as [I be I je..J. 

However, the most striking feature was the extreme simplification of her cluster 

realisations and the significant constraints on word structure that this imposed (Velleman, 

2002), impacting negatively on intelligibility (Hodson, 2006; Hodson & Paden, 1981). 

6.26.1.1.2 Systemic processes 

Lily presented with common systemic processes such as glottal stop realisations and velar 

fronting (Bowen, 2009; Grunwell, 1987; Wolk & Meisler, 1998). 

Lily's speech showed frequent use of glottal stops for obstruent consonants in all word 

positions. This included a pattern of glottal replacement for SIWI and SIWW alveolar and 

post-alveolar fricatives. These particular data present with some difficulties in analysis and 

classification, particularly with their occurrence in the onset position. 

One viewpoint would suggest that the glottal stop represents a replacement segment for 

the fricative target. Grunwell (1987) describes glottal stop replacement as "an extreme 

form of simplification" (p. 240) and indeed it may be a clinical marker for speech difficulties 

or delay in young children (Bowen, 2009) when used to replace segments other than those 

such as It I predicted by the child's linguistic environment. When considering the SIWI 

examples, and taking another perspective, it is possible that Lily was entirely deleting the 

onset segment and that the glottal stop represented the phenomenon of glottal stop onset 

preceding SIWI vowels seen in typical speakers (Redi & Shattuck-Hufnagel, 2001). The 

process of initial consonant deletion (ICD) has been called "non-natural" (Shriberg, 1997, p. 

124) and "(me of the most common atypical processes" (Stoel-Gammon, Stone-Goldman, & 

Glaspey, 2002, p. 6). Hodson and Paden (1981) in their study of a group of children who 

had unintelligible speech reported that the least intelligible almost all had "one or two" (po 

371) unusual features. ICD may have particularly impacted on Lily's poor intelligibility 

because of its effect on word structure (Vellemali, 2002). 

For the purposes of classification in traditional phonological process analysis these two 

different perspectives present a dilemma; the realisation of adult targets as glottal stops 

would be categorised as a systemic process, (although depending on its place in a word, it 
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may also be structural as when replacing a consonant cluster, Grunwell, 1987) and ICD as a 

structural process (Velleman, 2002). From a clinical perspective these contrasting 

interpretations of the presenting output would potentially impact on target setting for 

intervention since it is recommended that structural processes are a focus before systemic 

ones (Hodson & Paden, 1991; Hodson, 2006). If Lily was replacing a fricative with a glottal 

stop this would imply that her underlying representation for the target word included the 

presence of an onset consonant. The fact that she also used glottal stops for SIWW 

fricative targets suggested that the difficulties could be categorised as systemic rather than 

structural, i.e. glottal stop use in the within-word position implies target replacement 

rather than omission. However, a more useful alternative may be to consider this difficulty 

in the context of Lily's significant articulatory and motor constraints. This explanation 

suggests that glottal replacement represents a solution to her inability to produce fricatives 

easily, particularly in managing transitions between a fricative consonants and the 

following vowel, and possibly in transitions at word boundaries more generally. This is 

explored further in the next section (6.26.1.2). 

Lily's production of velar plosives showed some variation with approximately half of all 

SIWI/SIWW and the majority of SFWF/SFWW targets in SW realised in the adult form; in 

MWU the majority were perceived as alveolar plosives or glottal stops in coda positions. A 

question is raised about the source of this variation. Data from EPG studies have 

established that there may be a mismatch between the auditory perception of children's 

speech (and what is therefore transcribed) and findings from instrumental analysis 

concerning tongue movements (Howard, 2001; Howard & Heselwood, 2011). Gibbon 

(1999) reviewed the literature that examined use of EPG to monitor tongue placement for 

alveolar and velar plosives in speech with 17 children aged 5 to 12-years-old who had 

articulatory/phonological difficulties. Her review concluded that 12 of the 17 had 

"undifferentiated gestures" (Gibbon, 1999, p. 388) which showed "simultaneous anterior 

and posterior contact of the tongue across the palate" (Rvachew & Brosseau-Lapre, 2012, 

p. 561). The poor differentiation of tongue movement reflects difficulties with the motor 

skills required for speech production. It is possible that Lily's more or less adult-like 

realisations were due to motor planning difficulties rather than lingual motor movements 

per se. However, it is also possible that the apparent variation in Lily's production of 

plosives has a perceptual basis. She may have made an imperceptible but consistent place 

of articulation contrast with the tongue dorsum articulation against two different points on 
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the hard palate, rather than making the typical alveolar-velar place of articulation contrast 

using tongue tip versus tongue dorsum. The listener's perception could then be affected by 

the phonetic context of the target segment or by listener expectation (Oilers & Eilers, 

1975). Although in the absence of EPG data for Lily this argument can only be speculative, 

Howard (1998) makes an observation that may lend support for articulatory limitations 

rather than motor planning constraints. She comments that EPG data, based on the 

physiological and phonetic evidence for the importance of viewing the tongue as 

comprising independent sub-systems, suggest that children who have difficulty with tongue 

tip or blade gestures may have no such difficulties with movements involving the tongue 

body. Gibbon (1999) observes that 

"increased tongue body activity observed in undifferentiated gestures might be strategy to 

compensate for a tongue tip/blade system that lacks fine force control" (p. 395) 

It may be recalled that the results of Lily's oro-motor assessment (section 6.6) indicated 

that she was unable to elevate her tongue tip in imitation or to command. Whilst the 

framework of phonological process analysis offers one explanation of Lily's alveolar and 

velar contrasts, this articulatory/gestural viewpoint may offer a viable alternative. 

The articulatory/gestural approach might also provide a framework for the 

conceptualisation of Lily's vowel production. There was some small evidence of consonant

vowel interactions, with alveolar plosives influencing the realisation of an adjacent vowel 

These might be explained as an effect of coarticulation, with an overlap between the 

consonant and vowel gestures (Bates et a!., 2013). These patterns have been reported in 

very young typically developing children and the interactions between segments are most 

likely to occur when the place of articulation for the targets are in close proximity (ibid). 

Their occurrence in Lily's speech is indicative of a speech processing system that is 

extremely immature and/or impaired. The occasional apparently idiosyncratic realisations 

can best be explained as gestural mistiming, again in the context of a system that is highly 

constrained where processing load (as in the sentence imitation task) has unexpected 

consequences. 

6.26.1.2 Features not captured through phonological process analysis 

Although Lily had a severely restricted structural and segmental system, it was her slow and 

effortful transitions between segments, syllables and words with the concomitant impact 

on duration at sound, word and utterance level which made her speech so unusual. 
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Hodson and Jardine (2009) comment that "small variations in timing can have dramatic 

effects on intelligibility" (p. 127). Furthermore, her voice quality was frequently breathy 

which may not have affected her intelligibility but added to the overall impression of 

"difference" in speech production. 

It may be helpful to consider Lily's speech patterns in relation to the articulatory or gestural 

approach to phonology, (Browman & Goldstein, 1992). Bybee (2001) says that: 

"A typical utterance is composed of multiple gestures overlapping or sequenced with 
respect to one another. An individual gesture is produced by groups of muscles that act in 
concert, sometimes ranging over more than one articulator" (p. 69) 

In Lily's speech there was little sense of articulators acting "in concert" (Bybee, 2001) and 

her speech did not show predictable and uniformly smooth transitions and coarticulation at 

syllable, word or multi-word utterance level. The perceptual impact of this was that she 

had difficulty in, for example, coordinating the transition between the onset fricative and 

vowel in the word VAN realised as [f: Ie" -n]. This process which involves a reduction of 

the coordination of movement from one segment to the next is referred to by Kent (1992a) 

as "segmentalization". In effect the speech pattern has "the appearance of having been 

'pulled apart' or separated" (p. 262). This separation was also recorded in two syllable 

words between syllables with a resulting disruption to stress patterns, as in BROTHER 

[ I bA (. ) I dA] and OUTSIDE [I ?au (. ) I ?a I d]. These phenomena have been reported as 

occurring in dyspraxia (although in an adult population, with acquired motor speech 

disorders, Liss & Weismer, 1992) where the occurrence is characterised by variability. This 

was the case in Lily's speech where, for example SIWI If I was realised with a relatively long 

onset fricative in FOOT [f: u?] but in FISH was realised in a typical manner as [f I]. The 

disruptions at syllable and word level characteristic of Lily's speech may have their origins 

in "problems in planning and programming of speech movements [which] leave their traces 

in the coarticulatory cohesion of utterances" (Nijland, Maassen, van de Meulen et aI., 2002, 

p.463). 

Although Lily's speech output was atypical and sounded effortful, her attempts to produce 

fricatives (including morphological markers) suggested that she did have established 

underlying phonological representations for those targets. Therefore, it can be 

hypothesised that motor and articulatory constraints were major factors in word 

production. This is not to suggest that she had entirely typical underlying representations 

but that her difficulties were more clearly evidenced in output skills (see section 6.26.4). 
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lily's restricted and reduced segmental patterns, especially in multi-word utterances 

suggested problems in sustaining articulatory power. Harris and Cottam (1985) describe a 

model similar to that of Browman and Goldstein (1992) thatconceptualises production of 

segments in terms of two stages, the first is the glottal gesture, the second the supraglottal 

gesture which relates to the "degree of stricture in the oral cavity" (p. 68). They describe 

the very different speech patterns of two children in terms of their difficulties in sustaining 

articulatory strength, with glottal replacement or consonant deletions representing the 

most extreme forms of lenition. Interactions between physiological and phonetic features 

and the phonological system are explored, for example with one child, the loss of word 

final contrasts due to the glottal replacement of SFWF obstruents. 

Harris & Cottam's (1985) account has a resonance with lily's speech patterns, As already 

described, her realisation of alveolar and post-alveolar fricatives was frequently a glottal 

stop in onset, coda and within-word positions, for example, SEESAW [I (i (0]; PARACHUTE 

[I p• IIlwa(u.)]; DINOSAUR [ldaY-na(o •. :]; MOUSE [mau.)]. This corresponds with 

the extreme form of lenition reported in the Harris and Cottam study. However, there was 

also evidence of alveolar and post-alveolar fricatives being realised as ploslves, for 

example, SCISSORS [I ( I (d. ad. ]; HOUSE [hau: pth ]. This process represents the exact 

opposite of lenition because plosives are the segments requiring most fortition (Ball, 2003). 

The realisation of fricatives as plosives (apart from glottal stops) was not frequent at T1 but 

subsequently emerged as a target for intervention; It is interesting to speculate whether 

these occurrences represented a progressive change in lily's speech. Theoretically, 

producing plosive consonants for fricative targets could be the result of difficulties in 

managing to control the degree of constriction needed for fricative production (so called 

"scaling" Kent, 1992a, p. 259) or fine force movements (Hodson & Jardine, 2009). Fine 

force movements, as the name suggests, involve precision of motor movement and 

contrast with the rapid and forceful ballistic movements required for plosive production. 

There may be an unfolding progression for lily from having some difficulties in sustaining 

articulatory force and so having a pattern of glottal replacement to then judging and 

managing the production of the degree of constriction needed, resulting in stopping of 

fricatives, to then, by T2, having achieved the necessary motor control skills to realise the 

full range of speech sounds. 
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One further impact of Lily's motor difficulties was on her voice quality which was atypically 

breathy and dysphonic. Breathy voice quality can be described as part of a continuum, 

with creaky voice and breathy voice at either lend' of modal (the typical range for speaking) 

voice quality (Epstein, 2002). Judgements of voice quality are based on the auditory 

perceptions of the listener (Gerratt & Kreiman, 2001) but there are difficulties in 

establishing methods for reliable consensus agreements for these judgements (Odell & 

Shriberg, 2001). Breathiness appears to present particular challenges since as described by 

Gerratt and Kreiman (2001) even achieving listener agreement that breathiness is present 

is difficult "except in cases where the voice is nearly aphonic" (p. 337). The production of 

breathy voice is typically described as being produced with "relaxed and incomplete closure 

of the vocal folds" (Epstein, 2002, p. 1) giving "the impression of turbulent noise and 

audible escape of air through the glottis due to insufficient closure" (Gerratt & Kreiman, 

2001, p. 377). However, as Gerratt and Kreiman (2001) point out, speakers with wide 

opening of the glottis may not sound breathy and those with little turbulence may do, with 

many physiological and perceptual variables occurring. In the course of this study it was 

noticeable that when Lily had an upper respiratory tract infection she became almost 

completely aphonic; unsurprisingly inflammation of the vocal tract worsened the 

effectiveness of vocal fold oscillation. 

There is a paucity of literature reporting studies of voice in children (Benninger, 2011) and 

even fewer reports on voice in children who have other speech and language difficulties. 

For example, the ALSPAC study which has reported extensively on PSD (Wren, Roulstone, & 

Miller, 2012; Wren, McLeod, White, Miller, & Roulstone, 2012) also reported the 

prevalence of childhood dysphonia in the same population to be around 6% (Carding, 

Roulstone, Northstone, & Team, 2006). However, neither study to date has reported on 

any cross-over between the two groups. It is therefore difficult to know whether, as a child 

with PSD, Lily's voice difficulties are unusual or not. Voice quality differences in children 

who speech difficulties have been associated with CAS and dysarthria, i.e. motor speech 

disorders, but not with speech delay or persisting speech difficulties (Shrlberg, Lohmeier, 

Strand, & Jakielski, 2012). However, Reynolds (2002) described atypical voice quality in two 

children who had phonological disorders, and suggested that this was related to difficulties 

In laryngeal control. There may also be an effect of poor coordination or respiratory 

control on voice quality (Cohen, Wardrop, Wynne, Kubba, & McCartney, 2012). As already 

described, Lily's performance on both oro-motor and DDK tasks (see section 6.6) had 
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suggested that she had difficulties both in power and precision of oro-motor movements 

and motor planning difficulties. It appeared these difficulties in fine motor control 

impacted at a laryngeal level resulting in a noticeably breathy voice quality. The perceptual 

effect of this breathiness when combined with Lily's atypical segmental durations was that 

the overall quality of her speech production was significantly different to that of her peer 

group. 

6.26.2 What does comparison 0/ the patterns In Lllys speech data reveal across three 

speech elicitation conditions (1.: single word productloni 2: connected speech In sentence 

Imltatloni 3: connected speech In spontaneous conversation) 

Comparison of Lily's speech output across the three sampling conditions shows limited 

examples of systemic segmental differences predictable by sample type. An exception was 

the realisation of velar plosives. These were consistently more accurate in SW than in 

MWU. In MWU in SIWI positions they were usually fronted, and in SFWF positions they 

were usually realised as a glottal stop. It has been reported that the position of segments 

in a word may change their realisation (Holm et aI., 2007). However, variability in one 

target segment or even position in a word does not predict variability in another, and It 

may not be unusual to find that individual segments are subject to different levels of 

consistency (Tyler, Williams, & Lewis, 2006). Greater accuracy in single words for particular 

processes might be predicted on the basis of the processing load being less than for MWU 

(Howard, 2007), supporting the realisation of newly-established speech sounds, although 

overall the findings about accuracy in SW and MWU are not unambiguous. Wolk and 

Meisler (1998) found a higher rate of phonological process occurrence in SW than in 

conversational speech whereas other studies report greater accuracy in SW, particularly in 

word structure (Faircloth & Faircloth, 1970; Masterson et al., 2005). The Wolk and Meisler 

(1998) study may reflect that the SW assessment included structures and segments which 

the children did not use in conversational speech, thus quantitative analysis of MWU may 

under-report severity in some children. For Lily, the extreme simplification evident in all 

sample types meant that comparison did not obviously reveal differences such as those 

reported in published studies. 

Although there were few examples of predictable segmental differences between SW and 

MWU, there were contextual phonetic effects and these related to the position of the 

target in an utterance, notably the production of SFWF fricatives at the end of a word or an 
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utterance or, very occasionally, within an utterance before a pause. There were two 

examples in single words and three in MWU. Two of these in MWU occurred in utterance

final position and were plural morphemes and one was a possessive morpheme within an 

utterance (see section 6.12.2). Their realisation all preceded a pause, which suggested that 

Lily's production of these SFWF consonant clusters was facilitated by a simplified phonetic 

environment. The space or "external open juncture" (Heselwood, Bray, & Crookston, 1995, 

p. 127) created by not having to simultaneously plan the next part of an utterance may 

allow for the realisation of more complex segmental sequences. This adds support to the 

view that output constraints in terms of motor planning difficulties significantly impacted 

on Lily's speech output. If the difficulty was in establishing underlying representations of 

these lexical items, the phonetic context would not be expected to make a difference to 

their production. 

The inclusion of the different types of sampling conditions revealed phonetic, phonological 

and prosodic information which was not evident from the SW data alone. The sentence 

imitation task showed that Lily was using assimilation and liaison and there were examples 

of liaison in conversational speech. However,she did not use common word juncture 

processes as frequently as typical peers. Analysis showed that there were examples of her 

using typical articulatory reduction and close juncture in high frequency utterances, but her 

multi-word utterances were more often characterised by open juncture with frequent 

insertion of glottal stops or pauses at word boundaries. Lily's inconsistent use of between

word processes and pervasive use of glottal stops at word boundaries show similarities to a 

child, Sam, described by Howard (2007). Sam's speech rate was described as slow with 

frequent pauses and, like Lily, on occasion he realised two syllable words with equal stress. 

Also like Lily, Sam was able to produce adult-like close juncture but his realisations were 

also subject to variability impacting on the syntagmatic fluency of his speech output. 

It has been suggested that children with typical speech development may approach word 

juncture behaviours in two different ways (Howard, Wells, & Local, 2008). Some children 

have an analytical, bottom-up approach to language learning with shorter utterances 

produced more clearly and with open juncture and some have a gestalt approach, with 

long and fluent utterances which have close juncture but poor intelligibility (Peters, 1977; 

Wray, 2002), and some may use both. It is not entirely certain if there are developmental 

trends in the use of open and close juncture but studies of young typically developing 
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children suggest that this may the case (Newton & Wells, 2002; Thompson & Howard, 

2007). These studies suggest that children learn how to manage word boundaries over 

time. There is a further suggestion that children may be sensitive to the pragmatic aspects 

of particular linguistic situations, in that the young child studied by Peters (1977) 

approached naming tasks, such as looking at a book with an adult, with much more 

carefully articulated output than in free play where he was very vocal but unintelligible. 

Both hyperelision and hyperarticulation have been reported in children who have speech 

difficulties (Faircloth & Faircloth, 1975; Howard, 2007; Wells, 1994), sometimes occurring in 

the speech of the same child, and even the same utterance. This is not unexpected 

because typical speakers also vary in the degree of articulatory reduction employed in ways 

which are predictably linked to the rapidly changing demands and requirements of any 

given communication situation (Shockey, 2003). However, if it is the case that children 

have a preferred style, and if like Lily there are significant problems in speech production, a 

question is raised about the interactions between individual preferences and system 

constraints. An example relevant to this point is explored by Howard (2013) in relation to 

the speech of two children who have cleft palate. The speech production of one child, SB, 

was characterised by open juncture and few examples of connected speech processes. SB 

was described as "prioritizing paradigmatic accuracy over syntagmatic fluency" (p. 219) but 

his speech presented as prosodically atypical. Although Lily was not at the stage of having 

"paradigmatic accuracy" because of her constrained segmental system, her preferred style 

nevertheless appeared like that of SB. Her multi-word utterances were significantly more 

intelligible than her single words, but the unusual prosody of her speech impacted 

negatively on its acceptability, where acceptability is defined as the subjective rating of 

speech by listeners in terms of "bizarreness, naturalness or normalcy" (Dagenais & Wilson, 

2002, p. 364), (a direct contrast to Harry in Chapter Five). McLeod (2012) states that 

"currently.there is no metric for determining speech acceptablility" (p. 122); assessment is 

dependent on the contextual judgement of the listener, a point made also by Howard 

(2013). 

6.26.3 Does LIly's speech output show phonetic variability within different speech 

elicitation conditions? 

Lily did show variability in her speech and although token-to-token differences were not 

frequent, they did occur both in single words and in multi-word utterances. Her variable 
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production was more evident at a segmental level, i.e. particular segments were realised 

inconsistently in terms of articulatory place and manner. Segmental production also varied 

in transitions between consonants and vowels, and it was not possible to predict with any 

certainty how transitions would be realised. 

Variability is characteristic of early speech development (Marquardt, Jacks, & Davis, 2004) 

and reduction in variability becomes evident as the speech system matures and becomes 

more automatic (Nijland et aI., 2002). If variability is a product of an immature speech 

processing system, the source of Lily's inconsistencies may be traced to her overall 

processing difficulties (see section 6.26.4). However, although variation in token-to-token 

and segmental output might be the result of, for example, updating motor programmes 

(Pascoe et aI., 2006), it was possible that variability in managing transitions was a reflection 

of difficulties in motor planning or motor execution. 

6.26.4 Does the psychollngulstlc speech processing prof/Ie provide explanations 0/ Lily's 

speech output patterns? 

Lily's psycholinguistic processing profile indicated that she had difficulties with both input 

and output skills but her task performance showed differences which may be relevant in an 

explanation of her speech patterns. Lily's discrimination of both real words and non-words 

was impaired in comparison to a group typical 7-year-olds. Although non-word scores 

were poorer than real word scores, both sets of results were significantly below the 

expected level. However, Lily's age-appropriate score for the auditory lexical decision 

(ALD) task suggested that her phonological representations were accurate (Stackhouse & 

Wells, 1997). The performance differences between the discrimination and ALD tasks 

suggested that Lily's phonological working memory may have been a factor; she was able 

to recognise whether a heard word was being said with accuracy, but found it more 

challenging to hear two words and make a reliable judgement. The fact that the real wprd 

discrimination was better that the non-word score demonstrates that top-down processing 

aided her management of the task by providing support from already established lexical 

knowledge. Even with this assistance, her real word score was impaired in comparison 

with the scores of typical peers. One interpretation is that Lily's phonological working 

memory was reduced. However, Couture and McCauley (2000) suggest that children with 

phonological impairment do not have difficulty in short-term phonological memory or sub

vocal rehearsal. Instead, based on their own work, and that of Gathercole and Martin 
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(1996), they postulate that performance on phonological tasks requiring skills in immediate 

recall are dependent on long-term memory, to draw upon already stored phonological 

knowledge in order to successfully carry out what is required. In order to carry out the 

discrimination between two words as presented in the assessment tasks Lily needed to 

hold them in short-term memory and judge their phonetic similarity (or difference). 

Discrimination activities involving right/wrong or minimal pair judgements based on 

pictures may offer more direct insight into the accuracy of phonological representations, 

and the child's recognition of speech sound similarities and differences, by reducing the 

memory loading of tasks. The disadvantage of this approach is that it does not allow for 

the assessment of speech sound perception without support from previously stored 

information. The use of non-lexical items in assessment gives insight into children's ability 

to discriminate speech sounds with novel words which has implications for learning the 

sound patterns and meaning of new vocabulary. 

Lily's output processing was significantly impaired with severe difficulties at every level of 

the profile. Her performance on assessment tasks showed that her output was subject to 

similar constraints at every level. Lily's poor DDK rates and accuracy, and aspects of her 

speech output which indicated difficulties with motor planning and performance suggested 

that these constraints could be articulatory as explored in section 6.26.1.2. In this respect 

her profile is almost the same as Hamish's; this is discussed in Chapter Seven, section 

7.26.4. As with Hamish, Lily's profile provided a summary of the complexities of her 

processing difficulties and highlighted their diffuse nature. Until this study was carried out 

Lily had had no investigation of her input processing skills. She had participated in groups 

designed to promote phonological awareness skills but these were not based on any 

specific or individual targets designed to increase her perception skills (which had anyway 

not been assessed). The profile also provided a framework for intervention planning 

(Stackhouse et al., 2006) which was focused on Lily's particular needs. 

6.26.5 Does the Intelligibility 0/ Lily's speech vary across different speech elicitation 

conditions? 

Listeners' recognition of Lily's speech was severely impaired, but words in conversational 

speech and imitated sentences were better Identified than single words. This relationship 

between the relative intelligibility of SW and connected speech has been previously 

reported (McGarr, 1983; Osberger, 1992; Speake et al., 2012). Listeners' word recognition 
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is aided by the additional contextual, syntactic and phonological information available in 

sentence level utterances, as well as prosodic factors such as appropriate use of intonation 

(Klopfenstein, 2009). However, these findings are not unequivocal and factors such as the 

familiarity of vocabulary and grammatical complexity may increase or decrease successful 

identification in MWU. Speakers who have the most severe speech difficulties may be 

equally unintelligible in all contexts (Sitler, Schiavetti, & Metz, 1983). 

On the basis of the severity of Lily's speech difficulties as measured, for example, by PCC 

and z-scores on naming and imitation tasks, recognition of all types of utterance may have 

been similarly impaired. The reasons why this was not the case are largely speculative, 

although the methodological bias regarding the selection of conversational speech 

recognisable by the author, discussed in Chapter Three, Methods, must be onefactor. This 

would not, however, explain the relationship between SW and imitated sentences in favour 

again of MWU. It appeared that listeners were aided by the additional cues available at 

sentence level even when challenged by the phonetically highly degraded content of Lily's 

speech. 

One further observation of Lily's intelligibility was that all types of utterance showed a wide 

range of listener responses. For example, the responses to Lily's conversational speech 

ranged from 3.57% to 75.00% of words recognised. Khwaileh and Flipsen (2010) suggest 

that the measurement of intelligibility of both SW and sentence level utterances are 

enhanced by considering the range of responses, giving a greater understanding of the 

individual child's communicative potential. This also captures the experience of individual 

listeners, although it was not the case that anyone listener performed, for example, at the 

top of the range across all three types of stimuli. 

6.26.6 Are any changes In LIly's speech output evident between two points In time and do 

any changes Impact on the Intelligibility 01 her speech? 

Lily's speech changed significantly between T1 and T2 with the quantitative changes 

described in section 6.19, including for example PCC of just over 90%, reflecting 

improvements in both structural and systemic realisations. Examination of the differences 

between the two time points revealed the establishment of mature patterns of consonant 

clusters, fricatives, affricates and the post alveolar approximant [J]. However, Lily's 

speech continued to show evidence of minor phonetic differences and timing issues both in 
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single words and in multi-word utterances. Her speech output was not particularly 

reflective of the descriptions in the literature as characteristic of persisting speech 

difficulties such as realisations of / s/ and /r / (Shriberg et aI., 1997b). Instead she showed 

variable occurrences of the types of segmental and prosodic patterns she had shown at Tl. 

These patterns continued to be underpinned by motor difficulties, as evidenced by the DDK 

and oro-motor tasks which had not changed at all. One further change noted was in Lily's 

use of word juncture. In the 20 months between Tl and T2 her between-word processes 

had become much more adult-like with the use of open and close juncture showing more 

typical patterns. 

The changes to Lily's speech were predicted to positively impact on what listeners 

recognised since, amongst other factors, intelligibility is linked with the. "degree of 

articulatory precision in producing segmental phonetic contrasts" (Bradlow, Torretta, & 

Pisoni, 1996, p. 13). This proved to be the case with significant improvement across all 

sampling types. Moreover, the difference between SW and conversational speech which 

had favoured CS at Tl had resolved, with imitated sentences now showing the lowest mean 

score. The continuing wide range of listeners' responses, a finding common in the 

literature (Speake et al. , 2012; Whitehill, Gotzke, & Hodge, 2011), was a reflection of the 

persistence of Lily's output difficulties. 

6.27 Summary and conclusions 

A comprehensive phonological process analysis (PPA) of Lily's speech identified a range of 

processes, some of which were typical for delayed speech, for example cluster reduction 

and velar plosive fronting, and also atypical patterns (for example, glottal replacement of 

SIWI and SIWW fricative targets). However, a broader analysis beyond the scope of typical 

PPA revealed other segmental and prosodic features; the investigation of MWU was 

effective in showing elements which were not evident from a traditional single word 

naming test. The conclusion that PPA alone was not sufficient to describe the speech 

output of children with PSD had also been reached through exploration of Tallulah and 

Harry's speech output. Lily's MWU showed a preference for open juncture at word 

boundaries although there were more frequent examples of liaison in the Connected 

Speech Processes task than shown by Tallulah or Harry. Like Harry, glottal stops and 

pauses were characteristic of her speech but unlike him she only rarely showed 

hyperelision in conversational speech. Her speech showed variability with more or less 
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mature realisations of adult targets at lexical and segmental level and also in prosodic 

aspects such as the duration of transitions between consonants and vowels. This impacted 

on the acceptability as well as the intelligibility of her speech and this was quite different to 

the patterns shown by Tallulah and Harry. 

Psycholinguistic assessment revealed that Lily's speech processing skills showed some 

impairment in input tasks and, like Harry she had more difficulty in activities involving non

words than real words. Her difficulties in output tasks were severe and comparison with 

normed data indicated that her speech production was more impaired than that both of 

Tallulah and Harry. Lily's speech patterns were similar in non-word repetition and picture 

naming, suggesting that articulatory constraints affected all types of speech output. A 

similar finding was reported for Harry, and like Harry, Lily's performance on a DDK task 

indicated difficulties in motor planning; there was also evidence of poor power and 

precision in oro-motor movements. 

Lily presented with severe and persisting speech difficulties at n which affected the 

inte"igibility of her speech in a" types of utterance although listeners were better able to 

recognise words in MWU than as single items. This profile of listener responses was similar 

to that of Ta"ulah. 

By T2, Lily's speech output and her intelligibility had significantly improved although she 

continued to show residual difficulties reflecting those identified at n. This was the same 

pattern as that shown by Ta"ulah and Harry. 

The next case study in Chapter Seven is Hamish who was 6;7 at the time of the first 

assessment; this is the first chapter of volume II. 
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